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ABSTRACT
This study examines whether Canada’s military’s interoperability with the United
States affects Canadian sovereignty. The literature dealing with this subject is highly
polarized arguing that such interoperability either significantly reduces our sovereignty or
that it is necessary to maintain it. Successive Canadian governments, for example, have
traditionally supported the military view that high levels of interoperability with our allies
are needed for operations to proceed safely and effectively and that this poses no cost to
Canadian sovereignty. The interoperability critics strongly disagree, arguing that
increased interoperability, especially if it is with the United States, will diminish our
foreign policy independence, our ability to refuse US military adventures, and our
domestic sovereignty.
In a limited sense this division in the literature allows one to comprehend the
broad contours of the issue. Otherwise, recent works are marked by shifting definitions
and unclear methodologies. These shortcomings have led to a reliance on conjecture, with
the critics predicting damaging “future implications” as a result of Canada’s
interoperability policies while governments promise outright gains. As a result, the
Canadian public that underwrites the financial costs of such multi-billion dollar
investments as the new F-35 fighter have little to guide them in assessing the widely
claimed interoperability and sovereignty benefits or costs of the purchase.
This thesis set about correcting these shortcomings by examining Canada’s
interoperability history, defining the terms, developing clear hypotheses, and then testing
them against recent issues and events. These included Canada's response to 9/11 and our
decisions to participate, or not, in the 2003 invasion of Iraq and the war in Afghanistan.
These produced six case studies within which events were assessed against the
hypotheses that test for sovereignty gains or losses.
The subsequent evaluation concluded that Canadian sovereignty was rarely at risk
from Canada's military interoperability policy and Canada was normally able to enjoy an
independent foreign policy. The only area where there were successive sovereignty costs
was when Canada became overly dependent on US capabilities. This thesis also argued
that the methodology would be useful in gauging the sovereignty implications of future
cooperative projects.
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GLOSSARY
Démarche

“a request or intercession with a foreign official, e.g., a request for
support of a policy, or a protest about the host government's policy
or actions.” (US Foreign Service Institute) While a request, these
are very formal and the process is tightly controlled by the US
Department of State. Thus, every US request for Canadian
military support would be communicated through the US
Department of State and they would use a démarche to pass that
request. Frequently, the démarche will be preceded by informal
discussions with the receiving state to ensure that the request
would not be unwelcome.

Op Con

Operational Control. “The authority delegated to a commander to
direct forces assigned so that the commander may accomplish
specific missions or tasks which are usually limited by function,
time, or location; to deploy units concerned; and to retain or assign
tactical control to those units. It does not include authority to
assign separate employment of components of the units concerned.
Neither does it, of itself, include an all administrative or logistic
control.” (NATO) Thus, when Canada passes Op Con of individual
units to a US or NATO commander there are quite strict limits on
that commander’s ability to alter the original task for which those
units were sent. Canada can also withdraw them quite abruptly if
conditions change.

Operational Level

military operations conducted over a wide area that would involve
an entire province or a major body of water (i.e. the Persian Gulf)
and would involve task groups or task forces.

Strategic Level

military operations at the national or international level employing
all the elements of a country’s power (i.e. military, industrial,
economic, diplomatic etc.).

Tactical Level

military operations conducted at a local level (i.e. around a village
or harbour) often using only single ships, battalions, or aircraft.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
This dissertation examines whether Canada’s military’s interoperability with the
United States affects Canadian sovereignty. The literature dealing with this subject is
highly polarized arguing that such interoperability either significantly reduces our
sovereignty or that it is necessary to maintain it. Successive Canadian governments, for
example, have traditionally supported the military view that high levels of
interoperability with our allies are needed for operations to proceed safely and effectively
and that this poses no cost to Canadian independence. The interoperability critics
strongly disagree, arguing that increased interoperability, especially if it is with the
United States, will diminish our international independence, our ability to refuse US
military adventures, and our domestic sovereignty.
In a limited sense this division in the literature allows one to comprehend the
broad contours of the issue. Otherwise, the most recent Canadian analyses of the topic
have been marked by shifting definitions, a regular failure to develop testable hypotheses,
and only limited efforts to examine the government documents and to question the
officials that actually make Canadian interoperability policy. These shortcomings have
led to a reliance on conjecture, with the critics predicting damaging “future implications”
as a result of our interoperability policies while governments promise outright gains. As
a result, the Canadian public that underwrites the financial costs of such multi-billion
dollar investments as the new F-35 fighter have little to guide them in assessing the
widely claimed interoperability and sovereignty benefits or costs of the purchase.
There is a need, therefore, to examine Canada’s interoperability history, define the
1

terms, develop hypotheses, and then test them against recent issues and events. This
would include the Canadian response to 9/11 and our decisions to participate, or not, in
the 2003 invasion of Iraq and the war in Afghanistan. Six case studies will flow from
these events and each will be assessed against the hypotheses that test for sovereignty
gains or losses. These will be totaled and a final broad assessment made of the
sovereignty costs of our military interoperability policies and cooperative choices.
Ultimately one should also see concrete examples of the costs and benefits of our
interoperability policies and whether mitigating techniques are available to counter the
former. This data could, one hopes, be useful in gauging the sovereignty implications of
future interoperability projects.
To outline why the military thinks interoperability is necessary while also hinting
at the embedded dangers, this chapter will begin with two brief historical examples. This
will be followed by a closer look at the main themes within the Canadian interoperability
debate. It will conclude with a roadmap for the rest of the dissertation.
The first sustained multinational interoperability effort occurred as the result of a
major wartime defeat. Between 25 February and 1 March 1942 a force of five cruisers
and nine destroyers from the British, American, Australian and Dutch navies joined
together under the latter’s temporary command. Their purpose was to repel a Japanese
invasion force of forty-one cargo ships escorted by four cruisers and fourteen destroyers
aimed at Java. The opposing naval forces appeared to be initially well-matched with the
Japanese slight numerical advantage offset by their limited freedom of action as a result

2

of the need to escort the transports.1 However, after six days of battle all five allied
cruisers and five of the nine destroyers were sunk with the remaining four American
destroyers, almost out of ammunition, forced to escape to Australia. In return, the allies
only significantly damaged one Japanese destroyer and could only claim to have sunk one
unarmed Japanese cargo ship.2 The Japanese invasion force was delayed by a single day
and conquered Java a week later.
Despite the one-sided results, all reports acknowledge the Dutch, British,
Australian and American crews fought bravely and the ships were led by competent and
determined commanders. While some reports seek to explain part of the allies’ defeat on
the superior Japanese Long Lance torpedo, only three allied ships were lost to this
weapon. A few others credit superior Japanese airpower, and indeed the Japanese were
particularly effective in coordinating aircraft support to their ships.
The extent of coordination, or not, is likely the key factor in explaining the
lopsided results. The allied forces also had aircraft in theatre, but their efforts were
never integrated with those of the ships.3 Meanwhile the Japanese forces were receiving

1

Theodore Roscoe, United States Destroyer Operations in World War 2 (Annapolis: USNI, 1953), 103. He
describes the forces involved as “almost matched in size and weight.” See also Hermon G.Gill, The Royal
Australian Navy 1939-1942. Canberra: Australian War Memorial, 1957. Note particularly the charts at
pages 604-5 which make the numerical equality case well.
2
Hermon G. Gill, Royal Australian Navy 1939-1942 (Canberra: Australian War Memorial, 1957), 621.
This covers the occasionally contested results.
3
The Allied coordination of ship and aircraft had a host of problems and complicating factors. O’Hara
suggests that the Allied calls for air support were rejected due to a “British influence” that had decreed air
and naval forces would fight separately and follow separate operational programmes. See Vincent P.
O'Hara, "Battle of the Java Sea: 27 February 1942,"
http://www.microworks.net/PACIFIC/battles/java_se.htm, (accessed 15 Oct 2009), 5. Dear and Foot also
report that the force commander had put his ships’ reconnaissance aircraft ashore as he predicted a night
action. See their B. Dear and M.R.D. Foot, "Battle of Java Sea - the Oxford Companion of World War 2,"
Encylopedia.com (2001), http://www.encylopedia,com/doc/10129-JavaSeabattleof.html, (accessed 10 Jun

3

continuous and effective support from their aircraft.4 Here and in almost every other
aspect of effective military cooperation and coordination, what one terms
“interoperability” today, the allied forces failed. Prior to the actual battle the allied fleet
units had never exercised together and had only met for a single one hour conference
prior to sailing that night into battle.5
They shared no common procedures for even basic fleet maneuvering let alone for
conducting complex ship-air coordination or executing a multi-ship night attack. The
Japanese, meanwhile, had long-practiced these operations. Hermon Gill suggests the
allied forces were only capable of following each other single file or ‘line ahead’
maneuvering.6 Communications were fraught with the Commanding Officer of one ship
reporting that “There were no common flag signals or signal books available, nor were
there any tactical plans save of the most rudimentary nature.”7
Until an American liaison officer was assigned to the Flagship, communications
with the Dutch Task Group Commander were described as “farcical” by one of the

2009), p. 1 of 2. Other allied shore-based aircraft such as Catalinas and Flying Fortress’ made regular
attacks on the Japanese but to little effect. Moreover, their infrequent reports on the Japanese shipping
never matched the near-continuous reconnaissance and reporting efforts put out by the Japanese aircraft to
their own ships. See O’Hara , 1. David Thomas underlines this pointing out that the critical first Flying
Fortress sighting of the Japanese invasion force never got to the Allied ships. See his David A. Thomas,
Battle of the Java Sea (London: Andre Deutsch Ltd., 1968), 161. In addition Allied fighter support to the
ships had become so complete a failure Thomas reports subsequent promises to provide it at a pre-battle
conference were met by “gales of scornful laughter” from the allied ships’ captains who were long-tired of
such failed promises. See his 166.
4
Thomas, Battle of the Java Sea, 168.
5
Gill, Royal Australian Navy 1939-1942, 556.
6
O`Hara, 1.
7
H.E. Eccles, Commander. "Report of Action - USS John D. Edwards." United States Navy, 1942,
http://www.ibiblio.org/hyperwar/USN/ships/logs/DD/dd216-Bawean.html, (accessed 10 Apr 2010), 1.

4

Captains.8 Even with this liaison officer, communications remained problematic. At the
bitter end of this saga, the critically needed American destroyers departed the area out of
torpedoes, unable it would seem, to replenish them from the nearby Dutch naval
dockyard.9
It is also clear the allies did not share what is now termed a “common operational
picture” that sets out for the force where each of their own units are located and where the
enemy might be. Indeed the battle of the Java Sea was marked by frequent allied failures
in this area with HMS Jupiter being sunk by a minefield laid by the Dutch.10 The Jupiter
knew nothing of this and initially reported she had been attacked by a submarine – and no
enemy submarines were in her vicinity.11 Another allied ship steamed through the
survivors and debris of the Dutch destroyer Kortenaer unaware that she had been sunk.12
A US destroyer’s after action report covering the end of the most violent of the battles
stated that “Darkness set in and we followed the main body, endeavoring to regain
station, and having not the slightest idea as to his [the force commander’s] plans and still
only a vague idea of what the enemy was doing.”13
Michael Pugh argues this particular battle played a key role in encouraging the
allied nations to fundamentally rework their coordination procedures and establish
common codes amongst the Australian, Canadian, British, American, and New Zealand
8

Ibid., 2.
Roscoe, United States Destroyer Operations in World War 2, 105-6. See also Thomas, Battle of the Java
Sea, 207.
10
Gill, Royal Australian Navy 1939-1942, 614. See also Roscoe, United States Destroyer Operations in
World War 2, 106.
11
Thomas, Battle of the Java Sea, 208.
12
Gill, 614.
13
Eccles, 3.
9

5

(or “USCANUKUSNZ”) militaries.14 More significantly yet, a permanent Combined
Communications Board was created soon after to guide this allied effort.15 The need for
it was regularly reinforced. A year after the disaster off Java, the allied ships and land
forces of the Sicily invasion force mistook for German bombers a force of over one
hundred and forty-four transport aircraft loaded with American paratroopers sent to
reinforce them.16 Over twenty-three were shot down and thirty-seven badly damaged.
This spurred a separate reform of ship-air coordination methods. By June 1944, allied
procedures had advanced sufficiently to allow the execution of the immensely complex
landings in Normandy. At the war’s end the Combined Communications Board had also
moved beyond its initial AUSCANUKUSNZ partners and had issued over two million
copies of its allied communications manuals to twelve other cooperating nations.17
World War II had brought fundamental change to the entire notion of military
cooperation. Ad hoc cooperative arrangements of the past were replaced by sustained
efforts overseen by permanent organizations. Further, there were few upper limits on
what data could be shared with the Australians, British, Canadians, Americans and
occasionally the New Zealanders exchanging the most highly secret code breaking and
communications intelligence material. Finally, the need for coordination continued into

14

Michael Pugh, Maritime Security and Peacekeeping: A Framework for United Nations Operations (New
York: St. Martins Press, 1994), 180. New Zealand was for a period excluded from the group as a result of
her 1985 decision to close her ports to U.S. nuclear powered vessels.
15
Ibid.
16
Rick Atkinson, The Day of Battle: The War in Sicily and Italy 1943-1944 (New York: Henry Holt and
Co., 2007), 107-12.
17
U.S. Department of Defence, "Introduction to the CCEB," Combined Communications-Electronics Board
(2010), http://jcs.dtic.mil/j6/cceb/publicwebintro.pdf, (accessed January 6 2010), 1.

6

peacetime with, for example, the Combined Communications Board still active today.18
It still leads the interoperability effort for the AUSCANUKUSNZ group and is an active
partner with the mirror-image NATO Consultation, Command and Control Board.
NATO has also significantly expanded the interoperability function within its
unique Standardization Organization. This system involves scores of NATO and national
boards, conferences, and agencies who seek agreement on everything from common
terminology to the most complex technical standards. The technical effort involves over
twenty thousand officials and it has produced over thirteen hundred NATO
Standardization Agreements or STANAGS.19 These agreements bind all NATO allies to
minimum interoperability standards. They cover an immense range including standards
for the provision of safe drinking water to other nations, ammunition interchangeability,
air-to-air refueling, and parallel software development for satellite-based tactical data
systems.20 NATO has thus moved beyond simply enhancing communications into
logistic, doctrinal, and industrial interoperability.
When the author commanded the ships of seven NATO nations in the Persian
Gulf in 2002 as a part of the international counter-terrorist effort, the Canadian Forces
were the direct beneficiary of that process. Electronic communications proceeded

18

It is now named the Combined Communications-Electronic Board.
National Institute for Strategic Studies Ukraine, "NATO Standardization Organization," Introduction to
NATO, http://www.db.niss.gov.ua/docs/nato/nato/sco69.html, (accessed 19 Apr 2010), 2-3.
20
STANAG 2885 covers standards for potable water in the field, STANAG 3971 addresses Air-to -Air
Refueling, STANAG 4172 covers small arms ammunition interoperability, and STANAG 5516 deals with
the electronic standards for Link 16. NATO provides a partial list at North Atlantic Treaty Organization
NATO, "Standardization Agreements/Accords De Normalization," e-library STANAGS (2010),
http://www.nato.int/cps/en/natolive/stanag.htm, (accessed 18 Mar 2010), noting a longer but unofficial list
is at Wikipedia. "STANAG." http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/STANAG (accessed April 19, 2010).
19

7

rapidly between the ships via voice, teletype, email and web-based formats all of which
were automatically enciphered with very high-grade codes. Units could control, land,
and refuel each other’s helicopters without ever having to examine the potential for
differing language, procedures, fuel standards, or hose and landing area deck fittings
interfering. As a great many other non-NATO nations militaries also voluntary ascribe to
NATO STANAGs and tactical publications, Canadian ships were able to refuel instantly
from the Japanese Navy’s tankers and include their ships in the ‘common operational
picture.’21 That picture exchanged each ship’s radar plot and then combined it into a
common master picture with an assessment of who was friendly or not via a nearinstantaneous encrypted data link. As the ships of this Canadian-led multi-national
group were included in the same data link net with tens of others in the region, they were
able to see ship and aircraft movements in high precision from their position off Oman to
the northern areas of Iraq some seven hundred miles away. An additional benefit denied
the forces in the Java Sea was that the vast majority of the ships’ Captains in the group
had participated at least once in NATO’s standing naval groups or had been part of one of
the alliance’s major exercises. Thus some sixty years of NATO procedural
interoperability has engendered a cultural interoperability of unstated but no less strong
mutual understanding that guides how one does business during coalition warfare.
Until now only a very positive view of military cooperation and interoperability
has been offered. There are problems, however, and these go beyond Sir John Slessor’s

21

Indeed some 60 navies rely on NATO publications for communications and basic tactics.

8

“…war without allies is bad enough –with allies it is hell!”22 The Franco-British military
staff talks of 1906-1914 provide one of the frequently cited examples of cooperation’s
potential dangers.
These talks, conducted frequently in secret at the senior military officer level, are
often blamed for leading Britain into the Great War: “By 1914, although there were no
treaty obligations, the military staff talks between the British and the French had, without
the knowledge of many Cabinet ministers, virtually committed Britain to go to the aid of
France in a war with Germany.”23 The formal agreement, named after the two general
officers involved in these talks, is similarly described: “20 Jul [1911] The Dubail-Wilson
Agreement: without authorization, the Anglo-French military conference settles the
details of military cooperation – [General] Henry Wilson pledges a 150,000 man BEF, to
be ready for actions on the thirteenth day of mobilization.”24
These brief summaries introduce many elements of the contemporary military
interoperability critique. One involves the risk that low-level military cooperation today
can lead to unintended strategic commitments downstream. These critiques also
regularly suggest the possibility of military officials pushing the interoperability agenda
without the assent of their political superiors. Moreover, the smaller nation in such a
cooperative team is frequently portrayed as a servant who contributes much but
22

Sir John Cotesworth Slessor, A Strategy for the West. New York: Morrow, 1954, 2. This was not,
however, Sir John’s personal view and he made clear that this was a facetious viewpoint he did not hold.
23
Norman McCord and William A. Purdue, "British History 1815-1914," (Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press,
2007), http://lib.myilibrary.com.ezproxy.library.dal.ca/browse/navigaion.asp?IS=116422, (accessed 21
April 2010), 443.
24
"Background, 1904 to Aug.02, 1914," The Opening Campaign on the Western Front August-September,
1914, http://cnparm.home.texas.net/Wars/Marne/Marne01.htm, (accessed 21 Mar 2010), pages covering
“1911.”

9

ultimately has little say in how that contribution is employed. The French generals, for
example, considered the British Army leadership inferior and confidently expected
British officers would follow French direction: “While the French devised grand strategy,
the British would doggedly hold their positions.”25 Finally, the French-British military
staff talks of 1906-1914 provide regular reminders of the extreme difficulty associated in
analyzing military interoperability decisions.
The suggestion that the British military staff made these arrangements with the
French without cabinet or other political authority provides a good example. The justcited short summaries also support the popular view that an unchecked military-led
interoperability effort can lead the country to war. However, several detailed analyses
indicate that a more complex process was actually at work. Barbara Tuchman, A.J.P.
Taylor, and, especially, John Charmley make clear that the decision to hold staff talks in
1906 was made by the Liberal foreign secretary, Sir Edward Grey, and not the military.26
As the Liberal party was deeply divided between an “imperialist” faction ready to make
preparations for war and a “sternly pacifist” faction committed to non-intervention, Grey
25
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and his party leader deliberately chose not to inform the rest of cabinet of the details of
those talks.27 This deception continued until 1911 when the substance of those talks was
presented at a special meeting of the Committee on Imperial Defence. Again, the
majority of cabinet was not informed of the meeting, and ministers who might oppose
such talks were excluded from it.28 This deception was soon discovered, and Tuchman
reports that General Wilson, the military officer who led the staff talks, quickly sensed he
was being cast as the “villain of the proceedings” by those excluded and opposed to
military cooperation with France.29 There is, as a result, the very strong suggestion that
General Wilson became the scapegoat for a Liberal party now facing a cabinet split over
the results of the staff talks and the secret manner in which they had developed.
Equally difficult to establish are the actual results or effects of the talks. Did, for
example, the staff talks actually promise and then result in Britain joining France in a war
with Germany? While the military talks produced a series of detailed technical
agreements covering, for example, the size of the British military commitment to Europe,
the French ports British troops would use, and the trains and accommodations billets
which would be made available, the key elements of that contribution were intentionally
never made clear.30 The most central of these involved the conditions that would cause
Britain to actually dispatch the force and thus assist France against Germany. Tuchman
27
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describes a key letter in 1912 to the French Ambassador that purported to set out those
conditions as a “masterpiece of ellipsis.”31 The letter actually declared both nations were
free to decide “whether or not to assist each other by armed force” in any future scenario.
However, many in Britain and France felt a firm commitment had still been made. This
included the British Foreign Secretary who declared in August 1914 that “We have led
France to rely on us.”32 Yet A.J.P. Taylor argues that the French “never acted on the
confident assumption that Great Britain would support them in a continental war,
whatever the cause.” 33 After the war Marshal Joffre seemed to confirm this stating
“there was no commitment” from Britain and that the staff talks were “only studies” of
embarkation and billeting options.34
Thus confusion over the strategic implications of the staff talks was almost
guaranteed. Given the deep divisions in the British Liberal party over any continental
intervention, a formal alliance with France that might spell out the details was never an
option. The alternative chosen – informal low level technical staff talks – appeared
ideal. This option supported France and potentially deterred Germany without requiring
wider and, therefore, riskier cabinet or parliamentary discussion or review. Moreover,
Tuchman makes clear the political leadership then ceased to provide any regular annual
review of what their military and naval staffs were up to after initially authorizing
cooperation with the French: “While the military prearranged the lines of battle,
31
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England’s political leaders, pulling the blanket of ‘no commitment’ over their heads,
resolutely refrained from watching them.”35
The Liberal leadership, ably assisted by the military, then wrapped whatever work
was being done in great secrecy, and Tuchman, MacKintosh, and Charmley’s analyses all
infer that this was more to deceive their political opponents than foil the Germans.36
Winston Churchill accurately described the ultimately confusing result as “we have all
the obligations of an alliance without its advantages and above all without its precise
definitions.”37
Ninety-four years after the First World War, the current Canadian debate over our
military’s high levels of interoperability with the United States repeats many of the same
criticisms. The danger of informal military-to-military cooperation leading to unintended
strategic consequences has been argued recently by Danford Middlemiss and Denis
Stairs. They warn that Canada’s efforts to maintain close military interoperability with
the United States involves the risk that “we may be dealing here with a heavy train rolling
downgrade without brakes” wherein interoperability may be progressing to unspecified
higher levels of military integration.38 Bruce Campbell takes this one step further arguing
that Canada’s current interoperability policies, in conjunction with other elements of
“deep integration,” will eventually lead to “a kind of de facto political association or
35
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union (though with no political representation)” with the United States. 39
The charge that the policy of cooperation is being advanced by military officials
without formal government sanction is also repeated. Thus Andy Knight argues that
“Interoperability is presented almost as a fait accompli by the Canadian military
establishment. But we ought to be sceptical and critical of this process of formulating
foreign and defence policy by stealth.”40 Middlemiss and Stairs make the same “stealth”
accusation as does Ann Denholm Crosby in describing the development for the
interoperability components of Canada’s NORAD agreements.
Much as Great Britain was viewed in 1911 by some as a decidedly junior partner
who should take French direction, Canada today is frequently seen as the junior, if not
subservient partner to the US. For example, in 2002, NDP MP Lorne Nystrom argued
closer military ties with the United States have the potential for “all the shots being called
by the Americans and having Canadian troops under American command, it certainly

39
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diminishes our sovereignty.”41
In fact, the great disparity in military and most other elements of national power
between Canada and the United States has created a longstanding concern over the degree
to which Canada is able to maintain its sovereignty and to act independently when it
cooperates with the US. This level of concern can preoccupy, with Brian Bow and
Patrick Lennox suggesting “Not many countries have spent as much time as Canada has
arguing about whether and to what extent they can pursue an ‘independent’ foreign
policy.”42 Any large scale cooperative venture with the US necessarily provokes an
examination of the potential cost to Canadian independence and sovereignty.
Canada’s military interoperability has frequently been at the centre of this
concern. Lloyd Axworthy argues one inescapable cost is foreign policy independence.
He suggests the quest for greater interoperability with the US brings with it higher levels
of military-to-military integration, and that, in turn, represents “one of the weak links as
a country to assert a more independent foreign policy.” 43 Michael Byers claims the same
policies also threaten Canadian sovereignty. In his view, closer Canada-US military
cooperation involves a “delegation” of sovereignty to the United States with the “very
real possibility that Canada’s standing in the international community would suffer.” 44
He has also argued that an expansion of NORAD roles and wider Canada-US
41
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interoperability generally could result in pressure to reduce the greater equality enjoyed
by Canadian servicewomen and serving gays and lesbians over their American
equivalents.45 Canada’s ability to conduct independent military activities may also be at
risk according to Denis Stairs. Close cooperation with the US military brings with it
increasing dependence on their systems. This, he argues, creates conditions where it
could be “very difficult for us to refuse to participate in a US operation that we found
inconvenient or regarded as ill-advised.”46 Alternatively, this same dependence could
make it difficult to respond to a United Nations request “unless the Americans happen to
share the Canadian view.” 47
Canada’s involvement in the US-led war in Afghanistan has heightened these
concerns while contributing other potential sovereignty problems. In 2003 there were
indications that the US may have been seeking to have both the Mexican and Canadian
ambassadors to the United Nations removed for their reported opposition to American
efforts against Iraq.48 Richard Williams then argues Canada was coerced by the United
States into dropping its support for the Geneva Conventions in Afghanistan.49 Equally
problematic for some was the potential that the Canadian defence and foreign policy
establishment’s long-established close cooperation with their American equivalents
45
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would result in Canadian officials being co-opted to the latter’s advantage throughout the
2003-6 period. Janice Gross Stein and Eugene Lang are very direct in claiming that
Canadian military officials are “more concerned about their relationships with their
American counterparts than they are with their own political masters in Ottawa.”50 Lloyd
Axworthy repeats the accusation asserting there is “a strong predilection by many senior
officers, supported by their civilian mouthpieces, to become too absorbed into the
American military orbit.” 51
Given that Lang was recently chief of staff to two defence ministers and
Axworthy was one of Canada’s most prominent foreign affairs ministers, there is a need
to take such accusations seriously and examine them in company with the more
traditional claims of lost independence and reduced sovereignty. To achieve this Chapter
Two will establish the extent to which the recent critiques represent new concerns or
whether they conform to the historical patterns of Canada-US cooperation marked as it is
with regular challenges to Canadian sovereignty.
The third chapter will then outline the research methodology and fully develop the
definitions, hypotheses, criteria and case study selection. At this point, however, the
reader is owed a statement on the study’s objective, a preliminary description of the key
terms, some sense of the scope of the investigation, and an outlining of the main elements
under investigation. Therefore, the thesis objective will be to assess the extent to which
Canada-US military interoperability affects Canadian sovereignty. It will not stray
50
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beyond these boundaries by, for example, assessing the sovereignty impact of Canada’s
other cooperative ties such as those with NATO or the independence costs of recent
continental counterterrorism improvements. As will be soon be clear, there is plenty of
material within the purely military Canada-US cooperative arrangements especially in
light of recent commitments to Afghanistan and the Persian Gulf. This study will,
however, rely initially on NATO for its definition of “interoperability” as “the ability of
systems, units, or forces, to provide services to and accept services from other systems,
units, or forces and to use the services so exchanged to enable them to work effectively
together.”52 Within Chapter Three that definition’s suitability will be re-examined to
ensure it does not bias the analysis.
“Sovereignty” will be considered to have both an external and an internal
component with “external sovereignty” defined as a state’s “liberty of action outside its
borders in the intercourse with other States.”53 Internal sovereignty is defined as
“internal independence with regard to the liberty of action of a State inside its borders.”54
Again, the chapter outlining the research methodology will establish the extent to which
these definitions enjoy broad support within the within international law and international
relations theory. There will also be no attempt to develop new theories or types of
sovereignty as this study will argue much of the current Canadian literature on
interoperability suffers from all too regular attempts to devise new and often highly
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selective types of sovereignty. Rather than offering new theory, the thesis will challenge
the prevailing narrative that Canada-US interoperability undermines Canadian
sovereignty.
To achieve this, the third chapter will ensure that the specific concerns raised by
the critics have some direct connection to Canadian sovereignty. This is best done by
rewriting the just-provided Canadian critiques of that policy as hypotheses. The
preliminary ones argue:
Canada’s external sovereignty is violated:
-when the Canadian government alters its support for international
agreements as it sensed US opposition to them;
-when the Canadian government adopts, rejects or modifies domestic
policies as a result of US pressure;
-when the Canadian government adopts, rejects or modifies personnel
policies as a result of US pressure;
-when the Canadian government commits to US-led military coalitions
despite the presence of disincentives; and,
-when Canada is prevented from joining non-US-led military coalitions
because of its close interoperability ties with the US.
Canada’s internal sovereignty is violated:
-when Canadian officials advance military projects with the US without
government support; and,
-Canadian officials support the position of the US government over the
Canadian position.
Then Chapter Three will comb the international relations literature to ensure each of the
19

hypotheses is supported with clear criteria for assessing the extent to which Canadian
sovereignty was at risk.
These hypotheses will then be applied in six separate case studies drawn from the
2001-2006 period with each case assigned its own chapter. This will assess the extent to
which the available evidence supports, or not, the sovereignty-testing hypotheses.
Chapter Four will examine Canada's response to the 11 September 2001 attacks. Chapter
Five will deal with the abortive mission to the International Security Force in Kabul in
2002, with Chapter Six covering Canada’s deployment to Kandahar in 2003. Chapter
Seven will examine the sovereignty elements within Canada's decision to reject
participation in Operation Iraqi Freedom. Chapter Eight will deal with the Canadian
leadership of the coalition naval Task Force 151. The last case study, Chapter Nine, will
deal with Canada's return to Kandahar in 2005.
All cases involve claims of lost or reduced sovereignty, and these will be probed
and assessed. Chapter Ten will collect each case study's findings, evaluate their overall
impact, and establish trends. In addition to demonstrating that much of the current
Canadian interoperability narrative is wrong, it will seek to explain how and why it came
to dominate the recent analyses of Canada-US military cooperation. The eleventh chapter
concludes the dissertation and suggests potentially more profitable avenues of policy
analysis.
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CHAPTER TWO: CANADIAN INTEROPERABILITY POLICY
1938-2001
Introduction
This chapter will provide the background needed to understand some of the
interoperability choices made during the period 2001-2010. It will not, however, seek to
provide a history of Canadian interoperability. For this one would not go too far wrong
by consulting Danford Middlemiss and Denis Stairs’ "The Canadian Forces and the
Doctrine of Interoperability: the Issues."1 Relying on them for the grandes lignes of
Canadian policy, the chapter will explain the key terminology and show in more detail
the cooperative choices of the individual services, the hierarchies within our security
relationships (CAN-US, AUSCANUKUS, and NATO), and the role Canadian politicians
played in setting the policies.
This chapter will progress via three parts covering the immediate post-war era, the
height of the Cold War, and finally the 1968-2001 period. Each stage will provide
specific examples of the sovereignty costs of close military cooperation and from this a
summary will determine the trends that are likely to carry over into the 2001-2010 period
that is the focus of this dissertation.

1938-1951
Canada-US interoperability policy and the concern that that policy might impact

1
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Canadian sovereignty begins in 1938.2 Prior to then, the Canadian military had focused
its cooperative efforts exclusively on Great Britain with little to no effort being spent on
establishing ties with the United States military.3 In addition, Canada’s very modest
defence spending and its low technical thresholds did not require anything approaching
an interoperability policy, with R.J. Sutherland arguing that advanced levels of
cooperation were unnecessary at that early, more rudimentary level of military evolution.4
This changed in the 1930s, when the United States government, faced with the
rising power of Japan and Germany in the mid 1930s, concluded that its security was tied
to that of North America overall. President Roosevelt’s declaration that his government
would not “stand idly by” if Canada was attacked underlined that strategy. Canada,
sensing the same deterioration in international security then immediately assured the
United States that it would do its part to make itself “immune” from attack. These
declarations did not, however, bind the two states to coordinate defence. That would
await their Ogdensburg agreement of 1940 creating the Permanent Joint Board of
Defence (PJBD) and the 1941 Hyde Park declaration covering shared defence production.
These were groundbreaking in their direction and scope according to Middlemiss and
2
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Stairs’ review: “Taken together they had the cumulative effect of tying both the military
establishments and the defence industries of the two states into a seemingly irrevocable
web of closely coordinated interconnectedness.”5 From a Canadian point of view these
initiatives also underlined that the British government was now incapable of rendering
any useful military assistance and financially destitute as well.6
With its own territorial defence assured, Canada was soon providing Britain
troops, war material, and financial loans at levels not significantly below that of the
United States.7 As during the Great War, Canada did not initially gain much from its
outsized contribution. It did not, for example, get access to the innermost BritishAmerican councils that directed the war, and Canada was excluded from the critical Yalta
conference. Yet Middlemiss and Sokolsky argue that Canada successfully translated her
immense wartime contributions into an “active role in Allied diplomacy” nevertheless
while also underlining she was now an independent “international player.”8
This was soon apparent after the war with Canada playing a significant, if
discreet, role in setting up the UN even if she was not able to secure a permanent seat on
the Security Council. Throughout the immediate post war period one also sees a
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sustained Canadian effort made to gain the maximum possible international influence. 9
This was largely successful with John Holmes noting Canada enjoyed membership in an
“informal directorate of three” that set the post-war economic arrangements, designed the
NATO alliance, and established the UN Atomic Energy Commission.10 Adam Chapnick
notes that Canada, in a significant break from her isolationist policies of the thirties, had
adopted a foreign policy in which “...the goals of the Canadian approach to international
engagement shifted from avoiding commitments to maximizing opportunities for
them.”11 This was an entirely successful effort and the 1941-1951 period is frequently
referred to as the “golden age” of Canadian diplomacy. 12
In Canada, this increasing focus on multilateral organizations had the additional
benefit of providing a much-needed offset to American power. The need for one has
been nicely outlined by Charles Doran: “For Canada, the search for a counter-weight to
the American presence and to declining British visibility became almost a fixation.” 13
Yet one must not overlook the fact that many Canadians also accepted that military
cooperation with the United States was inevitable in view of the increasing Soviet danger
and our successful cooperative arrangements during World War II. Nevertheless, careful
9
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handling of that cooperation was still required, and Frank Underhill credits Mackenzie
King for his political skills in reorienting Canada away from Britain and towards the US
“without ever arousing that anti-American fever to which we are so susceptible in
Canada.” 14
However, in private, government officials up to and including Mackenzie King
were deeply worried over that relation’s long term effect on Canadian sovereignty and
independence.15 As was the diplomatic and political style of the time, they kept these
concerns private. Most of these centered on the huge US military presence in Canada
built up during the war that risked becoming permanent as the United States began its
preparations to counter the rising Soviet threat. There were, for example, some thirtythree thousand American servicemen and civilian defence contractors in the Canadian
North in 1943 and they significantly outnumbered the Canadians there.16 Other US
sponsored initiatives like the American-funded CANOL pipeline that linked the
Mackenzie delta to Whitehorse, or the near-permanent US Air Force use of numerous
Canadian airbases all presented significant sovereignty challenges for the Canadian
government. In some cases the challenge was quite clear and was then quickly and
amicably addressed by the two governments.17 At other times there are very strong
suggestions Canada was pressured or coerced into submitting to an American proposal.
The building of the Alaskan Highway provides a good example. This was a
14
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United States Army initiative to link Alaska to the American heartland in response to the
rising power of Japan. By necessity it passed through British Columbia and the Yukon.
There was a direct sovereignty challenge implicit in that routing and in the fact that the
US proposal involved her financing and operating it without Canadian assistance.18 The
Canadian government then successfully and politely rebuffed the proposal when it was
first raised in the 1930s. A significant sovereignty challenge had, it seems, been
overcome. In fact, one could loosely argue our government had enhanced its sovereignty
via its refusal, and Keohane and Nye unambiguously credit the outcome as a Canadian
victory in their landmark study on interdependence.19
By 1942 Canada and the United States, now both at war against Japan, agreed to
the highway’s construction with those same authors suggesting that this time Canada had
freely assented and overcome her initial objections as the “war changed its objectives.”
This positive outlook would again lead one to assume Canada suffered no sovereignty
costs as it had agreed to the construction. This view is, however, not fully shared, and
Mahant and Mount claim “Considerable pressure” was applied on the Canadian
government by the President’s office and Congress suggesting, instead, a potential
sovereignty loss for Canada.20
There is no intention here to further probe this issue or the other Canadian-United
States defence cooperation conflicts that occurred in this period. Rather, they are
18
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summarized in table 2-1.

Table 2-1

Canada-US Issues and Disputes 1938-1951
Canadian officials
advancing US interests?

Refs22

Issue

Outcome

1938. Alaska Highway. US
requests Canada’s assent.
1942. Alaska Highway. US
pressures Canada.
1946. Alaska Highway
Agreement passes highway to
Canada.
1946. US military presence in
Arctic. Canada requests
removal.
1949. NATO article II.
Canada requests commitment
to promotion of democracy and
development. US objects.

Canada rejects.

Possible Effect on
Canadian Sovereignty21
Gain

Canada accedes.

Loss

Ibid.

US accedes.

Gain

Ibid.

US agrees.

Gain

Ibid.

US relents.

Gain

Holmes, Life With
Uncle, p. 30-1.

Eayrs.23 .

The table above will be joined by two others covering the remainder of the 19511968 and the 1968 to 2001 period. The intention here was to array the issues and
disputes in table form following the broad approach used by Keohane and Nye and more
recently Brian Bow.24 The only modification made has been to add a column that records
whether there is a potential sovereignty gain or loss and whether Canadian officials may
have been involved.
21
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There will be no attempt initially to assess the validity of such claims or weigh the
merits of competing ones. As the case of the British-French staff talks of 1911 revealed,
one would be forced to do considerable digging to establish which of the two competing
points of view have merit, and even then one is unlikely to arrive at definitive final
answer. Similarly, if there is a suggestion that Canadian officials abetted US interests at a
cost to Canada’s sovereignty that will be also be noted but not deeply probed.
Dramatically increased Canadian-United States wartime cooperation was not the
only interoperability issue facing Canada during the period 1938-1951, although it was
arguably the most significant. War had brought huge changes to the scope, the actors and
the management of international military interoperability. The fielding of million-man
armies employing advanced radio and radar technologies and fleets of hundreds of
vessels and thousands of aircraft required mammoth levels of coordination. As the
introduction to this dissertation demonstrated, when the allies failed to coordinate,
disaster followed with the Battle of the Java Sea providing a particularly salutary
example. This then saw the Australian, Canadian, British, and American governments
(or “AUSCANUKUS” group) commit themselves to advanced levels of interoperability
with dedicated permanent staffs to manage the processes. Further, this group, reinforced
by their often spectacular intelligence successes in fully breaking the codes of the
Japanese and Germans and initial successes in opening Russian ones, resolved to
continue their association after hostilities.25
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Permanent, formal bodies devoted to interoperability management were not the
only change. This “four eyes” group quickly recognized the need for significant
specialization within its efforts. This produced first, an intelligence sharing association
and then a separate military communications organization, the just-described Combined
Communications and Electronics Board or CCEB.26
The national makeup of this group, however, was slow to change. Since the
initial forming of the AUSCANUKUS group during World War II, only New Zealand
has been added to it. However, in 1984 she was excluded for some twenty-five years as a
result of a major falling out with the United States over what the latter viewed as a critical
defence cooperation issue. That year New Zealand announced a policy that barred
nuclear armed and nuclear powered vessels from her ports. This effectively excluded the
US Navy and led to the American government cancelling her defence treaty, intelligence
sharing and all military cooperation with her.
While this inner circle was kept intentionally small, the AUSCANUKUS nations
saw the need to expand its coordination function beyond themselves in select areas. As
Richard Aldrich argues the re-emergence of a "global sigint network" occurred on 22 February 1946 with
Britain organizing a Commonwealth conference on the topic that brought Australia, New Zealand, and
Canada into the UKUSA intelligence exchange under British leadership. See Richard J. Aldrich, GCHQ:
The Uncensored Story of Britain's Most Secret Intelligence Agency (London: Harper Press, 2010), 93-95.
As the British led negotiations with the Americans on this topic with the Australians, Canadians and New
Zealanders agreeing that she could represent them the author admits this sometimes equated to "'colonial'
treatment."
26
US Department of Defense. Publication 1: Organization, Roles and Responsibilities. Combined
Communications and Electronics Board, 2010,
https://community.apan.org/.../CCEB_5F00_Pub_5F00_1_5F00_P41, (accessed 11 Aug 2011), 41. Many
subgroups formed to manage army, naval, and broad technical cooperation. Examples of other
AUSCANUKUSNZ groups include the ABCA (America, Britain, Canada, Australia) Armies organization,
the parallel Air Standardization Coordination Committee, and the Technical Cooperation Panel devoted to
science and technology writ large.
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has been noted, this group had the immediate task of supplying codes and procedural
manuals to the twelve other nations supporting the allied efforts against Germany and
Japan in 1945. The inner core of AUSCANUKUS states still found cause, however, to
meet separately and share some data only amongst themselves.
While not referred to as such at the time, a multi-level security architecture had
been born, and that architecture would remain a central element of Canada’s
interoperability relationships. Within that hierarchy, it was understood that at the highest,
or ‘national’ level, a state had certain secrets and communications codes it would share
with no one. Material at this level would be marked “SECRET - For Canadian Eyes
Only” for example. The US equivalent was “NOFORN” for “no foreign eyes” or “no
foreign distribution.” A state might then make informal arrangements to share data
bilaterally with a single ally as Canada does with the United States creating a
classification termed “SECRET - CANUS Eyes Only.” Such bilateral associations,
however, were normally informal and no permanent staffs guided them. A notable
exception is North American Aerospace Defence Command, where cooperation occurs in
a narrow sector but is sufficiently intense to require a permanent organization covered by
a formal agreement. Next in the hierarchy were the “AUSCANUKUS eyes only”
exchanges, and these were both formal and frequently directed by permanent staff.
Below this level in the hierarchy were those dedicated to improving cooperation with the
immediate allies of this group, such as those that joined the allied effort against Germany
including the Free French or Netherlands’ government in exile. Later, this larger
grouping would reform around NATO, and it would also create an extremely effective
30

system that directed the doctrinal, tactical, communications, logistic, R&D, and industrial
interoperability efforts of the new allies using classifications like “NATO SECRET.”
Finally, there exists the ‘rest of the world’ grouping. Data, tactical manuals and codes are
shared with carefully selected members of this group by states within the USCANUKUS
or NATO groups. This is normally done bilaterally, informally, and no organization
coordinates this although both the AUSCANUKUS and NATO members expect to be
told in advance of any of their group who plans to release data to a non-member state.
Japan, for example, is regularly given access to up-to-date NATO material under the
classification “NATO SECRET – Releasable to Japan.” Outside of the WARSAW pact,
there were no significant competitors to these groupings although the United Nations has
attempted to set very basic standards for the land units nations offer up for peacekeeping.
From the beginning Canada was near the privileged top of this interoperability
pyramid. This is a significant advantage as both the quality and breadth of the material
declines as one progresses down the hierarchy. While there might be some suspicion
that, for example, a British-American bilateral link might be denying Canada critical data,
this has never been proven. In fact, Canada frequently got the better of both
relationships, with Brooke Claxton, the Defence Minister from 1946 to 1954, claiming
his chief defence scientist “knew more British secrets than any American and knew more
American secrets than anyone from the British Isles.”27 Moreover, such a bilateral link
will frequently be informal, likely episodic, and probably focused on a single issue area
or defence sector such as warship nuclear propulsion – an exchange only enjoyed by the
27
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US and UK navies given only they operate nuclear submarines. The formal, day-to-day
exchange of the most sensitive intelligence and military procedures occurs at the
AUSCANUKUS level.28
The closed membership of this group is not simply the result of cultural
prejudices centering on what a French officer has called “Le Club Anglo-Saxon.” A long
history of burden sharing and successful risk management of the most sensitive
intelligence and defence procedures underpins that organization. While there is no
suggestion that the burdens are equal, there is a broad understanding that defence loads
will be shared. New Zealand’s unwillingness to carry the burden of USN nuclear vessel
visits appears to have exceeded the limits of that understanding.
AUSCANUKUS exchanges are also supported by a common risk management
process. This involves an extremely rigourous procedure for ensuring the reliability of
those officials permitted access to its secrets - the term “vetting” is often used - and an
agreed range of sanctions for those individuals who then violate its secrets. NATO, on
the other hand, has, after some sixty years, still not agreed on a common vetting process
for its officials.29 Without such a process, establishing trust in a data sharing situation
will be “seriously hampered” according to one Canadian intelligence professional.30
In his massive study of British and AUSCANUKUS intelligence cooperation,
James Aldrich argues the lack of trust was acute, particularly after a series of spy
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scandals within NATO's Brussels headquarters during the 1960s.31 As a result the
AUSCANUKUS community agreed to only provide its most sensitive material, that
derived from the interception of foreign communications, to NATO during times of
crisis. They did so during the Middle East war of 1967 through a laborious process that
passed the basics of their communications intelligence while all the while removing any
information that might reveal that source. However, day-to-day cooperation between the
two groups was nonexistent in this area, with Aldrich assessing "there was never any
intention to supply NATO with a broad range of SIGINT [signals intelligence] under
normal peacetime conditions."
Canada’s entry into this interoperability matrix was entirely consonant with the
government’s policy of being actively engaged internationally and of remaining within
the western collective security umbrella. Canada’s participation in NATO’s extensive
military standardization and communications interoperability agreements also supported
successive Canadian governments’ devotion to the multilateral approach. John Holmes
has argued we came to define ourselves this way: “Our national identity is to be found in
our internationalism.”32
More practically, Canada benefitted significantly from its access to the
intelligence produced by the AUCANUKUSNZ group and to a lesser extent, NATO.
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Barry Cooper has argued that Canada is viewed as a “net recipient” of intelligence.33
Paul Robinson agrees and states that Canada has only been able to parlay its modest
Communications Security Establishment’s electronic intelligence contribution for the
broader intelligence material held by its allies.34 In fact, Canada’s long-standing ability
to remain actively engaged in the world without having to shoulder the cost of a national
foreign intelligence service says much about its satisfaction with these groups’ and
particularly the AUSCANUKUS group’s products.

Canadian Interoperability Policy 1938-1951
Despite the apparent importance of the Canada-United States security relationship
and the rising credibility of NATO as significant interoperability player, there was a
surprising lack of coherence in the actual interoperability programmes of Canada’s armed
forces throughout this period. Most of the disconnects involved a residual clinging to the
UK model and a resistance to heartedly adopting the US as the basis for cooperation. In
that regard, one would think that the 1947 PJBD Joint Statement encouraging the two
militaries to adopt “common designs and standards in arms, equipment, organization,
methods of training, and new developments, etc” was sufficiently clear.35 The Royal
Canadian Air Force certainly understood the new orientation and dedicated itself to
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American aircraft, their spare parts, and their procedures.36 Yet this dedication was
balanced with a necessary scepticism with John Eayrs lauding the post-war RCAF for
skilfully “capitalizing on (but not capitulating to) air power doctrine sedulously
propagated in the United States.”37 The Army and Navy were less ready to drop their
reliance on British equipment and procedures despite the government’s new focus on the
US and the often woeful support they received from British military suppliers during the
war.38
The Canadian Navy appeared particularly tied to the Royal Navy model, often to
the point of being obtuse. This went beyond the selection of British ship designs and
naval aircraft and the continued use of Royal Navy training facilities and procedures
immediately after the war. It also included an internal culture based on a “slavish
conformity to the traditions of the Royal Navy and its outdated code of discipline” in
James Eayrs’ view.39 He, and he was joined by many political leaders, argued that the
RCN’s mutinies and the frankly appalling treatment of French Canadians flowed from
this flawed “cultural milieu.” This included the Navy’s astounding 1943 proposal to send
Quebecois recruits to the Free French navy if they failed English training, a plan that
incited the particular fury of the Prime Minister, and its immediate rejection.40 The Navy
36
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was then exceedingly slow to correct those attitudes, and a series of government
commissions took a hand at addressing its post-war culture and its “lackadaisical”
efforts to improve its woeful naval French language training.
Nor was this the only failing. The long standing reliance on the Royal Navy for
training and doctrine, while immensely helpful in first establishing the Canadian Navy,
also removed the need for it to develop its own strategy or provide a convincing naval
rationale for itself. This was little problem during the war when Canada necessarily
complied with broad lines of allied strategy and here its role, mission, and worth were
clear to all. In the first years after the war, however, only the RCAF consistently
demonstrated an ability to independently re-craft the strategies of others to meet Canada’s
unique situation, explain it convincingly to politicians, and relate that strategy to the
needs and abilities of Canadian industry. The RCN’s long reliance on unalloyed British
strategic thought and the education and training system that produced it left the RCN
without a Canadian strategic viewpoint or the wherewithal to develop one.41 This
failure, tied to the increasing complaints of individual MPs, defence ministers, and the
Prime Minister himself over the Navy’s backward approach to discipline and the needs of
its Quebecers forced change.
The Navy, its peacetime reputation in serious doubt and now operating under an
attentive defence minister, Brooke Claxton, who was fully ready to provide it needed
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direction, was in no position to resist.42 By 1949, Vice Admiral Grant, originally a
thoroughly committed anglophile, ordered the reorientation of the Navy’s habitability,
tactical doctrine, supply system, ship design, and communications to US Navy
standards.43 In Korea, the Canadian ships were locked into a USN task group and
supplied by them. In 1951 an entirely Canadian designed warship, HMCS St Laurent,
was launched with the majority of its systems US-made.44
Granatstein has argued the Army was slowest to turn away from its British
practices in the post-war period.45 Saddled with an immense stock of British pattern
wartime equipment, there was little to support a call for new US designs even to meet the
demands of the Korean War. Even then, Canada’s Army fought in Korea within the
Commonwealth division but with ever-increasing criticism from the men over their
British rations and equipment.46
The Canadian Army leadership, however, was divided on the issue of
interoperability with General Foulkes, the chairman of the Chiefs of Staff Committee,
favouring the American model while the commander of the Canadian Army, General
Simonds, remained committed to the British Army. The dispute came to a head in 1951
with the decision to station Canadian forces in Europe under NATO forcing Canada to
choose whether its forces would operate in the British or American sector. Only a
42
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compromise engineered by the Department of External Affairs resolved the dispute by
attaching the Air Force contribution to the American sector in southern Germany with our
army joining the British Army of the Rhine in the north. 47 Under Simonds, the Army
also revived three traditional regiments, formed the Regiment of Canadian Guards on a
solidly British model, and selected a British battle tank over any US model. A series of
General Simonds’ public statements covering everything from the need for peacetime
conscription to what he considered the folly of selecting the Americans over the British
as military partners then played a large part in his forced early retirement in 1956.48
The Navy’s initial and the Army’s steady clinging to British practice was most
certainly a divergence from stated government direction and its emerging interoperability
policy. That policy’s focus on Canada-United States cooperation with a parallel track
supporting NATO reflected strategic reality. NATO also offered a politically necessary
counterweight to US dominance. That some elements in the Army and Navy were not
fully supportive of the orientation reflects the certain effect of tradition. What may also
be a factor is the recurring hesitancy of political leadership to direct a military service to
line itself up more fully behind the government’s stated interoperability priorities. The
Navy only received clear direction after its policies produced a very public discontent the
politicians could not ignore. General Simonds was only corrected when he made public
his disagreement with clear government policies.
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Yet one must be cautious in demanding the complete dropping of the British
model despite Britain’s obvious military and financial weaknesses. The United States
Army’s initial military performance in the Korean War inspired neither confidence nor
emulation. Here, the British-made Centurion tank also performed superbly. In addition,
there is also very much the suggestion that within government the Commonwealth
connection still offered as much as counterweight to the United States as a still-forming
NATO might later provide. Mackenzie King relied heavily on the Commonwealth for
this according to John Holmes: “Mackenzie King used our defence ties with the US to
quash suggestions for Commonwealth defence strategies, and then shamelessly pleaded
in reverse when there was talk of activity in continental defence.”49 One could well
imagine anglophile military and naval officers arguing that continued cooperation with
Britain served the same offsetting role. However, the long term value of Britain as a
competing military model and counterweight was declining rapidly.

1951-1968
This period begins with a confident Canada exerting significant influence
worldwide in security matters.50 Within the North American continent, Canada enjoyed a
formal equality with the United States in security matters according to many influential
Canadian defence voices:
Canada’s eagerness to play a full role in partnership with the United States in
continental defence from August 1940 - with the signing of the Ogdensburg
49
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Agreement - through the Second World War and through the Cold War gave
Canada equal status with the United States on the Permanent Joint Board of
Defence (PJBD), North American Aerospace Defence Command (NORAD), and
a plethora of defence production and technology sharing and testing agreements.51
Moreover, the Permanent Joint Board on Defence was influential, the Defense Production
Sharing Agreement provided Canada a very favourable right of access to US defence
contracts, and the North American Air Defence Command took over all of North
American air defence with a four-star American as its head assisted by a three-star
Canadian deputy. This was the “zenith” of Canada-US interoperability in Middlemiss
and Stairs’ view.52
Canada’s influence also extended beyond North America, and for the first part of
this period she continued to be part of the close inner circle of key states who set the
West’s security agenda.53 For example, John Holmes has noted that Canada was part of
the three power discussions on controlling the atom and enjoyed “considerable influence”
therein. We were not passive participants, and Canada enjoyed a reputation in the United
States on these critical matters as “intelligent, co-operative, somewhat willful, and not
readily subject to dictation” in his view.54 Similarly, Lester Pearson, our Minister of
External Affairs in 1954, claimed that Canada was part of an inner circle with the United
States, the UK, and France which set the parameters of debate on the Alliance’s nuclear
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strategy prior to the full NATO meetings.55 Such influence was underwritten by a full
Canadian Army brigade of some sixty-eight hundred personnel and twelve RCAF
squadrons in Europe with the some of the most advanced aircraft in the NATO alliance.
Our Navy also took the lead in the anti-submarine warfare effort that would ensure
Europe was reinforced in wartime.
Those same military capabilities backed up our foreign policy success in
containing the Suez crisis. This incident also signalled the very end of any lingering
Canadian interest in British strategic leadership. In fact, the peacekeeping model that
emerged from Suez permitted Canada to demonstrate worldwide military leadership in a
niche role that was to become increasingly important.
As table 2-2 shows, greater Canadian engagement in North American and international security issues brought with it greater possibility of disagreement with the
United States.
Table 2-2

Canada-US Issues and Disputes 1951-1968

Issue

Outcome

1951-52. US desires
Goose Bay lease,
Canada requests
consultation on nuclear
strategy.

Canada grants lease.
US agrees informally re
consulting.

Possible Effect
on Canadian
Sovereignty?
Loss

Canadian officials
advancing US interests?

Refs56
Eayrs.57

Gain
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Issue

Outcome

1950-54. US Senate
hearings target
Canadians.
Canada protests.

Diplomat dies, others fired.

Possible Effect
on Canadian
Sovereignty?
Loss

US accedes to our request
to not publicize.
Little effect on US policy.

Neutral

1953. Gouzenko
Interview. US pressure
for access.

Canada assents.

Loss

1953. Defence
Production Sharing
Arrangements.

US grants Canada access to
its military market.
Canada agrees to focus on
niche areas.
US officials assist Canada
evading US “Buy
American” legislation.

Gain

1954-55. Quemoy and
Matsu.

US requests Canadian
military assistance –
denied.

Gain

1958. NORAD
agreement.

Prime Minister signed
agreement but Government
rushed into signing it.

Gain

1950-53. Korea. Canada
requests restraint.

Canadian officials
advancing US interests?

Refs58

Gain
Holmes. 59
Stairs.60

Loss
Gain

-US officials advance
Canadian interests

Loss

“ a fait accompli: a deal
essentially worked out by
the two countries’ senior
military brass.”
McKenna.62

58

Middlemiss.61

“One might even
argue that
Canada’s decision
to integrate its
defence policy
with that of the
United States is
itself a sovereign
and cost-effective
decision.”
McKenna.63
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Issue

Outcome

1961. Nuclear Weapons
Canada delayed
accepting them. US
pressed Canada to accept
them.

Diefenbaker refuses.
US publicly criticizes
Canadian response. That
contributes to defeat of
Canada govt.

1962. Cuban Missile
Crisis. US expects our
support. Canadian govt.
expects to have been
consulted and also senses
US response is reckless.

US consultation
inadequate.
Canadian military follows
US alert measures “without
government authority.”

Possible Effect
on Canadian
Sovereignty?
Gain
Loss

Canadian officials
advancing US interests?

Refs64
US Govt helps “to
topple the
Canadian
Government.”
Granatstein.65
“the ultimate
example of blatant
American
interference with
Canada’s
sovereign right to
determine its own
policy.” GhentMallet.66

Loss
Unauthorized alerts “an
indication of the increasing
closeness of the RCN and
RCAF with their US
counterparts.”
Granatstein.67

Loss

“Dyer [Atlantic Naval
Commander] took his
orders from the United
States Navy and not from
Ottawa.”
“...suggested the
allegiance of the Canadian
military (in times of
perceived crisis at least)
lay with the US military
and not the desires of the
democratically elected
government in Canada.”
“an act of military
sedition”
Charbonneau and Cox.68

64

“.. the single
greatest breach of
proper civilmilitary relations
in Canadian
history.”
Granatstein. 69
“...resulted in
Canada’s
complete loss of
sovereign control
over its defence
forces.”
Charbonneau and
Cox.70
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Issue

Outcome

Possible Effect
on Canadian
Sovereignty?

1965-73. Vietnam War.
US requests our
diplomatic support and a
more pro-US stance
within our International
Control Commission’s
work. Canada seeks
greater US restraint.

Canada does not support
US diplomatically or alter
its ICC outlook.
US does not alter its
policies in Vietnam.

Gain

Canadian officials
advancing US interests?

Refs71

Neutral

While many of these represent serious confrontations, one must keep in mind
Canada’s overriding commitment to the western democracies and her impressive
contributions to their collective defence. Moreover, such early disagreements as occurred
over the conduct of the Korean War or the predations of the US Senate committees
against Canadian diplomats were subsequently managed in the discrete and courteous
manner expected of international diplomacy. Canada’s more successful foreign policy
activities vis-à-vis the United States were, in John Holmes view “not achieved by making
speeches at them.”72 This style excluded the public, the media, and most
parliamentarians and Congressmen. As a result most disagreements and many of the
conflicts were contained and quickly ended. At the same time, the US, who critically
needed Canada’s territory and whole-hearted cooperation to meet the Russian manned
bomber threat, was necessarily attentive to carefully voiced Canadian concerns. There
was now talk of Canada and the United States sharing some form of a “special
relationship.”
71

Again, all the entries to this table were extracted from either Keohane and Nye’s Power and
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By the early 1960s the discrete approach was no longer the automatic Canadian or
American government response to disagreements. A wide range of factors contributed
and these would include a more energetic media reinforced by a new readiness by both
governments to engage their own and each other’s publics in these debates. During their
1962 disagreement on nuclear weapons policy, Canada and the United States regularly
resorted to public announcements and press releases to advance their points of view. If it
would advance their case, there was also no hesitation in revealing the defence details of
hitherto secret negotiations.73 Within this very public dispute, the US government felt
Canada was not keeping a critical defence agreement and was then trying to bend the
facts to justify it.74 With a minority government and a divided Cabinet, Diefenbaker,
under extreme political pressure, attempted to portray the issue as one of US domination.
This fear of domination was shared by an increasingly vocal and growing public
constituency concerned over the extremely high levels of American ownership of
Canadian industries and media. Domination in these areas was seen as both an
immediate sovereignty issue and part of a progression where American control over key
Canadian industries would necessarily lead to American control of both our foreign and
defence policies. In the minds of some, such domination was well underway and
frequently assisted by non-elected Canadian government officials and uniformed officers
all too ready to serve US interests. Thus one must consider the recurring allegations that
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Prime Minister Diefenbaker was rushed into signing the NORAD agreement by the
Canadian military. Further suggestions of divided loyalties arose when the Canadian
military then chose to match American readiness states during the Cuban missile crisis
despite the known opposition of the Prime Minister.
Both issues are fascinating for the robust, one-sided and longstanding nature of
their allegations of military disloyalty. McKenna’s claim of Diefenbaker being
presented with a NORAD Agreement“fait accompli” by the Canadian military only
presents one side of a complex issue. On one hand, that allegation is well supported with
General Foulkes’ (the head of the Canadian military), acknowledgement that he had
initially “stampeded” the Diefenbaker government in quickly bringing the agreement
forward soon after they took office.75 However, McKenna does not acknowledge that the
previous Liberal government had considered it at length, intended to approve it, and,
given the upcoming federal election, postponed signing it until after.76 The surprise 1957
Conservative election victory intervened and the Diefenbaker government quickly signed
it with Foulkes’ urging. In his own memoires Diefenbaker fully acknowledges the
Canadian military’s subsequent desire for haste, but he then supports the pace, logic and
informality of the NORAD Agreement process itself.77
In a less one-sided manner, Jack Granatstein refers to the apparently unauthorized
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Canadian alerts during the Cuban Missile Crisis as the “the single greatest breach of
proper civil-military relations in Canadian history.”78 Often forgotten is the fact that the
Defence Minister “covertly” authorized those higher alert levels with the full knowledge
Diefenbaker was opposed to them.79 It was thus more a ‘cabinet crisis’ than a civilmilitary one. This has an unpleasant similarity to the 1906-1914 Franco-British military
staff talks where the military became the scapegoat for the problems that originated in a
divided British cabinet.
The nuclear weapons and Cuban Missile Crisis certainly marked the most difficult
of periods for Canadian-US relations. With Lester Pearson’s election in 1963 the
relationship rapidly recovered. That good relations ‘reset’ so quickly arguably benefitted
from those same extensive informal ties between Canadian and American officials that
had been so problematic for the Diefenbaker government. Indeed Peter Haydon assessed
that these bureaucratic links were “largely immune to discord at the higher level” and the
involved officials continued, uninterrupted, to manage the day-to-day military
relationship.80 These “transnational” networks of officials and agencies also extended
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well beyond the defence realm as Keohane and Nye have demonstrated.81 Established to
manage the extensive continental military and economic response in wartime, many of
these transnational links between both nations’ government officials remained active and,
in many cases, expanded in the post-war period.82
Certainly, the 1959 Canada-US Defence Production Sharing Arrangements
(DPSA) restarted the wartime industrial cooperative effort and appeared to function quite
well despite the occasional serious Canada-US security dispute. The DPSA also provides
an intriguing counterpoint to the charge such links lead to the divided or compromised
loyalty of Canadian officials at the hands of the larger US bureaucracy. In his detailed
tracing of the DPSA, Middlemiss reveals that the only occasion where officials
knowingly sidestepped their own government’s policies involved Americans.83 This
occurred when their officials sought to assist Canadian manufacturers in getting
exemptions to US “Buy American” legislation.

Canadian Interoperability Policy 1951-1968
During the period 1951-1968 Canadian military interoperability was far more
tightly aligned with the Canadian government’s 1947 direction to develop “common
designs and standards in arms, equipment, organization, methods of training, and new
developments” with the US. 84 Diefenbaker’s supporters likely felt that the military was
81
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over-focused on maintaining close ties with the US military and was unresponsive or
indifferent to the temporary alterations to the framework desired by the government of
the day.
The fact that defence officials continued to maintain close, mutually supporting
ties during this and other temporary political upsets fits well with Keohane and Nye’s and
Middlemiss’ characterization of issue management via transgovernmental bureaucratic
networks. Continued close bureaucratic cooperation was reinforced, if not dictated, by
the intentionally informal nature of the bilateral defence arrangements. No treaty, and
certainly no joint Canada-US staff, guided the defence relationship. The Permanent Joint
Board on Defence was in no way ‘Permanent’ and normally only met for two to four days
a year. What guidance it provided was normally in the form of “recommendations” to the
Canadian and American governments.
The only permanent institution with a Canada-United States defence mandate was
NORAD and Anessa Kimball takes care to point out NORAD still relied on a series of
largely informal mechanisms and had completely escaped any treaty framework. 85
While having permanent bilateral staff, their responsibilities were tactical in nature with
the politico-strategic management limited to the five year renewals of the agreement.86 In
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fact, Roger Swanson argues most of the Canada-US defence relationship was conducted
by officials operating without higher level guidance.87
He has also argued that this low key and largely informal approach had the
overriding benefit of creating “an illusion of minimum involvement” - a significant
political factor given increasing public concerns in Canada over US domination.88
Holmes was more blunt: “Canadians were not eager to create more precise institutions.
There was the traditional fear of mortgaging our political sovereignty.”89 From an
American viewpoint, the lack of more formal, treaty-like arrangements allowed the US
government and military to evade Senate oversight in Kimball’s opinion.90 The obvious
downside to the informal approach was that its management fell to lower level defence
and foreign officials who were unlikely to get frequent political direction.91
The low key approach to Canada-United States defence cooperation would
contrast quite vividly with Canada’s readiness to not only sign the Washington Treaty
creating NATO but to have a lead hand in crafting its more formal arrangements. This
saw Canada seeking to expand the Treaty into the political and economic areas while
contributing significantly in the early years to its steadily expanding headquarters’ staff.
87
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Significantly, Canada was represented by both a full time Ambassador and a LieutenantGeneral or Vice-Admiral and these met formally with their NATO counterparts on a
weekly basis to deal with the strategic issues of the day. More critically, Canadian
ministers of defence and foreign affairs each attended NATO “Ministerial” meetings
twice a year and would have received quite extensive briefings on the issues both in
Canada and in Brussels. As a result, NATO soon became “the most important external
influence on Canadian defence policy decision making” in the view of Middlemiss and
Sokolsky. 92 Others would soon share that view.
The entire arrangement had other benefits for Canada’s political leadership.
NATO was solidly within the multilateral pattern that now guided Canadian foreign
policy. Joined with ten other modest sized states, Canada was also less visibly a ‘junior
partner’ to America. Roger Swanson extends this further, arguing that NATO
membership, with that in the UN, underlined that Canada now had an international
function and was not simply a regional subordinate. Without that function, Swanson
argues “Canada’s existence as a sovereign, independent nation comes into question.”93
As was shown, Canada also enjoyed a leadership position amongst the top three or four
NATO allies in the early years.
Fully supported by the political leadership, NATO was no less attractive to
Canadian military officers and foreign affairs officials. NATO provided the Canadian
military a defined mission and a defined force structure with Middlemiss and Sokolsky
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arguing that without NATO participation, “it was unlikely that Canada’s sailors would
have had much of a navy at all” or the Army its armoured units.94 Publicly announced
annual NATO targets for desired national defence spending levels also provided a public
rationale as well as an external standard for adequate defence spending. Such externally
assigned and very public ‘targets’ could never have been acceptable in a Canada-US
defence framework. Finally, NATO quickly and energetically took control of the
interoperability agenda with its allied publications and equipment standards. The military
benefits of these standards in terms of increased coordination, better communications,
and improved logistics ensured ready Canadian allegiance to them, and in many sectors
Canada provided critical leadership.
One might have expected the increasingly large role NATO played in guiding
Canadian defence activities would present opportunities for conflict between its standards
and those coming from Canadian-American defence arrangements like NORAD. Such
conflicts as did occur were minor to the point of being inconsequential. The reasons for
this relatively positive outcome are many and worth stating. At the strategic level, the
United States had successfully isolated the management of the defence of North America
from the European Allies. North American defence issues were conducted by a separate
entity named the Canada-US Regional Planning Group which nominally reported to
NATO but did not involve it in its deliberations. Second, the US clearly dominated both
94
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NATO and the Canada-US arrangements. Via the preponderance and sophistication of its
military and the size and technological maturity of its industries it was able to set much of
the alliance’s tactical and technological standards. The US was, however, also generous
initially in sharing the most sophisticated elements of its massive investments in defence
research in order to improve interoperability and advance the capabilities of the smaller
allies. While it might appear that the US defense industry would lose its monopoly status
with the wide release of those standards, intra-NATO arms sales would seem to have
overwhelmingly benefited US companies.95
The three Canadian services also managed potential conflicts between NATO and
Canada-US standards with apparent aplomb. This must have been most difficult in the
Air Force with its extensive NORAD interoperability commitments. Jim Fergusson has
argued that the Canadian and American integration was so complete and so successful
that it generated in its officers a sense they were “North American personnel” rather than
specifically Canadian or American.96 Fergusson also acknowledges this closeness rested
in a large part on common cultural bonds and in that sense, a like level of integration was
not possible with fourteen NATO allies.97 Those bonds and a lack of other competing
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allies also allowed the US to extend to allowed Canadian officers in NORAD access to
their “no foreign eyes” material.98 This would have been impossible to manage within a
NATO construct.99 Yet in spite of these fundamentally different operational
environments, one is unable to divine any conflicts or problems as the RCAF took up
both duties in the late 1950s. Certainly some small benefit likely occurred from the
basing of the Canadian Air Force with the US-led Fourth Tactical Air Force that ran the
NATO air defence effort in South Germany as the UK coordinated the activities of the
Second Tactical Air Force with the Netherlands and Belgium as its partners in the north.
Geographic separation also appears to have had a hand in the Canadian naval
approach to interoperability management. While significantly less developed than the
North American Air Defence arrangements, the Navy did have extensive day-to-day links
and shared procedures with the United States Navy to maintain a sustained surveillance
effort off the North American Atlantic coast.100 These procedures became increasingly
important with the need to monitor and track Russia’s ballistic missile submarines when
they took up station in the Atlantic in the 1960s. The Atlantic was also the scene for
nothing would be said yet, despite total silence in Denmark, at Thule, at Plattsburgh, throughout the State
Department and throughout the Pentagon, the news of the crash popped out. It had not occurred to us to ask
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regular large scale NATO naval exercises. A less integrated but still effective set of joint
procedures guided maritime surveillance activities in the Pacific and there the Canadian
Navy also developed extensive direct links with the USN. Here Canada relied heavily
on advanced American procedures. While they also remained current on NATO-provide
tactics, these were often relegated to less advanced exercises. However, regular
exchanges between Canada’s east and west coast fleets allowed Canadian crews to be
expert in both NATO and USN procedures and thus cherry-pick the best of both for their
own use.
There was no substantial Canadian Army engagement with the US Army on
North American defence issues although an exchange officer programme was beginning
to be developed. The Army was, first and foremost, structured, trained and equipped to
operate with the British Army of the Rhine in NATO’s north European defence.101 As
has been described, the location of the Army in the North entirely suited the pro-British
outlook of Canada’s army commander, General Simonds. However, by the late 1960s
defence cuts forced a major drawdown of Canada’s NATO assets. General Jean V.
Allard, the first Chief of Defence Staff, then ordered the relocation of what remained,
and the Canadian army moved to southern Germany and the American sector. General
Allard’s biographer claims that move reflected the CDS’ personal desire that the shift
south would make it “possible to reduce, if not eliminate completely, the last influences
of the British Army on our own.” 102
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The enduring pro-British trend in the Army, along with the separate cooperative
inclinations of the Air Force and Navy, demonstrate the considerable independence the
three services enjoyed in making their various interoperability choices in the 1950s and
1960s. As has been shown, there is little evidence of any direct engagement by Canada’s
political leaders or, in fact, much public discussion of those choices. Even Hellyer’s
1966 far-reaching unification initiative had little intended or practical impact on the
services’ interoperability policies. Indeed, the new Land Forces Command, Air
Command and Maritime Command continued to set their interoperability priorities in
consultation with their like army, air force or naval equivalents in NATO and the United
States and not with each other.

1968-2001
The lack of direct political engagement in cooperative security choices ended with
the Trudeau government’s 1970 foreign policy review. That review closely conformed to
Trudeau’s own earlier views as to the extent to which NATO was dominating Canadian
policy, having claimed that Canada has “no foreign policy of any importance except that
which flowed from NATO.”103 He insisted national interests would, henceforth, have the
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lead role. 104 Sovereignty protection then became the first defence priority leading
continental defence, NATO, and international peacekeeping in the follow-on defence
white paper Defence in the 70s.105 In addition, Canada’s military commitment to
NATO’s European-based forces was halved and many equipment modernization plans
terminated.
Unlike the very public review of its NATO policy, the Trudeau government’s
overhaul of Canada-US relations was done indirectly. The six pamphlets that comprised
Foreign Policy for Canadians barely acknowledged Canadian-American relations.106 Yet
changes were demanded, and a series of high profile Canadian programmes were
introduced that quickly made that relationship more problematic. A new “Third Option”
trade policy had as its goal the redirection of Canadian import and export patterns
towards Europe and Asia and away from its heavy dependence on American flows. The
Foreign Investment Review Agency was created to limit the increasing ownership of
Canadian firms by outside, largely American, investors while the National Energy
Programme similarly hazarded large US investments in Alberta’s oil industries.
Canada’s continued commitment of aircraft to meet NORAD’s manned bomber threat
was critiqued and the government vowed to only supply that organization funding for
“the control of Canadian airspace.”107
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There is no evidence these activities were designed with a specific aim of
reducing Canada’s military cooperation with NATO or the United States. Rather they
reflected a need to respond to a host of pressures often unrelated to defence and
interoperability. These would include the need to deal with extreme national unity
challenges, a "spiraling and almost uncontrolled" growth in federal spending, high
inflation, and increased public pressure over US cultural and economic domination. 108
At this same moment, rising European military capabilities set against falling Canadian
defence spending had resulted in Canada no longer being seen as critical to European
defence. Not surprisingly, there was an attending sense that Canada no longer enjoyed its
earlier valued position as one of the Alliance’s three or four lead or agenda-setting
nations. Meanwhile, the American file was complicated by the increasing unpopularity
of the Vietnam War with local protests over the fact that the once-valued Defence
Production Sharing Agreement was now feeding that conflict with Canadian-made
weapons.109
Unsurprisingly, Trudeau’s aggressive pursuit of changes to both NATO and the
US relationship provoked a reaction. Cuts to Canadian forces based in Europe resulted in
the Defence Minister, Leo Cadieux, receiving “the toughest talk I have ever heard in an
international meeting” according to the US Ambassador.110 The Belgian Ambassador
burst into tears. Others attacked Canada directly for unloading her share of the defence
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burden on them. Cadieux, shaken, threatened resignation.111 Later, Chancellor Helmut
Schmidt is reported to have confronted Prime Minister Trudeau with “No tanks, no trade”
referring here to Canada’s unwillingness to replace the now thirty-year old Centurion
tanks dedicated to the defence of Germany. 112 Where Trudeau saw no linkage between
cuts to NATO and enlarging Canadian-European trade, others clearly did.
The United States’ reaction was also harsh, in part motivated by a severe
recession acerbated by a significant trade deficit. These financial problems were directly
linked to the actions of allies like Canada seen to be shirking their defence duties and
passing the burden to America.113 As part of what has been termed the Nixon Doctrine,
the United States placed a ten percent import surcharge on all imported goods including
those from Canada. This quickly signaled Canada that it could no longer expect
privileged treatment and particularly unique exemptions in the trade areas. Trudeau’s
subsequent appeal to Kissinger later reversed that surcharge, but the relationship had
changed. During his 1972 visit to Ottawa, President Nixon made clear that the assumed
special relationship between them was dead. 114
Middlemiss and Sokolsky argue the very direct linkage that Canada’s allies like
Germany made between our trading privileges and our military contribution, and the utter
failure of the Third Option, all combined to force a reversal of many of Trudeau’s initial
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moves against NATO and the Canada-US military relationship.115 The turnaround was
quick and quite complete in Kim Nossal’s view: “Trudeau spent the rest of his long
tenure as prime minister ignoring, contradicting, or reversing the main tenets of the white
paper. By 1984, he would have discovered, by turns, the utility of Canada's military
alignments, the usefulness of peacekeeping, and the helpfulness of helpful fixing.” 116
Shortly thereafter the newly elected Mulroney government publicly set out to
rebuild and then enhance Canadian-American relations. In relatively quick order an
agreement was reached that would have the US address their part of the acid rain problem
and limit direct American challenges to Canada’s claim on the North West Passage. This
was followed by the Free Trade Agreement with the United States, followed by a North
American Free Trade Agreement when Mexico also joined. Canada’s economy was ever
more tied to America’s.
Table 2-3

Canada-US Issues and Disputes 1968-2001

Issue

Outcome

1968-72. US objects to
Canadian unilateral cuts
to NATO Europe.

Canada slightly modifies
plan but significant
reductions are still made.

Possible Effect
on Canadian
Sovereignty
Gain

115

Canadian officials
advancing US
interests?

Refs117
Holmes.118
Middlemiss and
Sokolsky.119
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Possible Effect
on Canadian
Sovereignty
Loss

Canadian officials
advancing US
interests?

Refs120

Issue

Outcome

1968-72. Missile
Defence opposed by
Canada.

US continues programme
(briefly).

1971. Amchitka nuclear
test opposed by Canada.

US continues with test.

Loss

1983-84. Cruise Missile
Tests. US presses for use
of Canadian territory.

Canada pressured to
grant permission and
does so.

Loss

1983-88 Northwest
Passage.

US does not recognize
Canadian claim and
challenges our control
with the USCG Polar
Sea.
Later US agrees to ask
for (guaranteed)
permission.

Loss

1983. PM Trudeau
Peace Initiative.

US does not support, did
not change policies and
ridiculed effort.

Loss

1985. Strategic Defense
Initiative (SDI). US
desires Canadian
participation.

Canada declines but
allow Canadian firms to
participate.

Gain

Middlemiss and
Sokolsky.122

1990-1991Gulf War I.
US requests Canadian
participation. Has
UNSCR backing.

Canada agrees.

Neutral

Williams.123

Bow.121

Neutral/Gain
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Issue

Outcome

1996-97 Land Mine
Treaty.

US pushes Canada for
US exemption. Canada
denies.
Suggestion the Canadian
military did so with
inadequate political
engagement.

1996. NORAD Renewal.

1999 Parliamentary
Committee reviews
NATO Nuclear Policy.
US informally advised
Canada this was not
helpful.
1970-99. US
consistently seeks
increased Canadian
defence spending.

Possible Effect
on Canadian
Sovereignty
Gain

Canadian officials
advancing US
interests?

Loss

Crosby: “The NORAD
Command is the essence
of interoperability and
its programs have come
to us with a considerable
degree of stealth.” (re
the 1996 NORAD
agreement) 126

Refs124
Axworthy.125

Canada continued review
in any case.

Gain

Axworthy.127

Canada rarely responds
positively and never
meets US expectations.

Gain

Sands: “The state of
Canadian defense
expenditure for its [the
Cold War] duration
marked one of the US
greatest diplomatic
failures of the period.”128

Even with these overall improvements in the Canada-US relationship under
Mulroney, table 2-3 shows disputes and sovereignty challenges continued and their
frequency may actually have increased during the 1990s. At the same time, however,
Canada was providing the United States with critical support during operations in Bosnia,
Kosovo, and the first war in Iraq. In addition, the Canadian Navy began regularly
sending its ships to sail within US carrier battle groups deploying to the Persian Gulf
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during the 1990s. As seen earlier, disputes at the strategic level of the Canada-US
relationship, such as those over the Anti-Personnel Land Mine Treaty and Ballistic
Missile Defense did not seem to have resulted in even the most minor setback to direct
Canada-US military cooperation, which continued to accelerate.
Those contacts also largely escaped the fallout from a series of American strategic
reviews and assessments coming out in the late 1990s. There was, for example,
increasing American concern as to the extent to which her alliances were now overly
constraining American power and limiting her military actions. America’s allies have
always used NATO’s consensus procedures as a check on US power, but with NATO’s
expansion, decision-making delay and often outright stalemate occurred all too
frequently.129 The NATO bombing campaign in Kosovo provided further evidence.
NATO’s rule by consensus approach gave Canada and every other NATO ally not just
the right of consultation but the right of veto. The most public of these involved
President Chirac’s announcement that France had vetoed several US-selected bombing
targets during the Kosovo campaign.130 Several other nations vetoed targets that their
own aircraft had no possibility of reaching to the dismay of General Naumann, the retired
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German Chairman of NATO’s Military Committee. 131
These limitations on military action and the slow pace of consensus decisionmaking chaffed most heavily on those who saw American actions delayed or vetoed by
nations that had the least ability to contribute militarily and who shared little or none of
the operational risk.132 Unsurprisingly, the International Institute of Strategic Studies
predicted that because of the constraints NATO had placed on it, Kosovo would be “the
last war fought by US forces under NATO rules.”133
American criticism of its European allies was made easier by the latter’s
perceived unwillingness to spend adequately for defence or to restructure their
undeployable Cold War conscript-based militaries. Those European forces were also
critiqued for their failure to adopt the latest developments within network centric warfare
and other aspects of the broader US-led revolution in military affairs. Indeed, there were
some European air forces that were sufficiently backward from an interoperability point
of view they could not be included in the Kosovo air campaign.
Canada, despite some significant interoperability shortcomings with its own
131
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aircraft, was one of the few NATO air forces that could and would take on the more
dangerous bombing missions and do so in a sustained manner during the Kosovo air
campaign.134 As a result of this and the increasingly regular deployments of very capable
frigates to US carrier battle group deployments, Canada escaped many of the US’
criticisms. The escape was not total and Canada’s military spending levels were
consistently critiqued by the US government who assessed that Canada was spending one
half of what she should during the 1980s.135 Christopher Sands, an expert US observer of
Canadian defence trends, reports the problem continued well into the 2000s and that:
It was up to the United States to make up the difference where Canada fell short,
and although U.S. governments upbraided Canadian governments during this
period, this only compounded the problem: Canadian politicians could reap the
domestic political benefits of alliance membership ‘on the cheap,’ and also gain
politically by being seen to resist U.S. pressure.136
Reaching over all of these events, however, was a broader concern that the
Canada-US relationship had undergone a fundamental change during this period. Viewed
from the Canadian side, one saw occasional departures from ‘quiet diplomacy’ in the
early 1960s. By the end of that decade a significant number of Canadian politicians and
officials had abandoned this outright in favour of what Hampson and Oliver have termed
“pulpit diplomacy.”137 Rather than work quietly to gain the support of one’s allies,
134
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Peyton Lyon senses Canada had turned to publicly celebrating our difficulties and
differences with them.138 Charles Doran concludes that Canadian foreign policy now had
“a tougher edge.” Canada, it seems, had become less of a quiet ally focused on the
common good and began to pursue her foreign dealings based on her own interests with
“a greater assertiveness.”139 Doran also notes the government was increasingly finding
the media an “attractive instrument” to advance those interests, the fallout from
BOMARC- nuclear weapons debacle’s occasionally unwise use of same notwithstanding.
At the same time, changes in the United States view of the relationship were also
in play. The Soviet ICBM had eclipsed the threat posed by their bombers, and Canadian
geography became less valued and American restraint less automatic.140 Faced with everincreasing trade deficits, the US government and Congress were also rapidly losing
interest in subsidizing her allies via the trade preferences she once extended to them for
their security cooperation.141 This directly attacked Canada’s privileged access under the
DPSA to American markets. Finally, America’s military involvement in Vietnam was
already causing friction with her allies, and this included Canada.
By the 1970s going into the 1980s there was increasing evidence that the entire
structure of the Canada-US relationship was under stress as a result of significant changes
in both countries. In the 1950s and early 1960s “transnational” teams of Canadian and
American officials could be relied on to ‘fix’ or bury problems that threatened the
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relationship. Canada benefited significantly from their abilities, but their power was
being steadily attenuated with John Holmes issuing the first warning that: “One of the
causes of our present discontents, however, is that the freedom of the nice American
bureaucrats to be helpful is increasingly limited by the restrictive and protective measures
of Congress.”142 Brian Bow then argues that by the 1980s these transnational networks
had “broke down” in most areas save that of defence.143 The once-powerful but informal
boards and agencies that coordinated the work of those officials at the strategic level,
such as the Permanent Joint Board on Defence or the Military Cooperative Committee
went into a parallel decline.144
In Canada, Kim Nossal has argued the ability to contain issues within a small
number of unified officials in one department had passed:
..the nature of foreign policy issues addressed by the Canadian government has
changed. No longer is the dominant focus on the diplomatic/security issue area,
dominated by 'high politics' and attendant questions of war and peace, and
dominated by one department - External Affairs - as it has tended to be in the
1940s, 1950s, and 1960s. Rather, focus in the 1970s has shifted to other, diverse
issue areas: international trade and finance; developmental assistance; culture;
communications; environment; civil aviation; maritime and mineral resources;
and energy.145
Here not just other departments, but other levels of government and a wide range of
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interest groups could now be expected to publicly state their positions on Canada-US
relations and demand a place at the negotiating table. None were willing to defer and
have key issues managed by the foreign affairs bureaucracy.
Like changes were underway in the United States. Up to the 1950s a US
President and his government officials could expect considerable latitude in the shaping
of defence and foreign policy. By the 1970s that independence was under attack by a
post-Vietnam Congress “more assertive politically,” and “less inclined to defer to an
‘imperial’ Presidency” in the view of Michael Mastanduno.146 Moreover, Congress has
progressively mustered significant resources to ensure it could be directly and expertly
involved in foreign and defence policy decision-making. An attentive and occasionally
strident media also became a critical player ready with its own views, positions, and
prescriptions on foreign policy issues. In addition, interest groups increasingly joined
with Congress to affect foreign policy choices and, occasionally, influence the legislation
dealing with it directly. Joesph Nye then argues that legislation derived under these
conditions was frequently undiplomatic and unilateral in character as a result.147 In his
view this has allowed the Republican right, with its fixation on the dangers of a new
international order, to vector legislation and shape US actions in that unilateral style.
In partial response Canada progressively turned away from the informal approach
to managing the US relationship and placed more emphasis on formal agreements and
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direct engagement with US political leaders and Congress.148 The latter effort was most
visible during the Mulroney-Reagan years although this personality alignment must be
viewed as a pleasant coincidence that would have no long term ability to improve an
increasingly problematic relationship. Equally, attempts to improve Canada’s position
and restrain US unilateral actions via the Canada-US Free Trade and North American
Free Trade agreements proved doubtful with many disputes evading their apparently
ironclad legal arrangements.

Canadian Interoperability Policy 1968-2001
These and earlier changes all brought significant pressures on DND and its ability
to advance interoperability with the US military. Most were surprisingly easily
overcome. For example, the 1971 Defence White Paper’s focus on sovereignty appeared
problematic given the department’s twenty-year long focus on large-scale operations
under NATO or NORAD leadership. While the Navy dutifully increased the amount of
patrols devoted to sovereignty missions and press releases for the newly acquired CP-140
Aurora stressed its potential for pollution detection, little else in defence changed. New
equipment purchases - CF-18 fighters, destroyers, Leopard tanks, frigates, the CP-140
itself - overridingly responded to the broader warfare needs outlined by NATO and
NORAD.
Here, cooperative efforts remained silo-ed within each service. Thus the Navy
continued to focus on its ability to talk to other allied navies, as the Air Force focused on
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allied air forces and the Army, other armies. There was no sustained effort to improve
each of those services’ ability to talk to each other in a joint manner and so allow a
composite Canadian force to work together, be it at home or overseas, despite significant
US moves in that direction. There was no work whatsoever to ensure the Navy and Air
Force might be able to talk to Canadian Coast Guard ships or aircraft on sovereignty
missions.
Undoubtedly single service traditions and intransigence played a role in this
limited support to the government’s desire for a focus on national sovereignty missions.
In addition, DND did not receive much direction from the Trudeau government’s defence
policy document. This completely lacked implementation guidance as to what a higher
priority on sovereignty might entail, with Bruce Thordarson noting that from the start the
department “had difficulty determining what this meant.”149 Equally problematic was a
failure to adjust defence budget levels in the face of high inflation resulting in a steady
decrease in defence purchasing power over the 1969-72 period.150 As a result, there was
little interest in taking on new unfunded responsibilities. The government itself then
quickly discovered that a direct confrontation with NATO could provoke economic
retaliation. Thus Canada, while espousing a national sovereignty focus, chose not to
abrogate any of its prior commitments to maintaining NATO and NORAD’s
interoperability standards. Indeed, the Trudeau government eventually reaffirmed its
devotion to both organizations and, when threatened, bought tanks and began
modernizing the rest of its conventional weapons. In turn, the Canadian Navy, Army and
149
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Air Force then ensured they remained fully interoperable with those it was most likely to
operate with in war – their single service counterparts in other nations.
This ‘service-to-service’ focus continued well past the Trudeau era and normally
the ally of greatest interoperability interest was the United States. Moreover this
occurred despite the just-discussed apparent reduction in the amity of Canada-US
relations, the declining importance of the defence sector in that relationship, and the
weakening of the role of transnational officials. Canada-US interoperability steadily
increased in almost every area despite these adverse trends.
The Navy and the Air Force devoted the most energy to the interoperability effort.
In fact the 1990s saw the Navy accelerate its efforts to prepare and send ships to
American Carrier Battle Groups deploying to the Persian Gulf. The preparation required
was elaborate in part because the communications complexity and standards of those
Battle Groups were amongst the highest in the world. Canadian ships in them were also
frequently placed in charge of other USN ships tasked to the sanctions-enforcing mission
against Iraq. These demands resulted in Canadian ships deploying with the carriers
having to dedicate some six months to the war-gaming, legal reviews, rules of
engagement testing and exercises prior to sailing. The heavy training load and the high
levels of technical communications interoperability precluded other nations following
that example. The Canadian Navy did, and in return was given access to the most
advanced US communications systems and procedures.
NORAD provided an even greater benefit in terms of the day-to-day
interoperability exercising and testing needed to maintain high standards. This familiarity
71

with US procedures resulted in Canadian CF-18s being one of the few air forces in
NATO able to operate effectively with US aircraft during 1991 Gulf War and the 1999
Kosovo campaign in ground attack missions.151 However, technical interoperability
shortcomings in communications, data links, air-to-air refuelling, and precision guided
munitions regularly hazarded these cooperative gains and, frequently, the aircraft and
their crews as well. The Air Force successfully addressed these through the admittedly
last minute in-conflict purchases of some equipment and, more successfully, in a major
mid-life upgrade for the CF-18.152 This process also demonstrated the high cost of
maintaining the same technological pace as the US and that that pace is unremitting.
Up to the 1990s land forces worldwide had a less demanding interoperability
requirement. In addition, the Canadian Army’s departure from Germany in 1993
removed some of the impetus to maintain pace with NATO interoperability
developments. The Army’s heavy commitment to UN peacekeeping, while providing
valuable tactical experience, did not advance the interoperability agenda. One suspects
interoperability downward towards the frequently less advanced peacekeeping forces they
worked with was more critical. Higher interoperability standards were less important
given the absence of US units from most peacekeeping operations.
However change was underway. The earlier move by our Army to southern
Germany with the US Army, more Canadian officers going to liaison positions within
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that army, the dominant US leadership of the SFOR in Bosnia, and the US Army’s rapid
rise in tactical and operational acumen since Vietnam resulted in a better Canadian
appreciation of it. Granatstein and Lt. Col. Hope, a recent combat commander in
Afghanistan, both argue that sometime in the 1990s the British Army ceased to serve as
the model as the US Army became one. 153 The US model, unlike most others, did,
however, demand a high commitment to advanced technical interoperability.
The US pace in developing and fielding advanced communications and weapons
systems within what has been termed ‘the revolution in military affairs’ (RMA), had the
potential for dramatically improving interoperability within NATO and the broader
western alliance. This was, however, unevenly realised at best. The American global
positioning system dramatically improved the ability of individual units to know where
they and their friends were. The application of digital communication technology,
satellite transmission, and internet protocols contributed to improve communication
speed and allow higher data loads. Precision guided munitions reduced both own aircraft
losses and collateral damage. To harness all this to maximum effect the US forces also
insisted on the near total coordination of its air, land and sea forces in one “joint” whole.
While the benefits of that ‘revolution’ were theoretically available to all, it was soon clear
they would be enjoyed only by those allies who could both pay the steep financial costs
and who could demonstrate their trustworthiness: “For those allies that want to operate
closely with the US in prominent positions, even in high threat environments, the level of
interoperability (technical, operational, and political/cultural) will have to be high,
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possibly bordering on seamless.”154
The aspect of trust was probably the most vexatious recognizing that some allies
always enjoyed a more complete exchange with the US than others. This chapter has
shown that the AUSCANUKUS nations typically had the least limitation placed on them
by US rules and that their combined air forces and naval units could normally exchange
all the tactical and intelligence data needed to conduct combined operations up to the
1980s. NATO nations, in turn, might get lower grade intelligence information but would
still enjoy a very complete exchange of tactical data if at slower rate.
However, the rapid pace of RMA and the United States military's insistence on
applying all of its elements during operations proved increasingly difficult for the NATO
allies. Part of the problem was due to the American approach and part due to the
problems of its allies. For example, the smaller allies could simply not afford the
expensive satellite communications and advanced data links required to remain
connected. In part this was due to their just-discussed failure to reorient their defence
budgets away from their Cold War priorities and focus on new, deployable technology.
Land forces presented the largest problem here given their size and, therefore, larger costs
to modernize. Also problematic was the reluctance of many allies to depart from their
traditional single service approaches and adopt the joint method of warfare.155 Canada
was also slow in this regard. Another contributing factor was a natural but inefficient
tendency of the European allies to focus on national industrial champions to deliver the
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new technology instead of pooling resources to tackle the most complex and expensive
elements of the RMA.
America, with forces increasingly carrying the heaviest burden in the wars of the
1990s, did not consider it could lower its technical standards, and thus the safety of its
forces, to meet the pace of the slowest allies. It is difficult to critique that logic given the
lower military budgets and small troop contributions of the European allies. Other
elements of the US response to this increasing interoperability challenge were less easy to
defend. Where NATO traditionally conducted most tactical operations using radio voice
networks the US now focused on net-centric warfare concepts that allowed operations to
be controlled using heavily encrypted e-mails, websites, and on-line chat circuits. These
dramatically increased the speed and precision of American war fighting, but the massive
amounts of data now being transferred defied the traditional multilevel security
management approaches. That is, there was no way of separating these volumes of
material into an electronic packet that would only go to US eyes, a slightly less sensitive
package that would go to the AUSCANUKUS group, with a final, much-reduced packet
releasable to NATO. Instead, all material on these new Internet-protocol based nets, even
the most mundane, became “NOFORN” or "US eyes only." For the allies all that
remained were the wide-area data links (Link 11 and Link 16) that carry the positioning
data on friendly and enemy units but little else and the traditional slow voice radio nets.
These nets were very much secondary to the NOFORN nets that carried the most critical
war-fighting data.
The second new American-introduced complication was the International Trade in
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Arms or ITAR. During earlier periods of technological change in NATO the US military
was surprisingly generous in releasing the detailed technical standards that would allow
other allies to adapt or build compatible systems. This process was made significantly
more difficult with the US Congress’ tightening of the ITAR rules in 1999.156
Congressional motives centered on a concern that advanced technologies the US shared
with its allies were finding their way illicitly to such potential adversaries as Iran, Iraq,
and China. To counter this all America’s allies had significant limits placed on much of
the US-made technology they purchased. Canada, to its surprise, lost the exemption it
had enjoyed as a result of Defence Production Sharing Agreement.
Canada was, however, unique amongst the allies in developing work-arounds to
some of these restrictions and, after significant effort, achieved a unique exemption to the
ITAR rules two years later.157 Stricter Canadian export controls played a key role here as
did the integrated nature of the North American defence industrial base. The NORAD
relationship and our increasing support to US naval battle groups may also have been a
factor, but even in these areas there were increasing difficulties for Canadians.
Fergusson, for example, assesses that an increasing US reliance on a more precise legal
approach to international issues was behind the initial loss of Canada’s 1999 ITAR
exemption and, more critically, to a significant tightening of its foreign disclosure rules.
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These rules governed the release of US defence documents and electronic information to
allied officers working with them. This is soon seen in a post-1999 tightening of
American “no foreign eyes” rules in NORAD and with it the loss of privileged Canadian
access to US space-related data.158 At sea, the movement of US war-fighting
communications to the “no foreign eyes” SIPRNET had initially seriously complicated
the sending of a Canadian frigate to a US Carrier Battle Group until both nations
progressed a gateway solution. This involved allowing the AUSCANUKUS Coalition
Wide Area Network (COWAN) to serve as a battle group’s local electronic chat network
while also allowing COWAN users to send and receive emails to holders of SIPRNET
accounts. While the UK and Australia had access to the same system, their decisions to
not join semi-permanent US formations like Carrier Battle Groups meant they had little
rationale to fit this equipment widely or long opportunities to become proficient in its use.
This would have unpleasant consequences when they later entered into war alongside the
US in Iraq. Canada, meanwhile, was also putting a high priority on maintaining high
quality links to NATO systems. This gave Canadian ships a unique two-way upward
capability to US systems and a simultaneous downward capability to NATO. The
technological term for this was the “gateway” function.
By 1999 Canada was also starting to address its relative backward posture on
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Joint warfare. Here one has to suspect the motivation was as much the result of the need
to stay interoperable with US forces as any sudden realization of the benefits of Canadian
inter-service cooperation. Certainly the US Center for Naval Analyses was making it
clear that failures in this area were affecting interoperability, arguing that the “level of
jointness among key US allies is lower, thus making it more difficult for them to be
incorporated into US-led operations.”159
The Canadian response was spelt out most clearly in Strategy 2020, a purely
DND document signed by the Deputy Minister and Chief of Defence Staff and not the
Minister of National Defence. The document was also the first Canadian public
document that put high priority on both jointness and interoperability. The latter was
heavily focused on America and the strengthening of “our military relationship with the
US military to ensure Canadian and US forces are inter-operable.” This goal is stressed
four times within the strategy’s five year “targets,” objectives,” “attributes” and
“competencies.”160 NATO gets a single initial nod and is then not referred to again.161
This document was not a public relations exercise. In their review of it
Middlemiss and Stairs carefully traced the extent to which this new priority actually
guided defence behaviour, and they discovered substantial carry-over into the
department’s follow-on budgeting and planning documents.162 The priority DND was
assigning to it was very real and “the concept of interoperability is now seamlessly,
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consistently, and centrally woven into both the thinking and the fabric of the defence
establishment” in their view.
They also concluded that much of the motivation behind the strategy reflected a
realization within the Canadian military that it will never be provided the funds for a “go
it alone” independent capability. Others have shared this view with Nossal arguing that
the “Canadian forces have been downsized to the point” that its “capabilities are virtually
meaningless unless they are add-on to the operations of others.”163 Separately, Grant
Dawson concluded “close military co-operation was unavoidable because Canadians
wanted the CF engaged globally but were unwilling to pay for a large military.”164
Middlemiss and Stairs agreed and concluded that absent a “sudden and uncharacteristic
impulse on the part of Ottawa to increase Canadian defence spending dramatically,
interoperability with the Americans is the only game in town.”165
This assessment was not the only area of concern. The fact that it was not signed
by the Minister fed the concerns of an expanding community of Canadian critics attuned
to the danger of potential North American integration. Writers like Bruce Campbell have
suggested expanding military interoperability was a precursor or preparatory step to full
political integration.166 Other critics, some in loose alliance with those fearing
continental integration, saw the lack of political involvement in the Strategy 2020 process
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as a sign the military were advancing their interoperability agenda via “stealth.”167 This
latter view gained wide support and one will see in the analysis of the 2001-2008 period
that follows a sustained concern over the defence bureaucracy’s motivations and loyalties
as it concerned cooperation with the United States. This was not the only interoperability
challenge.

Summary
Certainly, the overriding theme from this review is that Canada has always
sought a protector and then broadly aligned its military cooperative policies to it. Thus
Canada relied on the British Empire from 1867 to the early 1940s for its defence before
turning to the US. Much later, NATO somewhat diluted Canada’s absolute reliance on
the United States for both its security and its interoperability guidance.
There is also a close alignment between Canada consistently seeking a
cooperative solution to defence needs and her equally persistent unwillingness to spend
significant sums on her own military. Close military cooperation has been more
attractive to Canadian politicians than a potentially more expensive independent security
policy. The extremely successful WW II cooperation between Canada and the US then
paved the way for extensive defence ties during the Cold War. However, greater
Canadian-American military cooperation also brought greater opportunities for friction
and for potential sovereignty challenges. Swanson argues the entire post-1942 period of
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high Canada-US cooperation “is precisely that period in which Canada became most
concerned about a possible loss of national identity, erosion of Canadian sovereignty, and
more remotely, possible United States absorptions.”168 The tables for the periods 19381951, 1951-1968, and 1968-2001 then showed a steady increase in the number of claims
of lost sovereignty or constricted independence.
This review has also shown most claims were imprecise and often disputed with
occasionally simultaneous claims of sovereignty gained and lost issuing from the same
incident. For example, Peter McKenna, the chair of the department of political science at
UPEI, writing for the Chronicle-Herald, traced the origins of the 1958 NORAD
agreement to “a deal essentially worked out by the two countries’ senior military brass”
that they then presented to government as a “fait accompli.”169 Yet he also acknowledged
that “Canada’s decision to integrate its defence policy with that of the United States is
itself a sovereign and cost-effective decision.” Claims of sovereignty gained or lost are
rarely straightforward and they must all be probed.
Further compounding any search for clear sovereignty losses is the often nuanced
conduct of the Canadian government. Rarely did it ever wholly join or completely reject
any US-suggested cooperative military project. The Strategic Defence Initiative issue is a
good example and here the government’s policy neither fully supported the Defence
Department’s strong desire to join the project or the DFAIT Disarmament Ambassador’s
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urging to completely reject it. Instead the Mulroney government chose to offer a “polite
no” to government participation while allowing Canadian firms to do so.170
Simultaneously the government then fully backed a series of NORAD related air defence
improvements including allowing the US Air Force enhanced access to Canadian
Forward Operating Bases in the North. David McDonough has recently suggested that
the Canadian government regularly follows this careful middle ground approach as it
simultaneous seeks to balance its competing needs for both security (gained through close
defence cooperation) and sovereignty (protected by distancing itself from the US). This
compelling argument will be examined more closely in the next chapter.
This brief review has also shown that sovereignty challenges, Canada-US
disputes, and the overall tenor of intergovernmental relations at the time had but a loose
connection to interoperability direction or progress. Thus the Canadian Navy and Army
continued to favour UK cooperation into the 1950s despite the fact that the US was
unquestionably our principal ally from 1942 onwards. The final shift to a US-focused
interoperability policy only took hold in the late 1950s although, again, each service
converted at what they considered an appropriate pace. Canada-US interoperability then
continued to expand despite the crises it provoked for the Diefenbaker government and
despite the efforts of the Trudeau government to downgrade the priority given to our US
and NATO military links.
Outside the latter two intervals, Canadian political involvement in military
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cooperation decisions and interoperability issues was negligible. While this might appear
reasonable in earlier periods when the level of military cooperation with other states was
rudimentary, this disassociation becomes increasingly difficult to comprehend.
Interoperability enhancements were taking an ever greater share of the defence budget,
and some earlier cooperative choices had proven politically costly. In addition, an
increasingly vocal succession of critics sought to make Canada’s military interoperability
an ongoing public issue by linking it first to the US domination of the Canadian economy
and culture and then to the fears of an American-led continental integration effort.
Despite this, the political class continued to abstain up to 1999 when it left the defence
bureaucracy to promulgate long range interoperability policy via Strategy 2020.
Certainly, when clear political direction on a military cooperation issue was
provided, the military complied. The best example is the Navy’s long overdue dropping
of Royal Navy policies and its rapid reorientation to US Navy standards. Significantly,
only public uproar over the Navy’s policies provoked the needed political engagement
that forced the change. Similarly, only General Simonds’ public denunciation of the
government’s pro-US interoperability policies produced action, and he was dismissed.
Even then the evidence is strong that much of the Army still clung to British ways.
When political direction was less than clear or divided, the Canadian military was
safe to wait out the unwelcome direction or listen selectively. When the Diefenbaker
Cabinet was divided on a response to the Cuban Missile Crisis, the military followed the
chain of command and sided with the Defence Minister and his pro-American response
over that of the Prime Minister. The Trudeau government’s 1971 White Paper’s effort to
83

refocus more on national sovereignty and less on NATO and the US produced no lasting
effect. Suspected military intransigence was then rewarded when that same government
became reacquainted with the value of alliance ties and had to embark on a conventional
allied-focused rearmament programme.
Certainly there was consistent Canadian high level political involvement in
NATO as a result of the regularly scheduled NATO ministerial meetings that provided a
de facto endorsement of alliance interoperability policies and standards. Such
engagement was not, however, the case for most of the business of the Canada-US
relationship, where Swanson argues that most dealings at “the core of the relationship are
processed entirely by lower-level action officers who receive no higher level guidelines”,
a view Jim Fergusson and Danford Middlemiss have echoed.171 This low political profile
matched the desired informality of Canada-US defence relations in contrast to the more
formal treaty-based NATO alliance.
Benefits of the informal approach to US relations have long been recognized by
smaller states. In her study of Australian, Brazilian, Canadian and Mexican bilateral
approaches, Annette Baker Fox found all of them tried to avoid creating formal
institutions to manage their relations with the United States. In Fox’s view this results
from the smaller states’ not unnatural concerns that formal arrangements “might bind
them in the future.”172 As was shown, Canadian politicians also appreciated the lower
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visibility of informal relationships while American governments used this to evade
Senate oversight. There were mutual benefits as well with Anessa Kimball arguing
“Those agreements allow executives (especially, American ones) the proper mix of
flexibility and commitment thus permitting a certain continuity in the US-Canadian
foreign policy relationship despite occasional tensions and disagreements.”173 On the
other hand informal arrangements bring problems of imprecision:
..the informal nature of the relationship has made it virtually impossible to define
- on the bases of the agreements establishing the joint organizational units - the
exact responsibilities of the contracting parties in terms of United States-Canadian
expectations regarding both possible joint responses to crisis situations and to
daily, non-crisis issues of defense interaction.174
Swanson then goes on to argue that dashed American expectations of support during the
Cuban Missile Crisis and unmet Canadian hopes of close consultation are the necessary
result of the lack of precision in the relationship.175
As has been shown, this informal approach relied heavily on transnational
networks of defence and foreign policy officials. However, this raised other sovereignty
problems related to the danger that Canadian officials would be overwhelmed or seduced
by the larger US military bureaucracy. The rushed signing of the 1958 NORAD
agreement and the Cuban Missile Crisis suggested to many that senior elements of the
Canadian military were more in tune with the wishes of their American equivalents than
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their Canadian political leaders. Yet the just cited analyses by Jockel, Haydon, and
Reford, along with John Diefenbaker’s own account, have failed to establish a case of
disloyalty or even divided loyalty suggesting, again, the need to rigourously examine
sovereignty and penetration claims.176 This review also revealed a continuation of these
assertions now focusing on the 1996 NORAD agreement and Strategy 2020.
At the same time, Canada, its politicians, and the foreign affairs and defence
departments have benefited from our position near the top of the worldwide
interoperability and intelligence sharing hierarchy that our close relationship with
America provides. The top forum internationally was the AUSCANUKUS community,
then NATO, and finally the ‘rest of the world’ including the very weak UN-based
military cooperative effort. Canada’s privileged engagement in these forums also directly
reflected the government’s heavy postwar commitment to multilateralism.
While NATO’s increasing role in setting interoperability standards had the
potential to compete with Canada’s primary focus on US cooperation no problems
surfaced. Initially Canada was adept at managing what few differences emerged, assisted
by a determined US effort to pass on the latest of its technology to NATO. However, a
divergence in those standards started to appear in the late 1990s with the US military’s
wholesale adoption of the revolution in military affairs and her NATO allies’ parallel
inability to maintain the attending technological and financial pace. The US’ use of
NOFORN SIPRNET communications, the increasing ITAR restrictions it imposed on the
export of its technology to its allies, and its dissatisfaction with NATO wartime decision
176
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making during the Kosovo air campaign signalled a troubled future for NATO-based
interoperability. The AUSCANUKUS community suffered the least under these changes
with Canada showing the greatest ability to successfully adapt.
The Canadian military’s success rested on two pillars. The first involved an
increasing recognition that interoperability with the US was, in Joel Sokolsky’s view, the
“logical defence posture for a Canadian national security policy based on continued
global engagement.” 177 As seen, this view was solidly endorsed by Kim Nossal, Grant
Dawson, Danford Middlemiss and Denis Stairs who all took pains to point out that our
interoperability policy also stemmed from a continued unwillingness to spend the large
sums needed for an independent capability.178 It was thus a financially attractive policy
for Canadian politicians.
Second, advanced Canada-US interoperability benefited from strong US support.
This went beyond the maintenance of the AUSCANUKUS relationship and beyond the
basic interoperability goal of ensuring effective military cooperation in war. Sokolsky
has argued that the American military fully recognized that the cooperative effort itself
opens further options for extending US influence into other militaries.179 As in Canada,
advancing interoperability also enjoyed US support in that it gained a more competent
potential force contributor for its alliances and coalitions with no significant financial
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costs.180 Sokolsky then argues the US is also unlikely to surrender a significant amount
of control over strategy in such an exchange making it a particularly good bargain. In
part, the US understands and partially exploits the Canadian dilemma of wanting to be
global engaged while not wanting to pay for it.
For these reasons, and in spite of the regular allegations of co-opted Canadian
officials and the increasing defects in the political structures that managed the
relationship, Canadian interoperability with the United States military has continued and
possibly accelerated during the 1990s. As will be shown in the next chapter, that
trajectory continued after the 9/11 attacks driven largely by the need to coordinate
Canada’s efforts to assist the United States both in North America and overseas.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY
The last chapter ended in 2001 with the Canadian military continuing its pursuit
of ever greater interoperability with the United States. Past trends also strongly
suggested that greater Canada-US military cooperation would bring with it the possibility
of friction and sovereignty challenges. After very briefly outlining the scope of the
challenges Canada would face in the 2001-2010 period, this chapter will focus on
devising a methodology that will assess those sovereignty costs.

2001-2010 Interoperability Related Sovereignty Challenges
Interoperability issues during the first decade of this century were dominated by
the 11 September 2001 attacks on the US and their long aftermath. This brought
increasing American pressure to join their counter-terrorist effort in North America and
abroad. Not surprisingly, this raised suspicions in Canada, and military cooperation and
interoperability were frequently the targets of media and academic attack. Table 3-1
presents many of these.
Table 3-1

Canada-US Issues and Disputes 2001-2010

Issue

Outcome

Possible Effect
on Canadian
Sovereignty?

9/11- Canadian response.

Canadian forces
automatically assigned to US
response to 9/11. Alleged
that no Canada political
decision was required.

Loss

Canadian
officials
advancing US
interests?

Refs

“Canadian air defense and
naval forces were
automatically a part of the
American response to
September 11 itself.”
Charbonneau and Cox.1
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Issue

Outcome

Possible Effect
on Canadian
Sovereignty?

2001. Operation Apollo.

Canada’s role predetermined
by Canada-US integration.

Loss

2001. UK attempts to
form coalition for ISAF
Kabul.

Canada excluded.

Loss

2002. US signals
Afghanistan coalition
must follow its rules for
detainees.

Canada appears to reverse its
stand on Geneva Convention.
Canada govt claims it
successfully convinced US to
apply Geneva rules.

Loss

2002. Canada blocks US
exception for its
peacekeepers from
International Criminal
Court.
2003. Canada
involvement with US
Iraq War planning.

US get no blanket exemption.
US displeasure with
Canada’s UN Ambassador.

Gain
Loss

Military presses for more
Canadian involvement.
Minister of National Defence
refuses.

Loss

2003. War in Iraq.
Canada declines to
participate.
Cdn Navy provides
indirect support to Iraq
war.

Canada successfully remains
out of OIF.
US removes Can access to
Iraq intel and Canada senses
it is being eased out of
AUSCANUKUS
relationship.

Gain

Canadian
officials
advancing US
interests?

Refs

Canada role “determined by
the already integrated nature
of Canadian and US military
forces.” Charbonneau and
Cox.2
Incident “provides a case in
point” where our ability to
operate “seamlessly” with the
US makes it more difficult to
operate with non-US
coalitions. Middlemiss and
Stairs.3
“This reversal cannot be
easily explained by factors
other than overt American
pressure.” Williams.4

Gain

Possible coercion with
suggestion that US officials
would not support future
Canada nominees in UN as a
result. Jones and Kilgour.5
The military
leadership
“were implicitly
assuming we
would be going
with the
Americans [to
Iraq]” Minister
of Def
McCallum. 6
Canada officials
“exaggerated at
every step the
negative
reaction in
Washington if
Ottawa were to
pursue a
different path.”
Stein and Lang.7

Gain

Loss

2

Decision “proved to the
world we are a proud,
independent nation.”
Chrétien.8
“decision resulted in an
important decrease in the
quantity and quality of US
intelligence passed to
Canada.” Lt. Col. Rémillard.9
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Issue

Outcome

Possible Effect
on Canadian
Sovereignty?

2003. Canadian naval
Task Force 151 remains
in Persian Gulf.

Force is seen to be assisting
US Iraq War.
Defence officials seen to be
manoeuvring govt to join
Iraq War.

Loss

2005. Canada rejects
NMD.

US President requests
Canada involvement.
Withheld.
Canada now excluded from
future NMD decisions.

Gain

2005. NATO, US desire
Canada to establish PRT
in Kandahar.

Canada complies, with
suggestion that it was done to
offset US displeasure over
Canada decision to not
participate in Iraq War or
NMD.

Loss

2006. NORAD
expansion into maritime
warning.

Perception that this was part
of a larger US integrationist
project.

Loss

2010. US asks Canada to
consider 2009 decision
to withdraw from
Afghanistan in 2011.

Canada indicates withdrawal
from combat role will occur
in 2011.

Loss/Gain

Loss

Loss

Canadian
officials
advancing US
interests?
“The south
tower created a
trap for the
government by
urging that
Canada lead
151.” Stein and
Lang. 10

Refs

Canada Foreign Affairs
officials state ships will be
“discreetly useful” to US.
Wikileaks.11

“Canada would in effect give
up its sovereignty – its seat at
the table – to decide what to
do about a missile that might
be coming toward Canada.”
Amb. Celluci.12
To offset OIF and NMD.
“There was no question,
every time we talked about
the Afghanistan mission it
gave us cover for not going
to Iraq.” Minister of Foreign
Affairs Graham.13
Closer Canada-US
cooperation here involves a
“delegation” of our
sovereignty to the United
States. Byers.14

As before, there has been no effort to investigate the validity of these claims - that
is the main work of this analysis that will occur in the following six case studies. What
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is of note, is that the patterns set in the previous chapter repeat. For example, a claim of
sovereignty loss is often accompanied by another suggesting a sovereignty gain. In 2005
our decision to reject a US invitation to join their National Missile Defense/Ballistic
Missile Defense programme is both championed as victory for Canadian sovereignty by
those who resented undue US pressure as it is rated a loss by others who felt Canada left
the defence of North America entirely in the hands of the United States. At other times
the government itself seemed to have engineered a response calculated to produce a
divided sovereignty result. As an example, in 2003 the Canadian government appeared to
boldly protect Canadian foreign policy independence by rejecting participation in
Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF) while secretly offering the US help from Canadian ships
and aircraft in theatre according to a recently Wikileaked US diplomatic cable.15
This and the earlier tables also suggested that Canadian sovereignty appears at
risk from a broad range of potential threats. In the past it was claimed our sovereignty
was endangered when the American government threatened sanctions to get our
compliance, Canadian officials worked in collusion with their US counterparts, or prior
low-level defence agreements ‘chain-ganged’ Canada into a later military commitment.
The only new violations offered up by the 2001-2010 period is the suggestion that our
close military ties with the US have made us an unattractive coalition partner for others
and that the American government has made attempts to get Canadian foreign policy
officials fired for working against US foreign policy interests.
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Methodology
The broad range of these apparent ‘violations’ forces one to examine the
definition of sovereignty in play and determine whether it was accompanied by any
criteria. In Canada this can be a problem as many seem ready to ascribe a host of
Canadian-US relationship problems to some form of attack on our sovereignty. Thus
Garner Etsell, executive member of the Canadian Federation of Agriculture and a turkey
farmer, warns that “As we begin to rely more on imports… there comes a point where a
country that cannot support itself, from a food perspective, loses some of its
sovereignty.”16 A resulting “food sovereignty” movement is in full support.17 Canadians
also appear to have a remarkably low tolerance for such sovereignty violations with John
Ibbitson declaring the Mulroney-Reagan sing-along at the St. Patrick’s Day Quebec
Summit of 1985 as “a boot-licking embarrassment that demeaned Canada and ultimately
compromised its sovereignty.”18 Prime Minister Harper has recently taken the
sovereignty debate in a new direction with “enlightened sovereignty” which is actually a
tempering of the more usual Canadian approach of using sovereignty purely in support of
self-interest.19
Those involved in the debate of Canada’s military interoperability policies have
also been busy devising new forms of sovereignty or redefining the term to make their
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case. Thus, Michael Byers claimed “at issue here is not Canada’s legal sovereignty, but
its practical sovereignty” as he examines elements of NORAD. 20 Richard Williams’
recent analysis of Canadian naval interoperability relied on a new and very broad
definition for sovereignty in stating “In the simplest terms, sovereignty is about the
government’s ability to choose between a set of options and to employ its resources in
pursuit of those options.”21 Finally Stephen Staples has created “democratic sovereignty”
and defined it as “the ability of its citizens to exercise their democratic rights.”22
The latter form of sovereignty can only be realized, its author makes clear, when
“our foreign and defence policies are open to public participation.”23 As with the
definition of sovereignty issuing from the Canadian Federation of Agriculture, one has a
real difficulty disassociating sovereignty from personal or institutional agenda. Stephen
Staples’ sovereignty seems tightly connected to his unhappiness with the prointeroperability policies of the elected Conservative government and its unwillingness to
discuss them with him or his institute via public hearings.
The view taken within this analysis is that many of these purely Canadian
definitions of sovereignty were constructed to assist a particular interest group or advance
20
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a very specific argument. Further, it seems strange to create a unique Canadian meaning
for the condition of sovereignty which one hundred and eighty-six nations identically and
resolutely claim in both international law and within international organizations. A
special ‘Canadian’ sovereignty is meaningless here. Finally, both international law and
the international relations literature have consistently agreed on what defines
“sovereignty” and that application is universal.
In the 16th century Jean Bodin first divided sovereignty into external and internal
components. 24 This division progressively became commonplace in law up to today with
Oppenheim’s International Law providing:
Inasmuch as it excludes dependence upon any other authority, and in particular
from the authority of another State, sovereignty is independence. It is external
independence with regard to the liberty of action outside its borders in the
intercourse with other States which the State enjoys. It is internal independence
with regard to the liberty of action of a State inside its borders.25
Hedley Bull’s separation of sovereignty into “internal” and “external”
components very closely follows this legal interpretation as does the more recent work of
Fowler and Bunck who also chose to separate sovereignty into two distinct categories
they term “internal supremacy” and “external independence.”26
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Krasner
In 1999 Stephen Krasner added significantly to the understanding of the nature of
internal and external sovereignty with his Sovereignty – Organized Hypocrisy. Given
that there is significant latitude within Oppenheim’s claim that sovereignty involves
“liberty of action” within and beyond a state’s borders, Krasner set out to provide precise
criteria. These outline that internal sovereignty is reduced when a state cedes control to
other states of the “domestic political structures” that make and interpret domestic law. 27
Internal sovereignty is also forfeit when the policies and personnel selections of the
state’s domestic institutions are subject to external influence.
Krasner then argues that a state’s external sovereignty is reduced when a state is
not able to enter into agreements with other states free from coercion or imposition.28
Finally, external sovereignty is lost when a state is not recognized by others and thus is
unable to join international organizations, be accepted as a juridical equal, or have its
diplomats enjoy diplomatic immunity. 29 These criteria will be central to my analysis, but
Krasner’s value extends beyond this.

Concept of Sovereignty, 36-37, 47-50. The Fowler and Bunck thesis is that “sovereign status requires
internal supremacy and external independence in addition to people, territory and a government.”
27
Stephen D. Krasner, Sovereignty: Organized Hypocrisy (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1999),
36-37, 205-05. Krasner refers to this as “Westphalian Sovereignty” which is defined as “the exclusion of
external sources of authority both de jure and de facto” within a state’s boundaries. As can be seen I have
chosen to use the more common “internal sovereignty” over his “Westphalian Sovereignty.”
28
Krasner also calls for the further division of sovereignty into “domestic sovereignty” and
“interdependence sovereignty” but as these only reflect a state’s internal capacity to control its territory and
its borders and do not involve the challenges of other states, they receive little attention in his work. I will
not consider them further.
29
Krasner, Sovereignty: Organized Hypocrisy, 14-20. This he refers to as “International Legal
Sovereignty” which he defines as “recognition” and the ability to enter into agreements “free from
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His title’s use of the term Hypocrisy refers to the fact that states frequently violate
their own and others sovereignty all the while claiming that sovereignty is inviolate. 30
This is his second major contribution, and he illustrates it with the example of early postwar Western Europe where concern over the weak condition of their developing
democratic institutions led their leaders to create a rigorous pan-European human rights
regime with the full intent of binding their own hands, and, more critically, those of their
successors.31 This action, according to Krasner’s framework, resulted in a loss of internal
sovereignty; that is, the right of a state to make rules for its own territory without external
interference. This was certainly the case, as the resulting European Human Rights Court
and Commission now have the authority to dictate domestic law in all the participating
states. On the other hand, the ability to accept that pan-European regime reflects a state
exercising its “external sovereignty” or that authority to enter into international
agreements free from external coercion. This recognition of the frequent duality in
sovereignty issues does much to explain the large number of Canada-US cases that
displayed simultaneous sovereignty gains and losses.
Krasner’s third contribution is his detailed elaboration on the process of coercion,
and this effort provides very necessary additional criteria for assessing when internal or
external sovereignty is at risk. He defines coercion as the process where sanctions are

coercion.” Again, I have used the more common “external sovereignty” in lieu of his “international legal
sovereignty.”
30
Ibid., 67-70.
31
Stephen D. Krasner, "Abiding Sovereignty," International Political Science Review, 22, no. 3 (2001),
237. See also his Krasner, Sovereignty: Organized Hypocrisy, 24.
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threatened in order to force the subordinate state to amend its policies or behavior.32
Sanctions must specifically threaten to leave the recipient “worse off” if it does not
comply. He is also dogmatic in stating “bargaining” and “free choices” are not
sovereignty violations as no coercion is involved. Significantly, he finds that coercion is
not “common” largely because the threat of sanctions must be credible and the act of
applying credible sanctions is costly.33

Walt
While Krasner provides a long series of examples of coercion in play, he does not
spend a great deal of time on how external powers influence the officials of subordinate
states other than to suggest sovereignty is violated when an exterior power works to
“influence domestic political structures” or interferes in the personnel selection of the
victim state. Stephen Walt’s work offers some support here. His analysis centers on the
many attempts by the United States, the U.S.S.R, and Egypt to form and maintain
alliances in the Middle East and the parallel efforts by Israel to influence its US ally.
Within that analysis the process whereby the domestic authorities of the target state are
manipulated by outside powers is termed “penetration.” 34 Within Walt’s analysis,
foreign liaison officers or host nation agents of divided loyalty are the agents of
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University Press, 1987), 46.
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penetration. It could also involve penetration via propaganda and lobbying efforts.
Foreign aid is another potential mechanism of influence and it too is studied. At the end
of the day, however, the results are likely to be poor in his view: “I conclude that neither
foreign aid nor political penetration is by itself a powerful cause for alignment. Even
more important, neither is it an effective way to gain leverage except under very unusual
conditions.”35 Further, Walt could find no evidence of any significant policy change
resulting from these mechanisms. In fact, political penetration was likely to produce a
“hostile backlash.”36
He is not, however, completely dismissive of penetration arguing it might be
effective if the two nations already had a significant commonality of interests. It can
certainly be effective if it is done via channels that the host nation considers legitimate,
such as are exercised by lobbyists and by homegrown ethnic support groups. Moreover,
penetration within “legitimate” avenues appears to offer the smaller power as much
potential access as the dominant one, with Walt citing the success of Israeli lobbyists
operating within the US Congress. They are not alone, and Annette Baker Fox
specifically commends our officials as “Canadians know better than those from other
countries how and where to penetrate” the US government system.37 On the other hand,
the head of the Canadian Security and Intelligence Service has recently suggested several
states were actively recruiting Canadian officials and elected officials as agents of
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influence.38
However, Walt urges caution when assessing indications of penetration. He cites,
for example, the danger of ascribing a penetration motive to a state based on the large
number of its foreign liaison and exchange officers operating in another country. He
argues these “widespread contacts between two states… are as likely to be the result of
common interests and a close alliance as they are to be the cause of them.”39 On the other
hand, this analysis will argue that penetration to manipulate another state’s domestic
authority remains a violation of its sovereignty in accordance with Krasner’s criteria even
though it may have involved legal methods or two already closely aligned states. 40

Keohane and Nye
Keohane and Nye’s theory of complex interdependence provides a significantly
more benign view on the role of officials working in conjunction with those of other
states. Within their arguments the massive interpenetration of trade and culture in
Canada and the United States is seen to have created a bi-national structure where
conflict is widely recognized as mutually injurious. To remove potential sources of
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conflict they argue that the management of the Canadian-American relationship passed to
“transnational” networks involving hundreds of officials devoted to maintaining the
system.41 Those officials operated within a diplomatic culture devoted to cooperative,
non-coercive behaviour that would not link issues. Other transnational groups outside
government would combine with those officials in maintaining a productive relationship
by ‘blocking’ coercive, retaliatory, and other action dangerous to the long term
relationship. As a result, Keohane and Nye were able to conclude that the Canada-US
relationship is marked by its “prohibition of overt linkage of issues” and for all of these
reasons Canada was able to progressively win more disputes than it lost when negotiating
or disagreeing with the US in the 1960s.42
Keohane and Nye’s work partly explains the dominant and largely successful role
of defence officials evident during this review, and by inference, the corresponding
modest role of the political leaders. The ability of military interoperability projects to
continue and even expand in the face of short term political disagreements between
governments and increasing public critique is also more easily understood under this
transnational bureaucratic structure.
However, other elements of complex interdependence then limit its use in this
analysis. Written in 1977 it predates some of the more problematic changes that overtook
the Canada-US relationship that this review has already pointed out. As a result its very
positive outlook with regard to the further diminution of defence as an intergovernmental
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priority, and the continued equality of results of the two states in dealing with conflicts is
now doubtful, as are its views on an enduring cooperative diplomatic culture.43
Of specific concern is the very benign view Keohane and Nye have on
sovereignty. Under complex interdependence and its embedded view of a shared culture
that forsakes issue linkage, the only sovereignty implications considered are those that are
freely negotiated away.44 While Keohane and Nye had acknowledged the danger of the
US government using transnational coalitions to penetrate smaller states in their earlier
writing, this unsavoury activity receives little of their attention in their major work on
interdependence.45 In fact, penetration, after being quickly introduced, is then largely
discounted in Power and Interdependence because the penetrative capacity of a more
powerful US bureaucracy failed to produce any US advantage in the disputes they
analysed.46 Finally, their treatment of the Alaska Highway dispute displays an overly
benign view of American conduct, denying pressure was employed, and suggesting,
instead, that Canada freely agreed to the highway in 1942.47
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Middlemiss
Danford Middlemiss’ examination of the Defence Production Sharing
Arrangements fills in many of these gaps while also providing a less idealized view of the
role of transnational officials. He does, however, support Keohane and Nye’s broad
thrust arguing that both sides consistently abided by norms that viewed the agreement as
“a cooperative endeavour with benefits accruing to both countries” and eschewed overt
threats and issue linkages.48 Middlemiss also makes an important distinction between
explicit external linkages that cross issue areas (say trade and defence) and implicit
internal linkages which occur within a single issue area (such as defence, where he cites
the example of Canada “threatening” a withholding of defence cooperation to get defence
industrial sharing). As with all others, Middlemiss found explicit external linkages to be
“extremely” rare. On the other hand, internal linkages were common and, in his view,
“an integral and necessary feature” of the cooperative process in part because they
permitted an early identification of tradeoffs, and this speeded up negotiations.49
Significantly, the ability of the transnational defence economic teams to limit political
involvement from such negotiations was the key in reducing controversy, publicity and
spill-over into other issue areas. Within this relationship the political leadership was
ultimately reduced to “endorsing or ratifying bureaucratic decisions and actions after the
preparatory groundwork had been completed by those lower level administrators.”50 To
be fair, Middlemiss also points out that the equally problematic participation of other
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government departments and the defence industries was also restricted by the bureaucrats
in the Canadian Defence Production Department and US Department of Defense, the comanagers of the DPSA.51 Again, the reduction in actors reduced controversy and
enhanced cooperation.
He then establishes criteria to determine the extent to which the actions of these
powerful bureaucracies ran counter to government direction. In part, the fear was of
bureaucrats making policy, but a greater concern involved a fear that the two
bureaucracies were abetting continental integration outside of any Canadian political will
to do so. To gauge this, Middlemiss devised three criteria that would assess whether
those officials:

-intentionally operated independently of higher political control;
-took active measures to evade such control; and,
-progressed activities in contravention of their own nation’s policies.52
He ultimately concluded that in the case of the DPSA Canadian officials had operated
with the tacit approval of Cabinet and that their actions had conformed with government
objectives.53 This view was only marred by regular, successful attempts to insulate their
bureaucratic activities from the potentially conflict-prone engagement of their political
leaders although even here Middlemiss assesses they did so in the belief that this
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“fulfilled the objectives of their governments.”54
This aspect of ‘tacit approval’ is an intriguing one and is likely linked to the justoutlined tendencies of the bureaucratic officials to limit political engagement and, one
suspects, partly in the longstanding Canadian political desire for informal and therefore
low profile arrangements with the United States. Middlemiss, allied with Swanson who
conducted his own parallel examination of Canada-US defence relations, then devoted a
very helpful amount of time to the often-complex process of the bureaucrat and politician
interchanges that supported the informal approach. Thus an initiative like the DPSA will
proceed via a “pre-process” stage of bureaucratic research and informal exchanges, early
political briefings with the gaining of tacit approval, and exploratory negotiations with
the US via bureaucrats. This is followed by the “process” phase with formal negotiations
and final political decision or agreement on the policy. The “post-process” phase
involves bureaucratic implementation of the new policy.55 This type of complexity is
inherent in most government decision-making processes and this must be considered if
one is to get past simple charges of disloyal officials or inattentive ministers. Moreover,
the complexity of the process of getting ‘tacit’ approval and its inherent looseness
54
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underscores the need for something like Middlemiss’ three criteria. This need is further
reinforced by the frequency of claims that the Canadian bureaucracy has operated without
government approval in matters of military cooperation.

Middlemiss and Stairs
In 2002, Middlemiss, now joined by Denis Stairs, brought the issue of defence
officials operating by “stealth” in advancing Canada-US interoperability to national
prominence in a major paper published within the IRPP’s Policy Matters.56 This
highlighted the Defence Department’s increasing focus on interoperability as outlined
within Strategy 2020 and the fact that it “had no formal government approval” or cabinet
endorsement.57 Their work also drew the first links between Canada’s military
interoperability and its foreign policy independence.
It also contained a solid description of the technical issues as well as a significant
modification to the accepted definition of interoperability that subsequently enjoyed wide
Canadian academic support. Thus they argued interoperability is best viewed as “a
continuum between basic compatibility at the low end (where systems and forces can
operate, as it were, “side by side” without interfering with one another’s functioning) to
complete integration at the high end.”58 “This improves on the provisional definition
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provided in Chapter Two and will be incorporated into this analysis.59
Their paper also raised the possibility that the Canadian military’s unique ability
to operate “seamlessly” with the US may “make it more difficult for Ottawa to refuse
requests to contribute to American-led operations, or alternatively to participate in
operations in which the Americans are not involved.”60 They then argue that Canada’s
rejection from the UK-led ISAF force in 2001 and our choice of the “second-best” option
of joining US forces in Kandahar in 2002 “provides a case in point” of the problem.61
Later, they suggest that these tight Canada-US military links will also complicate the
apparent desire of Prime Minister Chrétien to avoid Operation Iraqi Freedom to the point
where he may find that “his capacities for abstention are more limited than he currently
appears to assume.”62 Both these assertions needed to be probed.
Middlemiss and Stairs’ work provoked nineteen other interoperability proponents
and critics to add their views on the impact of interoperability on Canada’s defence and
foreign policy. There was certainly no unanimity except in the support many gave to
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Middlemiss and Stairs’ definition and the fact that Andy Knight and Ann Denholm
Crosby joined the authors in claiming that the interoperability project is indeed
proceeding by stealth, directed by military officials operating without Canadian political
assent.63

Williams
Where Middlemiss and Stairs examined interoperability’s impact on the broad
thrusts of Canadian foreign and defence policy, Williams’ Weighing the Options: Case
Studies in Naval Interoperability and Canadian Sovereignty had a tighter focus. Using
case studies of two Canadian naval deployments to the Persian Gulf region (1991-2 and
2001-3) he sought to “explicitly define the concepts of interoperability, sovereignty and
the connection between the two.”64
He then developed a detailed list of hypotheses to establish the link between
interoperability and his very broad definition of sovereignty. The central hypotheses all
focused on the concept that “technical and behavioural interoperability creates
disproportionate pressure on the Canadian government” to follow US dictates. This
might take the form of pressure to align government policy with the US, being ‘chain
ganged’ into US-led expeditionary operations, or being excluded from non-US led
coalitions. Other hypotheses examined the extent to which our lower level pro-US
interoperability ties made it harder for the Canadian government to exercise command of
63
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its armed forces or resulted in Canadian military leaders advancing “policies aligned with
American interests and contrary to the interests determined by the Canadian political
leadership.”65 A final single hypothesis tests the extent to which our close interoperability
and integration with US forces makes the Canadian government an unattractive
interlocutor.66 With the exception of the latter, these were well-argued and carefully
supported with examples. Where data is lacking the author admits this upfront and closes
that avenue of investigation.
Many of these hypotheses necessarily flow from Middlemiss and Stairs’ earlier
work, but their later work was careful to not link interoperability issues directly to
sovereignty. Williams does, and he does so by establishing his own broad definition of
sovereignty that is also provided sans criteria. That definition’s sweep allowed him to
propose the problematic hypothesis that links a Canadian sovereignty loss to an external
organization rejecting your offer to serve as an interlocutor.
The danger of these type of loose ‘made in Canada’ definitions is soon apparent.
One would have no difficulty recognizing direct American coercion that forces Canada to
participate in US military coalitions (or to reject those of others) as a sovereignty
violation following Oppenheim’s definition and Krasner’s ‘no coercion’ criteria. Also
sovereignty costs might well be involved if the Canadian military had configured its
doctrine or its command and control equipment to the point where it could only
‘interoperate’ with US forces. For the military to have devised such a system without
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clear government assent would have been a clear case of Stephen Walt’s penetration.
However, no broadly accepted sovereignty definition or criteria comes close to
suggesting that sovereignty is violated when another state rejects one’s offer of ‘honest
broker’ services or force contributions. Sovereignty can only ensure that Canada has the
freedom to offer services – it cannot make others take them. This analysis does
recognize, however, that a prevailing trend where other states consistently avoid
Canadian contributions because we are seen as too closely allied with the US would limit
Canadian foreign policy options if not our sovereignty. It will be on guard for this for its
potential impact on foreclosing Canadian foreign policy options if not for any impact on
our sovereignty.
Ultimately Williams determined that Canada has not had its interlocutor role
rejected by other states. A lack of data also prevented testing of the hypotheses that
probed the potential of our defence officials to serve US interests or the extent to which
Canada’s pro-US interoperability foreclosed it joining non-US coalitions. He also found
no evidence of it provoking sovereignty costs as a result of Canada being chain-ganged to
US military adventures, or losing command and control of its military. While noting not
all hypotheses could be fully evaluated, he concluded that the assertion that
“interoperability at lower levels causes a detrimental impact upon the exercise of national
sovereignty at the highest levels, is found to be without merit.”67 He did, however, assess
as “high” the likelihood the US “pressured” or “coerced” Canada to reverse its stand on
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according al-Qaeda and Taliban detainees prisoner of war status.68 It was the sole
sovereignty challenge identified in his work.
This analysis will incorporate three of his hypotheses but only after they have
been made congruent with the Oppenheim’s definitions of internal and external
sovereignty and incorporate Krasner’s and Middlemiss’ criteria. Further, the scope will
be expanded beyond naval examples and an attempt made to fill the data void Williams
experienced in investigating disloyalty among officials. The latter task became
significantly easier with the very recent arrival of works like Stein and Lang’s
Unexpected War with its cataloguing of defence and foreign policy officials’ overly close
relations with the United States. Finally, the intent will be to fully probe Williams’ claim
of direct US coercion in regards to Canada’s detainee policy.

Bow
The significant role attributed to coercion in Williams’ analysis is problematic
from a theoretical and historical perspective. Keohane and Nye’s concept of complex
interdependence and its supporting diplomatic culture should have eliminated the
potential for it. Canadian and American writers are also in broad agreement that the
relationship has operated under long-standing norms that foreclose the use of coercion
and issue linkage since the 1940s. 69
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Of this group, Bow has addressed the role coercion plays in Canada-US relations
in the most detail outlining how coercion can take any of three broad forms. The first is
outright coercion and involves the ‘direct coercive linkages’ that follow precisely the
form established by Krasner’s version. For both Krasner and Bow coercion signals that if
the target state does not change its policy it will later suffer sanctions and be “worse off”
in some area. The second form of coercion Bow describes is “direct retaliation” and it is
also rare in Canada-US relations.70 This form of retaliation is “revenge” oriented and
“made in response to the target’s unacceptable policy, and to send a signal that future
provocations will draw more of the same.” The punishment will be “immediate,”
“direct,” “readily observed” and “unmistakeably negative.” “Grudges” are the final form
of retaliation and are opposite to direct retaliation in every way except intent. While still
imposed to signal displeasure with the target’s policy choice, the linkage between issues
will be “indirect” and “diffuse.” It will not be visible to the target state as an active policy
and reflect more of a “malevolent inaction” or “resentful disinterest” where the United
States’ officials simply do not bother to attend to Canadian requests or issues.71
Bow then suggests that many of the post-1970 changes to the pattern and structure
of the Canada-US relationship will make grudge retaliation the more likely US response.
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That is, our still tightly integrated economies, the increasing number of players
competing in US foreign policy decision-making, the shift from informal negotiation to
the legal procedures within the CUSFTA and NAFTA, and the termination or
displacement of the transnational bureaucratic networks have all made using hard
coercive linkages more difficult leaving soft or “grudge” linkages as the only option.72
Bow then outlines how the Chrétien and Martin governments’ decisions to reject
participation in the US-led war on Iraq and their National Missile Defense (NMD)
programmes provoked this type of grudge retaliation.73 Direct coercive linkages appear
to have been considered in Washington but were soon dismissed for their mutually
punishing effect.74
Bow’s analysis was very convincingly argued and illustrated, but it raises
significant questions for this research effort. The first involves determining which of
Bow’s three linkages constitutes a violation of sovereignty. It was clear that the first
form, “direct coercive linkage” precisely matches Krasner’s criteria for coercion.
However, it is doubtful that the second form, “direct retaliation,” can be considered a
sovereignty loss. Krasner does not include retaliation explicitly in his sovereignty
typology, and all his supporting terminology and examples rely on the mechanism of
sanctions where “one ruler threatens to impose sanctions on another if the target ruler
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does not alter his or her policies.”75 Retaliation, on the other hand, could occur without
the necessary preceding threat that gives the target state the option of changing policy or
suffering the sanction. Similarly, Bow’s final form, “grudge linkage,” or “grudge
retaliation” fails to qualify as a sovereignty cost under most circumstances. Bow’s
characterization of the likely American government thinking in 2003 and 2005 after
Canada’s rejection of the request for a contribution to Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF) or
participation in their NMD project reinforces this. With these actions US senior officials
assessed that the Canadian government was indifferent to the bilateral relationship and
had chosen, instead, to respond to local political pressures. The Bush government then
concluded “why should the United States do things any differently” and they, too,
decided to ignore the partnership.76 Bow also found no evidence that the Canadian
government experienced direct coercion in either the OIF or the NMD case and that it
made its decisions freely.
The second attending question involves whether the defence relationship
conforms to the new rules Bow has outlined for the larger Canadian-American
partnership. On one hand, he argues that the defence relations indeed provides a “major
exception” to the new pattern in that the transnational defence officials networks continue
to be “extensive and robust.”77 The continuing upward trend in our interoperability ties
over the last two decades, despite negative trends elsewhere in the relationship, suggest
they do remain effective and should, therefore, play some role in reducing conflicts and
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foiling negative US responses be they either direct or ‘grudge” oriented. On the other
hand, Bow ultimately finds these officials’ overall results in managing recent disputes
were probably “mixed.” That is their presence also created expectations of Canadian
cooperation in Iraq that were never fulfilled. Later, however, they were able to “settle
things down” in Washington’s defense community with the arranging of such offsets as a
greater Canadian commitment to Afghanistan.78 What is intriguing, however, is the
opposing view by Stein and Lang that these cross-border defence ties were all too
effective during Canada’s Afghanistan experience with allegedly significant ill-effect on
the ability of the Canadian government to direct its military.79
An additional complication in establishing the extent to which defence relations
constitute an exception is the fact that defence provides an ideal arena for linkages,
retaliation and grudges of all forms. In that only a single department is normally
involved there is none of the fragmentation problem the US government experiences in
establishing cross-departmental sanctions.80 Further, there are no powerful interest
groups in this field that might lobby against coercive activities. In addition defence ties
remain largely informal and free of the NAFTA-like legal machinery that restricts hard
linkages but encourages grudge retaliation. Finally, defence and intelligence provide
few of the interdependency ties that restrict hard linkages. While a US threat to tighten
border restrictions brings immediate pain to both Canadian and US firms, defence
78
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interdependence may be getting weaker and Canadian vulnerability greater as there is
little a diminished Canadian military can effectively withhold from the US. In addition,
the US has established parallel US-only structures such as NORTHCOM beside the onceessential NORAD allowing it to now take independent action in areas that were once
shared.81 Finally, in matters of intelligence, Canada is a taker not a net contributor to the
AUSCANUKUS intelligence system with a particularly “heavy dependence” on USsupplied material, according to Barry Cooper and Paul Robinson.82
Further, Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld and his associates were not shy in
applying direct threats and direct coercive linkages elsewhere. Thus, Paul Wolfowitz, the
soon to be Assistant Secretary of Defense, provided this outline of future American
defence relations “…your friends will be protected and taken care of, that your enemies
will be punished, and those who refuse to support you will live to regret having done
so.”83 The Secretary of Defense was equally ready to remind allies of US power claiming
in 2003 that he successfully threatened the Belgian government with the withholding of
NATO headquarter funds - if he could not move the headquarters altogether to another
country - when a Belgian lawsuit named General Franks for war crimes for his part in the
war on Iraq.84 This was based on an earlier Belgian law that gave their courts universal
81
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jurisdiction for these crimes. Rumsfeld reported their government repealed the law two
months after his threats. The incoming Roh government in South Korea, elected on an
‘independence from America’ plank, also received and then responded to direct US
pressure. March 2003 was particularly fraught, bringing significantly increased North
Korean nuclear efforts, an aggressive US stand against this with a parallel request for a
significant South Korea commitment to the building US coalition against Iraq. Faced
with a requirement to gain some control over a very bellicose US policy to North Korea
and the overriding need to respond to both Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld’s and the
resident US Ambassador’s public questioning of the need for the US to maintain ground
troops in Korea, the Roh government reversed its posture and offered the US what was to
become the third largest troop contribution to the Iraq war on 2 April 2003.85
Similar charges, as yet unproven, of direct coercive linkages executed within the
Canada-US defence sphere figure prominently in the 2001-2010 period. There is the
somewhat confusing allegation that the United States’ government would veto a
Canadian contribution to Kandahar in 2002 unless the government altered its stand on
applying the Geneva Convention to al Qaeda.86 Similarly, there is the hint that access to
AUSCANUKUS intelligence would be reduced if Canada did not sign up for OIF. As
has been noted, US diplomatic cables provided by Wiki-leaks demonstrated that the
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highest levels of our government felt that sanction had been enforced.87
It would appear from other Wikileaks of US embassy cables, however, that such
direct coercion is not a common US response. Rather a slightly more subtle approach
that hints that unless the targeted country adjusts its policy, their “relationship” with the
United States will suffer. Thus Norway was encouraged to purchase the US-made F-35
over the Swedish Grippen via a two-pronged approach. The public case demonstrated via
detailed briefings that the F-35 was the best choice. This was matched with a private
communication that makes clear to the Norwegian government that its final choice “will
have an impact on the relationship.” That private line was reported as being “much more
forceful” made than the public one in the US embassy’s cable. After the Norwegian
government made its choice it also signalled privately to the US Embassy that it would be
“very helpful” if the American government could publicly “confirm there was no USG
political pressure to buy the plane.”88 Italy and Germany are similarly encouraged not to
prosecute local CIA teams implicated in often brutal rendition activities in those
countries. In Berlin, the US Deputy Chief of Mission (DCM) advised the German
Deputy National Security Advisor that any effort to raise an international arrest warrant
against the CIA agents “would have a negative impact on our relationship.”89 The US
official’s subsequent effort to qualify the message as non-threatening probably fell wide
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of the mark with the DCM stating to his German counterpart “our intention was not to
threaten Germany, but rather to urge that the German Government weigh carefully at
every step of the way the implications for relations with the US.” One media
commentator termed this as “the thinnest of veiled threats.”90 The Deputy Chief of
Mission also pointed out to the German official the “repercussions” to Italy-US relations
under similar circumstances in Rome a year earlier.
These cases all constitute what is essentially the threat of a grudge linkage, and
for many allies of the United States this must be considered a serious threat indeed. The
US military controls all the key technology and tactics, owns most of the key combat
enablers (stealth aircraft, cruise missiles, long range bombers, refuelling aircraft and large
carriers), dominates NATO, and can switch off the flow of the most sensitive space-based
intelligence in a heartbeat. Moreover, a single person, the Secretary of Defense, can
inflict that pain for months before the victim’s complaints are heard, perhaps, by
sympathetic ears in the Department of State or White House. Further, other allies face
the same threat and they are unlikely to break ranks and support the victim or
surreptitiously pass forbidden US data to him.
To date there is no direct evidence that Canada received such a warning prior to
its decision on not joining the US-led Operation Iraqi Freedom or their National Missile
Defense project. Nevertheless, it is clear that the Canadian public had a fear of direct US
retaliation regularly fed by the media, and that our politicians were attuned to the dangers
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of something like a sustained grudge linkage. Moreover, both the Canadian government
and especially its military are aware of the danger of damaged defence relations and
likely needed no specific mention of it. There are, as a result, suggestions that our refusal
to join NMD and OIF led to a Canadian recognition that a substantial Canadian effort in
Afghanistan’s dangerous southern provinces was needed to reset a damaged
relationship.91
While the analysis has not considered a grudge retaliation as a sovereignty cost,
the threatening of same is likely another matter. This is based on the fact that when a
state threatens a worsening of relations and the victim risks losing benefits he once
enjoyed, one edges very closely towards Krasner’s definition of coercion. That is the
victim state is placed in a position where it can “acquiesce or resist, but it is always worse
off than in the status quo ante.”92 While it could well argue that the victim state has the
obvious option of being less dependent on the demanding state, the Krasner definition
and criteria for a sovereignty loss is fully met.93 This analysis will, therefore, accept as a
sovereignty violation any demand for a policy change backed up with a threat that the
91
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relationship will suffer.
This study will not, however, include as a violation a Canadian response based on
the generalized fear of retaliation. This is in spite of the fact that this does occur with
Pauline Jewett, a former Liberal MP, claiming Canadian leaders have responded “a
sufficient number of times” to an unstated and non-specific fear of potential American
retaliation.94 Canadian policies were occasionally affected, but more frequently “the
threat of retaliation has conditioned governmental attitudes into general timidity.” This is
undoubtedly true, but including a Canadian fear or retaliation would stretch the Krasner’s
and Bow’s definition of coercion unreasonably far while also opening the door to the
entry of unrestrained conjecture.
Bow’s contribution does not end with his treatment of coercion. Joined with
Patrick Lennox, the two argue that Canadian foreign policy literature has for too long
been embroiled in a debate over the independent status or not of Canada’s foreign
policy.95 This focus on independence, they argue is “a recipe for confusing substance
with style, and optics with effects.”96 As a result they call for a movement away from
independence towards discussions of more substantial Canadian foreign policy concerns
that might include her interests, obligations and capabilities. One test of this analysis will
be to see how much it can also assist in their goal of “moving beyond the ‘independence’
debate.”
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McDonough
A significantly less coercion-based interpretation of how Canada manages her
relations with the United States has recently been provided by David McDonough.97
Rather than Canada responding directly to every US pressure and provocation, he
suggests past governments have followed a conscious process that attempts to balance
Canada’s need for both security and sovereignty. As the two vectors compete, Canada
could theoretically be driven to alternately "bandwagon" with the United States for
protection and then forsake her in an effort to underline Canadian independence.
He argues these are not ill-formed, haphazard responses. Rather, they are
sufficiently clear for them to be considered Standard Operational Doctrines (SOD) with
that seeking strong Canada-US cooperation called "continental soft-bandwagoning" and
the opposing one which attempts to keep the US at arm’s length, and at lower level of
cooperation, termed "defensive weak multilateralism."98 Using examples such as the
recently cited case of Canada’s balanced approach to the Strategic Defense Initiative,
McDonough then makes clear that Canadian governments systematically avoid dramatic
lurches between each doctrine and seek, instead, a "Goldilocks” zone between the two. If
applied judiciously, that strategy can forestall the need to make large side payments to
overcome either an upset US government or provoked Canadian nationalists.
McDonough also argues that Canada has had a long history of applying this
"Goldilocks Grand Strategy” incrementally, consistently, and largely successfully to
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always remaining in safe middle band between the two.99 Much of the prior chapter
offers some support for this as there has been a rarely broken and consistently positive
trend in Canada-US interoperability over the 1938-2001 period. If one were to apply
McDonough’s approach here, one would link the lack of cooperative reversals to a lack
of wild swings between the two doctrines as the Canadian government seemed able to
successfully stay in the ‘Goldilocks’ range. This then introduces the possibility that one
might expect serious problems in the Canada-US relationship if Canada over-applies one
doctrine at the expense of the other. There are indications that may well have occurred in
Canada-US defence relations in the 2003-2005 period with the resulting need for
significant and provocative side payments. The following case studies will certainly
evaluate this.

Stein and Lang
In so doing this analysis will make heavy use of a series of recent documents that
deal with the dominant Canadian security issues of the 2001-2010 period as seen from the
highest political levels. Jean Chrétien’s My Years as Prime Minister, his Chief of Staff,
Eddie Goldenberg’s, The Way it Works, and most significantly, Eugene Lang, (Chief of
Staff to two defence ministers) and Janice Gross Stein’s The Unexpected War all provide
rich detail on the extent to which the Canadian government made its major foreign policy
decisions free or not of American pressure. In addition, the latter work provides regular
examples of cases where, in the authors’ view, Canadian military officials were “more
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concerned about their relationships with their American counterparts than they are with
their own political masters in Ottawa,” and, as a result, ignored political direction and
gave tainted advice.100
Stein and Lang’s associated charge that Canadian officials “exaggerated at every
step the negative reaction in Washington if Ottawa were to pursue a different path, if
Canada were not onside” provides a final element in a needed review of how one
assesses sovereignty costs.101 There is significant data on the extent to which Canadian
political leaders and the bureaucracy may be moderating their responses to a US
challenge, dispute or problem because they fear the consequences of an adverse
American reaction. It would be difficult, however, to classify a Canadian fear of US
sanctions as a sovereignty violation in that it presumes a US intention they may not have
formed or a retaliatory capability that they may not be capable of effectively deploying.
This analysis will, however, include as penetration and, therefore, a sovereignty loss if
the bureaucracy presses the case for guarding against retaliation when there is no
evidence of such US intent or if the Canadian political leadership has signalled that it has
assessed the threat and has discounted it.
The Stein and Lang book also relies heavily on interviews with a wide range of
political, foreign affairs and defence officials who were ready to provide the background
for their decisions. This study was also able to interview key defence and foreign policy
officials who were equally forthcoming. Moreover, the staff at DND’s Directorate of
100
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History and Heritage has been generous in sharing large parts of the interviews they have
conducted as part of their ongoing Afghanistan History project. As just seen, the recent
release of the Wikileaked US diplomatic cables also provides decidedly unique data on
US reactions to the security decisions of its closest allies as the wars in Afghanistan and
Iraq progressed. It also provided a glimpse of the extent to which the United States
considered pressuring or coercing them. Finally, the federal government’s access to
information process can sometimes provide key documents to back up these more recent
sources.
This is all a vast amount of data and as a result there was an early and strident call
to limit the scope of my efforts. So while the 2001-2010 period provides intriguing
potential sovereignty issues involving NORAD, the International Criminal Court and,
especially, National Missile Defense, this analysis will focus on Canada’s decisionmaking for the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq.

Definitions and Hypotheses
To do this widely accepted definitions are required, and this review has
demonstrated the enduring value of Oppenheim’s division of sovereignty into two
defined components:
Internal Sovereignty: It is internal independence with regard to the liberty of
action of a State inside its borders.102
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External Sovereignty: It is external independence with regard to the liberty of
action outside its borders in the intercourse with other States which the State
enjoys.103
The definition for interoperability is that provided by NATO:
The ability of systems, units, or forces, to provide services to and accept services
from other systems, units, or forces and to use the services so exchanged to enable
them to work effectively together.104
This definition, is however, biased toward the interoperability supporters and will,
therefore, be qualified with the view that interoperability should be viewed as:
..a continuum between basic compatibility at the low end (where systems and
forces can operate, as it were, “side by side” without interfering with one
another’s functioning) to compete integration at the high end.105
The preliminary hypotheses presented in the first chapter have proven more
durable. They are closely matched to these definitions and were effectively deployed
within Richard Williams’ earlier work on naval interoperability. They do, however, have
to be buttressed by Krasner’s and Middlemiss’ supporting criteria and the following
paragraphs provide this.
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External Sovereignty
The first of two broad hypotheses assumes: increased military interoperability
with the US diminishes Canada’s external sovereignty. This diminishment occurs when
the state is not able to enter into agreements with other states free from coercion.106 The
sub-hypotheses below probe several variations of coercion.
Sub-hypothesis 1A argues that: we should see the Canadian government enter
into agreements the US supports despite the presence of disincentives. Alternatively: we
should see the government abandon or not support agreements it initially endorsed as it
later sensed US opposition to them.107 In this case Canada is coerced into compliance as
a result of the US threat of sanctions that would limit future military interoperability or
cooperation. It will be probed by examining Williams’ assertion that close cooperation in
Afghanistan would be forfeit unless Canada modified its stand with regard to the
provisions of the Geneva Convention applying to detainees. These allegations, if proven,
would meet the criteria for coercion and would thus represent a sovereignty loss. As with
all hypotheses, however, the mirror image will also be probed. This will involve probing
the Canadian government’s claim that it successfully pressured the US government to
accept a fuller use of the Geneva Conventions in this theatre. On the surface, such a
result would not increase Canadian sovereignty as no theoretical work posits such gains.
It would, however, be considered a significant gain in foreign policy independence, and
because of that would be tentatively recorded as a sovereignty gain.
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The second sub-hypothesis, 1B, argues that: we should see the Canadian
government commit to US-led or US-supported military coalitions despite the presence of
disincentives.108 This could involve direct coercion that suggests interoperability and
cooperation gains will be forfeit if Canada declines participation in a particular US
coalition. Alternatively, our interoperability policies may have caused Canada to rely on
US systems or US formations in lieu of developing an independent capability. This, in
turn, could result in American expectations that result in pressure to join US coalitions
and forgo those led by others.109
The third sub-hypothesis, 1C, is tightly tied to it and argues that: we should see
instances where Canada is prevented from joining non-US led coalitions.110 This
hypothesis investigates cases where US coercion or our reliance on US systems or
formations precludes joining non-US coalitions. It will also be tested against cases where
the Canadian military is perceived as so closely integrated militarily with the US that it
was seen as an unattractive ally because Canada is perceived as a less “than independent
player.” As noted earlier, caution is required here as there is nothing in sovereignty
theory that suggests a state loses sovereignty when others refuse its contributions. The
large role of perceptions here is also problematic.
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Both of sub-hypotheses 1B and 1C will tested against the Middlemiss and Stairs
claim that in late 2001 the Europeans found Canada unfit for ISAF duties as a result of its
close interoperability with the US as that same affinity drew it to the US-dominated
Kandahar option. This case study will also evaluate three later claims that non-US states
sought out Canadian military contributions motivated in part as a result of their high-end
US links. As a rejection by the Europeans would have difficulty constituting a
sovereignty violation under most circumstances, so too would this attractiveness have
difficulty being considered a sovereignty gain. If proven, however, either should suggest
a significant impact on Canadian foreign policy independence.

Internal Sovereignty
The second broad hypothesis argues that: our military interoperability with the
US diminishes Canada’s domestic sovereignty. Stephen Krasner has argued this
sovereignty is lost when:
-

competing “transnational authority structures” interfere with a state’s
domestic authority structures;111 and,

-

the policies and personnel selections of the state’s domestic institutions are
subject to external influence.

These criteria include the possibility that internal sovereignty can be lost via US coercion
or through the actions of disloyal Canadian officials who have been “penetrated” to the
point where they are serving America’s interests at the cost of Canada’s.
The first sub-hypothesis, 2A, posits that: we should see evidence of officials
111
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advancing military interoperability and integration projects without government support.
Following Middlemiss’ criteria, this would involve Canadian and American military
officials initiating or advancing cooperative or integrative endeavours that were not
authorized by the Canadian government or contrary to its declared policies, executed in
areas beyond their assigned mandate, and marked by efforts to evade political control.112
This sub-hypothesis would be operationalized by defence officials creating long term
plans or procedures that essentially committed Canada to a later American military
response much as it was alleged the 1911 UK-French military staff talks dragged Britain
into the Great War. Another qualifying activity of a shorter time horizon would involve
military staff developing and presenting to government military options that irrevocably
led to the integration of Canadian units into the larger US effort. The former will be
tested by examining Charbonneau and Cox’s allegation that Canada’s immediate post
9/11 commitments to Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF) were “automatically a part of
the American response” and that its roles were “determined by the already integrated
nature of Canadian and US military forces.”113 These preordained responses did not, they
claim, even require “any prior political approval” from the Canadian government. A
separate case study will probe Stein and Lang’s assertion that the military created the
Task Force 151 option in late 2002 as a “trap” that would make it impossible to then
reject a US invitation to join OIF.114
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Sub-hypothesis 2B is closely related. For Canadian internal sovereignty to be at
risk: we should see evidence of domestic officials supporting the position of the US
government or military over that of the Canadian government. This assumes that
Canadian officials, who have worked for decades in close cooperation with their US
military counterparts, would act first to protect the interoperability, cooperative or
integration gains of that relationship or fulfill what they perceive to be Canada’s
responsibilities to the relationship or agreement. If there is conflict with the Canadian
government of the day, the alliance or US viewpoint will triumph.
Again, Middlemiss’ three criteria would have to be filled. That is the acts would
have to be unauthorized, conducted in areas beyond mandate, and political control
evaded. The specific allegations here involve defence officials providing advice to
government that was consistently oriented to protecting the Canada-US military
relationship; exaggerating the negative consequences of not cooperating with the US; and,
resisting the Canadian political leadership’s direction in these matters.115 These will be
examined in two separate case studies, the first of which will examine the extent to which
the Canadian defence and foreign policy bureaucracy favoured joining the US-led OIF
mission in Iraq in 2003 over the Canadian political leadership’s inclination to participate

war against Iraq. At p. 90 they assert “The south tower created a trap for the government by urging that
Canada lead 151.”
115
Ibid. See also their 262 where they assert: “The Canada-U.S. relationship framed every major
recommendation that Canada’s military leadership made to their minister.” At 263 it is also claimed that:
“The advice, often phrased as Cassandra-like warnings, was consistently wrong. Senior military officers
and civilian officials in the Department of National Defence and Foreign Affairs exaggerated at every step
the negative reaction in Washington if Ottawa were to pursue a different path, if Canada were not “onside,”
and if it were not visibly onside. That refrain echoes at every decision point.”
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in the NATO-led International Security Assistance Force in Afghanistan.116 The second
will investigate a similar divergence involving the military’s apparent desire in 2005 to
go to a combat-intensive mission in Kandahar versus more peacekeeping oriented
locations in the north-west of Afghanistan. Much of the pro-Kandahar thrust, it is
claimed, was to offset “grudge retaliation” that was beginning to dominate Canada-US
relations.
This will produce six case studies drawn from discrete events in the 2001-2010
period. These are shown at Table 3-2 and all involve Canada’s participation in the War
on Terror. The most central of the hypotheses in play within each case study are also
shown, noting that as these issues are examined other potential sovereignty challenges
will be added. That, in turn will bring other hypotheses into play.
Table 3-2

Canada-US Issues and Disputes 2001-2010 (Reduced)

Case Study

Outcome

1. 9/11Canadian
response.

Canadian forces automatically
assigned to US response to
9/11. Alleged that no Canada
political decision was required.
Canada’s role predetermined by
Canada-US integration.

Central
Hypotheses in
play
2A

1B

116

Canadian officials
advancing US
interests?

Refs
“Canadian air defense and naval
forces were automatically a part
of the American response to
September 11 itself.”
Charbonneau and Cox.117
-Canada role “determined by the
already integrated nature of
Canadian and US military
forces.” Charbonneau and Cox.118

Stein and Lang, The Unexpected War, 261 provides: The Canadian military worked “with their friends
in Washington to drive policy in the direction they wanted it to go.” (re joining the war in Iraq and NMD).
117
Charbonneau and Cox, "Global Order, US Hegemony and Military Integration: The Canadian-American
Defence Relationship," 313.
118
Ibid., 311-13.
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Case Study

Outcome

Central
Hypotheses in
play
1B & IC

2. 2001. UK
attempts to form
coalition for
ISAF Kabul.

Canada excluded.

3. 2002 US
signals
Afghanistan
coalition must
follow its rules
for detainees.
4. 2003. War in
Iraq. Canada
declines to
participate.

Canada appears to reverse its
stand on Geneva Convention.
Canada govt claims it
successfully convinced US to
apply Geneva rules.

IA

Military presses for more
Canadian involvement.

2A

Canada successfully remains
out of OIF.

1B

121

2B

Canada officials
“exaggerated at
every step the
negative reaction in
Washington if
Ottawa were to
pursue a different
path.” Stein and
Lang.122
“The south tower
created a trap for the
government by
urging that Canada
lead 151.” Stein and
Lang. 124
In addition, defence
bureaucracy urged
this deployment to
appease US.

5. 2003.
Canadian naval
Task Force 151
remains in
Persian Gulf.

Force is seen to be assisting US
Iraq War.
Defence officials seen to be
manoeuvring govt to join Iraq
War.

1B

6. 2005. NATO,
US desire Canada
to establish PRT
in Kandahar.

Canada complies, with
suggestion that it was done to
offset US displeasure over
Canada decision to not
participate in Iraq War or
NMD.

1B & 2B

Canadian officials
advancing US
interests?

Incident “provides a case in
point” where our ability to
operate “seamlessly’ with the US
makes it more difficult to operate
with non-US coalitions.
Middlemiss and Stairs 119
“This reversal cannot be easily
explained by factors other than
overt American pressure.”
Williams.120
The military
leadership “were
implicitly assuming
we would be going
with the Americans
[to Iraq]” Minister
of Def McCallum.

2B

119

Refs

-

Decision “proved to the world we
are a proud, independent nation.”
Chrétien.123

Canada Foreign Affairs officials
state ships will be “discreetly
useful” to US. Wikileaks.125

To offset OIF and NMD. “There
was no question, every time we
talked about the Afghanistan
mission it gave us cover for not
going to Iraq.” Minister of
Foreign Affairs Graham.126

Middlemiss and Stairs, "The Canadian Forces and the Doctrine of Interoperability: The Issues," 9.
Williams, Weighing the Options: Case Studies in Naval Interoperability and Canadian Sovereignty, 95.
121
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122
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123
Chrétien, My Years as Prime Minister, 318.
124
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125
US. Canada Won't Join Military Action against Iraq without Another UNSC Resolution. 3.
126
Stein and Lang, The Unexpected War: Canada in Kandahar, 65. Heritage Minister Sheila Copps’
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This study had hoped to include the additional preliminary hypotheses covering
domestic policies and personnel selection. The first probed the extent to which we should
see the Canadian government adopt, reject or modify domestic policies as a result of US
pressure. For this to be operationalized, Canada would be coerced into altering domestic
policies as a result of the US threat of sanctions that would limit our military
interoperability or cooperation with them. This was extensively probed by Michael
Byers’ Canadian Armed Forces Under U.S. Command. His central question “What
implications might the development of a closer military relationship have for Canadian
sovereignty?” made clear, however, much of his evaluation would lie in the realm of
conjecture. His examination of some seventeen issue areas then concluded there was a
potential risk without identifying a single actual case of sovereignty lost. For example,
he argued that an expansion of NORAD roles and wider Canada-US interoperability
generally could result in pressure to change the Canadian Charter to reduce the greater
equality enjoyed by Canadian servicewomen and serving gays and lesbians over their
American equivalents.127 This has not occurred and there is today no movement in that
direction. If anything, the US has softened its attitudes to homosexuals in the military.
One must acknowledge, however, that Byers’ approach was supported by Lloyd
Axworthy who suggests similar, but again, unspecified demands were being placed on
Canada by the United States to alter its immigration and refugee laws as part of large
push for a more integrated North American defence and security system.128 However, his
lack of detail and Byers’ complete reliance on conjecture produced no leads one could
127
128

Byers, "Canadian Armed Forces under U.S. Command," 20, 21.
Axworthy, "Liberals at the Border: We Stand on Guard for Whom?," 5.
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follow up and this sub-hypothesis was abandoned.
Similarly, it was hoped this analysis could probe the extent to which we should
see the Canadian government adopt, reject or modify personnel policies as a result of US
pressures. This would seek occasions where the United States attempted to interfere in
the selection, advancement, demotion or dismissal of Canadian officials. In 2003 there
were certainly concerns raised in Mexico and Canada that the US may have been seeking
to have both nations’ ambassadors to the United Nations removed for their reported
opposition to US efforts against Iraq.129 While there was some evidence to suggest direct
US government pressure was applied to the Mexican government, this was lacking in the
Canadian case.130 As a result, this hypothesis was also abandoned. As the next chapter
will show, however, there was no lack of other challenges.
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Maggie Farley, “Mexico’s Envoy to the UN Leaves, with Defiance,” and Paul Heinbecker, "Getting
Back in the Game: Where Does Canada Stand in the Game."
130
See also Paul Heinbecker, Getting Back in the Game - A Foreign Policy Playbook for Canada, Toronto:
Key Porter Books, 2010, 86-96, 142-50.
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CHAPTER FOUR: THE RESPONSE TO 9/11
Introduction
This chapter examines Canada's initial reaction to the 9/11 attacks. Here the
intent will be to assess the extent to which prior Canada-US military agreements dictated
the Canadian response and foreclosed the government's ability to do otherwise. The
result, some claimed, was an automatic integration of Canadian military units with those
of the US, assisted, at times, by Canadian officials.
For many prominent Canadians these trends in the government’s immediate post
9/11 responses were immensely problematic. Lloyd Axworthy, a former Foreign
Minister, suggested that the Canadian government appeared to be "spinning firmly in the
US orbit."1 As this increased security integration with the US progresses, he argued "The
only test is how high we jump." Thomas Axworthy agrees and alerts the reader to: “..an
emerging trend that has galloped forward at a furious pace since Sept. 11: every
incremental decision, on every file -- border security, energy, transportation, and
peacekeeping -- has moved us step by step into ever-greater integration with the United
States.”2
Charbonneau and Cox agree on the emergence of this integrative trend and have
argued that Canada’s immediate post 9/11 commitments to Operation Enduring Freedom
(OEF) were “automatically a part of the American response” and did not require “any

1

Shawn McCarthy, "Pulled Ever Deeper into US Orbit," Globe and Mail, 8 Jan 2002, A6.
Thomas Axworthy, "Integration by Increment Recent Decisions on the Military, Border Security and the
Economy Are All Inching Us Closer to the United States. Are We Aware of What's Happening?," Globe
and Mail, 17 Jan 2002, A21.
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prior political approval” from the Canadian government. 3 The mechanisms or, perhaps,
standing operating procedures that they claim led to the automatic assignment of
Canadian forces are not fully explained. Rather, they argue Canada’s post-9/11 roles
were “determined by the already integrated nature of Canadian and US military forces”
and the “integrated nature of Canada’s defence systems.”4 They also argue that both the
NORAD agreement and the NATO treaty dictated "automatic involvement in the
American response" and that "no formal political approval" was, therefore, required.5
While the mechanisms that underlie Charbonneau and Cox’s automaticity may
not be clear, the broad thrust of their allegations certainly corresponds to the mechanism
which underlies sub-hypotheses 2A. That mechanism involved officials advancing
military interoperability and integration projects without government support. Those
plans or procedures would essentially commit Canada to a later American military
response. This case study appears, therefore, to provide ready material to test the
hypothesis.
This chapter will first provide a brief background. Next it will present the initial
Canadian response to 9/11 followed by a quick review of the US efforts to develop its
own. The final Canadian planning effort will then be described, which will provide most
of the material to test the hypotheses. The final sovereignty results will be calculated and
presented in the concluding section.
3

Charbonneau and Cox, "Global Order, US Hegemony and Military Integration: The Canadian-American
Defence Relationship," 311-13.
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Background
A small amount of scene-setting is required in order to outline what elements of
the Canadian forces were available, or not, to assist the American response to 9/11 and
under what conditions of readiness. One would also have to remove from the available
forces those already deployed on relatively long-term missions or those just returning
from one. Thus early September 2001 found sixteen hundred Army personnel in BosniaHerzegovina with NATO's Stabilization Force or SFOR.6 Canada had also assumed
command of the Multi-National Division South-West operating in north-west of Bosnia
in rotation with Britain and the Netherlands. Another fourteen hundred and fifty
personnel, predominantly Army but with a significant Air Force element, had just
returned from NATO's Kosovo Force or KFOR.7 Here several rotations of CF-18
supported NATO's Operation Allied Force. Moreover, over four hundred and fifty Army
personnel had just completed a six-month peacekeeping mission in Ethiopia and Eritrea
where they had been integrated into a Royal Netherlands Marine battalion as part of the
United Nations Standby High Readiness Brigade.
In addition four Canadian frigates had, in sequence, deployed to the Persian Gulf
as part of larger US naval formations from late 2000 to September 2001. Much of their
work was to maintain sanctions against Iraq as part of Operation Augmentation. These
followed a series of deployments to the Persian Gulf in 1992, 1995, and 1997. As part of

6

Canada. An Honour to Serve: Annual Report of the Chief of Defence Staff 2000 - 2001. DND, 2001,
publications.gc.ca/collections/Collection/D1-15-2001E.pdf, (accessed 22 Dec 2011), app. 1.
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our annual recurring commitment to NATO four other warships served with her standing
naval forces during the 2000-2001 period in addition to the two hundred aircrew
permanently assigned to NATO’s airborne early warning and control systems. At home
ships and aircraft continued their support to the air defence training, counter drug
operations, search and rescue, and fisheries patrols.
Beyond these commitments the Canadian forces would be expected to maintain
some portion of what had not been tasked on alert for some new crisis. Here one must
note, however, that relatively lightly tasked forces, such as those from the Air Force or
Navy, would have an easier time producing a high readiness alert unit than the Army who
had been extremely heavily tasked in Bosnia-Herzegovina , Ethiopia-Eritrea, and
Kosovo. Nevertheless, the 1994 White Paper called for one infantry battalion to be on
high readiness standby to NATO’s Immediate Reaction Force or the UN’s high readiness
brigade.8 In addition Canada was expected to be able to deploy a ship or aircraft
squadron at three weeks’ notice. Larger formations were held at three months notice to
move and these would include a naval task group, an Army brigade, and the Air Force
fighter wing. Many of these alert forces were also promised to NATO. Separately,
NORAD would require small numbers of fighter aircraft at extremely short notice at two
or more locations across Canada.
These latter high alert Canadian aircraft are routinely dispatched to NORAD's
control without direct Canadian political involvement given the short reaction times

8

Canada. Dept. of National Defence., 1994 Defence White Paper (Ottawa: Canada Communication Group,
1994), 38, 39.
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needed to make an intercept. Equally, NATO had provisions for the automatic
assignment of forces to it under an older alert system designed to counter a massive
Soviet attack on Europe. The system is classified, elements likely exist today, and
Canada probably commits aircraft, ships and Army units to it. Thus Charbonneau and
Cox may have used this as a basis for their assertions of an automatic assignment process
being at work. However, Canadian forces cannot be passed to NATO's command
without Canadian government approval and in that regard Charbonneau and Cox err
significantly. As declassified NATO documents show, while forces are automatically
assigned at the two highest alert levels - Reinforced Alert and General Alert - it requires
the unanimous consent of all NATO governments to move to these higher alert levels.9
Given that "General Alert" occurs when all-out global war has been declared, and
"Reinforced Alert" is the precursor period to it, the Canadian government should also
have received significant outside warning.
In the North American context, there have been extremely broad suggestions that
the Canadian government was not consulted early enough during the Cuban missile crisis
and during the Yom Kippur War of 1973. In both cases the Canadian government was
fully aware of the United States’ intention to go to a higher alert state and independently

9

NATO. Memorandum for Members of the Military Committee in Permanent Session: Study on Alert
Measures in Support of Berlin Contingency Plans. Military Committee, 1962,
www.nato.int/nato_static/.../19621018-DP-MCM-120-62-ENG.pdf, (accessed 22 Dec 2011). This
document also shows that the alliance recognized that a surprise Soviet attack might outstrip the Alliance’s
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chose not to.10 As has been described, the Defence Minister then personally disregarded
the Prime Minister's initial direction on alert measures during the Cuban missile crisis.
There have been no controversies over inadequate consultation with regard to NATO
alert measures.

The Initial Canadian Response
The Charbonneau and Cox claim that Canada's response was “automatically a part
of the American response” was partially correct if one considers only the first two hours
of the 9/11 attacks. That is the raising of alert levels and the launching of intercept
aircraft largely progressed in accordance with prearranged NORAD procedures.11 The
subsequent decision to ground all civilian aircraft also followed an earlier NORAD
standard operating procedure. Automatic responses ended after that, and all subsequent
Canadian actions operated outside standard procedures and with the direct engagement of
the Canadian government. This was confirmed by Lieutenant-General MacDonald, the
Vice Chief of the Defence Staff, who claims:

..the binational reporting structure embedded within the NORAD agreement
worked well and the Government of Canada was fully engaged in the decisions
that NORAD took that morning. I know because I was the acting Chief of
Defence Staff at that point. I personally engaged the CDS and the Minister of
National Defence, and I spoke with the Prime Minister.12
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The 9/11 Commission also noted NORAD's orientation and procedures were
entirely unsuited to the task of halting the progress of a terrorist-driven aircraft that took
off from within America's borders and declared: "The defense of US airspace on 9/11
was not conducted in accord with pre-existing training and protocols."13 The subsequent
Noble Eagle plan to use US and Canadian interceptors over US cities was developed as
events unfolded and required the assent of Canada.14 Similarly, David Collenette, the
Transport Minister, personally made the decision to accept the two hundred civilian
aircraft now barred from landing in the US.15 The authorization of Prime Minister
Chrétien himself was sought when a suspicious airliner approached Canadian airspace
and preparations were being made to shoot it down should it be controlled by terrorists.16
The next day the Deputy Chief of the Defence Staff (DCDS), Vice-Admiral
Maddison, with Minister of National Defence approval, placed further ships, aircraft, the
Disaster Assistance Response Team, and land units on higher alert.17 The initial focus
centered on being able to provide immediate humanitarian assistance to New York and
Washington. Major-General Ross, DND’s Director-General International Security
Policy, went within days to Washington to see what of that nature was required, with the
meeting occurring in the Canadian Embassy as the Pentagon was still smouldering.
13
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There he found that "The reality was that metro New York City had more medical and
engineering resources than most of Canada" and little, as a result, was required from
Canada in terms of disaster assistance.18
That same day Canada's Permanent Representative to NATO headquarters in
Brussels tentatively approved the invocation of the North Atlantic Charter’s Article 5
with the follow-on requirement that the attacks’ foreign origins had to be confirmed as
coming "from abroad." Simultaneously the Canadian government joined with the
remainder of the United Nations’ General Assembly in supporting the Security Council's
recognition of the United States' "inherent right of individual and collective self-defense."
Two days after the attack, Prime Minister Chrétien was the first NATO leader to publicly
endorse the invocation of Article 5.19 By 2 October, NATO, satisfied the attacks on the
United States had come from abroad, fully invoked Article 5 and the Canadian
government, again, voted in support of that action.20 There is, as a result, a clear trend of
Canada's political leadership being directly involved in every major post 9/11 military
decision.

The US Planning Effort
Through the remaining parts of September and into early October the United
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States planned its response to the attacks. There appears to have been little involvement
of other nations in that initial planning, and only much later was there recognition that
allies would actually be needed.21 Even then, the need for allies was not fully shared
within the administration. Three self-reinforcing factors partially explain both the long
time it took to prepare plans and the hesitancy with regard to involving other nations.
Detailed accounts of the US planning efforts have since revealed that the US
government took almost a month to produce a coherent plan that would unite the efforts
of the many American agencies and their often competing views. The US military had,
for example, plans aplenty for dealing with Iraq but none for an Afghanistan contingency.
When asked how long it would take to prepare one, Gen. Franks first indicated two
months - a politically unacceptable delay given that the American people demanded
action. Bob Woodward’s account suggests that the CIA's plan for inciting a Northern
Alliance rebellion against the Taliban was only integrated with the US military plan on 3
October at Central Command (CENTCOM) Headquarters.22 In his recently released
autobiography Rumsfeld himself acknowledges that they still lacked such a plan at the
end of September and that the purely military planning effort was still seriously
incomplete on 10 Oct.23 He found this problematic as by this time “State has organized
many dozens of nations in support.”
Second, the US plan first envisaged a heavy US-Afghanistan Northern Alliance
21
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effort supported by US bombing with only minimum use of American ground forces.
This was based on the initially sound idea of not duplicating any aspect of the Soviet’s
1979 occupation of Afghanistan and specifically not its use of large numbers of casualtytaking, conventional ground forces.24 To ensure that al-Qaeda would not simply reestablish safe havens elsewhere, Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld argued for greater
cooperation with Pakistan to deny them refuge and a naval interdiction effort to stop them
from fleeing to the Arabian Peninsula or East Africa.25
However, by early October another competing lesson from the Soviet period in
Afghanistan had intruded with the realization that their departure in 1989 had left a power
vacuum that facilitated the Taliban victory and the entry of al-Qaeda influence.26 The US
administration also realized an initial Northern Alliance military victory would be unable
to secure southern Afghanistan without considerable American help on the ground.
Nation-building would be required, but the President, with Rumsfeld’s support, argued
repeatedly against employing the US military in this task until it became inevitable.27
They would, however, now start seeking assistance from other nations for this task.
The American process of making use of that support was problematic despite the
fact that over eighty nations had offered it, with the National Security Advisor,
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Condoleezza Rice, suggesting US allies "were clamoring to participate."28 Yet on 3
October, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Gen. Myers, admitted that he was still
trying to find a role for "key allies."29 Certainly, much of the problem came from the
slow pace of American planning, and the Secretary of Defense was justified in arguing
that one should not, for example, invite allies to send special forces until one's own plans
were ready.30 In addition he did not wish to "invent roles," or include allies for "cosmetic
purposes" according to Woodward - there had to be a clear need for them.31 Woodward,
however, also suspected that Rumsfeld’s protests were simply "stalling" as he had little
inclination to invite the allies at all.32 Others did, and from the very beginning Secretary
of State Colin Powell and the National Security Advisor were actively seeking coalition
contributions and then having to urge the Secretary of Defense to employ them.33
Initially the Rumsfeld view triumphed, with Robert Kagan later arguing:
Even after September 11, when the Europeans offered their very limited military
capabilities in the fight in Afghanistan, the United States resisted fearing the
European cooperation was a ruse to tie America down. The Bush administration
viewed NATO's historic decision to aid the United States under Article V less as a
boon then as a booby trap.34
The motivations for the Secretary of Defense's aversion to alliance warfare are many and
cannot simply be ascribed to a fear of allies limiting US options or to a unilateralist
28
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imperative.35 The previous chapter has shown that the ill-disciplined application of
vetoes during the Kosovo air campaign by some allies led the International Institute of
Strategic Studies to conclude that the Kosovo campaign would be “the last war fought by
US forces under NATO rules.”36 Kagan's remarks also suggest the very modest amount
most allies brought to the fight was likely to encourage the US to do as much of the
fighting as possible by itself. Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld also consistently
maintained his position that "The mission must determine the coalition. The coalition
ought not to determine the mission." This outlook came from a warning provided by the
Israeli Prime Minister, Benjamin Netanyahu, who cautioned against building any
"permanent alliance" as it would restrict American flexibility in the future.37 While not
'unilateralist' per se, in that the Secretary of Defense would later welcome allies, allied
involvement would only be under US rules within an elastic, 'coalition of the willing'
framework. This approach was far removed from NATO's rules-based structure,
consensus-based decision-making, and tolerance of national vetoes.
The end result was that allies were only considered at the end of an already long
American planning process and that their initial participation was likely forced on the
department responsible for the overall plan - the Department of Defense. Moreover, the
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early plan of avoiding a large American land force and relying on the Northern Alliance
was then followed by the rapid collapse of the Taliban, further restricting options for
employing large allied contributions. While coalition special forces and naval units were
eventually welcomed, larger allied contributions were only sought after the US realized
that the unwelcome task of nation building had to be started to avoid an immediate
Afghanistan power vacuum.38 Throughout this phase, and certainly for a year thereafter,
the Secretary of Defense continued to resist the involvement of NATO, choosing instead
to personally manage his loose coalition under his “The coalition ought not to determine
the mission” doctrine.

The Canadian Planning Effort
The Canadian embassy in Washington was well aware of the slow progress of
American planning. The Pentagon was being deluged with offers of assistance from all
over the world and it “pushed back” according to Rear-Admiral Mack, our senior attaché
in the Embassy.39 As a result, Admiral Mack recommended that the Canadian
government hold off its force contributions offers until the Americans were ready. This
approach was accepted, but not without considerable angst amongst some mid-level
officers in DND who observed a parade of other nations’ leaders going to Washington to
offer support while Canada remained silent.40
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However, the Deputy Chief of Defence Staff (DCDS) of the Department of
National Defence was conducting a detailed option analysis of potential Canadian
contributions throughout September. These studies examined what units were at a
relatively short notice to deploy and which of these could be sustained for six months or
more in theater. While the 1994 Defence White Paper's readiness tables and early NATO
readiness commitments guided this analysis, the actual location and state of preparedness
of the potential contribution, or not, also played a role.41 For example, the West Coast
had one frigate, HMCS Vancouver, that was already being prepared for a deployment
with a US carrier battle group and another frigate was in the Mediterranean with NATO's
Standing Naval Force. In addition, the Atlantic coast fleet could raise a three-ship task
group within ten days.42 These naval units deployed regularly and had minimal problems
sustaining themselves in theatre especially as a supply ship would attend them. Special
forces were equally ready to deploy with minimal sustainability issues. While CF-18
fighters could rapidly deploy, the current low stocks of their precision guided munitions
indicated significant sustainability problems in the minds of the DCDS staff.43 Two CP140 Aurora long range maritime patrol aircraft, two CC-130 Hercules tactical airlifters
and a CC-150 Airbus strategic airlift aircraft were also available at short notice. The
Army, heavily committed to Bosnia-Herzegovina and Kosovo, was stretched to the
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maximum in the view of Lieutenant-General Jeffery, the head of the Canadian Army.44
As a result, he was extremely cautious in offering an initial land contribution to
the developing US-led campaign and argued for very careful management of both
expectations and Army operational tempo. There would be other calls on the Army. He
was also concerned over the hesitancy within DND to commit the immediate funding that
would allow him to raise the readiness and sustainability of his forces.45 General Jeffery
outlined how the deployments to Bosnia had revealed major shortages in such basic
equipment as helmets and bulletproof vests with individual soldiers leaving Bosnia
having to turn over their sweat-stained kit to a replacement stepping off the aircraft.46 To
supply the 3rd Battalion Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry, now on alert for a
potential move to Afghanistan, all of the Canadian army had to be stripped to provide it
with sufficient night vision equipment.47
These shortages, along with the Air Force’s need for precision guided munitions,
had to be assessed in terms of their impact as regards delay and cost. This was the DCDS
staff's traditional role in checking the natural exuberance of some of the individual
services in offering forces for overseas operations. Here the DCDS staff sought to
foreclose the possibility of any unforecast delay in deploying that could be embarrassing
to both the military and government. They were also keenly aware that Canadian
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governments historically have been ill-disposed to paying the full costs of all
deployments forcing the department to absorb many of these kinds of sustainability costs
out of its baseline budget.48 They were also fully aware that any proposal for a Canadian
contribution would also have to wind its way to Cabinet where the Department of
Finance would pore over these costs with a sharp eye to ensure nothing had been
downplayed with regard to cost, perhaps, to make an option appear more attractive.
Similarly the Department of Justice would be expected to review the legal underpinnings
and Foreign Affairs its international implications, including the willingness of nations in
theatre to host our forces.49
By the end of September, the DCDS’ option analysis concluded that an initial
contribution of naval and special forces closely followed by maritime patrol and transport
aircraft provided the optimum Canadian contribution. Steps were then taken to assess
how acceptable these would be to the Chrétien government and how useful they would be
to Washington. Within Canada, the former Chief of Defence Staff, General Henault, has
stated that the first step involved briefing the Defence Minister and getting his approval
although at times he would personally brief the Prime Minister.50 Certainly, Defence
Minister Eggleton appeared to fully understand the extent of his considerable authority as
evidenced by the following exchange with Commodore Forcier, who briefed him on the
special forces’ contribution: “It was about a 10 minute meeting and he approved it [the
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special forces contribution] on the spot. I said ‘we will await your directions from the
Prime Minister.’ He said ‘you didn't hear me, Commodore, I said ‘approved.’ I will deal
with the Prime Minister.’"51
Another process also ensured that whatever option was presented to government
would also be welcomed by the Americans. Rear-Admiral Mack describes the process
that he recalls using more than once as follows:
....and the way we typically got committed when General Henault was in the
chair, as far as my perspective, was I would get a call from General Henault
saying "… this is what we are thinking or doing" and he would go talk to the
Minister, and he would go talk to the Prime Minister, and then he would call me
and say "it's done and this is what we're doing." It was that straightforward when
General Henault was in the chair."52
Rear-Admiral Mack, in turn, would warn the Pentagon planning staff of the potential
Canadian contribution to assess if it would be valued. When the Canadian government
had confirmed that would indeed be their contribution, the US would then formally
request that contribution, usually via a diplomatic démarche. On 8 October 2001 Defence
Minister Eggleton confirmed that the United States had indeed requested forces and that
Canadian naval units, aircraft and special forces would be provided as part of what
became "Operation Apollo,” the Canadian contribution to the larger American Operation
Enduring Freedom.53 This continues the trend seen earlier where Canadian ministers
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were directly engaged in the planning process.54
This process also follows a long tradition in which the United States rarely asks
Canada for anything without knowing beforehand that it will be provided. Vice-Admiral
Maddison, the Deputy Chief of Defence Staff (DCDS), and therefore the one who would
be responsible for coordinating the DND response, confirms this stating: “... the
Americans do this in a very interesting way. They will not formally ask you for a
contribution until they know what the contribution is actually going to be. Because they
do not ever want to be seen to ask a nation for A, B, C, D and E and we can only give
B.”55 Such an approach avoids the obvious risk of embarrassment should one ask for too
much or the other respond with too little. It also averts the danger of an unsolicited
American request being made public and then interpreted in a sovereignty-conscious
Canada as a diktat.
At DND's urging, the government also authorized the establishment of a liaison
team at US Central Command Headquarters in Tampa, led by Commodore Thiffault
accompanied by a Department Of Foreign Affairs-assigned political advisor. The
sending of this on-site team more fully recognized the predicted complexity and longterm nature of Canada's military involvement with the US War on Terror. Their arrival in
Tampa on 9 October 2001 also occurred at the point where the Americans had completed
54
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their broad planning and were ready to discuss the involvement of allied forces in
Operation Enduring Freedom.
The increasing complexity, long duration and potential for high costs of
participating in that plan also propelled DND to ask the government for more formal
written guidance.56 The fact that the Canadian Forces would be using wartime rules of
engagement against a dangerous enemy was probably also a consideration. The guidance
itself was developed in DND in close cooperation with DFAIT and the Privy Council
Office and monitored by two teams of lawyers from both departments who, presumably,
ensured compliance with the laws of armed conflict.57 The final product, referred to as
the "Political Guidance and Direction," provided the legal basis for military action, the
government’s strategic objectives, and the broad authority for the rules of engagement
that would follow. It was signed by the Prime Minister on 14 November 2001 and issued
to all unit commanders deploying to theatre.
It enjoyed immediate and broad acclaim within the military. The department's
subsequent Lessons Learned review pronounced that “The level of political guidance and
direction provided for OP APOLLO was unprecedented. No other recent operation has
received such comprehensive written direction.”58 The guidance allowed the author and
56
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others in theatre to precisely gauge the government’s intent and its commitment to the
task. It was, thus, a superb framework which a commander would return to when he was
considering seeking a change to his rules of engagement or asking for more resources.
This document provided further evidence of the extent to which Canadian
political approval attended every military step, the comments of such critics as Cox and
Charbonneau notwithstanding. That report also eliminated any suggestion that the
Canadian contribution was dictated to Canada or provided automatically as part of some
previously agreed military plan: “Most importantly, the impact of the US strategic
planning process was not appreciated, in that Canada presented a menu of potential
commitments before the US planners were able to use them, or indeed before the US plan
was formulated.”59

Evaluation and Findings
Within the first case study, satisfying hypothesis 2A required evidence of
"defence officials creating long term plans or procedures that essentially committed
Canada to a later American military response” and did so "without government support."
Arguments supporting this came primarily from Charbonneau and Cox’s claims that both
the NORAD agreement and the NATO treaty dictated "automatic involvement” in the
American response to 9/11 and, later, Operation Enduring Freedom. Moreover they

superb political guidance received by stating “Governmental central agencies are unlikely to generate the
timely political guidance necessary for operational planning within DND. If this kind of guidance is to be
produced, DND must take the initiative.“ Ibid., 4,5.
59
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claim "no formal political approval" was required for these Canadian contributions.60
This case study, however, demonstrated that outside of the first two hours
following the 9/11 attacks, when NORAD alert aircraft were immediately launched in
accordance with prearranged procedures, none of that organization’s remaining automatic
responses or plans proved adequate in combating the airborne terror threat in the view of
the US 9/11 Commission. Ad hoc procedures were then developed and the Canadian
government participated in framing them. The evidence also shows the automatic
provision of Canadian forces to the US effort ended then.
Several months later, the NATO alert system may have provided a basis for semi automatically assigning Canadian forces to an American operational commander.
However, any potential for this to occur was completely undone by Secretary of Defense
Rumsfeld's refusal to accept NATO's initial support, combined with his ongoing efforts to
maintain a very loose coalition of the willing structure in direct opposition to the more
formal and restricting NATO processes. As America developed its initial concept of
operations for Afghanistan, the Secretary of Defense’s continued disinterest in integrating
allies into US plans renders suspect any further suggestion that the Canadian military
worked with its US counterparts to devise plans that would automatically integrate
Canadian units into US military projects. As a result hypothesis 1B registers no
sovereignty loss.
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Table 4-1

Case Study One: Canada's Response to 9/11

Case Hypothesis

Effect on Sovereignty (Exterior/Interior )
Loss
Signif
-icant

Extent to which
Remarks
Interop was a factor
Negligi Med Signifble
icant

Gain

Med Negli- Zero Negli- Med Signifgible
gible
icant

1
2A - Advance
9/11 Interop with the
US

I

X

1A - Commit to
US Ops

E

X

Military actively
sought political
direction wrt force
contributions.
US initially rejects
NATO’s support and
made little initial effort
to integrate others into
their plans

Rather than there being an automatic assignment of Canadian forces into US
operations, the evidence is clear that the Canadian government followed a complex
process of internally assessing what it could contribute while simultaneously making
informal queries to the US to determine what would be most valued. It was also clear
that the Minister of National Defence and frequently the Prime Minister were involved at
each step of this process. Moreover, this complex, iterative process also resulted in the
drafting and final Prime Ministerial approval of the most comprehensive political
guidance ever received for a recent Canadian operation. Charboneau and Cox’s
suggestions that Canada’s political leadership was sidestepped by the military’s plans,
procedures, or actions are, in review, not tenable nor is there any evidence of actions
being taken without government approval. Overall, the conditions needed to prove
hypothesis 2A were not met, and, as a result, no external sovereignty costs occurred.
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CHAPTER FIVE: REJECTION FROM ISAF 2001-2
Introduction
The previous chapter demonstrated that in the months following the September 11
attacks the Canadian government first paused, and then began to accelerate its efforts to
deploy forces in support of Operation Enduring Freedom. Ships and aircraft departed
quickly but finding a suitable task for the land forces proved problematic. This case
study examines why and focuses most closely on the bizarre rejection of the Canadian
offer of a well-trained Battalion to the just-forming International Security Assistance
Force in Kabul.
In their groundbreaking work on military interoperability Middlemiss and Stairs
recognize the value of close ties with the US but also its potential costs. They then
specifically charge that the UK’s rejection of the Canadian battalion for ISAF and our
subsequent choice of the “second-best” option of joining US forces in Kandahar in 2002
“provides a case in point” of the problem where the Canadian military’s ability to operate
“seamlessly” with the US may “make it more difficult for Ottawa to refuse requests to
contribute to American-led operations, or alternatively to participate in operations in
which the Americans are not involved.”1
As a result, this analysis derived hypothesis 1C which argues that non-US allies
will find us unattractive as partners because such close ties to the US might suggest a
dangerous dependence on US systems that would make a Canadian unit over-reliant on
US support, easily pressured, and not, therefore, its own master. Canada’s rejection from
1
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ISAF in late 2001 would appear to provide all the elements to test that hypothesis if one
follows Middlemiss and Stairs’ arguments. This case study will also provide elements
that further test the just-discussed hypothesis 2A that suggests that the Canadian military
planners would be inclined to prepare plans that would automatically involve the
integration of Canadian units into American ones.
As our battalion ultimately ended up with the American effort in Kandahar, this
case study also tests hypothesis 1B which predicts there will be US coercion to avoid
Canada joining other coalitions and, instead, join up with their own. Alternatively, it
argues that as a result of Canadian units being so reliant on US communications systems
and support they could not operate without them.
The extent to which the available evidence supports these hypotheses will begin
with a brief review of the background events. Next, the process by which Canada was
first invited to the Kabul force and then rejected will be examined. This section will
include a review of the various narratives that seek to explain these events. Finally, the
extent to which the US then pressured us to proceed to the alternate Kandahar location
will be examined. A sovereignty determination will be made in the concluding section.

Background
As has been shown, initial post- 9/11 indicators provided poor evidence in support
of either hypothesis. The US planning effort was slow and only grudgingly accepted the
need for allies. NATO's support and processes were specifically rejected. Moreover,
General Jeffery, the head of the Army, was deeply concerned with the state of the Army
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and his ability to sustain another mission given he had over sixteen hundred troops in
Bosnia-Herzegovina and Kosovo. He was, however, coming under increasing pressure in
the months following 9/11 to provide a significant land contribution directly to Operation
Enduring Freedom. That pressure was not coming from either the Canadian or American
military.
Rather the 2003 Apollo Lessons Learned report notes as a significant factor “the
Canadian government’s desire to be seen to be ‘doing something’” and posits that this
desire, with the slow US planning response, prevented “a more careful and measured
analysis of potential commitments.”2 Canadian officials serving in the United States
reinforced that view and further outline the extent of political pressure. Wendy Gilmour,
the DFAIT-assigned political advisor to the Canadian liaison team at CENTCOM
Headquarters, sensed that “there was a tremendous impetus that I felt from Ottawa
‘Where do our ground forces get engaged in the fight?’”3 The Privy Council Office and
DFAIT, Gilmour sensed, believed only ‘boots on the ground’ provided the required
"political cachet" and added: “And again, when I say “political” I’m thinking in terms of
the credit we were building with our Allies and in particular our most important ally, the
United States.”4
The need for credit was certainly linked in the minds of some to the increasing
security restrictions at the Canada-US border where fifty kilometre line-ups had begun to
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form in the immediate aftermath of 9/11. The links of this to Canada's prosperity were
also becoming clear to the Embassy staff. One week later the three US car makers were
telling the Canadian Embassy that if they ever have this problem again that it could be the
end of the Auto Pact because they could not survive unless there is a continuous flow of
auto parts across that border in support of "just in time delivery" and competitiveness.5
Even though the United States reinforced the border services with the National
Guard and Canada began a process that would apply billions to enhancing security, the
border problem remained. Globerman and Storer’s study of the 9/11 impact on CanadaUS trade showed that Canadian exports to the United States fell by 8.6% in the third
quarter of 2001 accelerating to 21.4% in the fourth quarter.6 Our annual export shortfalls
remained depressed with reductions in exports ranging between 18% and 23% annually
throughout 2002 to 2004 with the first sign of recovery occurring in 2005 when Canadian
exports only fell by 12.2%. Normally, the US represents some 72% of our total
international exports and in 2003 those exports were valued at $260 billion dollars.7
By mid-November 2001 Canadian political pressure to be seen to be "doing
something" was joined by the first full American realization that nation building and
allies were now required. This was precipitated by the rapid success of the Northern
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Alliance in driving the Taliban from the northern half of Afghanistan. On 12 November
the Northern Alliance was at the doorsteps of Kabul and Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld
now supported Colin Powell's call for US and allied ground support in creating a new
Afghan government.8
The US Secretary of State then approached UN Secretary General Kofi Annan to
seek his support for a multilateral nation building effort. The subsequent UN-brokered 4
December 2001 Bonn conference then provided a widely accepted framework for
establishing an interim Afghan government under Hamid Karzai by 22 December. The
Bonn Agreement also reinforced the Karzai government with an International Security
Assistance Force (ISAF) that would initially protect Kabul but could "be progressively
expanded to other urban centers and other areas."9

Canada Rejected from ISAF
The United Kingdom quickly offered to lead this force and made rapid
preparations to assemble it. Within days, Vice-Admiral Maddison, the DCDS, received a
call from his British equivalent shortly thereafter requesting that Canada commit a
battalion to the force.10 The 10 December briefing note for the Defence Minister
confirmed that the immediate ready battalion had been offered and that the "UK is
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'extremely' keen on Canadian participation."11 Defence Minister Eggleton and the Prime
Minister quickly gave their assent with the Department of Foreign Affairs in full
support.12 Not only would Canada be getting "boots on the ground," they would be
within a UN-mandated force.
The DCDS staff then began a rapid effort to line up commercial strategic airlift
contracts for the force. In addition, a senior Canadian officer was sent to join the intheatre reconnaissance being done by Major-General McCall, the British officer who
would lead the force. There it was decided the Canadian battalion area would cover the
road from Kabul center to Bagram airport, and General McCall discussed the Canadian
battalion’s future boundaries with that Canadian liaison officer.13
The only concern was raised by General Jeffery, the commander of the Army,
who insisted his overstretched soldiers would only be able to sustain this additional
commitment for one rotation.14 When General Henault briefed the government on this
restriction he reported it “was not well received” as the political leadership very much
wanted to demonstrate the strongest possible support to the United States and thought the
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Army should have been able to produce a replacement.15 With the ‘one rotation only’
limit in place, the head of the Army then fully supported the mission, and he was
reassured by the fact that his battalion would be working under British command.16 The
two armies shared common doctrine and had worked together well in Bosnia. General
Jeffery also felt the British military was adept at incorporating smaller, battalion-sized
Canadian units and he was able “to integrate more seamlessly” Canadian units with them
than with the larger US military.17 He specifically felt that larger US formations, while
extremely well supported, were less inclined to include a small Canadian unit and under
Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld that certainly was the perception. It was General
Jeffery’s long-range plan, however, to progressively seek out opportunities to work with
the US Army.
A week later this plan unravelled in a dramatic manner at the 13-14 December
2001 ISAF force generation conference in London. The preparatory briefing material
circulated by the British Ministry of Defence for the meeting suggested all was well, with
Canada being shown as one of the nations prepared to offer up a battalion.18 Commodore
Forcier, the DCDS group’s chief planner, led the delegation and later described a bizarre
two-day conference that began with Canada being the only nation immediately ready to
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commit to the force.19 Other nations, rather than welcoming this, then began to openly
question Canada's ability to mount a battalion-sized force so quickly and questioned the
Commodore’s reassurance that he had sufficient airlift. By the next day the European
nations had fully committed their forces and Canada’s offer of a battalion was no longer
sought or welcomed, although the British felt they could make use of some of Canada’s
two hundred, always in short supply, field engineers and communicators. This strange
turn of events was immediately relayed back to the DCDS and CDS who recommended
to the Minister that Canada now decline all involvement with the initial UK-led ISAF as
the motives and direction of the force were not at all clear.20 Defence Minister Eggleton
agreed.
The decision to withhold the two hundred engineers and communicators now
sought was relatively straightforward given this would strip DND's immediate readiness
battalion, the third Battalion PPCLI, of these critical elements, rendering it unfit for any
other task. Four weeks later Britain's motivation was still no clearer with the Minister of
National Defence tentatively suggesting that: “A number of European countries said
'Well, this is a European-led mission; this is a European Union kind of mission.' So I
think quite clearly, European politics became part of this decision-making process.”21
That interpretation was certainly supported by Commodore Forcier, DND's
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representative to the conference and General Jeffery, head of the Army.22 One must also
recognize that 2001 was also a particularly energetic period for those in the European
Union focused on developing the new European Security and Defence Policy or ESDP.
Led by France, with occasionally strong support from Germany, this project hoped to
advance the creation of an independent European military capability separate from
NATO.23 In April 2001, a permanent European Union Military Committee was formed
followed shortly thereafter with the creation of a permanent European Union Military
Staff. At Göteberg in June, the EU political leadership focused on the early generation of
deployable forces, an EU exercise plan, and, significantly, agreement on making the EU
military capability “quickly operational” by December 2001.24 It would not be
surprising, therefore, for France, perhaps joined by other European states, to also argue
that ISAF provided a unique additional opportunity to advance ESDP as long as there
was no highly visible contributions from non-European contributors who would dilute
that effort.25
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There were other interpretations. The Guardian newspaper’s Ottawa
correspondent reported that “the Canadian military is so poorly funded and equipped that
Britain looked elsewhere for help when it was putting together the international
peacekeeping.”26 The Canadian media made the same claim and they too declined to
provide any evidence for it.27 Seven years later General Hillier repeated that accusation
suggesting that the UK "shunned" Canada and "did not want us" as part of ISAF largely
as a result of its risk-averse conduct in Bosnia.28 Yet both the media and the former
Chief of Defence Staff do not seem aware of or do not acknowledge the fact that the
British DCDS had specifically asked for a Canadian battalion, that that was followed by a
detailed British-led in-theatre reconnaissance of our battalion area, and that the UK had
produced a pre-conference agenda package that included the Canadian battalion.
Moreover, the next chapters will reveal a series of British and European requests for
Canadian forces in this theatre suggesting that whatever doubts there may have been
about our Bosnian contribution these enjoyed little currency in 2002, 2003 or 2005.
Another interpretation argues that Canada’s contribution was cut down from a
battalion to two hundred specialist troops simply because of the limited logistic
throughput of Bagram airport serving Kabul. That is, the entire ISAF brigade was
allotted a fixed portion of the available airfield cargo handling capacity and each national
contribution had to fit within it with the best allotment going to whoever committed
26
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first.29 This interpretation then suggested that the Canadian battalion was committed late
and after the bulk of the capacity had been allocated. This, view, however, is
contradicted by Commodore Forcier who reported that Canada was one of the first to
commit, so only a limited credibility will be assigned to the airport throughput argument.
A final interpretation on the reasons for Canada's rejection centers on a Canadian
suspicion that Britain was fully aware of how taxing the job of leading ISAF would be,
and spared Canada from involvement in the first rotation so she might serve as a relief for
the British headquarters when it wished to withdraw.30 There is little evidence to support
this charge as Turkey seemed to have volunteered quite early to replace Britain's
leadership at the next rotation.31
In all of this there is no suggestion whatsoever that Canada’s too-close
interoperability ties to the United States played any role. Rather, the most that might be
teased out is the fact that the European desire for a visible, self-identifying mission would
have been skewed by having Canada, such an obvious member of the wrong end of the
so-called “transatlantic dumbbell," on the team.32 In fact, the thrust of the European
Security and Defence Policy project was largely to demonstrate a capability independent
of the US, and to a significantly less extent, Canada.
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Kandahar as Alternate
The Canadian government still wanted a land contribution committed to
Operation Enduring Freedom.33 Wendy Gilmour at CENTCOMHQ also assessed that the
Department of Foreign Affairs quickly got over their initial disappointment over the
ISAF failure and welcomed the efforts of the Canadian liaison staff at CENTCOM HQ
Tampa to integrate Canada's unwanted battalion into the American operations in
Kandahar.34 When interviewed on the topic of Canada's rejection from ISAF, Defence
Minister Eggleton is reported to have insisted that in this instance “Canada's interest was
better served by working with the Americans,” although this seems a rather obvious afterthe-fact reassessment.35 General Jeffery, on the other hand, had always been looking for
an opportunity to work with the American Army, and he fully supported this
reorientation. He reported that the rank and file of the Army was invigorated by this new
opportunity to work with the world's most capable military while also smarting under
earlier peacekeeping slurs provided by the likes of General Sir Hew Pike of the British
Army.36 In interview, General Jeffery was quick to point out that these kind of
sentiments did not guide the Chief of the Defence Staff or himself.37 Rather, the
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Canadian military leadership was strongly encouraged by the ready availability of strong
US support in Kandahar in the areas of aviation units for casualty evacuation, intelligence
support, transport and logistics, and detainee handling facilities.38
However, the senior US officers in theatre initially had relatively little use for a
Canadian battalion contribution. On the ground, the US Army displayed the
unwelcoming tendencies General Jeffery had initially been concerned about. The US
brigade commander that would receive the PPCLI in Kandahar was not at all happy with
having this battalion forced on him, in the mind of the Canadian liaison officer in the
Coalition Forces Land Component Command Headquarters in Bahrain who briefed
him.39 That US commander only warmed to the idea after extensive briefings on the
unit’s capabilities and equipment. These would include Coyote reconnaissance vehicles,
the Nyala mine-protected vehicles, winter warfare skills and equipment in addition to
being parachute trained.40 With this initial reticence overcome, planning for the
deployment of the Canadian battalion accelerated and they were successfully deployed to
Kandahar in early 2002.
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Evaluation and Findings
A satisfactory testing of hypothesis 1C would require that the European coalition
assembling the ISAF Kabul force reject Canada’s contribution as a result of our overly
close interoperability ties with the US military. This is precisely what Middlemiss and
Stairs had suggested occurred during Canada's proposed ISAF mission. Operating in
parallel, hypothesis 1B would suggest our technological ties to the US military would
bind Canada so closely to them we would be unable to work with others and thus
Kandahar became the default deployment location for our Army in 2002.
Table 5-1
Case Hypothesis

Case Study Two: Rejection from ISAF
Effect on Sovereignty (Exterior/Interior )

Signif
-icant

Loss

Gain

Med Negli- Zero Negligible
gible

Med Significant

2
1C - Rejected
ISAF by others
2A - Advance
Interop with US
1B - Commit to
US Ops

E

X
I

E

Extent to which
Interoperability was
a factor
Negli Med Signifgible
icant

X

E

X

Remarks

-No evidence of interop
being a factor
-DND, DFAIT, Army
worked to coop with UK
not US
- US base support critical
but US initially spurned
our battalion

The evidence suggests otherwise. When Canada’s battalion was turned down
after several very specific British requests for it, numerous rationales were offered to
explain the sudden rejection. These included a desire for the mission to have a European
Union identity, the apparent military unsuitability of a Canadian contribution, potential
logistical throughput difficulties at Kabul airport, and a possible UK interest in keeping
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Canada out of the first ISAF rotation so she would be able to relieve the British later.
None of these reasons has any obvious links to Canada's close military interoperability
with the US. As a result hypothesis IC records no sovereignty loss in table 5-1.
This early desire for an EU flagship formation was the most compelling of these
rationales. However, the long range potential for this European objective to permanently
foreclose Canadian contributions was limited. The next chapters will present a series of
cases where Canadian military contributions and Canadian military leadership were
actively sought by European states, further weakening the basis for this hypothesis as
well as any suggestion that Canadian units were somehow militarily unfit. In fact, this
hypothesis’ suggestion that close interoperability ties with the US makes Canada an
unattractive partner for others may be in need of a serious rethink.
Even with such an interoperability advantage, one must guard against assuming
that the Canadian military will, therefore, do anything to get closer to the US militarily.
For example, the ISAF case study provides two very strong elements that further rebut
hypothesis 2A’s claims that Canada's military leadership would be strongly inclined to
develop plans that would irreversibly lead to the integration of Canadian units into larger
US coalitions all the while hiding this intent from their political leaders. In this case the
head of the Canadian Army, the leadership of the Defence Department, and the
Department of Foreign Affairs had as their overriding first choice the desire to integrate
Canada's immediate readiness battalion into the British-led coalition. This was fully
supported by government. When this failed, Canada's political and military leadership
offered that same battalion to the US, and there is strong evidence they had to overcome
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significant US Army resistance at the operational level to achieve it.
Moreover hypothesis 2A required an effort by the military to advance these
integration projects “without government support” either by knowingly going against
government policy or by evading political authority. However, the evidence in the ISAF
case study suggests the greatest push for ever-larger contributions, and particularly 'boots
on the ground' commitments, came from the political leadership often over the objections
of senior army figures who were urging restraint. In addition, the change in the Canadian
orientation towards cooperating more closely with the US was quickly and specifically
endorsed by Defence Minister Eggleton's claim post-ISAF rejection that, now, “Canada's
interest was better served by working with the Americans.”41 As a result, hypothesis 2A
shows a modest gain, recognizing the subjective nature of that rating.
The US’ initial unwillingness to accept our battalion also argues heavily against
hypothesis 1B that suggests Canada will migrate to US operations as a result of US
pressure or our dependency on their military systems. The single small element in
support of hypothesis 1B was the high value the Canadian military leadership put on the
ready availability of US facilities in Kandahar. The provision of American casualty
evacuation helicopters was probably a critical element although the ready availability of
intelligence, logistics and detention facilities were likely additional positive factors.
These should not be overstressed as working with the British in ISAF was the Army’s
preferred choice even though they recognized the support they would receive in ISAF
would be of a lesser type. Therefore hypothesis 1B will both a slight loss and a slight
41
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sovereignty gain, recognizing that any positive rating registers more a gain in foreign
policy independence than actual sovereignty.
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CHAPTER SIX: CANADIAN DETAINEE POLICY
Introduction
This case study will examine allegations that the United States pressured Canada
to alter its support for the Geneva Convention dealing with detainees. If that occurred it
would constitute a major sovereignty violation. It is also critical that the question be
probed because detainee problems, along with casualties, have dominated the public
debate in Canada and were arguably key contributors to the erosion of public support for
the Afghanistan mission.
While media coverage of detainees was at its highest in the 2006-2009 period,
controversy attended this issue from the beginning. This stemmed from a sustained
multi-axis attack in early 2002 on the government's initial detainee policy from Members
of Parliament, the media, and representatives of the International Red Cross. The most
pointed of these criticisms suggested that the Canadian government was not only
interpreting the Geneva Conventions incorrectly, it was doing so to curry US favor. The
Globe and Mail's Marcus Gee claimed the only way the Americans would allow
Canadian troops into Kandahar was if Canada fell in with their lower interpretation of the
law.1 This claim was then repeated by the Guardian.2
These assertions were not backed up with any analysis until Richard Williams
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probed this issue within his detailed examination of Canadian naval interoperability.3
There he claimed that the likelihood was “high” that the Canadian decision to reverse its
stand on according al-Qaeda and Taliban detainees prisoner of war status was prompted
by US “pressure.”4 His argument then repeated the claim that the deployment of
Canadian troops to Afghanistan would be "jeopardized" unless Canada modified its stand
with regard to the provisions of the Geneva Convention applying to detainees. It is
alleged that Canada succumbed to this "overt American pressure" with a “dramatic policy
reversal" that resulted in "the Canadian decision to transfer al Qaeda and Taliban
prisoners to US authorities in the face of Geneva Convention obligations."5
This case study then nicely tests hypothesis 1A which states: We should see the
Canadian government enter into agreements the US supports despite the presence of
disincentives. Alternatively: we should see the government abandon or not support
agreements it initially endorsed as it later sensed US opposition to them.6 In addition,
Williams’ claims correspond closely to some of the earlier post-9/11 narrative this
analysis has outlined. That is, there are elements within the US administration who are
little inclined to seek the participation of allies or fully engage them in major decisions.
Yet at the same time, the Canadian government appears increasingly motivated "to be
seen to be doing something" in supporting the US government especially if it involves
"boots on the ground."
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In order to test these claims this chapter will provide initial background on the
Canadian detainee controversy. Then it will step through the critics’ claims beginning
with the charge that the Canadian government reversed its detainee policy. Next, it will
examine the state of international law as it applies to detainees before turning to the
extent to which Canada complied with it. Whether the US pressured Canada to follow
her interpretations of that law will then be assessed. It will conclude with an evaluation
and provide findings on the sovereignty costs of Canada’s detainee policy.
The examination of the Geneva Convention as it applies to detainees will be
exceedingly detailed as the critics’ charges cannot be assessed otherwise. Thankfully the
benefits of doing this extend beyond the 2002 Canadian detainee debate. As will be
shown, the Law of Armed Conflict (LOAC) itself is ridden with controversy and one
would find it difficult to understand the war in Afghanistan or, in fact non-state warfare
generally, if one did not look at the law closely.

Detainee Background
The overall detainee issue began innocuously. Almost as soon as US General
Franks had completed his planning for Operation Enduring Freedom, Central Command,
his headquarters, directed that the Geneva Conventions were to apply to all captured
individuals.7 This order was issued on 17 October 2001 and under it the traditional
interpretation of the Conventions would apply including the use of tribunals to determine
7
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detainee status in cases of doubt. If a detainee then did not merit Geneva Convention
protection it was acknowledged that he could be tried under the US criminal code.
It is safe to assume that the Canadian liaison team in Central Command
Headquarters, which included a legal officer, was aware of this order. As coalition
detainee policy was proceeding on entirely traditional lines and well within the Geneva
Conventions, the Canadian liaison cell in Tampa and NDHQ made provisions to turn
over detainees to the Americans. As the United States had the detainee facilities in
Kandahar, Canada saw no need to duplicate them, and the still-forming Afghan
government was assessed as being manifestly incapable of receiving them.8
Likely, the first indications of a developing problem that Canada received
involved Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld and General Franks’ press briefing at the
Pentagon on 11 December 2001.9 While this press conference focused on the imminent
victory of the Northern Alliance over the Taliban, the fall of Kandahar, and the process of
establishing the International Security Assistance Force for Kabul, detainee issues
intruded during the question period:
Q: The question that has been raised about if the European nations, particularly
Britain, would be the ones who ended up with custody of an al Qaeda leader,
8
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Osama bin Laden or other, that there might be a problem with their turning him
over to the United States. Is -Rumsfeld: There won't be.
Q: There will not be?
Rumsfeld: There will not be. Either a country will indicate that they will turn
them over to us, quite apart from whether or not their laws may be different with
respect to the death penalty, or they will be positioned in places where they're
unlikely to come in contact with someone that we would like to have control over.
(Scattered laughter.)10
This new instruction piqued immediate interest with the Secretary then being
asked if those nations in the coalition had “formally agreed to hand them over to the
U.S.?” In response the only clarification the Secretary of Defense provided was that he
“was not referring to the Afghan forces on the ground” but al-Qaeda. The lack of clarity
here seemed to have then pushed the correspondent to ask if turning people over to the
US “was a condition of involvement” for coalition membership. This produced yet more
wandering leading to this final question:
Q: Has the old U.S. ally Great Britain given an assurance that if it comes into
possession of Bin Laden it will turn him over to the United States?
Rumsfeld: When I first heard that this issue was being raised, I checked, and the
response we've received is not to worry. And I believe that they have made public
statements to that effect. But I have not seen them in writing, so it's not for me to
say whether they have or not, but I'm told they have. And I'm told that regardless
of whether they have said so publicly, it will not be an issue.11
The suggestion here is that the United Kingdom was ready to sidestep secretly its
10
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legal responsibilities with regard to not transferring those under threat of the death
penalty as part of the cost of coalition membership. As such it is similar to Williams’
allegation that Canada was also willing to adjust its principles, secretly, to secure
participation in Operation Enduring Freedom. At the very minimum, the import of this
press conference could hardly have been missed by the Canadian government. Certainly,
the Canadian media began to refer to it. Unfortunately, the government’s immediate
reaction to it has not been made visible to researchers.12
A more sustained Canadian concern with regard to detainees was provoked by the
next Pentagon press briefing on 11 January 2002. After outlining that the first twenty
captives taken in Afghanistan were sent to a new US detainee facility in Guantanamo
Bay, Cuba, Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld announced that: “They will be handled not
as prisoners of war, because they're not, but as unlawful combatants. As I understand it,
technically, unlawful combatants do not have any rights under the Geneva Convention.”13
He did acknowledge, however, that the US intention would be to "for the most part treat
them in a manner that is reasonably consistent with the Geneva Conventions, to the extent
they are appropriate." He was then pressed heavily by the media on why the Geneva
Convention was not "officially" applied to them or why they did not merit tribunals. The
Defense Secretary's replies varied between insisting that the US “will end up using
roughly” international legal standards and that government lawyers were still studying the
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applicability of the Geneva conventions. The media in Canada and the United Kingdom
would soon start asking similar questions.
London's Daily Telegraph reported that up until this time the Blair government
had chosen not to refer specifically to the Geneva Convention and that “Britain had
avoided saying anything that might be seen as interfering in America’s determined drive
to smash the terrorist network.”14 This would confirm for some the earlier Rumsfeld
suggestion that an accommodation with the British had been quietly achieved. However
things had changed with the British media reporting that Rumsfeld’s 11 January press
release had provoked significant concerns within the Prime Minister's own party as to the
harsh treatment detainees might suffer at the hands of American interrogators. Others
suggested that the plan to keep detainees outside the Geneva Convention was to
specifically provide interrogators greater freedom of action as it would remove the
detainees’ right to provide only name, rank, birth date and serial number. While now
calling for the US to treat detainees in accordance with the Geneva Convention, the Blair
government apparently still "took care to counter any inference that this marked an
Anglo-US rift."15
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Similar concerns were now being raised in Canada where the situation was
perhaps even more complex. This began on 15 January 2002 with a DND spokesperson
providing the official Canadian position on detainees. Sub-Lieutenant LeDrew stated that
all those “captured or detained will be afforded humane treatments, according to the
standards that are applicable to POWs, and that's according to international law.” 16
Daniel Leblanc of the Globe and Mail then predicted a "looming dispute with the United
States over the treatment of prisoners" as the latter were not referring to their detainees as
"POW" but "unlawful combatants." Signalling another potentially significant difference
from the US position, S/Lt. LeDrew said Canada's policy would be that: “If there is any
doubt as to whether or not they are entitled to that treatment, they will be treated as such
until a special tribunal, or a properly constituted tribunal, has determined that this person
is or isn't a POW.”17
S/Lt. LeDrew, however, had also indicated that the government had not yet
decided to hand over prisoners to the US as a reconnaissance team preparing for the
arrival of the 3rd Battalion Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry was still conducting
its work. That comment appears to completely overlook the fact that Canadian special
force elements from Joint Task Force 2 were operating near Kandahar in early December
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2001.18 Further, the media reported that the government had no plans to operate its own
detention center in Afghanistan.
These were the broad outlines of Canada's detainee policy until the appearance of
the Defence Minister, the Chief of Defence Staff, and a senior Department of Foreign
Affairs official before the Standing Committee on National Defence and Veterans Affairs
(SCONDVA) two days later. There, the Defence Minister outlined the complex nature of
the detainee issue stating “But there is also, of course, the question at times of whether
these are prisoners of war or unlawful combatants.”19 He indicated, however, that “In all
cases, we would treat people in accordance with the Geneva Conventions” and that
prisoner of war determination would be via a "competent tribunal." He also confirmed
that Canada would not be operating its own detention center and would be turning over
detainees to the United States. The Geneva Convention, he claimed, allowed such a
transfer in that the “United States has said it is applying the Geneva Conventions.”
Moreover the International Committee of the Red Cross would be monitoring standards
at Guantanamo Bay.
Nevertheless, John Godfrey and Bernard Patry, both Liberal Party MPs, argued
against the Minister with the latter claiming that “by turning over prisoners to the
Americans when these will not be considered prisoners of war, Canada is indirectly
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shirking its responsibilities under the Geneva Convention.”20 The Minister responded by
repeating his initial position and stating that the committee would be hearing from a
representative from the Department of Foreign Affairs and two advisers from the
Department of Justice that afternoon who might better be able to provide more legal
detail.
Assistant Deputy Minister (ADM) James Wright from the Department of Foreign
Affairs and International Trade was significantly more precise and confident in his
outlining of Canada's detainee policy and relationship to the Geneva Convention to the
committee:
The status of a person detained determines the standard of treatment required by
international law. Should there be cases of doubt as to the exact status of a person
who takes part in hostilities; the person should be treated as a prisoner of war until
the status is determined by a competent tribunal. If there is no doubt as to the
status, then that detainee must be given a level of treatment accorded to the status.
At minimum, detainees are entitled to a standard of care referred to as humane
treatment.
As a matter of policy, Canadian Forces will treat all detainees to the standard of
care afforded prisoners of war until their status is determined or they are
transferred. In cases where we transfer detainees to other authorities, Canada has
an obligation to ensure that the detaining authorities are willing and able to
respect international law. U.S. authorities have publicly indicated and have
advised Canada that detainees will be accorded humane treatment that respects
their obligations under international law.21
ADM Wright also indicated that Canada had "a very active and ongoing dialogue" with
the United States on this issue. Further, he had just concluded hosting the International
Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) team that was on its way to Guantanamo Bay where,
20
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he claimed, it had experienced “no difficulties” gaining access there or in Afghanistan.
While acknowledging that the ICRC was only bound to report any problems it found to
the American authorities, he stated "We discussed these issues at some length with them.
If they had serious problems with the treatment of detainees by U.S. authorities, we didn't
hear it from the International Red Cross. Quite the contrary."22 Nevertheless, the
Parliamentary committee members continued to press ADM Wright on the details of
Canada's intended detainee procedures on standards, transfers, and tribunals leading to
his admission that: "These are issues we're discussing with our colleagues at the
Department of National Defence. I am not sure we've had an opportunity, frankly, to
work through all the hypothetical scenarios. They quite understandably are being raised
here by the committee this afternoon."
After the hearings, the Canadian media chose to direct most of its criticism to the
Defence Minister's comments and not the more detailed arguments provided by Assistant
Deputy Minister Wright. Their concerns fixed on the issue of POW status as raised by
MP Patry and the US government's apparent refusal to conduct status-determining
tribunals. For example, the Globe and Mail reported “Defence Minister Art Eggleton
said Thursday that Canadian forces in Afghanistan could hand over to US control any
prisoners they capture, despite the Pentagon's refusal to classify them as prisoners of
war.”23 The Globe and Mail’s 18 January 2002 editorial also compared the Defence
Minister’s statements with those two days earlier of Defence Department’s spokesperson,
S/Lt. LeDrew, noting she had indicated those captured would be treated as prisoners of
22
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war unless a special tribunal decided otherwise. In that the Minister indicated the
military would be turning its detainees over to a US administration who did not intend to
conduct tribunals and preferred to consider them "unlawful combatants," a Canadian
policy reversal was claimed. The Globe's editorial thus began with "How quick a trip it
is from the high ground to the low."24 Marcus Gee, also of the Globe and Mail,
summarized the issue as: “Then we agreed to serve under the Americans in Kandahar,
but not if we would have to break the laws of war by handing over Afghan prisoners for
transfer to Cuba. Washington didn't like that. So we said never mind about the Geneva
Conventions, we’ll hand over the prisoners anyway.”25 He then argued that the United
States "don't want or need us" and that they only agreed to take the Canadian contribution
because "they knew we were eager to be there." This entire argument is then repeated
three days later by the Guardian’s Ottawa desk.26 That is the article Richard Williams’
interoperability study relied on to substantiate his claim that Canada was "coerced" into a
"dramatic policy reversal" with regard to the Geneva Conventions to ensure the
deployment of its battle group to Kandahar.
The media’s assessment was harsh, and certainly ignored any of the positive
actions of the government. For example, Assistant Deputy Minister Wright’s testimony
had indicated the Canadian government was in "a very active and ongoing dialogue" with
the United States on this issue. This was very much the case with the Defence
24
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Department's Director of International Law, Lieutenant-Colonel Abbott, suggesting "the
Prime Minister, relevant ministers and senior government officials had contacted their US
counterparts to stress the importance of having the campaign against terrorism regulated
by LOAC (Law of Armed Conflict)."27 This was confirmed by the Prime Minister much
later when he stated in the House that "right from the start we have insisted on respect for
the Geneva conventions" and that his government had put "pressure” on the US
administration to comply.28 In addition, Foreign Minister Graham stated he had called
Colin Powell on this issue, discussed it with the British government and the ICRC, and
confirmed that all those agreed that the detainees were being "treated according to the
humanitarian standards under international law." He also declared that Canada "will
insist that they continue to be in the future."29 The Defence Minister joined in noting he
had been recently assured by both the ICRC and the British government as to favourable
conditions existing at Guantanamo.30 Liberal MP John Godfrey, a consistent critic of his
own party's detainee policy, admitted Canadian "government ministers" were privately
attempting to "persuade the US officials to convene the proper tribunals."31 Godfrey also
suggested that Canada will request the return of three detainees it had passed to the US if
it chooses not to change its detainee policies. Whether this was his or the government's
viewpoint is not clear, but at the same time the government of Saudi Arabia may have
demanded the return of any of its citizens held in Guantanamo, and France and the United
27
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Kingdom threatened to stop detainee transfers.32 Finally, General Henault, the Chief of
Defence Staff, was emphatic on the issue of supporting the Geneva Conventions and
making this view clear to the United States’ military:
In this respect, I can only reinforce the fact that we consistently reiterated to our
American counterparts that operations must [underlining his] be executed in full
consonance with the Geneva Conventions. In fact, we might have actually been
viewed as "pedantic" by some in the US. In any event, we "gave no quarter" on
this issue, on which JAG was very clearly focused, and undoubtedly influenced
the views of the senior military and political leadership of the day in the US.33
General Henault also indicated that the Judge Advocate General (JAG), BrigadierGeneral Jerry Pitzul, played a particularly important internal role: “Jerry was as
consistent and as honest as you could get in that respect. There was no arm twisting that
he would allow.”34 While there is a danger of exaggerating, the fact is the JAG enjoyed
very powerful influence over military plans by virtue of his unchallengeable ability to
determine what was legal and what was not. This was reinforced by the fact that the
Chief of Defence Staff was not his only boss. Rather, the JAG was also responsible for
providing legal advice to the Defence Minister and Governor-General and thus enjoyed a
certain independence, and with that a level of freedom from "arm twisting."35 In addition
to voicing their concerns directly with US leaders, two separate private interviews
revealed that Canadian officials had been invited to at least one closed US-ICRC meeting
32
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on detainees during this period and left satisfied that the standards for humane treatment
under international law were being met and the US was ready to address concerns raised
by the ICRC.36
The end of January 2002 brought further controversy when the Prime Minister
responded to a question concerning how Canadians would treat detainees with “You are
asking me a purely hypothetical question at this time” when it was anything but
hypothetical.37 However, several days earlier some of the Canadian JTF-2 members in
Afghanistan had captured and turned over at least three detainees to US forces, and this
had been briefed soon after to the Defence Minister. On 29 January Eggleton admitted
that he had been informed of the JTF-2 captures but had not briefed the Prime Minister
until three days later.38 This prompted renewed protests from the New Democratic Party
and Bloc Québécois over Canada's detainee policy and the probable risk of the captives
receiving the death penalty in US military courts.
At the same time, Canada, the United Kingdom, and other unidentified European
states continued to pressure the US Secretary of State, Colin Powell, over US detainee
policy. He responded via a personal memorandum to the President requesting a policy
change, according to the New York Times.39 The actual memorandum, only released to
the public two years later, argued forcefully that the US should reverse its stand and
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declare that the Geneva Convention on the Treatment of Prisoners of War III would apply
to the war in Afghanistan.40 While making it clear that the majority of Taliban and alQaeda detainees would not receive prisoner of war status, it argued against the
administration’s blanket refusal and suggested status determination be done on a case-bycase basis for the Taliban.41 If the administration did not do so, Colin Powell accurately
predicted a "negative international reaction," the undermining of public support among
critical allies", "legal problems with extradition or other forms of cooperation" within the
coalition, a reducing of the "protections of the law of war for our own troops," and
extended international legal challenges.42
In all of the exchanges between the White House, Secretary of State, Secretary of
Defence, and Department of Justice lawyers on this issue there are only general
references to the views of allies. The only exception involves a single entry that deals
with Canadian government concerns. This is contained within the Secretary of State
legal adviser's memorandum to the White House counsel arguing for a "case-by-case"
screening of detainees where doubt exists as the Geneva conventions require. He then
states "the National Security Adviser has advised the canadian [sic] government that this
is our policy.”43
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On 7 February 2002 the White House spokesman announced that "President Bush
today has decided that the Geneva Convention will apply to the Taliban detainees, but not
to the al Qaeda international terrorists."44 As Afghanistan was a party to the Convention,
the Bush administration acknowledged the Taliban are "covered" by the treaty, but their
failure to meet any of the conditions for being a legal combatant resulted in them being
denied POW status. To satisfy those conditions the White House claimed the Taliban
would have to have been part of the military hierarchy, worn a distinctive sign or
uniform, carried their arms openly, and conducted themselves according to the laws of
armed conflict. This announcement also confirmed earlier Bush administration findings
that denied al-Qaeda detainees prisoner of war status because it was an international
terrorist group and not a state party to the Geneva conventions. Whatever their actual
status the Bush administration pledged to treat them “humanely and consistent with the
principles of the Geneva Convention.” 45.
Reaction was mixed. Prime Minister Chrétien claimed his government's pressure
on the US produced this result and that "we have done a very good job of ensuring that
international law would be respected under these circumstances."46 The Canadian media
was not entirely convinced and turned to a series of public affairs announcements by the
International Committee of the Red Cross. The Globe and Mail cited the ICRC's Darcy
Christen, who claimed that “all people captured on the battlefield... should be considered
prisoners of war until a tribunal, defined by the Geneva conventions, decides otherwise”
44
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adding “you cannot punish somebody simply for being a combatant.”47 The same article
also pointed out that Alexa McDonough, the NDP leader, “echoed” this view, and she
pronounced that “the law is very clear that anyone detained in such a situation is assumed
to be a prisoner of war.” Alexa McDonough, however, failed to provide the critical
linkage to the word "combatant" made by the ICRC spokesman. As the next section will
show the law is not at all “clear,” prisoner of war status is tightly linked to the word
"combatant” and not just “anyone” qualifies.48
Richard Williams’ assertion that Canada’s detainee policy underwent a “dramatic
policy reversal” rests on a single media report. That article then led him to conclude that
“the Canadian decision to transfer Al Qaeda and Taliban prisoners to US authorities” was
done “in the face of Geneva Convention obligations.” The specific area where Canada
apparently failed according to Williams was this:
While Ottawa insisted in January that its policy was in accord with the letter of
the Geneva Conventions, which say prisoners whose status is disputed must be
accorded prisoner of war status until the detaining country organizes a tribunal,
the following day then-Minister of National Defence Art Eggleton said Canada
would transfer any detained prisoners to the US.49
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In that the United States had signalled detainees would not be receiving prisoners
of war status, Williams asserts Canada walked away from its Geneva Convention
obligations by transferring detainees to them. Media reports backed up this categorical
interpretation of the Conventions, notwithstanding the Defence Minister’s caution that
these were complex legal questions. Rather, the media appeared to rely on ICRC
spokespersons such as Darcy Christen who had argued detainees "should be considered
prisoners of war until a tribunal, defined by the Geneva Conventions, decides
otherwise."50
Evaluating the extent to which the hypothesis’ conditions were satisfied or not
would seem to involve four questions. The first requires establishing whether Canada
reversed its position on detainees in mid-January or not. The second must establish what
parts of the Geneva Convention applied in Afghanistan. The third question must probe
whether the Canadian government’s detainee policy was compliant with them. The final
question should then examine the extent to which the Canadian government framed its
policy as a result of US government pressure.

A Canadian Policy Reversal?
In examining whether Canada reversed its position one must look at the words of
Sub-Lieutenant LeDrew and compare them to later government statements. On 16
January 2002 she is reported as saying:
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All the individuals ...captured or detained will be afforded humane treatments,
according to the standards that are applicable to POWs, and that's according to
international law.
If there is any doubt as to whether or not they are entitled to that treatment, they
will be treated as such until a special tribunal, or a properly constituted tribunal,
has determined that this person is or isn't a POW.51
A day later Assistant Deputy Minister Wright formally outlined Canadian
detainee policy in stating:
At minimum, detainees are entitled to a standard of care referred to as humane
treatment. As a matter of policy, Canadian Forces will treat all detainees to the
standard of care afforded prisoners of war until their status is determined or they
are transferred. Should there be cases of doubt as to the exact status of a person
who takes part in hostilities, the person should be treated as a prisoner of war until
the status is determined by a competent tribunal.52
In that both officials made clear a POW “standard” or “standards” would apply
and not “status” there is no difference between them as it concerns the Geneva
Conventions. Overall, there is nothing in these statements to suggest the "dramatic
policy reversal" claimed by Williams and much of the Canadian media.53
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Detainees Within the Geneva Convention
The legal question arises from Williams’ claim that the Canadian government
“insisted in January that its policy was in accord with the letter of the Geneva
Conventions, which say prisoners whose status is disputed must be accorded prisoner of
war status.”54 However, as was shown above, S/Lt LeDrew never indicated Canadian
detainees would enjoy POW status but rather “humane treatment” or treatment equivalent
to that enjoyed by prisoners of war. Assistant Deputy Minister Wright then confirmed
that Canadian detainees "are entitled to a standard of care referred to as humane
treatment" or to be treated “as a prisoner of war.” Note again, there is no mention of
POW “status,” but was this policy legal?
In determining the difference between "prisoner of war status" and "humane
treatment," one is soon struck by the complexity of the law. This casual impression is
then confirmed by series of articles on the legal circumstances of detainees that underline
just how complex the issue of determining prisoner of war status really is and how
imprecise it can be on this question.55 Thus Jennifer Welsh argues the law of armed
conflict has not kept pace with the move away from state-on-state conflict to the
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insurgencies of today: “So, for example, while the law pertaining to international armed
conflict (i.e., war between two states) has clear provisions for the detention of prisoners,
the rules for non-international armed conflict (i.e., of the Afghanistan variety) does not
have the same degree of clarity.”56
In fact there is not even agreement on whether the war in Afghanistan is a noninternational armed conflict. Certainly Lieutenant-Colonel Kirby Abbott of DND's Judge
Advocate General branch was not entirely convinced. Rather, he suggested there was
support for the view that "two armed conflicts exist" in Afghanistan, "an international
armed conflict with the Taliban and non-international armed conflict with Al Qaeda."57
In the end, he chose to “assume” that an international armed conflict existed. One soon
starts to recognize that any categorical statement on the detainee issue must be treated
with the greatest scepticism.
Lieutenant Colonel Abbott also indicated that two variations of the Geneva
Convention On Prisoners of War were in competition during that conflict.58 The first
was the Convention (III) Relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War, abbreviated GW
III, promulgated in 1949 and ratified by one hundred and ninety-four states. Its Article 5
provides:
Should any doubt arise as to whether persons, having committed a belligerent act
and having fallen into the hands of the enemy, belong to any of the categories
enumerated in Article 4, such persons shall enjoy the protection of the present
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Convention until such time as their status has been determined by a competent
tribunal.59
However, at times the Geneva Convention III competes with Additional Protocol
I (AP I) to Geneva Convention III issued in 1977 although in theory the latter should
supplement the earlier convention. In an attempt to include wars of national liberation
and bring freedom fighters and revolutionary forces within its protection, less exacting
qualifying considerations and greater protection for POWs were offered in the 1977
Additional Protocol I. It states: “Should any doubt arise as to whether any such person is
entitled to the status of prisoner of war, he shall continue to have such status and,
therefore, to be protected by the Third Convention and this Protocol until such time as his
status has been determined by a competent tribunal.”60
Thus only the 1977 Additional Protocol I to the Geneva Conventions guarantees
prisoner of war "status" to those detainees whose status is in doubt. The earlier 1949
Convention only offers "protection" in the form of humane treatment. The difference
between the two is profound.61 Those with the status of prisoner of war enjoy what is
termed a "combatant immunity" that protects them from being charged with killing their
opponents and other warlike activity. While they may be interrogated, they are not
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required to give more than their name, rank, date of birth, and serial number.62 Those
without POW status do not enjoy such immunity, and today are termed "unprivileged
combatants" or "unlawful combatants" although these terms are never used within the
conventions themselves.63 The term "unlawful" does signal that their captor may charge
them with criminal offenses including murder for their illegal participation in armed
conflict. They can also be interrogated more fully but this must be done well short of
torture. In fact the “protection of the present Convention” for non-POW status detainees
stems from the application of Article 3 of the same Convention. This guarantees all
participants, legal and otherwise, the minimum standard of “humane treatment.”64
By arguing that detainees whose status is in doubt deserve more than this, that is
full POW status, Williams’ argument rests on the assumption that more generous
Additional Protocol I rights of detainees are in play in Afghanistan. That is a tenuous
assumption in part because of the way in which the 1977 Additional Protocol I relaxed
62
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the 1949 GW III standards for combatants. The earlier standards required that
combatants be commanded by a person responsible for his subordinates, wear uniforms
or a fixed distinctive sign recognizable at a distance, carry arms openly, and conduct their
operations in accordance with the laws of war. The 1977 Protocol, on the other hand,
had to provide for the less regimented nature of freedom fighters and rebel movements.
As a result, AP I dispensed with the need for them to wear uniforms and only required
combatants carry arms openly and operate within the laws of war. In addition, the
requirement for effective control over combatants is slightly diluted in possible
recognition of the less rigid makeup of insurgent and rebel forces.65
These are not dusty legal debates over old law. Rather, the 1977 Additional
Protocol I and its more relaxed standards introduced tremendous divisions into the laws
of armed conflict – one commentator has termed it the “Great Schism” – and this
significantly complicates the process of determining precisely what law is in play for any
particular conflict today.66 While one hundred and seventy-one nations have ratified
Additional Protocol I, the United States and Afghanistan governments have not, with the
former once describing the 1977 Protocol as "fundamentally and irreconcilably
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flawed."67 Even those states that did ratify it chose to enter a large number of national
reservations leading one commentator to politely note that "Additional Protocol 1 did not
necessarily record a consensus on the meaning of many of its provisions."68 The points
of division most frequently centered on the issue of prisoner of war status.
This division is the product of the necessary tension that exists between the
Geneva Conventions’ goals. The first goal has traditionally been to separate civilians
from the direct and violent effects of combat. 69 One of the ways of achieving the first
goal has been to sharply define the differences and rights of combatants and civilians.
As has been described, combatants wore uniforms and could be directly attacked but only
they had the “combatant immunity” that allows them to kill.70 Civilians were protected
from attack as long as they did not take up arms. If they did, they did so illegally and
were frequently shot out of hand as franc-tireurs.
However, this sharp division between civilian and lawful combatant outlined in
the 1949 Convention became increasingly problematic in the civil wars and wars of
liberation that followed World War II where many of the irregular participants continued
to be the subject of reprisals. With the urging of these newly liberated states, the
67
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International Committee of the Red Cross then advanced the second goal of extending the
provisions of the Geneva conventions to these irregular forces with the aim of
incorporating and then extending its protection over them. Extending protection to
liberation movements, it was hoped, would also encourage them to abide by its rules.
That objective, of course, directly confronts the first goal of sharply defining the
division between civilians and combatants. This was and remains the chief concern of a
large number of the other non-acceding states and the many others holding significant
reservations. The United States was particularly disturbed over erosion of the distinction
between armed forces and civilians and the apparent “politicization” of the law within
Additional Protocol I. For removing the need for some combatants to wear a permanent
uniform, even an arm band, encouraged groups to hide amongst the civilian population
between attacks. There is also equal concern in extending the privileges of prisoner of
war status to groups operating under varying states of command and discipline and thus
adherence to the laws of armed conflict. Certainly establishing chains of responsibility
for war crimes becomes more difficult in these irregular warfare situations.71 Finally, the
US government's concern over politicization was tied to the Protocol's first article
wherein it was made clear that the scope of the Protocol would "include armed conflicts
in which peoples are fighting against colonial domination and alien occupation and
against racist regimes."72
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As the United States and Afghanistan did not ratify AP I, they were only bound by
the less generous rules of the 1949 GW III Convention. The fraught origins of Additional
Protocol I then eliminated the option of overpowering the US via the claim that it, and
not the earlier 1949 Convention, was now customary law if only because of the former’s
one hundred and seventy-one signatories.73 The ICRC’s Customary International
Humanitarian Law makes clear only parts of AP I can be considered customary and they
do not include the more generous elements of the Protocol’s process of determining
detainee status.74 There was, therefore, little in law to support Canada or any other state
seeking to make the United States or Afghanistan grant POW status to al-Qaeda and the
Taliban. While Canada did not make a formal declaration as to the legal framework it
would follow, internal documents released under access to information show Canada
accepted key elements of the traditional 1949 Geneva Convention III (and particularly its
Articles 4 and 5) as customary international law in setting detainee policy in
Afghanistan.75
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Canadian Compliance with the Geneva Convention
The Canadian approach was not supported by everyone. L.C. Green, a prominent
Canadian scholar in international law, has argued that in situations involving conflicts
where some states are signatories to Additional Protocol I and others are not, "its
provisions will apply to those which are."76 He offers no solution, however, for how the
resulting dissimilar approaches to detainee treatment will be managed in such a military
coalition. Marc Gionet, Director of the Atlantic Human Rights Center, was particularly
critical in arguing that as a subscriber to Additional Protocol I Canada was held to a
higher standard with regard to detainees than the United States and Afghanistan and that
AP I, therefore, should have guided its detainee policy.77 That, in turn, would have led to
the automatic assignment of prisoner of war status in cases of doubt that Williams and
much of the Canadian media called for.
This view, however, has two problematic elements - one legal and the other
operational. The operational problem is the more straightforward and centers on
Canada's ability to hold detainees should the US or Afghanistan not abide by our higher
Additional Protocol I standards. As Canada was going into Afghanistan with forty
special forces and a single battalion of infantry for a single six-month rotation it did not
seem practical to establish a purely Canadian detainee handling system. This was
especially the case in that Canada would be hosted on a large US base at Kandahar with
operations in Afghanistan only GW III is cited and only articles from it are used in describing detainee
policy.
76
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such facilities. This approach followed traditional military practice where such
specialized activities as theatre prisoner of war camps, military railways, and pipeline
management were done at the corps level or above and never at the battalion level.78
Moreover Canada was initially receiving very clear indications from Central
Command Headquarters that the US would follow traditional Geneva-compliant detainee
processes. By January 2002 internal Canadian documents were also starting to refer to
the United States "as the coalition authority responsible for the long-term treatment and
security of the detainees."79 Through the spring of 2002 the still-forming government of
Hamid Karzai was also deemed incapable of handling detainees to Geneva standards so
that option was closed.80 While it could well be argued that after the reporting of the
outrages of Abu Ghraib in 2004 that Canada should have run its own detainee facility,
nothing of this potential was evident in 2001-2. In fact the US was giving Canada
repeated assurances at the ministerial level that it would provide humanitarian treatment
and many of these came from Colin Powell, a trusted source who was championing the
Geneva Conventions.
As a result there was little inclination in Ottawa, Tampa and Afghanistan in 2002
to do other than turn detainees over to the United States. As early as 17 January,
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Defence Minister Eggleton had insisted Canada would turn over detainees to the US.81
Similarly, Wendy Gilmour, at the Canadian detachment at Central Command
headquarters in Tampa recalls that:
... certainly from my perspective and my contacts in Ottawa and elsewhere, there
was no question. Our special forces were operating under an American command
and control system or at least under American Op Con [Operational Control] and
if they took a detainee they would be handing them up their chain of command
which was to American authorities.82
A strong legal argument could clearly overpower these considerations. Yet even
if Canada decided to expand its force with the twenty to thirty personnel needed to run a
small detention facility, the legal case for it was doubtful, the claims of Marc Gionet and
Professor Green notwithstanding. This is mainly as a result of the difficulties both alQaeda and the Taliban would have of meeting even the relaxed conditions of Additional
Protocol I.
This stems from the fact that while Protocol I relaxed the rules it did not abandon
them altogether. Within AP I’s article 43, prisoner of war status is still restricted to
combatants and an armed group should meet all of four conditions to qualify:
... the conditions which should all be met to participate directly in hostilities are
the following: a) subordination to a "Party to the conflict" which represents a
collective entity which is, at least in part, a subject of international law; b) an
organization of a military character; c) a responsible command exercising
effective control over the members of the organization; d) respect for the rules of
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international law applicable in armed conflict. These four conditions should be
fulfilled effectively and in combination in the field.83
The condition of being a "Party to the conflict" is associated with having the
“right authority.” This complex-sounding but actually quite straightforward requirement
simply insists that any group on the battlefield either be part of or responsible to a state
that has signed the Geneva Conventions.84 Colonel Kenneth Watkin puts this well:
“...acting on behalf of a state has constituted the primary means of attaining combatant,
and therefore legitimate, status.”85 Without this link there is no government one can hold
to account for the group’s actions on the battlefield. By accepting that Afghanistan in
2001 was a functioning state, and not a failed one, it is possible to claim that the Taliban
were also the armed forces of that state and responsible to its government. Yet the
Taliban's and al-Qaeda's case is not helped by the fact that neither of them has ever
publicly announced its acceptance of the 1949 Geneva Convention III or AP I.86 Finally,
after the June 2002 appointment by the Loya Jirga of the Karzai administration as the
transitional government of Afghanistan, the Taliban are left with no link to any state. 87
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No state ever claimed control over or responsibility for al-Qaeda.
While one might think that both al-Qaeda and the Taliban would qualify for the
second condition of having "an organization of a military character,” the ICRC
Commentaries that amplify Additional Protocol I raise additional disturbing issues for
them. Terrorist methods are considered completely outside this framework as they more
reflect a "private war" than combat conducted in support of a state.88 This is especially
the case when their targets are not combatants but civilians. Of perhaps greater concern
to both groups is the Commentaries view that:
The Protocol exceptionally allows a guerrilla combatant to wear purely civilian
dress, if the nature of the hostilities requires it (Article 44 ... 'Combatants and
prisoners of war,' paragraph 3). However, it does not allow this combatant to
have the status of a combatant while he is in action, and the status of a civilian at
other times. (31) It does not recognize combatant status "on demand."89
As to whether these groups exercise sufficient control of their members to meet
the third condition is debatable, especially when the Afghan National Army probably has
an equally tenuous claim on this element. But from the point of view of respect for the
laws of armed conflict both the Taliban and al-Qaeda, irrespective of their failure to
endorse the Geneva Conventions, fall woefully short of the goal. This single entry from
the Article 43 Commentaries says all that is necessary: “It should not be forgotten that
under the terms of Article 85 (Repression of breaches of this Protocol), paragraph 3(a),
(Apr), no. 29 (2009), http://lawlib.wlu.edu/CLJC/index.aspx?mainid=440&issuedate=2009-04-08,
(accessed 2 Jan 2012), 15-16.
88
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the willful attack on a civilian population or individual civilians is included among the
grave breaches.”90 The fact that al-Qaeda operated with the direct support and
endorsement of the Taliban government further reduces the latter’s already tenuous
claim. No one has suggested al-Qaeda meets this condition.91
The final condition originates with Additional Protocol 1’s article 44. This
requires that a combatant carry his arms openly and removes the requirement for wearing
a uniform or showing a distinctive sign (such as an armband) that the earlier 1949
Convention III required. As noted, this relaxation of the traditional standard is still
controversial in the view of many, and the International Committee of the Red Cross
Commentaries admit Article 44 was "one of the most bitterly disputed articles at the
conference” that devised AP I.92 The question of how long a weapon must be visible in
the phase leading up to an attack is one of the most difficult ones, but there are many
others. These question everything from the distance at which arms carried must be
apparent, whether loosely uniformed special forces are covered, to the extent to which a
hand grenade must be visible.93 There are few hard answers to these questions. This
section of the Protocol does, however, repeat the warning that combatancy cannot be “on
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demand” allowing the fighter to attack and then withdraw and claim civilian status. The
Commentaries to article 44 explicitly forbid it in stating that “The purpose of this rule, of
course, is to protect the civilian population by deterring combatants from concealing their
arms and feigning civilian non-combatant status, for example, in order to gain
advantageous positions for the attack.”94
It also makes clear that failure to meet the condition of carrying arms openly
results in forfeiture of the right to be a prisoner of war for the group. However, at this
time there are few legal experts ready to make an assessment of the Taliban's readiness to
meet Additional Protocol I Article 44 criteria largely, one assumes, because they have
focused their efforts on the more restrictive GW III criteria.95 Al-Qaeda rarely engages in
direct armed combat with visible arms and would surely fail this test.
All of these issues come together in AP I’s article 45. This article contains the
frequently quoted assertion that “Should any doubt arise as to whether any such person is
entitled to the status of prisoner of war, he shall continue to have such status” until he/she
appears before a competent tribunal.96 There is no question the ICRC intended that this
statement be interpreted as broadly as possible arguing AP I contained "a system of
presumptions which operate automatically in favour of the prisoner."97 Again, however,
AP I does not provide a blank cheque and Article 45’s POW status is linked to the just
94
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discussed Article 43 covering right authority:
However, the organization or armed forces to which he belongs are subject to the
rules of that law without restriction (Article 43 Armed forces, paragraph 1, second
sentence). His own disqualification for the status of combatant and of prisoner of
war depends on the possible disqualification of the armed forces to which he
belongs. This point has never been doubted.98
Essentially if you don't have the "right authority" you are disqualified. The
commentaries then suggest that the capturing power may indeed allege an armed group
does not meet the right authority provisions of article 43 and deny combatant and thus
prisoner of war status to the entire group. When this occurs, the ICRC Commentaries
admit “[t]his problem was not resolved by the presumptions of this provision.”99 That is
the “presumptions” and “doubt” provisions favouring the detainee are limited by the need
to meet the conditions of Article 43 and in the case of Afghanistan these would most
surely involve complying with the laws of armed conflict and having the “right
authority.”
The ICRC’s acknowledgment that "[t]his problem was not resolved" reaffirms
that much of the detainee provisions of Additional Protocol I reflected a compromise
solution between those states desiring a clear distinction between civilian and combatant
and those states that insisted national liberation movements enjoy prisoner of war status
and protection. The Commentaries fully admit this:
The text of Article 44 is a compromise, probably the best compromise that could
have been achieved at the time. It is aimed at increasing the legal protection of
guerrilla fighters as far as possible, and thereby encouraging them to comply with
98
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the applicable rules of armed conflict, without at the same time reducing the
protection of the civilian population in an unacceptable manner.100
This forces a recognition that articles 43, 44 and 45 are all interconnected and, as
a result, one cannot cite the liberal sections of one article without recognizing that it is
probably offset by more restrictive and conservative elements in others. This certainly
applies to those who announce that “POW status must be granted in case of doubt” citing
Article 45 without considering the attendant restrictions of right authority, compliance
with the laws of armed conflict, and the open carrying of arms in Articles 43 and 44.
The final issue, of course, is whether there can be a complete lack of doubt for
groups like the Taliban and al-Qaeda and therefore no need for competent tribunals.
Doing so would follow the conservative interpretation of the law and allow the captor to
claim that an armed group’s failure to abide by the laws of war removed its right
authority under Article 43 and thus its complete removal from prisoner of war status
considerations. Certainly Col. Watkin considers this the case: “Where it is concluded that
a group is not eligible for combatant status, it is possible to take the view that there is no
doubt as to the eligibility of individual members of the group for prisoner of war
status.”101
He also warns that while allowed by the Conventions, declaring a group noneligible may remove the incentive for its members to behave according to the laws of
100
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armed conflict especially with regard to those they capture while also hazarding public
opinion. There are also limits to the extent to which you can make a blanket
determination and deny the need for tribunals as the Bush administration attempted in
early 2002. As the US government relied on the 1949 Geneva Conventions III, they were
not encumbered by AP I’s "doubt" provision, and made a blanket determination against
the Taliban and al-Qaeda. While this was within the law, the parallel denial of tribunals
was not. Opposition to the US policy rested on the logic that while the US President
could make a blanket determination that no Taliban detainee captured on the battlefield
would qualify for POW status, he cannot “make a categorical determination that no
detainee is an innocent civilian.”102 A case-by-case determination must be made to cover
the case where an unfortunate civilian is caught up in the confusion of battle.103

US Government Pressure
The issue of case-by-case determination introduces the final question dealing with
the extent of US pressure on the Canadian government over detainees. As has been
noted, Canadian ministers up to and including the Prime Minister claimed to have
pressured the US government on detainees but detail has been lacking. Internal DND
documents released under the access to information programme support this view and
confirm that most of the pressure with regard to detainees was indeed going in the
opposite, that is southward, direction. A February 2002 Judge Advocate General
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memorandum to the Minister and Chief of Defence Staff identified the US plan to
conduct "blanket determination of status” for Taliban and al-Qaeda detainees as the "key
issue" for Canada. In his mind, this would resolve the true extent of the United States’
commitment, or not, to the Geneva Conventions.104 A related internal DND document
confirms this and reveals that Canada has "requested clarification and expressed our
concerns with the US" over its plan to "consider all detainees to be unlawful
combatants."105 That the Canada government was then successful in getting the United
States government to address this was noted in the previously cited US Secretary of
State's Legal Adviser’s January 2002 memo to the White House. That same memo also
indicated that the National Security Adviser had assured Canada that case-by-case status
determining tribunals would occur.106 As was made clear earlier, Canada was the only
nation noted to have raised such concerns and the only one to have been given
assurances.
Pressure in the opposite direction is hard to find. As this case study has
demonstrated, Williams’ claim that “overt American pressure” forced Canada into
abandoning its Geneva Convention obligations by transferring detainees is decidedly
suspect, given that it relies entirely on the assumption Additional Protocol I should have
governed Canada’s actions in Afghanistan.107 While this view was supported by Mark
Gionet and Professor Green, it is contradicted by a rather wide range of other experts in
104
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law. This would include both Michael Byers and Amir Attaran, two writers who
vigorously oppose most of the rest of Canada’s detainee policy but stick resolutely to
using the more conservative provisions of the 1949 GW III Convention and not
Additional Protocol I.108 Moreover, Judge Christopher Greenwood, later of the
International Court of Justice, but at the time writing for DND, has argued that "the
Additional Protocols to the Conventions, adopted in 1977, are binding on Canada but
would not apply to operations in Afghanistan as Afghanistan is not a party."109
Canada also decided not to accord the Taliban or al-Qaeda prisoner of war status
and again there is no evidence of US pressure to do so.110 As has been made clear, these
groups’ ability to qualify under GW III 1949 or AP I 1977 is doubtful in the extreme.
Judge Greenwood has specifically argued against the notion that the Taliban and alQaeda would be accorded prisoner of war status under any framework "In practice,
therefore, none of those detained by Canadian forces in Afghanistan would have status of
a POW under IHL (International Humanitarian Law) whether the conflict is characterized
as international or non-international."111 Here he is supported by Lieutenant-Colonel
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Abbott. 112 Further, this research effort has failed to identify any member of the
Operation Enduring Freedom coalition that has provided prisoner of war status to these
groups.113 In fact, Sibylle Scheipers, in her examination of the different US, British, and
German approaches to detainee handling, argues that the European governments, rather
than calling for a fuller application of POW status, only argued against blanket
determinations and called, instead, for “case-by-case” determinations, a position
precisely in line with Canada’s.114 Finally, Lieutenant-Colonel Abbott of the Judge
Advocate General branch argues that:
To give persons, who do not distinguish themselves from the civilian population
when conducting hostilities and who target civilians, the rewards of prisoner of
war status is to seriously erode the integrity of international law. To do so erodes
the distinction created between civilians and combatants and consequently,
increasingly exposes civilians to the adverse effects of hostilities.115
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It is hard, in light of all of this, to suggest that Canada arrived at its position as a
result of US pressure or coercion. Rather, Canada's policy of providing its detainees "the
standard of care afforded prisoners of war until their status is determined or they are
transferred” is well within the Conventions and specifically its Article 3 covering the
humane treatment of all persons hors de combat on the battlefield.116 Indeed, Colonel
Watson has argued that “The Canadian approach has been that at a minimum Common
Article 3 of the 1949 Geneva Conventions applies to operations in Afghanistan.” 117
Support for applying that article in Afghanistan is quite considerable.118 Even the US
government, which balked at providing specific Article 3 protection initially, was
ultimately ordered by its Supreme Court to apply it.119
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Equally, Canada's transfers to the US complied with the broad thrust of the
Geneva Conventions Article 12 governing transfers. The precise wording of the article is
not entirely helpful as it only covers full prisoners of war and not those who do not merit
that status: “Prisoners of war may only be transferred by the Detaining Power to a Power
which is a party to the Convention and after the Detaining Power has satisfied itself of the
willingness and ability of such transferee Power to apply the Convention.”120 There is no
indication whatsoever in the Conventions that the receiving state has to guarantee
prisoner of war status. The US gave assurances of humane treatment “consistent with the
principles of the Geneva Convention”121 and that meets the legal requirement.
This is not to argue, however, that Canadian government detainee policy and
actions were optimum or the best available. Canada’s later troubles over detainees in
2005 and 2006 would suggest some potentially significant elements of that policy were
amiss although it would be a major task to tie those problems to our actions in 2002.
Nevertheless, there were problems in 2002, and most centered on the, at times, less than
clear government pronouncements on its detainee policy.
This ambiguity was obvious as early as January 2002 when Liberal MP John
Godfrey opined that "government ministers are fuzzy in public about the issue” in part
because the ministers were working behind the scenes to persuade the US to convene the
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tribunals.122 This was most certainly true. However, Lieut. Colonel Kirby Abbott, a
DND expert in these issues, stated that he found it difficult to describe the Canadian
detainee policy “because the Canadian government has not made public unambiguous
statements on all the ...issues.”123
For example, the government's public statements usually chose not to differentiate
Taliban from al-Qaeda detainees but rather group them together under the term
“detainees” when it described transfer arrangements.124 Yet at the receiving end there
was major difference between the two as the US was only going to extend Geneva
Convention protections to the Taliban with al-Qaeda receiving a watered down form of
treatment only “consistent” with the Convention.125
In addition, Canadian internal government documents have suggested that the
provision of care to Canadian detainees was at "a standard of treatment that meets or
exceeds that required under international law, including the standards of the Geneva
Convention.”126 This is somewhat disingenuous. While they may be providing a high
standard of treatment, one has every right to suspect that this statement is meant to gloss
over the fact that there was no intention of providing the very highest level of treatment prisoner of war status - as only this provides combatant immunity. As has been made
clear, Canada was fully justified in not providing that status and should have been bolder
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in stating this. One suspects the intention here was to avoid any suggestion of adopting a
policy that even remotely similar to that of the heavily criticized Bush administration.127
On further digging, one begins to discover that the policy was not that much
clearer within the National Defence department. Government documents show that many
of the DND policies and guidance documents used during Operation Enduring Freedom
were still "informal" or “interim” versions as late as 2003. This would include relying on
a 2003 “informal arrangement” as guidance for the transfer to the United States of
Taliban and al-Qaeda members caught at sea.128 The 2003 Operation Apollo Lessons
Learned document confirms that the manual covering prisoner of war and detainee
doctrine was still an “interim version” awaiting legal tuning twenty-seven months after
Canadian forces had entered the Afghan theatre.129 The Lessons Learned also noted that
the manual lacked explicit guidance “on the handling of PWs in coalition operations,” a
rather surprising gap.
A subsequent DND Board of Inquiry on detainee handling attributed the delay in
producing detainee policy to a “multi-departmental process involving a significant
amount of consultation and cooperation” and this makes sense given the need to reach
consensus among DND, DFAIT, PCO, and the Department of Justice on detainee policy.
Faced with the rapid post-9/11 tempo and the parallel need to fully support the US in
complex missions overseas while significantly upgrading Canada’s counter-terrorist
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posture at home, one can also understand the initial delays. This, as a justification, starts
to lose credibility three months later when Canada had ships and special forces in the
region searching specifically for al-Qaeda. As a result one is very much surprised with
Assistant Deputy Minister Wright's testimony of January 17, 2002 in which he revealed
that he was not able to describe how the Canadian Forces would “operationalize” the
broad legal guidance as he had “not had an opportunity to sit down and discuss this issue
with the Chief of the Defence Staff and with his team.”130 Two weeks later the EggletonJoint Task Force 2 detainee scandal broke and very much diverted staff attention away
from policymaking.131
In judging these and other potential shortcomings of Canada's detainee policy one
must return to the fact that the Geneva Conventions as regards detainees were the product
of compromise with often contradictory articles in play. It should not be a surprise, then,
that Canadian detainee policy was then marked by compromise and ambiguity. Moreover,
the Canadian government at this time was quite justifiably concerned with demonstrating
to the United States it was a trustworthy ally fully supporting them in the war on terror
while at the same time following the broad policies of the coalition. Wendy Gilmour, in
referring to the detainee controversy, assessed that: “There was an understanding that our
fundamental political objective at this point was to reassure the United States that we
were with them. We were part of the solution and we could, as Canada, never again
tolerate the disruption to the trade and commerce that happened as a result of 9/11 and the
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closing of the borders ...”132 As a result, the Canadian government may have initially
extended the benefit of the doubt to the United States in early 2002 especially when it
was receiving ministerial-level assurances from both Secretary of State Colin Powell and
National Security Adviser Condoleezza Rice.
The scandal over Defence Minister Eggleton’s reporting of the JTF-2 detainees
also occurred at precisely this moment of detainee policy turmoil. In interview, one
former official remembered that the broad approach in Ottawa was one of “smooth it
over with the Americans. Don’t let them think that they’re got a shaky ally who can’t
even figure out that they’re in a conflict to capture prospective Taliban and Al Qaeda and
yet don’t really have any intention of taking, of detaining people . . Or capturing
them.”133 This incident did not seem to paralyze the government totally as the just-cited
public announcements by ministers, backed up by access to information documents, show
that Canada still continued to pressure the US until it reversed its stand and began
applying the Geneva Conventions.
Andrew Coyne of the National Post offered a further rationale for the ambiguity
as he attempted to unravel the Eggleton JTF-2 detainee incident. After homing in on the
Prime Minister's initial declaration that any question of Canadians capturing detainees
was "hypothetical" he offered:
And the reason the Prime Minister took refuge in this non-answer was because he
did not wish to confront critics within his own party, who have worked
themselves up into a state over the Terrible Wrong that would be committed if
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Taliban and al-Qaeda fighters were to be delivered into the hands of the
Americans....134
There was also probably no interest in further confronting the US after Canada,
with other allies, had gotten the Bush Administration to reverse its stand on the Geneva
Conventions. Here Canada was in good company with the United Kingdom who also
took steps to ensure there was no further “rift” in their relations with America.135
This was obviously not the end of the detainee controversy for Canada or its other
allies. Beginning in the fall of 2002, the US government would make a series of deeply
flawed decisions in their detainee policies that would lead to the horrors of Abu Graib,
secret CIA ‘prisons,’ and credible accusations of torture. That, in turn, led to Canada
with many other coalition members suspending the transfer of their detainees to
American hands. Arguably, the alternative of giving them to the Afghanistan
government was, in the end, no better. However, at that point, there were no clear links
to the topic of this dissertation as there has been no suggestion that the US pressured us to
do otherwise.

Evaluation and Findings
Williams’ assertion that Canada walked away from its treaty responsibilities via
a “dramatic policy reversal” rested on a single media report that led him to conclude that
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the Canadian policy of transferring al-Qaeda and Taliban prisoners to the US was done
“in the face of Geneva Convention obligations." As has been made clear, this assertion
rested on four very doubtful assumptions. The first incorrectly assumed there was a
Canadian government policy reversal on detainees when there was none. The second
involved assuming, again incorrectly, that 1977 Additional Protocol I to the Geneva
Conventions was in play and not the more widely accepted 1949 Geneva Conventions III.
Then his arguments relied on the view that only carefully selected parts of the Additional
Protocols would apply, and that there was some doubt as to al-Qaeda and the Taliban's
status. These assumptions were based on hope rather than legal arguments. In addition,
rather than the US pressuring Canada, the evidence is overwhelming that Canada, with
other key allies, pressured the United States. Much of that pressuring was done
personally by ministers directly to their American counterparts. This continued the
pattern seen in each of the prior cases with the Canadian political leadership being fully
engaged in all aspects of defining the Canadian contribution and certainly leading the call
for a ground contribution.
As a result, hypothesis 1A’s claim that interoperability considerations would force
the Canadian government to “abandon or not support agreements it initially endorsed as
it later sensed US opposition to them” has not been supported. There is no evidence that
the government abandoned its initial support for the Geneva Convention and that it did so
under US pressure. Rather, the Canadian government successfully pressured Washington
for necessary changes to their application of Convention. Moreover, US documents show
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that Canada was the only nation pressuring them on the law. As a result a modest
sovereignty gain is recorded.
Richard Williams was, however, correct in questioning the role that Canada-US
interoperability played in pressuring Canada on the issue of detainees: “It is debatable,
however, whether that pressure was exercised through the medium of interoperability or
alternatively through the political decision to integrate, and stay integrated, into the
American military organization mobilized to conduct Operation Enduring Freedom.”136
This analysis agrees, and in this case Canada-US interoperability may actually have been
pushing the two militaries apart.
For while it may appear that military cooperation and tighter interoperability in
the operational or technical areas might progress via some form of Ernest Haas’
"spillover" process into other areas, this did not occur in the case of military law.137 Two
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senior officers within DND have recently highlighted the increasing divergence between
the Canadian military and its US counterparts on such critical legal issues as the Geneva
Conventions dealing with prisoners of war, defining terrorism, targeting rules, and antipersonnel land mines.138 Moreover, the evidence provided by General Henault suggests
that the Canadian military's Judge Advocate General was particularly insistent on the
fullest application of the Geneva Conventions in terms of prisoner of war policy in
Afghanistan in the face of known US military opposition. His efforts, and that of many
senior officers and ultimately ministers to pressure the US to, as a minimum, adopt the
Geneva Conventions were broadly successful. It was certainly successful at getting the
Americans to assure case-by-case tribunals for cases of detainee doubt. In short, there is
a lack of military legal interoperability within the Canada-US relationship in several key
areas.
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CHAPTER SEVEN: OPERATION IRAQI FREEDOM
Introduction
This case study focuses on the Canadian government's successful 2003 rejection
of American requests that Canada join the coalition against Iraq. This was a significant
demonstration of Canadian independence. However, this major sovereignty gain was
offset, it has been claimed, by the efforts of some in the defence bureaucracy to oppose
and undermine the government’s decision. These officials, apparently, far preferred to
support the US in Iraq than to join a largely European force in Kabul.
The task of precisely establishing the sovereignty implications of all this will
follow in several steps. After providing some necessary background, the precise nature
of the charges levied against Canadian officials will be reviewed. After that, this analysis
will closely examine the Chrétien government's Iraq policy and then determine the extent
to which the Department of National Defence followed it. The chapter will conclude
with an evaluation of the sovereignty implications.

Background
Before delving into this case study some background is needed to fill in the gap
from the last case study. This chapter begins in early fall 2002 with the return of the 3rd
Battalion Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry to Canada after a successful
deployment with the American forces in Kandahar. There was, however, a significant
problem revealed in Canada’s failure to replace that battalion. As has been shown, the
twelve-month operational pause required by the head of the Canadian Army on
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completion of this deployment was first questioned by the Canadian government who
ultimately acceded. Rear-Admiral Mack inWashington recorded that elements of the US
government also found it difficult to accept the need for an "operational pause" in what
they considered was the height of the War on Terror:
The US was surprised that in the middle of the war Canada needed a timeout.
From the Canadian point of view our 10 years in the Balkans forced the need for
an operational pause. From the US perspective, they could not understand taking a
break in the war on terror as it meant they would have to pick up the slack. 1
As has been made clear, the Canadian Army saw this quite differently. LieutenantGeneral Jeffery was concerned that the Army's high operational tempo threatened to
"break" the Army.2
Allied to this was a growing recognition within DND that the relative quiet in
Bosnia set against the increasing priorities of coalition operations in Afghanistan and
potentially Iraq forced a need to trim the former commitment. There was, as result, a
broad intention to cut the sixteen hundred Canadian soldiers in Yugoslavia to some
twelve hundred over the next twelve months recognizing Canada's 'turn' to command the
combined Multi-National Division (South-West) in Bosnia in October 2003 would be
jeopardized by too much of a reduction.3 Further into the future, there were very
welcome hints that the European Union would be eventually taking responsibility for the
Yugoslavia mission. Nevertheless, the Canadian Army’s operational tempo would
remain a continuing concern over the next year.
1
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Indeed, as the 3rd Battalion PPCLI was returning from Kandahar in August 2002,
the Chrétien government received a démarche from the US State Department, attended
with the somewhat unbelievable encouragement of the UK government, calling for
Canada to lead the International Security and Assistance Force (ISAF) that it had been
rejected from nine months earlier.4 After Turkey had replaced the United Kingdom in
that role for the July-December 2002 period, no other state, it seemed, had stepped
forward. This request was quickly declined with the Army`s operational tempo, a
shortage of strategic lift, and a lack of US logistics support being deciding factors.5 As
will be seen, identifying a lead for ISAF would be a recurring problem over the next two
years.
The Canadian ships and aircraft dedicated to Operation Enduring Freedom
presented less immediate problems. The transport aircraft were providing critical intratheater lift to both Canadian and coalition forces. Through the summer of 2002 the
Canadian-led coalition naval task group, with Canadian maritime patrol aircraft in
support, was able to detain four al-Qaeda suspects and prevent the escape of hundreds of
others.6 By the fall, however, the priority of this mission was being challenged by the
need for the same ships to escort the increasing number of US vessels carrying military
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cargo to Kuwait and other ports in the northern Persian Gulf.7 The threat to that shipping
stemmed from al-Qaeda's new ability to mount seaborne attacks on Western shipping.8
The increased shipping was feeding the US military buildup in the northern
Persian Gulf states adjacent to Iraq. While advertised as being in support of the United
Nations effort to disarm the Saddam Hussein regime of its reported nuclear and biological
weapons, by mid-August 2002 Canada was receiving strong indications the Bush
administration was also seeking regime change.9 The author was one of those providing
warning based on a briefing by his US superior that the United States was actively
planning for operations in Iraq. Similar data was undoubtedly coming from our embassy
in Washington and our liaison teams in Central Command Headquarters. This data
appears to have then been amalgamated by the Clerk of the Privy Council into a
confidential memo for the Prime Minister in August that predicted that "US action
against Iraq to implement regime change is a question of when, not if." 10 By December
2002, the government was also briefed that there were some fifty thousand American
soldiers on the ground and these numbers were steadily increasing.11
Throughout 2002, Canada's accurate appreciation of American intentions was
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significantly assisted by the high level of access its officers enjoyed in American military
headquarters. None of these was more important than CENTCOM Headquarters in
Tampa where Commodore Murphy, the Chief Staff Officer (Operations) in the Canadian
liaison team, reported that of the some thirty Allied nations there at the start, only Canada
and the United Kingdom attended the US Commander's daily brief where reports were
fed via video teleconference from all the US commands in the Gulf and the CIA.12 Both
General Henault and Wendy Gilmour in Tampa have commented on the value that access
gave them in keeping the Canadian political leadership apprised of American intentions
and developing events in the region. Gilmour explains the strategic effect well:
I was also there to listen from a political lens to what was going on to understand
the operational planning and try to glean from that what had political/strategic
significance and signal that back to Ottawa so that Ottawa could engage as
necessary in Washington or in the UN. Canadian liaison at CENTCOM has
unique access is providing excellent data back to Ottawa.13
Accurate reporting may have been particularly important to the Chrétien
government at this time because its policies with regard to the United States, Iraq and
Afghanistan, were under increasing tension. On one hand, it had the obvious and
continuing requirement to demonstrate it was a cooperative ally especially as it was
suffering a massive twenty percent reduction in exports to the United States as a result of
security-related border restrictions.14 On the other hand, there was increasing Canadian
public concern over the bellicose nature of American policy in the Gulf shared by a
12
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significant part of the Prime Minister's own caucus.15
Given those tensions over American policy it is not surprising that there were
sovereignty-related problems being reported. The nature of the problem was best
outlined by Canada's previous Foreign Minister, Lloyd Axworthy. In 2002, as war with
Iraq drew near he warned that “…there is a strong predilection by many senior officers,
supported by their civilian mouthpieces, to become too absorbed into the American
military orbit, mesmerized as they are by the glories of interoperability.”16 Charbonneau
and Cox share a similar view arguing progressively greater Canada-US tactical and
organizational military integration has advanced to the point that “... eventually Canada's
military leaders came to the belief that their interests and geostrategic objectives were
almost indistinguishable from those of the United States.”17
While not quite so specific as to the root cause, Stein and Lang's detailed
description of the events in the 2002 through 2005 period led them to conclude that the
Canadian military had indeed worked “with their friends in Washington to drive policy in
the direction they wanted it to go.”18 In their view, this effort by government officials
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was normally led by uniformed military officers, but they felt that they were occasionally
joined in this work by defence department civilians and foreign affairs officers. Stein and
Lang then outline the broad problems of that approach, including what would appear to
be a greater readiness on the part of those officials to listen to American advice than
Canadian political direction: “Indeed, Canada’s generals and admirals tend to be more
concerned about their relationships with their American counterparts than they are with
their own political masters in Ottawa.”19
They have also suggested that the bureaucracy’s general inclination to support the
US position resulted in poor advice that was, additionally, immune to correction:
The advice, often phrased as Cassandra-like warnings, was consistently wrong.
Senior military officers and civilian officials in the Department of National
Defence and Foreign Affairs exaggerated at every step the negative reaction in
Washington if Ottawa were to pursue a different path, if Canada were not
“onside,” and if it were not visibly onside. That refrain echoes at every decision
point;20
While some of these views enjoyed isolated support in the media, few of the more
in-depth analyses supported them and here one would include Murray Brewster's The
Savage War, David Bercuson's and Jack Granatstein's Lessons Learned? What Canada
Should Learn From Afghanistan, and Frank Harvey’s Smoke and Mirrors. One cannot,
however, dismiss Janice Stein and Eugene Lang's Unexpected War as a result. Their
work covers the entire 2003 to 2006 period in superb detail largely because Lang was in
the Defence Minister's office throughout the period and able to closely observe how the
use National Missile Defense in lieu of the more generic Ballistic Missile Defense as NMD more accurately
described the US project Canada was considering joining in 2002-2006.
19
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major decisions were made. Their book also sold well, was short-listed for the Donner
Prize, has been described as “excellent” and “politically balanced” in the International
Journal, and is often the most frequently cited work on Canada’s role in Afghanistan.21
Initially, many others also came to accept their viewpoints without challenging the
underlying research. For example, their suggestion that Kandahar was the only place left
for Canada to go to in 2005 has become almost an article of faith until more recent
evaluations started to probe it.22 As a result this analysis will take their work seriously
especially as much of what they say about how Canada avoided Operation Iraqi Freedom
and went, instead, to Kabul has direct sovereignty implications.

The Operation Iraqi Freedom Controversy
In the case of Operation Iraqi Freedom Stein and Lang have alleged that political
efforts to redirect the Canadian military away from their own inclination to join the war
in Iraq and towards the government’s increasingly preferred Afghanistan option were
opposed, sidestepped, and, only grudgingly followed. In mid-January 2003 Defence
Minister McCallum complained: “I remember having arguments with them [General
Henault and Vice-Admiral Maddison]. They wanted to be more heavily engaged than I
wanted them to be engaged. They were implicitly assuming we would be going with the
21
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Americans [to Iraq].”23 This was in spite of what he thought was clear direction given a
week earlier to focus on ISAF.24 The Minister also felt the military "would have much
preferred to go to Iraq" and all their option analyses were skewered with a "favourable
gloss" adorning that option while ISAF options were presented with an “unfavourable
spin.”25 The extent of these allegations would appear to offer sufficient material to test
hypotheses 2A and 2B. These argue:
2A: We should see evidence of officials advancing military interoperability and
integration projects without government support; and,
2B: We should see evidence of domestic officials supporting the position of the US
government or military over that of the Canadian government.
This case study will also test the hypothesis 1B which posits that: we should see
the Canadian government commit to US-led or US-supported military coalitions despite
the presence of disincentives. This hypothesis relies on the US government coercing
Canada via the threat of sanctions or the Canadian military being forced to join US
coalitions as a result of its dependency on US systems and support. As there are no
convincing arguments that suggest US coercion, this case study will focus on the role
interoperability-based dependencies played in the choice of either of ISAF or OIF. As
promised, this case study will also monitor the extent to which Canada's US-focused
interoperability policy attracted or drove away coalition partners as part of hypothesis 1C.
There is little need to probe the coercive element of hypothesis 1B as there is
broad agreement on the fact that the US government threatened no sanctions in its efforts
23
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to get Canada to join Operation Iraqi Freedom. The biographic accounts of the principals,
including Prime Minister Chrétien, his principal advisor Eddie Goldenberg, Ambassador
Cellucci, and Donald Rumsfeld, are unanimous in this regard noting the latter individual
was more than ready to apply to coercion to others.26 As will be shown, the material
provided by Canada's access to information process and the Wikileaks of US diplomatic
cables largely support this view. Similarly, all the in-depth analyses of this issue, and this
would include the work by Donald Barry, Frank Harvey, Patrick Lennox, Andrew
Richter, and Brian Bow, found no US coercion.27
Of this group, Bow’s work has the tightest focus on the role played by coercion,
and he argues several factors were at play in rendering it an unattractive and unlikely US
strategy. The first problem was that the US was simply unable to identify a credible
threat or sanction it could direct at Canada that would not equally damage US interests
given the high levels of economic interdependence that existed.28 Brian Bow also makes
clear the Bush administration was in no way held back by any sense that there still
existed a ‘special relationship’ with Canada that might accord it more gentle treatment.
Allied to this was a steady reduction in the number of bureaucratic links that in earlier
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periods of Canada US relations could have been relied upon to 'manage' an issue like Iraq
well before the need for coercion arose. He does suggest the possibility that the militaryto-military networks alone may have still remained active.29
Based on his interviews with key US officials, Bow argues the primary reason for
US restraint was that a large part of their administration thought there was a strong
possibility that Canada would ultimately support the US and join the Operation Iraqi
Freedom coalition rendering threats unnecessary or unwise. Quite simply, the US
administration believed that "ultimately the Canadian government would probably be
supportive of the American position" despite the Canadian public's opposition.30 The US
calculation, he reports, was based on the monitoring of the public statements of Canadian
cabinet members which had "left the door open for a role in Iraq" and military-to-military
contacts that hoped Canada would be “making a direct contribution to the war itself."

Canadian Government Direction
That calculation lies at the heart of the sovereignty challenge presented within this
case study. If the Canadian political leadership was sending the US ambiguous signals
about the need for a second United Nations Security Council resolution and keeping the
door open for Canada to join the OIF coalition, it will be difficult to then charge that the
Canadian military was working behind their backs. On the other hand, if the government
was as resolute as Stein and Lang suggest in requiring a second resolution while also
insisting on an ISAF rather than an OIF mission, the Canadian military would indeed be
29
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operating beyond their authority and mandate by participating in American planning
efforts that would integrate Canadian units into OIF. In that regard a very small amount
of leeway will be permitted for the necessary internal Canadian examination of that
option as it is the military’s duty to do so to avoid surprises.
What must also be unraveled is the relatively modest role Bow assigns to military
and foreign policy officials during this controversy versus the dominant influence Stein
and Lang suggests for them.31 In assessing, for example, who actually influenced the
American response, Brian Bow notes the limited effects of Canada-US military
connections on this issue arguing that they likely increased US resentment when Canada
did not join OIF, but then helped lower the tension thereafter. He then asserts the "main
reason" for US misperceptions was the "mixed signals coming from Ottawa." The Stein
and Lang account is quite different in its attributing the US failure to appreciate the true
Canadian position on Iraq purely to the two militaries working in tandem “to drive policy
in the direction they wanted it to go.”32 In support, they cite Foreign Minister Bill
Graham’s claim that "Cellucci had clearly misled Washington. He was listening too much
to the hawks in our military. He seriously believed we were going to Iraq."33
In getting to the bottom of these interwoven issues, the first task will be to assess
the clarity and consistency of the Canadian government's messages, and this will be
judged from both the Canadian and American viewpoints. Next, this analysis will
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attempt to assess how closely the Canadian military followed that direction with
particular attention being paid to its planning efforts with the US military. Canadian
political support, or not, for this planning will also be assessed. An important part of that
latter examination will also probe the extent to which DND colored the planning options
presented to government as Stein and Lang have argued much “spin” was imparted to
them by the military.34
This type of shading did not occur with the first event - the US démarche to
Canada requesting forces for Operation Iraqi Freedom sent on 15 November 2002.
Donald Barry notes this request closely followed a Colin Powell visit to Canada with
Foreign Minister Graham in which support was apparently discussed.35 Accessed
documents from DND also indicate the US démarche sought the involvement of
Canadian officers "to engage in planning and to gauge what contributions" Canada might
provide should military means be required to disarm Iraq.36 An access to information
request has also provided the speaking notes prepared for that visit which concluded with:
“The Government of Canada is still assessing its possible policy and military options and
we would welcome access to your planning in order to confirm the nature of any potential
contribution.”37
A separate briefing note specifically prepared for the Minister of National
34
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Defence then strongly encouraged that planning, arguing any delay would reduce
Canadian "flexibility" and result in a "less relevant and credible" potential Canadian
contribution.38 It also suggested involvement would give access to "the fullest possible
understanding of US plans" reducing the potential risk of Canadian casualties thereby.
After this rather hard sell, it outlined such planning would not prejudge the United
Nations’ inspection process or constitute acceptance of a military task. Its last paragraph
underlines, however, that prudent military planning would be needed “if Canada could
become involved in any action against Iraq (as the Prime Minister and Minister of
Foreign Affairs have both publicly suggested).”
Later government documents make clear the origins of the Prime Minister's
‘suggestion’ stemmed from his address to the students of an Ottawa high school on 10
October 2002.39 In replying to a student’s question asking “The United Nations
notwithstanding, do you believe the United States should go to war with Iraq?” the Prime
Minister replied that: “If the United Nations were to come to the conclusion that we have
to go there to destroy the armament of massive destruction that [Saddam Hussein, Iraqi
President] might have, we will go there.”40 While the Prime Minister had also outlined
that he would still need to go to Cabinet and that he hoped that the United Nations would
be the "arbiter," to the media this was very close to committing Canada to the anti-Iraq
38
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coalition.41 They were likely encouraged in this by his failure to mention any
requirement for a specific UN resolution authorizing force. The frantic follow-on efforts
of the Prime Minister's Office to "clarify" the leader’s statements may have added to their
concerns with a PMO official suggesting at one point "going there" could well involve
Canada sending weapons inspectors and not troops, if that can be termed a clarification.
The next day the Defence Minister appeared to correct that rather doubtful possibility and
confirmed that "under proper UN authorization, he’s [the PM] certainly opened the
possibility of some military role."42 Earlier the Defence Minister had also warned that
while Canada wanted a UN mandate, "let no one think Canada will hesitate to provide
military support if the government deems it necessary."43
On 5 December 2002, the government gave DND the authority to send a fourperson team to Central Command Headquarters in Tampa to examine options for a
potential Canadian contribution to Operation Iraqi Freedom.44 During the twenty days it
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took to gain political assent for the team, the remaining Canadian officers in CENTCOM
were reportedly excluded from the US planning effort, a fact Defence Minister McCallum
later confirmed in an interview with the National Post.45
By this time the broad contours of Canada's military options were also apparent
within DND and ready to be presented to the Minister. This involved a formal briefing
on 15 December 2002 that began with an outline of where the Canadian Forces were
engaged in the world with an emphasis on the resulting high operational tempo.46 Also
noted was the recent Canadian-hosted 2002 G-8 African Action Plan’s focus on security
building with the attendant concern that the Canadian Forces maintain a sufficient reserve
to deal with a crisis there or in the Middle East. This requirement was reinforced by the
fact that Canada would soon be the nation leading the United Nations Standby High
Readiness Brigade created in response to the Rwandan genocide.47
The briefing then moved quickly to the three broad choices awaiting Canada in
2003. After noting that the US was reducing its forces in Bosnia as the European Union
was also expressing an interest in taking it over, the briefing recommended a progressive
downsizing of the Canadian commitment. This could not proceed too quickly in view of
Canada's upcoming command of Multi-National Division South-West in Bosnia in 2003.
The prediction for Afghanistan was of "internal instability" and a "risk of civil war." It
predicted that a Canadian infantry battle group could be available to deploy to
45
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Afghanistan in the summer of 2003 and that Canadian ships and aircraft were promised
until the fall. The briefing recommended, however, that future Canadian participation in
Afghanistan be limited. The briefing suggested the final major area for potential
Canadian participation was Iraq with an initial option of assigning the currently deployed
Canadian ships and aircraft supporting Operation Enduring Freedom, and then sending
six CF-18 in February. Special forces could be made available by April and a light or
mechanized army battle group by July. It noted the latter might well require ninety to one
hundred and twenty days in theater to prepare before they would be ready for
"inspections," "combat" or "nation-building." For Iraq, the briefing contained no hard
recommendations other than to continue "mil-mil discussions" and to seek the agreement
of PCO, DFAIT, and then the Prime Minister and Cabinet. Operational tempo, should,
however, be closely considered in assessing any new commitment.
Normally a careful record of Defence Minister McCallum's thoughts, the Stein
and Lang account omits any mention of this briefing or the 15 November US démarche
seeking Iraq planning input and Canada's positive reply. However, the views of MajorGeneral Ross, the one who was directly responsible for the brief, are available, and he felt
the key message of being cautious with regard to any new Canadian expeditionary
mission had been clearly stated.48 He sensed the brief’s recommendations on the Balkans
were accepted and action was taken. There was no push-back on the recommendations
for Iraq and Afghanistan so the assumption was also made that those recommendations
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were also accepted. 49
The third event involves Defence Minister McCallum's visit with Secretary of
Defense Rumsfeld on 8 January 2003 and its immediate aftermath. Accounts vary
considerably on what happened and what was said. The Chrétien autobiography claims
that sometime in January 2003 the Prime Minister instructed John McCallum to inform
Donald Rumsfeld that Canada was willing to take over ISAF in the summer that year.50
Whether this was prior to or after McCallum's meeting with Rumsfeld is not clear, but
this detail is important in attempting to unravel what may have happened at the
McCallum-Rumsfeld meeting. Equally unclear is the Stein and Lang claim that the
Minister expected a "civilian-only meeting" with no senior US officers present.51 Yet a
briefing note prepared several weeks in advance for the Deputy Minister, one of the
meeting’s attendees, shows Rear Admiral Mack from Canada, US Lieutenant-General
Craddock, and an as yet unnamed “US Joint Chiefs of Staff rep (uniformed)” were also
scheduled to attend.52 The additional Stein and Lang suggestion that this was a "civilian
only trip to Washington" because military officials showed "little interest" in attending is
then contradicted by the CDS, General Henault, who very much wanted to attend.
I was not at that meeting, and the reason I was not at that meeting was because the
Minister really said to me 'you are not required - it's political - so I'm going to take
Margaret Bloodworth with me and so that's all we need - we're fine.' I said
'Minister, if you're going to Washington, the likelihood is, if Rumsfeld is going to
talk to you about ISAF, Iraq or any other issue of a military nature, the likelihood
49
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is that Dick Myers will be in the room. He said 'no, no, he's not supposed to be we're just doing this as a political discussion.’ In my view, the Minister simply
didn't want me to go - and that’s what he basically said to me.53
While there is a wide range of what can be termed "political," Deputy Minister
Bloodworth’s overview brief for that meeting lists an agenda of a decidedly military
flavor including the conditions for participating in the coalition against Iraq. Here it
listed as key issues the need to “Determine what kind of military contribution Canada
could most usefully provide” while also noting that Canada hoped for an explicit UN
Security Council authorization for the use of force. 54 If this was not provided, it declared
“Canada will at that time decide whether to participate in the proposed military
coalition.” Separate agenda items involved NORAD, North American Air Defense
Modernization, Ballistic Missile Defense, a NATO’s Response Force proposal, and
Canadian military commitments to Afghanistan. The US Embassy Ottawa cable sent
prior to the meeting to prepare Defense Secretary Rumsfeld confirms these pre-arranged
agenda items including the Iraq, missile defense, NORAD and NATO topics although
there was no hint that ISAF would be raised.55
Equal confusion surrounds the actual conduct of the meeting. Stein and Lang
argue Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld took the initiative in outlining the problem of
finding a lead nation for ISAF. After Defence Minister McCallum recommended
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NATO's direct participation in ISAF to resolve this, the Secretary of Defense is reported
to have then strongly suggested that Canada was ideally suited to lead this effort.56
McCallum, who Stein and Lang claim made no commitment, is then reported to have
stated that if Canada does ISAF, "we won't have anything left for Iraq."57 Rear-Admiral
Mack, also in attendance, believes the Secretary of Defense in no way suggested that he
wished Canada to lead ISAF and confirmed this with the American notetaker next day.58
It was the attaché’s sense that the Defense Secretary simply wanted Canada’s support for
getting NATO to run ISAF as the US was having to provide significant support to some
of the individual nations leading Kabul ISAF. Ken Calder, the Assistant Deputy
Minister, also at the meeting, had a completely different recall of the events and has
subsequently stated:
At the very beginning of the meeting McCallum pre-empted Rumsfeld by saying
we are going to deploy to Afghanistan. And you should therefore be aware that
we are not going to have anybody to deploy to Iraq. Rumsfeld was taken by
surprise by that because he had had no warning that we were going to go in that
direction.59
This interpretation, while markedly different from the prior two, does tie in with the
Chrétien autobiography’s assertion that McCallum was instructed to tell Rumsfeld that
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Canada intended to go to ISAF.60 It also ties in with the fact that the US Embassy in
Ottawa had not warned the Secretary of Defense of the ISAF agenda item in its cable.
Neither accessed Canadian government documents nor US cables provide an
official record of what actually occurred and, as a result, one is forced to deal with the
conflicting memories of the participants. What is clear is that the Defence Minister and
his staff now wanted not just an ISAF option but one where Canada would lead.61 At this
point the Defence Minister claimed he also began to have arguments with the Chief of
Defence Staff over the relative priority of ISAF and Iraq and that he was receiving advice
heavily slanted towards the Iraq option and against ISAF.62
Yet the Iraq option was by no means taken off the table as Defence Minister
McCallum made clear to the media in Washington just after his meeting with Rumsfeld.
After noting that if the Security Council authorizes the use of force against Iraq Canada
will "definitely" respond militarily, he then indicated that: “If that does not happen or if
the area is murky, then we reserve the right to make that decision at the time… Some
may say, 'We're redoing it only with a UN mandate.' We’re saying we much prefer that,
but we may do it otherwise.”63
As Stein and Lang later acknowledged "no one in the government had articulated
the Canadian position quite this clearly before" and that clarity provoked an uproar in the
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Liberal party. 64 Mississauga Center MP Carolyn Parrish provided the least nuanced
response threatening to run as an independent in the next election while claiming "I can't
believe McCallum is down in Washington farting around like this, making stupid
statements."65 She also implied some fifty other Liberal MPs were equally upset and
hinted at the potential for them to “cross the aisle” too. MP Colleen Beaumier, also
Liberal, claimed the Prime Minister had assured her the government's position had not
changed, however, she was reported as now being confused by all this.
That state was likely to continue. The next day the Foreign Minister lent support
to the McCallum proposition arguing that there could be a set of circumstances such as
those seen during the 1999 Kosovo bombing campaign where Canada joins a coalition
without UN backing.66 However, Stein and Lang reported that on 15 January McCallum
received “one of the few phone calls that he would ever receive” from the Prime
Minister, and it warned he would soon be addressing the Defence Minister’s Washington
media statements publicly.67 The Prime Minister then appeared to correct both his
Foreign and his Defence Minister in arguing that the world community must “speak and
act through the UN Security Council.” He also indicated that his Defence Minister had
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additionally erred in responding to a hypothetical question. When asked, however, as to
whether Canada indeed required a UN mandate to join the United States in the war
against Iraq, Prime Minister Chrétien stated that "his position was clear" while refusing to
answer the question other than to claim "You are just speculating here. I'm not
speculating."68
That event flows seamlessly into the fourth dealing with the events surrounding
the 15 January 2003 planning meeting in Central Command Headquarters on Iraq.
Concerned that news of the meeting would leak and “be understood as a signal of active
engagement in planning with the Americans for the invasion of Iraq” and that “we would
get deeper into it, get drawn in” thereby, McCallum canceled Canadian participation.69
Major-General M. Maisonneuve, the Assistant Deputy Chief of the Defence Staff, has a
different recollection. His personal notes show “PM agrees with my participation in
Tampa,” although he was not at the 8 January 2003 meeting where this permission was
granted. He then flew to Tampa and to his surprise was told to pull out hours prior to the
meeting.70 This may have been slightly embarrassing to him but most certainly reflects
the political leadership's right to veto operational activity it does not endorse. What is of
concern, however, is the somewhat erratic application of that prerogative. Certainly, the
US Embassy felt the cancellation of the meeting was an “overreaction” by the Defence
68
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Minister as a result of the Prime Minister’s public chastisement over his remarks made at
CENTCOM the previous week.71 Equally problematic, just prior to the cancelled 15
January CENTCOM meeting, the Defence Minister publicly acknowledged that Canada
had been removed from US planning activities until the government had agreed to discuss
broad Iraq options with the United States. In response a four-officer Canadian team for
that specific purpose was sent to Central Command Headquarters. The Minister made
this quite clear on 9 January 2003: “There was a time when we had not indicated our
position at all on Iraq and some planning went on in our absence. But we subsequently
indicated we are interested and the moment we so indicated we were involved in those
discussions.”72 Yet six days later he claimed he was concerned over being “drawn in” via
the 15 January planning meeting.73
On 12 February 2003 Defence Minister McCallum announced in the House that
Canada would be making a major commitment to the International Security Assistance
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Force in Kabul.74 While one would have thought that this would have oriented both the
government and DND away from Iraq and towards Afghanistan this was not the case. In
fact, the Stein and Lang account makes clear that when the CDS was told to assess the
feasibility of the ISAF Kabul mission prior to it being announced on 12 February, the
Defence Minister also made clear to his officials that that instruction had "no bearing on
the possibility of deploying ships or even special forces in support of an Iraq operation" if
the government so decided.75
This was confirmed next day when John McCallum advised that "we have for
some weeks now had military advisers planning with the Americans as to what our
potential contributions would be in a war against Iraq."76 This statement followed a
Toronto Star report on 11 February 2003 that indicated an additional twenty Canadian
officers had proceeded from both Ottawa and Tampa to Central Command's new
headquarters in Sayliyah, Qatar.77 That report also makes clear the Qatar headquarters
was focused exclusively on Iraq as it surely was. General Franks had split his
headquarters with the Tampa-based CENTCOM rump continuing its focus on Operation
Enduring Freedom, while the Qatar cell prepared Operation Iraqi Freedom. This split
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was explained in some detail in a separate DND memorandum to Defence Minister
McCallum that also included a letter to the Prime Minister seeking the prior authorization
for that new DND liaison team going to Qatar HQ focusing on OIF.78 Thus, despite the
Minister’s stated concern over being “drawn in” at the 15 January meeting, his
government approved in writing an expansion of the Canadian liaison team working the
Iraq military option with the Americans from four to twenty (later growing to twentyfive), while also allowing them to proceed to the US headquarters in theatre dedicated to
that task.
Given that the Minister had also affirmed Canada's interest in both ISAF and the
Iraq military option on 12 and 13 February it is not surprising that the US Embassy in
Ottawa thought the door was still open. A 13 February 2003 confidential US Embassy
cable reported that Defence Minister McCallum had told Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld
on 4 February that Canada's decision to join ISAF in force in 2003 was timed "to be seen
as separate from a Canadian decision of a military contribution against Iraq" hinting,
perhaps, at a later positive response on OIF. As that ISAF contribution would require up
to two thousand Canadian soldiers, the American cable then concludes with the optimistic
assessment that "[t]he far more likely contribution for Iraq is Canadian naval and air
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assets already in theater."79 That Canada was keeping its Iraq options open was
reinforced by the just-cited comments of Defence Minister McCallum during the media
scrum after question period on 13 February. When challenged with “Have you made it
clear to him [Rumsfeld] that Canada will only work strictly under the United Nations and
it's not interested in working under what they call a coalition of the willing?” he
indicated, instead, that Canada had military planners in the United States working "as to
what our potential contribution would be in a war against Iraq," while noting the
government had still not decided. 80 For the next month, the US would be provided with
regular evidence to support the impression that the “door” had been left open as seen in
the next series of similar Wikileaked cables.
On 14 February, a second confidential cable reported on Foreign Minister
Graham’s similar remarks to the press. These noted that while the minister underlined
Canada's intention to remain "faithful" to the UN, Graham had refused to speculate on
"whether Canada would participate in a military campaign against Iraq that did not have
UN blessing."81 The US cable then goes on to assess that "the GOC [Government of
Canada] continues to keep its options open." On 20 February 2003, a US Embassy cable
on missile defense noted the significant public and Liberal party divisions on the issue
but still predicted that: “Given the likelihood that the GoC will be making a controversial
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decision to participate militarily in an Iraq campaign, Chretien [sic] is unlikely to give
more than a muffled response on missile defense.”82
Canada's position was still no clearer on 3 March when the American Embassy
reported via cable that Canadian Department of Foreign Affairs Political Director Jim
Wright had said that “the Canadian policy remains unchanged - yes if action is endorsed
by the Security Council, ‘to be determined’ if not.”83 After Canada had proposed a
compromise United Nations Security Council resolution on the Iraq crisis, the next US
Embassy cable then assessed that "Canada would seize upon such a vote as expressing
the will of the Security Council" even though the resolution would likely fail as a result
of a very predictable French veto.84 On 6 March the US Embassy reported that earlier
Defence Minister McCallum had "advocated keeping open the option of military
participation in Iraq - i. e., Naval or air assets already in theater - without a second UNSC
resolution."85 Finally, after Canada finally announced it would specifically not support
the US coalition in Iraq, the American embassy in Ottawa explained that: “The Prime
Minister’s statement today regarding the need for a second Security Council resolution
was a departure from Canada's previous waffling on whether a second resolution would
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be necessary for Canadian participation in military actions against Iraq.”86
Many on the Canadian side shared this view. When asked if Canada was coerced
by the US, Ken Calder, who was particularly well-placed to monitor the internal
communications of the highest levels of DND and DFAIT, responded with: “No. One
good reason is they [the US government] assumed we were going to join. It was up until
Canada made the decision there was no need to coerce us. We were supposedly on board.
Were sanctions for not joining outlined? No, for exactly the same reason.”87 ViceAdmiral Maddison, the Deputy Chief of Defence Staff, argued similarly in stating that the
US government was “surprised when it was decided that Canada would not be
participating in Iraqi Freedom.”88
This was not a matter of the US misreading the Canadian government’s actual
intentions. Citing a confidential source, Barry argues that in January 2003 Chrétien and
his closest advisers had "decided to leave open the possibility of military participation
based on broad international support in the event that the council failed to agree."89 Their
concern centered on the need to be able to step around a "capricious veto" possibly
tendered by France or Russia. Eddie Goldenberg, the Prime Minister's Chief of Staff,
modifies this view but slightly claiming that the Prime Minister always made it clear he
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would not participate in the war without the UN's "approval."90 He also claimed that
"Chrétien always left the door slightly open, however, to how he would interpret the
meaning of approval [italics his]." The government’s policy was one of intentional
ambiguity and it was maintained to the very last moment.
Ken Calder reports that on the actual day of the Prime Minister’s announcement
closing the Iraq option there was a routine meeting of Deputy Ministers and Assistant
Deputy Ministers involved in the management of the Iraq issue. At that meeting no one
is reported to have been aware of what the Prime Minister might decide with the general
tone being one of “well what’s the Prime Minister going to do?”91 This reflected the fact
that the Prime Minister had not conferred beyond three senior civilian officials. Those
were Eddie Goldenberg, Claude Laverdure, the Privy Council security and defense
advisor, and Canada's UN Ambassador, Paul Heinbecker.92
Given that the government chose to keep the Iraq option open until the very last
moment, it is difficult to claim that the Canadian military ignored or sidestepped
government direction when it engaged in Iraq planning options with the US military. The
fact that each group of Canadian liaison officers sent to the US had their tasks approved
by the government in writing further underlines this point. There is little point, therefore,
further examining hypothesis 2A which had argued that the military will pursue efforts to
integrate plans with the US without government authority.
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Planning for Iraq
What must now be assessed is the extent to which the military's planning efforts
constituted a sovereignty loss under the conditions of hypothesis 2B. This could involve
the military then resisting the government’s admittedly loose direction by, perhaps,
providing distorted advice. That could include putting a "favorable gloss" on the Iraq
option while imparting an "unfavorable spin" to Afghanistan as Stein and Lang allege.93
This section will also assess whether defence and foreign policy officials "exaggerated at
every step the negative reaction in Washington if Ottawa were to pursue a different path,
if Canada were not ‘onside’” as those same authors allege.94 These all will test
hypothesis 2B. To determine the extent to which they do, this analysis will first examine
the planning for Iraq before turning to DND's effort to prepare for the International
Security Assistance Force in Kabul.
The popular image involves the Canadian military preferring the more muscular
task of invading Iraq with the US instead of joining the UN-mandated, peacekeeping
oriented, protection force for Kabul. Their 15 December 2003 briefing to Defence
Minister McCallum was certainly slanted towards an Iraq contribution noting the overall
recommendation was for caution in taking up any new expeditionary activities. The
popular view of a ‘gung-ho’ military was also assisted by anonymous "military sources"
who informed Chris Wattie of The National Post that the military will be "putting
everything on the table" in attempting to get the government to agree to sending
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"everything you could possibly send to Iraq…”95 Published on 10 January 2003, these
anonymous sources also suggested this would involve upwards of three thousand soldiers
within an army brigade as well as CF-18 fighters. After pointing out that the US certainly
wanted a Canadian land contribution, Alain Pellerin, a retired Army officer, suggested
this potential contribution was being fought by a Prime Minister’s Office overly attached
to traditional peacekeeping.96 He also sensed that "The feeling among the Army is that
this is their last chance to show the country what they can do." Allied to this was a
reported residual unhappiness within the Army over peacekeeping. This was best
expressed by General Jeffery who argued much earlier that some felt “That somehow we
had evolved to an Army that could do peacekeeping but really couldn't do combat.” 97
While he took care to note that these feelings never affected his or the Chief of Defence
Staff's calculations, he admitted that the earlier 2002 option of working with the
Americans in combat in Kandahar was a tonic for the Army. On 13 February 2003, the
day after the Defence Minister had announced that Canada had embraced the ISAF
mission, Captain Balfour, the minute-taker for the Joint Staff Steering Committee within
DND, noted, without elaboration, that “DND/CF have been pushing this idea off with a
10 foot pole up to this point.”98 Within 24 hours of the government announcing the army
would be going to ISAF in Kabul, Major-General Ross, the Director-General
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International Security Policy within DND, announced his resignation from the military
with media reports suggesting this was a result of his unhappiness over the government's
decision to send a large army force there instead of Iraq.99
Aside from General Jeffery’s general remarks on peacekeeping, none of the above
reports rely on the actual spoken or written words of the military leadership as it concerns
an Iraq military option. Certainly the author did not recommend an Iraq option when he
reported in August 2002 from the Persian Gulf on American intentions for Iraq. Rather,
he suggested that our role in commanding the coalition naval forces in the Strait of
Hormuz would continue to be a viable and valued task whether Canada elected to support
the Americans in Iraq or not. Equally, Brigadier-General Gauthier, then the commander
of the Canadian detachment at CENTCOM headquarters in Tampa, provided a detailed
assessment in the fall of 2002 to NDHQ that concluded that should Canada send a battle
group to Afghanistan and not Iraq in 2003 the former “would be viewed by CENTCOM
as a positive and effective contribution to OEF.”100 Similarly, a brief to the DND
leadership in January covering Iraq and Afghanistan planning stressed that Canadian
participation in ISAF “would be welcomed” by the US.101
While military officers should not be bound by public opinion in preparing
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options for government, it is unlikely that they were blind to its effects. With few
exceptions, trends with regard to Canada participating in military operations with the US
in Iraq were negative.102 The military were certainly conscious of the fact that the
political leadership, also fully aware of the public mood, had not come to a decision on
Iraq and were going to have a hard time endorsing it. This was well illustrated in a report
submitted by Chris Wattie of The National Post. Relying on accessed documents, he
pointed out that in September 2002 the Deputy Chief of the Defence Staff, supported by
the CDS, recommended against sending CF-18s to Kyrgyzstan in 2003 arguing that
“With the political way ahead yet to be finalized for any CF participation in Iraq or ISAF,
it is recommended that CA [Canada] not deploy these CF-18 aircraft.”103 The documents
correctly noted by so doing they would be "backfilling" the US which would allow it to
redeploy elsewhere – likely Iraq.
Caution vis Iraq was occasionally joined by outright opposition against it within
the military. Faced with the problem of sustaining over twelve hundred soldiers still in
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Bosnia, General Jeffrey opposed any additional land commitment anywhere, recognizing
that his one-year 'time out’ for the Army in Afghanistan would expire in the summer of
2003. Rear-Admiral Gauvin, who had just left the DCDS planning staff, specifically
remembers that the head of the Army “was very adamant that the army would not be able
to do this [OIF].”104 Moreover, after the Canadian liaison officers assigned to Iraq
planning were in place in Tampa in late December 2002, Rear-Admiral Gauvin
remembers that no reports or recommendations seemed to be coming back from the land
representatives there on potential Canadian army employment options for Iraq. There is
every possibility this was because the head of the Army had no interest in receiving them.
The Assistant Deputy Minister Policy, Ken Calder, agrees, remembering that when Iraq
options were on the table:
The Army didn't like it. When the proposition was put to Mike Jeffrey he was not
in favor of the deployment to either Afghanistan or Iraq. Ray Henault, when it
[ISAF] was put to him by McCallum, wanted to say no but he had said no so
many times to rotations in the Kandahar area in the first deployment that he
thought you could only say no so many times. So he went along with it.105
In interview, he added that “I don't know personally any military officer of any level
whatsoever who was arguing in favor of going to Iraq.”106 Moreover, it was his view that
“The Air Force and the Navy could not care less” about Iraq.
Commodore Forcier, the DCDS’ chief planner through to the summer of 2002,
felt doubts over an Iraq option were “pervasive” within DND. He also sensed that the
US’s evidence of Iraqi weapons of mass destruction (WMD) was weak and had told his
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US counterpart as much.107 However, this assessment was not fully shared, despite
claims that Ottawa's defence and security bureaucracy broadly disparaged American
intelligence on this topic.108 Frank Harvey, for example, has pointed out that Canadian
diplomats expressed considerable support for the US view that Saddam Hussein had not
relinquished his WMD stockpile, before reversing themselves as the probability of war
drew nearer.109
Doubts about a campaign against Iraq had also existed long before the debate over
intelligence. Commodore Forcier argues that up to his departure in the summer of 2002,
“Iraq was quite frankly not on our planning radars. We did not do an ounce of military
planning for Iraq.”110 This did not change to any significant extent after he left and was
replaced in the DND planning staff by Rear-Admiral (then Commodore) Gauvin.111
While the latter noted there was broad support for the US effort in the Canadian military,
he, much as the DCDS had done earlier, personally assessed that there was no political
support for active preparations for an Iraq campaign. This was partially confirmed by the
very tentative recommendations for Iraq contained in the just-noted brief to the MND on
15 Dec 2002. Here, the most that was called for was a continuing of “mil-to-mil
discussions” on Iraq. As was shown, the government acquiesced to this but no more.
This left the military at the same point described in the second case study with the
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Government undecided and, as a result, planning and preparation stalled. In October
2001 there was no clear government direction to as to whether to proceed to Afghanistan
leaving DND without the authority to spend money to prepare. So it was in late 2002
and several of the options under consideration for Iraq desperately needed additional
funding to be viable. The CF-18s still lacked sufficient precision guided munitions and
all but two of the aircraft were in the process of a midlife conversion. Additional funding
might accelerate both the weapon purchases and aircraft deliveries, but the authority for
this was lacking and time was running out.112 The Army was no different and the time
pressures were, perhaps, even greater. Colonel Howie Marsh, former Director of the
Armour Corps, inquired as to what would be required to dispatch a mechanised brigade to
Iraq and the operational research results were unacceptable: “We would go down into the
Director of Operational Research war room and do a few computer runs and in no time
the brigade was below 50% effectives. We had no op stocks or reinforcements to sustain
the brigade, even with borrowed equipment.”113
He reported the option of borrowing American M-1 Abrams tanks was considered
and then quickly dropped, and one can only assume authority, time, and money combined
to kill that option too. Paring the land force down by two-thirds to battle group size still
presented huge difficulties. The Deputy Commander of the most likely force to go, the
3rd Battalion Royal Canadian Regiment, noted that as a light infantry force, it lacked
ground transportation and that would have to be provided by others.114 Brian MacDonald,
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a retired Colonel and an analyst at the Canadian Defence Associations Institute, pointed
out that the battalion also lacked the sensor equipment needed for the Iraqi
environment.115 Finally, scores of strategic airlift aircraft or commercial shipping would
have to be contracted very quickly to lift the force. Again, there was no authority to
spend money on any of these purchases or preliminary contracts without an initial
agreement from government to progress the Iraq option more fully.116
The DND leadership certainly recognize these limitations within the justdescribed 15 December briefing to the Minister. That briefing pointed out that the
Canadian army formation would not arrive into theater until the summer and some three
to four months after the US-UK invasion. That briefing also suggested that its most
likely task would be reconstruction or base defence as another "insider" had also
suggested to The National Post.117 As noted, the briefing to the Minister also did not
seek endorsement of any of the Iraq options and contented itself with getting authority to
continue "mil-to-mil discussions." A separate briefing note pointed out that, while
Australia and the United Kingdom had not yet agreed to join Operation Iraqi Freedom,
they were pre-positioning equipment in the Gulf states.118 Significantly, the DND
briefing note did not recommend Canada do the same. This reticence appeared to fully
recognize that the government was wedded to a policy of ambiguity and that eliminated
the possibility of this type of overt step as it would signal an early and clear choice
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between the Iraq and the Afghanistan options.
Within the second case study, the Canadian government finally decided in late
2001 it would commit a battalion to Afghanistan. That freed up funding and began a
complex process requiring DND open its plans to the Privy Council and the departments
of Foreign Affairs, Justice, and Finance. Together, these departments and agencies
would prepare the strategic, legal, and financial data for Cabinet. As Ken Calder makes
clear, the planning process for Iraq never got out DND’s door in 2003:
Normally in these types of situations if you are considering going somewhere,
well in advance the policy staff and the ops staff get together and look at the
situation and look at the capabilities and come up with options. They brief this up
the various levels, they brief the DM, the CDS and eventually it goes up to the
Minister. And we tell the Minister if you want to do something in this particular
crisis here are the options, the cost. None of that happened in the case of Iraq.
None of it.119
Nevertheless, the Privy Council Office made its own independent assessment of a landbased Iraq option and was not impressed. Rear-Admiral Dan McNeil, its defence
advisor, was fully aware of many of the Army's equipment shortfalls and concluded “The
Army didn’t have anything to offer in the invasion of Iraq.”120
Unsurprisingly, accessed DND documents and Wikileaked US Embassy cables
then confirm the possibility of a Canadian land contribution to Iraq was diminishing
rapidly in December and dead by January 2003. A briefing note prepared for the Defence
Minister in December argued that should the government decide to participate Canada
“may contribute assets from a range of sea, land and air capabilities.” After that rather
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hopeful observation, the note concluded on more specific lines by noting that the ships,
patrol aircraft and tactical airlift currently in theater for Operation Enduring Freedom
were available for OIF.121 The US Embassy came to the same conclusion on 13 January:
“As for what Canada might bring to the table, our expectations should be modest. Canada
would probably need to use assets currently devoted to Operation Enduring Freedom,
including a naval task group and patrol and transport aircraft.”122
Doing anything more substantial than this faced additional difficulties. At this
time Canada had enjoyed some considerable access to the US planning efforts for Iraq
without having to promise anything. However, accessed documents show that the United
States was increasingly reticent to continue giving access without commitment. In midDecember, a US message from the Pentagon made clear Canadian participation in OIF
planning would be based on our readiness to commit forces. CENTCOM headquarters
was specifically instructed by Washington to “manage [Canadian] access to planning
based on categories of validated Canadian contributions.”123 At least two briefing notes
to the Minister reinforced this and make clear Canadian access to Iraq planning continued
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to be tied to our readiness to eventually participate.124 A January 2003 briefing note to
Defence Minister McCallum then explained that the US would commence the detailed
planning for the first thirty days of combat operations in Iraq very soon and implied that
without a Canadian commitment, our access to this planning would close at that point.125
Without being able to pre-deploy and not having access to the detailed planning, a
Canadian land and fighter contribution was quickly becoming impossible. Also sensing,
perhaps, the limited support for an active role in the Iraq invasion, naval documents
prepared in support of a mid-January call for military options appear to steer well clear of
suggesting any direct role in the Iraq campaign. They recommend only a continuation of
their traditional OEF-assigned escort task near the Straits of Hormuz.126
As pre-deploying equipment was completely outside the loose bounds of the
government policy of ambiguity, the naval and air forces already in theater became the
default choice. They were also attractive in not presenting a highly visible media target,
and they required no funding to deploy. Ken Calder states this clearly:
Our challenge was we didn't know which way we would go. We had to be in a
position where we could go either way. Which when you're dealing with deployed
forces can be a little tricky. We manoeuvred ourselves into a position where
basically with the naval contribution we could declare them as part of Iraqi
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Freedom or we could say they were still part of Enduring Freedom. So we could
switch either way without having to move Canadian resources.127
At this point the evidence strongly suggests that the Canadian military’s planning
efforts for Iraq precisely matched the direction they were receiving from government.
Faced with a government that would not decide either way, DND could take no concrete
steps to prepare forces for either Iraq or ISAF and it did not. While ongoing liaison with
American planners continued, the government’s unwillingness to take such concrete steps
as pre-positioning equipment meant Canadian officers in Tampa were increasingly
removed from the coalition’s campaign planning. Rather than being "drawn in" Canada
was being pushed away by the US planners.

Planning for ISAF Kabul
There is no doubt many in DND felt Canada should be supporting the US directly
in Iraq much as did some members of Cabinet, such as John Manley, Maurizio
Bevilacqua, and John McCallum, joined later by David Pratt, the Liberal chair of the
Commons Defence Committee.128 In addition, a US Embassy report argued Defence
Minister McCallum “advocated keeping open the option of military participation in Iraq –
i.e., naval or air assets already in theater without a second UNSC resolution.”129 As was
shown, however, any plans defence officials may have had for a more substantial
commitment to Iraq came to naught very early as a result of equipment shortcomings and
the unwillingness of the government to depart its policy of ambiguity and start funding
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the improvements needed to deploy. However, the International Security Assistance
Force option in Kabul had an equally long list of problems and, again, the military
leadership was unsure the Canadian government had the will and funding to overcome
these either. Moreover, in the early stages of planning, when the Canadian military
expressed such concerns over ISAF, it was frequently done in the context of Iraq being
the better option. As will soon be clear, some of the military's criticism of ISAF proved
prescient indeed while other elements were of doubtful accuracy.
For example, a 3 October 2002 internal briefing to the senior DND leadership on
developing plans for both Afghanistan and Iraq concluded "Decisive combat ops in
Afghanistan may have reached a point of diminishing return."130 While this seems a
surprisingly optimistic conclusion today, it certainly reflected the US theatre
commanders’ point of view at the time, noting that this may have been coloured by his
equal interest in moving American forces towards Iraq. The prediction of an end to
decisive combat operations was also correct as viewed from the very narrow focus of
Canada's original Operation Enduring Freedom task which was to "protect Canada and its
allies from terrorist attacks and prevent future attacks."131 By late 2002, al-Qaeda had
been routed and the Taliban leadership had retreated to Pakistan and had yet to show
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evidence of returning in force.132 As a result, the dominant task assigned to the coalition
forces at that moment was to “strengthen the Interim Afghan Transitional Authority’s
(ITGA's) influence” throughout the region. While this still involved a security
component, the focus was on civil efforts, and the United States had created the first of
three provincial reconstruction teams (PRT) in 2002 to achieve this. It also hoped to turn
these over to other members of the coalition in 2003 and began doing so by expanding
the current ISAF force in Kabul outward.133
This gradual drawdown of the United States in Afghanistan was the most
troublesome aspect of the ISAF option from Vice-Admiral Maddison’s point of view. He
argued that “If the Americans aren’t there then all those kinds of supporting functions and
capabilities that they do, that we just don’t have, weren’t in our view going to be
there.”134 He knew that the Europeans were not going to be able to provide them and that
the result would be higher risk for our forces. As Canada had seen in Kandahar in 2002
and would see again, only the United States was consistently ready to provide Canada
such critically needed equipment as helicopters.
Lieutenant-General Jeffery fully agreed with the DCDS’ view arguing that the
lack of such support made ISAF a greater risk than Iraq.135 There was also risk as a result
of the high operational tempo of the Army now heightened by the limited resources
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assigned to the European-run ISAF mission in his opinion: “But ISAF had all the
makings of a potential disaster. It was being run on a shoestring. It was a coalition of the
willing or not so willing, as we saw it unfold... and when the whole prospect of Canadian
leadership became involved I had real concerns over our ability to lead and our capability
to lead at that level.”136
His concluding thought on the suggestion that Canada would lead ISAF was
“We’d been through the Great Lakes fiasco.” This refers to Operation Assurance, the
abortive 1996 effort to provide aid to the Hutu rebels in Congo, and the last time Canada
led a major overseas operation. Jeffery had considerable involvement in preparing for
this Canadian-led operation and had no qualms declaring it an “unmitigated neardisaster.”137 Several other accounts agree, and amongst a host of issues, this mission
highlighted Canada's lack of a robust deployable headquarters and its shortcomings in
lift, intelligence, surveillance and strategic communications.138 By 2002 none of these
capabilities had been improved with the possible exception of the expansion of the Joint
Operations Group in Kingston Ontario, the bulk of which had already been dispatched
earlier as the Canadian liaison cell in Central Command Headquarters in Tampa.
There were other concerns. NDHQ’s Major-General Ross worried about
Canada's political-diplomatic ability to lead an ISAF force, noting that:
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Chrétien had announced that he was not going to seek re-election and that a party
leadership convention was to be held in late 2003. So, the chance of the Prime
Minister getting on the phone, like Tony Blair, with his counterparts in capitals
[to muster support for ISAF] was very remote. Secondly, DFAIT had sustained
their share of budget cuts and did not have the capacity to back up diplomatic or
political efforts to gather an international force to complement the Canadians that
were going to deploy in a mere six months.139
The Stein and Lang account certainly makes clear most of these concerns were passed on
to the Minister.140 However, one has to remember the timeline presented within their
account when one considers the extent to which these problems were actually assessed or
even evaluated. It is relatively clear that sometime in January 2003 the Prime Minister
instructed the Defence Minister to tell the US that Canada intended to go to ISAF.141
This may have been done during the McCallum-Rumsfeld meeting in Washington on 8
January 2003 or it may have been done towards the end of the month as Stein and Lang
suggest.142 As has been made clear, what actually went on in that meeting is disputed.
Then, during one busy day at the very end of January, the Stein and Lang account records
that the Chief of Defence Staff outlined the many problems with ISAF and particularly
Canada leading it.143 That same day Stein and Lang state that, nevertheless, the Prime
Minister "had decided in favor of the ISAF mission, subject to military advice confirming
that the Canadian forces had the capacity to assume the lead." The CDS was told
simultaneously to conduct this analysis and was also warned that the Prime Minister's
Office would foreclose any options of seeking a defence budget increase in the Spring if
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there was a media leak as to the ISAF option.144 Accessed DND documents show that
this evaluation was indeed done under "close hold" conditions involving the smallest
possible number of planners working under great secrecy.145
Perhaps less than five days later, that is on 4 February 2003, Cabinet discussed
the ISAF proposal with Sheila Copps reporting "we deliberately made a decision to go to
Afghanistan because we knew very shortly down the road we would be asked to
participate in a US-led invasion of Iraq which we did not want to do …"146 Next, the
Stein and Lang narrative has the Chief of Defence Staff providing an initial assessment
that the ISAF task was militarily feasible on 7 February and confirming this five days
later.147 The decision to take up the ISAF task in the summer of 2003 was announced
that day in Parliament.
There are several problems here and they are curiously similar to the progress of
Iraq planning. Given that this operation had been planned in less than fourteen days
under close hold conditions imposed by the PMO, there was no face-to-face meeting with
the operations and policy staff and certainly none of the cross-department coordination
needed to probe all of the diplomatic, legal, and financial questions for Cabinet.148 The
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rushed nature of the planning was particularly apparent to Major-General Ross who
reports that he and ADM POL spent the brief sixty minutes they had to review the
announcement correcting last-minute mistakes prior to the Minister going to the House to
present it.149 In General Ross’ mind the rushed planning for ISAF lacked “due diligence”
and also ignored what he thought was accepted advice to carefully manage Army
operational tempo.150 This, he claims, was the reason for his resignation not that the
government chose ISAF over Iraq. Finally, on the day after the announcement in the
House, Treasury Board was reported as “mad that no warning was provided for budget.
Needs a ROM [rough order of magnitude] number right now.”151
This was not the only piece of missing data. The day of the announcement it was
still not clear whether Canada would lead the entire forty-seven hundred person ISAF
force in Kabul or, as some in the military hoped, just the three thousand in the brigade
that protected it. Certainly, it was common practice that the largest troop contributor
would lead. Co-leading ISAF with Germany was another option that had to be explored
although Stein and Lang make clear the Prime Minister initially opposed this because
some in the US would then perceive Canada had joined the same anti-US coalition as
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Germany and France.152 Accessed documents also reveal that at this moment it was not
even apparent who the new ISAF commander would report to with the UN and NATO
both being possibilities.153 It was also not clear whether Canada would have to take over
the running of Kabul airport from the Germans and then find the five hundred persons
needed to do this too. Running ISAF also implied providing the hospital for the entire
force, a capability far beyond what was available from Canada's military. While tentative
efforts had begun to have NATO take over the mission, this was by no means assured at
this point with France reportedly in strong opposition.154 This also meant there was no
guarantee Canada would find relief after her twelve months leading the force.
In the interim, Major-General Ross, after submitting his resignation, departed with
fellow policy officer LCol Dennis Thompson to visit Spain, Italy, and Germany “with cap
in hand to see who would lead us, the largest contingent.”155 The former two nations,
despite having deployable corps-level headquarters, could spare nothing. Germany,
helpfully, agreed to keep many critical elements, such as the Kabul airport support effort,
in place for a further six months. They then proceeded to NATO Brussels where they
pressed for NATO to take over the overall lead and much of the administrative
responsibility for the ISAF force. Back in Canada, the Defence Minister made strenuous
efforts to rally allied support for the mission while a high level DND-DFAIT team was
established to coordinate the government's mounting of it.
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At the same time the Army now had to plan for sending eighteen hundred Army
personnel and a brigade headquarters to Kabul starting in August 2003, as it was
maintaining twelve hundred persons in Northwest Bosnia, while also taking over
command of the multinational division there. The Army needed relief and the
government was unwilling to back away from the Bosnian commitment although much
later they agreed to reduce the Canadian effort there to between five and seven hundred in
December 2004, that is five months after the eighteen hundred Canadian soldiers were
required in Kabul.
The military’s concerns over their own operational tempo and the daunting
challenge of leading the Kabul force were quickly being confirmed. Yet, within months,
Canada’s commitment there was soon seen as an entirely successful one. The sixth case
study will show how that success then contributed to the decision to take up the more
problematic Kandahar mission.

Evaluation and Findings
In the interim, this analysis must calculate the sovereignty implications of the OIF
study, and without doubt the dominant one was the successful rebuffing of an important
US request. As a result hypothesis 1B, which argued the US would normally be able to
coerce us into these types of operations, was disproven and a major sovereignty gain is
displayed at table 7-1. In addition the US did not make a sustained effort to draw us in.
As soon as Canada’s unwillingness to take such concrete steps as pre-positioning
equipment became obvious, its officers were removed from the direct planning for the
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Iraq offensive. Rather than being drawn in, Canada was being pushed away by the US
Table 7-1

Case Hypothesis

Case Study Four: Operation Iraqi Freedom

Effect on Sovereignty (Exterior/Interior )
Loss

Extent to which
Remarks
Interoperability was a factor
Negli- Med
Signifgible
icant

Gain

Signif Med Negli- Zero Negli- Med Signif-icant
gible
gible
icant
1B - Commit to
4
US Ops
(Iraq)
2A - Advance
Interop with US

E

E

X

I

X

2B - Support US
over Canada

I

X

1C - Rejected by
others

E

X

-Canada rejects OIF
but military prefers US
support over European
-Officials work to
integrate Canada into
OIF not proven
-Officials exaggerating
US retaliation or
providing tainted
advice not proven
-Germany joins
Canada in Kabul; Italy
and Spain refuse to
help

military leadership. However, this major gain is offset by a small loss as the military had
argued against the government's preferred ISAF option primarily because of their deep
concerns over inadequate NATO support for the mission. Events were to prove them
correct in that regard.
Within this case study there was no evidence to support hypothesis 2A which
suggests the military would attempt to advance Canadian integration into the US plans
against Iraq without government authority or mandate. The military indeed planned Iraq
options with the US military, but it did so within a Canadian policy that consistently kept
the "door open" to Canada joining the Operation Iraqi Freedom coalition until the last
minute. In addition the government authorized each stage of the Canada-US planning
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effort against Iraq in writing and the Defence Minister publicly acknowledged such
planning was underway on at least two occasions.
The broad thrust of Stein and Lang and the specific charge of Foreign Minister
Graham that the Americans were misled by “hawks in our military” is found to be quite
substantially one-sided if not outright wrong. In this regard, the cables from the US
Embassy Ottawa are clear in repeatedly citing the views of ministers and occasionally the
Prime Minister to underline their belief that Canada would ultimately commit to
operations in Iraq. Finally, Ambassador Cellucci's memoirs discuss the "mixed signals"
he was receiving from Canada on the Iraq question and concludes with "even some of the
senior members of the Cabinet could not figure out what was going on," suggesting, if
only indirectly, who he was listening to.156
Brian Bow, on the other hand, has argued that the US was following not one, but
two data streams as it was attempting to determine the Canadian position on Iraq. The
first involved the Prime Minister and some of his key ministers who were reported as
certainly having "left the door open for a role in Iraq." The second source, in his view,
were "US military officers talking informally with their Canadian counterparts" wherein
the latter passed on their “interest in making a direct contribution to the war itself.”157
O’Connor and Vucetic later came to the same broad conclusion, and, like Bow, relied on
interviews with US officials for this impression.158 In considering these arguments,
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however, one must also assess the extent to which the US would assign weight to data
coming from Prime Ministerial and ministerial sources against that from Canadian
military officers. To do so would require ascribing a significantly greater weight to
military advice and its influence in government than most Canadian observers would be
inclined to do. This was especially the case under Chrétien who in the past rarely listened
to the military’s advice and continued to do without it in choosing ISAF Kabul over
Operation Iraqi Freedom. The US Embassy Ottawa also seemed to have clear sense of
the weight of Canadian military advice in noting “Internally, the Canadian Forces
complained that this [ISAF] foreclosed the ground force option in Iraq, but they were
overruled.”159 As has been made clear, there were actually very few in the upper levels
of the CF leadership who thought ground forces had any realistic potential of deploying
to Iraq.
Certainly, some of its "anonymous source" supporters feeding the media
contributed significantly to the impression the military leadership supported joining the
anti-Iraq coalition. In addition, a reading of the briefing note prepared in response to the
US 15 December 2002 démarche seeking our involvement in OIF planning, while factual
in listing the reasons for joining the US in the planning effort, was overdone. While
acknowledging that one would expect those responsible for deploying the military to
stress the risk of casualties should adequate planning not take place, the impression left
on reading it ten years later is still, however, one of "hard sell." Equally one has a great
“greatest” contributor to US misperceptions. However, they also assess that Canadian ministers
contributed to the US’ uncertainty over Canadian intentions and cite Defence Minister McCallum’s media
responses of 10 October 2002 and 10 January 2003 as significant contributors.
159
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deal of difficulty justifying the ever-increasing size of the Canadian "liaison" staffs sent
to participate in the US’s Iraq planning effort.160 This started with four officers assigned
to Tampa, and grew to twenty-five in Qatar. Yet it is hard to understand how any more
than the first four were required to execute the liaison function, especially as these teams
had been instructed in writing to focus on liaison and “not to become drawn into the US
planning effort.”161 Next, the leaks in January 2003 to The National Post by "anonymous
military sources" (if they were indeed the source, and not retired officers in the various
think tanks) suggesting both CF-18 and a three thousand-person land force brigade were
being actively considered for Iraq did not assist the military's case then or now. It did not
reflect the actual state of planning, had no reasonable chance of influencing the
government’s direction (except in a negative sense), and reinforced the perception of
some as to a military hell-bent on joining the Iraq war.
To then satisfy hypothesis 2B we would have to see evidence of the military
exaggerating the dangers of not joining US endeavours, resisting political direction, and
distorting its advice to government. However, the only case discovered of DND
exaggerating the negative consequences of not joining the coalition against Iraq involved
the frequent warnings that the highly valued data Canada was getting on US planning for
Iraq would cease once Canada made clear she would not participate. As will be seen in
the final case study, those warnings, if anything, significantly understated the potential
for harm.
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There is no evidence of the military resisting the government’s instructions.
Certainly there was never any direction to cease planning Iraq options as the government
kept the door open for this option up to the moment when Prime Minister Chrétien
announced Canada would not join. Charges that the department should have, on the other
hand, done more to plan ISAF are difficult to support in that the Stein and Lang narrative
makes clear that the Minister ordered the planning be done rapidly and under the most
strict conditions of secrecy under fear of budget cuts if it leaked.162 A stronger argument
is that the military planning effort for ISAF precisely matched the government's policy of
ambiguity, much like their efforts to prepare for Iraq. That is, the government continued
to keep the door open for both Iraq and ISAF without providing the authority or the
funding for advanced planning and preparedness. As a result no detailed planning was
done for either.
It is equally difficult to accept the view that the military employed much "spin" in
outlining the difficulties of the ISAF option. Every problem they warned of came true.
However, their their conclusion that the “military objectives” were met in Afghanistan as
was overly optimistic and possibly self-serving of the Iraq option, noting, however, that
was the shared view of all the participating nations at the time. Finally there is no
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evidence of a “favorable gloss” being provided to options for Iraq other than the
presentation of the fact that a Canadian contribution would enjoy access to better support
under the Americans than would be available in Kabul with the Europeans. The
conclusion was fully borne out by the facts as Canada then spent much of the rest of 2003
in the difficult task of corralling European support for ISAF.
This case study provides a very limited test of hypothesis 1C which argues our
close interoperability ties with the US will make us an unattractive partner for others.
The readiness with which all parties welcomed Canada’s offer to lead the ISAF Kabul
mission in August 2003 was undoubtedly conditioned by the fact that no other nation had
volunteered and it was becoming increasingly difficult to attract one. In addition,
Germany's readiness to partner with us in this task was offset by Italy's and Spain's
unwillingness to assist. Thankfully, the next case studies will offer more material to test
this hypothesis.
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CHAPTER EIGHT: TASK FORCE 151
Introduction
The central sovereignty challenge within the TF 151 case study is the Stein and
Lang allegation that the Canadian military leadership "created a trap for the government
by urging that Canada lead the TF 151."1 This stratagem involved the military seeking
government approval in early February 2003 for Canada to lead this formation in the
hope that it would encourage the government to then approve joining the larger American
plan to invade Iraq: “And initially, before Chrétien had made his decision on Iraq,
Canada's generals and admirals probably thought that taking on TF 151 would "help" the
politicians make the “right" decision. Surely Canada could not continue to lead this task
force and not be part of the Iraq coalition.”2 There is, therefore, sufficient material to
justify investigating the applicability of hypothesis 2A wherein officials advance military
interoperability and integration projects without government support.
Stein and Lang also hint that once Canada had both assumed command of Task
Force 151 and decided it would not participate in OIF, the military likely strayed into
supporting the latter:
Whether or not Canada's ships in TF 151 actually carried out any duties directly
related to the war in Iraq will probably never be known. Yet according to the
official record, the Canadian navy somehow managed the seemingly impossible.
It ran and participated in a double-hatted naval task force but it did not get
involved in command or operational responsibilities related to one of these hats.3
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Stein and Lang also argue that the United States government "probably deliberately
encouraged" the blurring of those roles.4 The overall result was that “command of TF
151 … undermined the coherence and integrity of Canada's policy on the war in Iraq.”5
There are thus ample grounds to further probe hypothesis 2B which suggests that
domestic officials will support the position of the US government or military over that of
the Canadian government.
Command of Task Force 151 also involved Canada leading over twenty vessels
from France, New Zealand, Italy, the Netherlands and Greece in addition to those
provided by the US Navy. In that many of the ships came from countries not ready to
support Operation Iraqi Freedom, this provides a very complex set of factors to test
hypothesis 1C that suggests others will shun Canada for its overly close interoperability
ties to the United States.
Charbonneau and Cox also deal with the complex origins of Task Force 151
suggesting the integrated nature of Canada’s defence systems led to Canada assuming
this mission.6 On the surface this would justify probing hypothesis 1B to establish the
extent to which Canada's dependency on US systems or support was a factor. However,
they provide nothing to support that claim forcing this analysis to forgo a detailed
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investigation.7 As a result, the first step within this case study will be to present the
competing narratives and then assess the extent to which the case is made for the
Canadian military laying a "trap." Then it will examine the actual conduct of the Task
Force 151 mission to determine whether the government’s directions and policies were
flouted.

TF 151 as “Trap”
The account of this issue by Stein and Lang is brief and almost all of it is heavily
disputed by the key participants. The sole area of agreement is that both the CDS and
DCDS recommended in early February 2003 that Canada lead TF 151, a new command
established by the US naval commander in the Persian Gulf.8 Up until this time, Canada
had only directed Task Group (TG) 150.4, as the sector commander of the Southern
Persian Gulf - Strait of Hormuz - Gulf of Oman sector. The Canadian commander in turn
reported to Commander Task Force (CTF) 150, the at-sea commander of the USN carrier
battle group that routinely operates in the Persian Gulf area.
Richard Gimblett, in his history of Canadian naval involvement in Operation
Enduring Freedom, explains that US military leadership fully recognized that there was a
need to maintain Operation Enduring Freedom’s maritime anti-terrorist and escort tasks
as American forces were diverted towards Operation Iraqi Freedom.9 To support the
latter, the US Carrier Commander, CTF 150, was required in the northern Persian Gulf
7
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and so Task Force 151 was created to continue the task of interdicting al-Qaeda and
escorting shipping through the Straits of Hormuz, as al-Qaeda had attempted one attack
within the Straits in 2002 and had successfully attacked two ships near Yemen. The US
area commander also fully realized that a significant number of those OEF coalition
forces wished to continue their efforts against al-Qaeda and support the US in its broader
counter-terrorist effort without joining the war against Iraq.10 Task Force 151 thus held
the broader international counterterrorism coalition together, kept the pressure on alQaeda, and ensured the safety of both military and commercial shipping. The US offered
the leadership of Task Force 151 to Canada because it had the longest running coalition
naval command experience in the area as commander of the Straits of Hormuz sector. An
earlier highly favourable US report had noted Canadians were the “logical choice” for
area command in this region due to their specialized training and skills.11
Taking on the task had direct benefits for Canada. As has been made clear by the
Assistant Deputy Minister Policy earlier, this mission provided the government with
flexibility to declare them for either Operation Enduring Freedom or Operation Iraqi
Freedom when a government decision became unavoidable. This is partially
acknowledged by Stein and Lang who refer to TF 151 as "double-hatted " command.12
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This, however, was significantly different from ‘dual-track’ approach Ken Calder had
outlined earlier. The latter approach involved the government keeping our naval forces
available to support either OEF or OIF up to the point when the Canadian government
made its decision on joining the Iraq coalition or not. If the government did not support
OIF, that track for TF 151would be dropped. On the other hand, Stein and Lang make
clear that the Minister understood that the "double-hatted" concept would continue after
Canada had made its decision on Iraq. These authors underline that the Minister
understood that the Task Force would be providing support to Operation Enduring
Freedom while also providing "undefined support" to OIF “once hostilities had
commenced against Iraq.”13 They also point out that senior members of the department
of Foreign Affairs, including Minister Graham, also joined by Deputy Prime Minister
Manley, had argued for assuming the leadership of the Task Force. The government
then agreed to the task and, according to Stein and Lang, “would worry later” as to how
Canada would manage to continue leading the task force after combat operations had
begun in Iraq. 14
The first ‘worry’ arrived before that. Stein and Lang claim that at the end of
February 2003, less than twenty-eight days after they had argued for it, the Chief of
Defence Staff and Deputy Chief of Defence Staff reversed themselves and claimed
Canada must withdraw from the leadership of TF 151.15 They did this, it is asserted,
when they both then realized the Chrétien government was not going to support the war
13
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on Iraq: “When they did, Henault and Maddison shifted gears. They told McCallum that
Canada would have to pull out of the leadership of TF 151, which it had just assumed, if
Ottawa was not going to participate in military operations against Iraq.”16 This, then, is
the "trap" that Stein and Lang state the military laid for the government.17
There are several problems with both the narrative and its conclusion. General
Henault has stated in interview that the interpretation by Stein and Lang of this issue is
fundamentally incorrect.18 Here he is supported by two other officers who were directly
engaged in this issue, Vice-Admiral Maddison, and Rear-Admiral McNeil.19 General
Henault also claims that at no time in the Spring of 2003 did he recommend withdrawing
Canada from TF 151 or its leadership.20 Yet Stein and Lang also cite the Chief of
Defence Staff as declaring “The Navy needed a break in the operational tempo” as the
reason for having to withdraw.21 The CDS, after examining his personal notes of this
period, has no recollection of making that recommendation or providing that
justification.22 The statement attributed to the CDS may have its origins in some other
context as the Stein and Lang text itself seems to suggest with its stating that the
Canadian Navy had only been involved in TF 151 “for a matter of days” when the CDS
allegedly raised this operational tempo problem. Further, at that moment the Navy was in
the process of dispatching an additional frigate and a destroyer to join the two other
16
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Canadian warships in the Gulf, thus seriously aggravating its supposed operational tempo
problem. In fact, Rear-Admiral McNeil makes clear the Navy was fighting hard against
the Minister’s opposition to sending the destroyer.23 With PCO support the Navy’s view
triumphed, but again it shows the Navy was not seriously concerned over the operational
tempo in March 2003. It is possible that the CDS could have made this kind of basic
operational tempo timing error, but the more likely conclusion is that his statement relates
to a point some six months later. By the fall of 2003 two (of three) of Canada’s
destroyers, eleven of its twelve frigates, and all of its supply ships had deployed in the
two years of Operation Enduring Freedom. Canada then reduced her commitment to one
frigate in late September, and then withdrew completely in November 2003.
Rather than calling for terminating the leadership of TF 151, General Henault has
stated that he sought to alert government that there was a significant legal debate now
underway within the bureaucracy that would certainly require the Minister’s attention as
well as, potentially, that of Prime Minister Chrétien.24 At the very minimum, the
strategic direction the Prime Minister had issued in November 2001 had not envisaged
that Canadian ships would be required to provide safe escort through the Straits of
Hormuz while a major conflict was underway in Iraq. As a result, a change to the
government-approved Canadian forces objectives in the theater was required. A
confidential interview has confirmed that the required briefing note for the Minister with
a letter to the Prime Minister dealing with TF 151 roles was prepared in mid-March
23
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2003.25
As well, Stein and Lang report that the Canadian Forces’ Judge Advocate General
was of the opinion that in escorting American shipping bound for Iraq, Canada was in
danger of being considered a belligerent in the conflict. They also report that he was “not
very popular” with the CDS as a result.26 General Henault has subsequently confirmed
that he was less than satisfied with JAG's interpretation as he wished to continue having
Canada command TF 151.27 He also noted that the contributing navies continued to
support TF 151 and Canada’s command of same. Moreover, those nations had no
overriding legal issues complicating their participation. Further, Rear-Admiral McNeil
has also stated that the governments of at least two of those nations specifically requested
that Canada continue to lead TF 151.28
Subsequently, and entirely in accordance with the Chief of Defence Staff’s
wishes, the issue was indeed brought to the Prime Minister’s attention where he made the
final decision to continue Canada’s command of the Task Force. Anecdotally, the Prime
Minister is reported to have acknowledged the legal complexity of the issues, stating that
they could bring in twenty lawyers and divide them into two teams to resolve the issue
whereupon they would argue for several years. Alternatively, he was prepared to make a
decision right now and did so in favor of continuing Canadian command of Task Force
151. On 18 March 2003, the day after he announced that Canada would not participate in
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OIF, Prime Minister Chrétien then signed the revised Strategic Direction authorizing the
changed objectives, the escort mission, and Canada’s continued leadership of TF 151.29
Commodore Girouard, the designated Task Force Commander, acknowledges receiving
that just-signed strategic direction authorizing the escort task as well as other elements of
the original Operation Enduring Freedom mission.30 Intercepting fleeing Iraqis was,
however, forbidden.
Later, the Prime Minister argued the ships’ mission was to support the “the
struggle against terrorism."31 The Stein and Lang narrative also suggests a secondary
purpose as they outline how the Department of Foreign Affairs urged government to take
command of TF 151 given the “likelihood that Canada would refuse to participate in the
war against Iraq.” 32 It soon became clear via Wikileaks that the Department of Foreign
Affairs continued to hold that position. On 17 March 2003, the day Canada announced it
would not join OIF, the US Embassy in Ottawa reported that DFAIT's Assistant Deputy
Minister, Jim Wright, had informed them that: “....despite public statements that the
Canadian assets in the Straits of Hormuz will remain in the region exclusively to support
Enduring Freedom, they will also be available to provide escort services in the Straits and
will otherwise be discreetly useful to the military effort.”33 He also advised that the
Canadian patrol and transport aircraft in the region “are also prepared to ‘be useful.”
This analysis has not been able to determine the extent to which Wright’s message
29
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to the US was authorized by Ministers. Arguing against the view that ADM Wright’s
offer enjoyed wider political support are the claims by General Henault and ViceAdmiral Maddison that they had not heard of this offer until the release of the Wikileaked
cable in 2011.34 However, Foreign Minister Graham is on record for endorsing the
Canadian leadership of the task force, stressing the ill-effect it would have on Canada-US
relations if it pulled out, arguing TF 151 was simply a continuation of our original
mission, and noting that allies like the French had no legal problems with it.35 The
mission also fell well within the curious "double-hatted" construct accepted by the
Defence minister. Finally, the just-discussed strategic direction change sought from the
Prime Minister and then issued to Commodore Girouard fully authorized the escort
mission to continue despite Canada’s decision to not support OIF.

Task Force 151 Doing the "Impossible"
The next section will attempt to assess how carefully Task Force 151 leadership
remained within the government’s publicly stated intention that its role be restricted to
supporting Operation Enduring Freedom.36 Most commentators had grave doubts this
could be achieved and were ultimately convinced the Task Force ended up assisting the
Operation Iraqi Freedom mission.37 Stein and Lang carefully avoid declaratory
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statements on this subject hinting instead that the extent to which TF 151 assisted OIF
"will probably never be known", while suggesting that the commander must have
"somehow managed the seemingly impossible" by claiming not to have done so.38 They
also claim US complicity in this effort arguing the blurring of the OIF and OEF roles was
“probably deliberately encouraged” by the US who in their view “considered these
operations as a single integrated mission.” Frank Harvey was equally skeptical and he
joins most of the Canadian media in arguing the Canadian ships "did not and could not
clearly separate the roles between terrorism and the war in Iraq."39
Certainly the Canadian Naval Commander’s ability to separate the two missions
was not assisted by the preceding commentaries of Cabinet ministers and senior foreign
affairs officials. As seen, Foreign Minister Graham argued that Task Force 151’s role
flowed from its “original mission to restrain the Taliban and control al-Qaeda” without
mentioning that a significant part of the original mission included the escort of military
shipping. Then ADM Wright suggested privately to the US Embassy in Ottawa that
Canada would indeed continue providing escort to shipping and "be discretely useful to
the military effort" without, apparently, identifying which military effort was being
referred to.40 Moreover, the Stein and Lang account makes clear Defence Minister
McCallum fully understood the "double-hatted" nature of the task force specifically
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involved supporting both OIF and OEF.41 Their discussion of the legal issues
surrounding TF 151 also noted that the task of protecting ships that could be carrying
material for the Iraq invasion could confer belligerent status on Canada.42 As has been
seen, the Prime Minister ultimately resolved those legal issues and ordered Canada to
retain command. At that point, Stein and Lang correctly assert that the Task Force's
tasks were now limited “to those that were legitimately part of OEF.” Significantly, their
description of this phase skirts the fact that shipping escort was always part of OEF and
would continue to be so. Similarly, the Defence Minister stated that Task Force 151
worked “exclusively on Operation Enduring Freedom” without ever mentioning the
escort function even when he was specifically asked by the media what tasks might be
involved.43 They also concluded somewhat surprisingly that “now that the policy with
respect to TF 151 was clear,” it was “the Navy's responsibility to make the policy
work.”44
A series of media interviews by naval officials certainly made clear they thought
the escort function was central to the TF 151 task. A DND spokesperson at Central
Command Headquarters repeated the Government’s policy on 11 February 2003 stating
the Task Force would indeed be “sticking exclusively to Enduring Freedom.” 45
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However, the article also confirmed this would include escort operations, protection of
shipping and interception of suspect vessels. On 14 February 2003, Commodore
Girouard, its commander, made clear to the media he would be coordinating the escorts
of “undefended ships and tankers” and particularly so in the Straits of Hormuz.
However, the key to assessing whether he remained within the government’s orders
requires a detailed breaking down of his subtasks.
Under Operation Enduring Freedom these involved interdicting fleeing al Qaeda
and Taliban leadership figures, escorting military shipping, and providing close escort to
the US carriers in the region whenever it was required. The Canadian naval task groups
were also authorized to track down and arrest Iraqi oil smugglers running the UN
embargo but that illicit activity had largely ended by 2003.46 The warships’ presence in
the area also contributed to ensuring the safety of other shipping in this heavily traveled
area but this task was not formally stated.
Of these assigned subtasks only the escort of shipping was initially contentious
and this became so well before the formation of TF 151. Under Commodore Murphy’s
command of the Canadian Task Group in late 2002, the buildup of American forces in
Kuwait and elsewhere preparing for Operation Iraqi Freedom was beginning to involve
the use of commercial shipping to carry the needed military material. Under the earlier
Operation Enduring Freedom rules, these would not receive a close escort through the
Straits of Hormuz as only unarmed or lightly armed military shipping was considered to
article may be related to the fact that this appears to be the first public disclosure of the fact that the
Canadian Navy would be continuing to escort shipping after war had opened with Iraq.
46
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merit that protection. All of this unfolded without incident until the US commander
requested close escort be assigned to a particular commercial vessel triggering the
Canadian commander to request its type of cargo.47 When this was not forthcoming, he
declined to assign an escort from within his multinational formation and the US
commander then had to assign a USN warship to the task. The unstated Canadian logic
here was that the OEF status quo applied wherein commercial vessels, even if there was a
high likelihood they contained valuable military cargo, did not get close escort but
benefited from the area support of the coalition warships as did all other shipping in the
area be it related to the coalition or not. Also unstated by the USN, the Canadians, and
the other naval coalition members was a general sense that providing close escort to
commercial vessels with likely OIF-bound cargo was a bridge too far for TF 151’s nonUS membership. Almost all the governments contributing ships to it had declined OIF
participation and none likely had issued rules of engagement authorizing direct support to
it. As has been shown, Canada's political leaders in particular avoided any public
mention of the escort task preferring to fall back on the claim that Canada was simply
continuing its OEF functions.
The second subtask flowing from the original OEF mandate was the interdiction
effort against the al-Qaeda and Taliban leadership. Problems only arose here with media
supposition that the task force would stray into the task of rounding up fleeing Iraqi
officials. Kelly Toughill reporting for The Toronto Star extended this quite a bit further
and argued, correctly, that Canadian ships passed the crew lists of all the suspicious
47
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vessels they encountered to the US master terrorist database.48 As senior Iraqis were also
on the list Toughill then concluded that "Canadian sailors are actively hunting Iraqis at
sea on behalf of the United States” and that "If any are found, they are to be turned over
to US authorities." This was completely incorrect although Toughill attempts to reinforce
this claim by pointing out that two such “suspects” were captured by the Canadian Navy
using such a list and turned over to the US in July 2002.
As the author was commanding the Task Group that made those two al-Qaeda
captures, I have some familiarity with the process and it was not as automatic as Toughill
provides. Richard Williams explains the process well in his analysis of naval operations
in the Persian Gulf where he points out, first, that "the USN was willing to let Canadian
legal opinions dictate the terms of reference" for the seaborne interdiction operations.49
Second, Canada insisted the US provide not only the basis for claiming the suspect’s alQaeda affiliation, but also his specific terrorist activity or role. Finally, if that data was
not convincing Canadian ships would not detain, and on at least two occasions Canada
refused a US request to detain someone who was on their list. Commodore Girouard
continued to apply this principle and in addition received specific instructions from
Ottawa within his new guidance to not turn over any fleeing Iraqis to US forces.50 When
he confirmed this in a media interview, Ambassador Cellucci claims he was "stunned"
and "flabbergasted" by this approach and later called the Canadian position
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"incomprehensible."51 Citing an unidentified source, Robert Fife of The National Post
argues Canada's decision on not intercepting Iraqis was "the final straw for the White
House" in its decision to cancel the President Bush May visit to Ottawa.52
Commodore Girouard then quickly confirmed the extent to which he intended to
follow the government’s often less than clear direction. Soon after combat operations
had begun in Iraq, he received reports of potential Iraqi commercial vessels flying false
flags heading south toward the Strait of Hormuz with mines.53 When one was discovered
near the Straits he alerted NDHQ and then ordered the HMCS Montréal to do a
consensual boarding which the master granted. During that boarding, they discovered
five Iraqis sufficiently fit and equipped to be considered potential special forces members
but no mines or associated equipment. He alerted the US naval commander’s staff as to
his increasing suspicions, but, to his surprise, the US command staff ordered that the
vessel be released. The Montréal then withdrew her boarding party only to have the US
staff change their mind thirty minutes later and request the Canadians remain aboard. At
that point, Commodore Girouard interceded and informed them that Montréal’s team had
departed and could now not return to the vessel. He explained that he had previously
enjoyed the right to investigate the vessel based on the possible threat it posed shipping in
the Straits of Hormuz. Now, however, it was clear the vessel posed no such threat and
the only possible reason for returning to it was to interdict Iraqis - a task he was not
authorized to do. The US commander reportedly fully understood Canada’s position and
51
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assigned a USN vessel to conduct the boarding.

Figure 8-1

Chart of CTF 150 and CTF 151 Areas of Responsibility

That incident and many others also argue strongly against the Stein and Lang
suggestion that the United States viewed this as “a single integrated mission” and
attempted to blur any distinction between OIF and OEF. As has been shown, the US split
the naval vessels in the Persian Gulf area into two distinct task forces under separate
commanders: TF 150 supporting Operation Iraqi Freedom in the North, with TF 151
conducting OEF in the southern Gulf. As Figure 8-1 shows, they were also
geographically separated by the 28 degrees 30 minute north latitude line. Finally, they
put the two task forces on separate communications plans with separate intelligence
support with only a single High Command voice link joining CTF 150 and CTF 151. In
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fact, in September 2002 when the local US naval commander warned the author (then
serving as Straits of Hormuz sector commander – CTG 50.4) that the US was now
preparing plans for invading Iraq, he indicated that Canadian ships not supporting
Operation Iraqi Freedom would no longer enjoy access to the intelligence on Iraq or the
US-United Kingdom (and later, Australian) communications plan that would support the
invasion. As will be shown in the next case study, this was part of a far larger developing
access problem for Canada.
This separation did not seriously hamper Commodore Girouard’s ability to
maintain effective control of the French, New Zealand, Italian, Greek, and, occasionally,
US ships in its task force. His monitoring of the only link to the other force, the Area
High Command Net did, however, provide occasional snippets of data on the Iraq
campaign while at other times it was clear data potentially critical to his forces was being
denied. When the Commodore reported elements of the first to NDHQ, he found that he
was immediately accused of becoming enmeshed in forbidden OIF planning and told to
desist.54 On the other hand, when the High Command Net revealed a potential chemical
weapons attack was underway, his attempts to determine its location was met by a most
disturbing silence as the US-UK-Australian discussion of the event was quickly moved to
OIF-only nets.55
This was one more example of the extent to which the US, rather than attempting
to blur the distinction between OEF and OIF, was actively separating the two. Rear-
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Admiral Girouard then further reinforced that division in publicly and privately rejecting
suggestions that his ships intercept Iraqis. In fact, whenever the US requested a task that
was on the limits of the OEF mandate, the data was passed back to Canada for review by
the Deputy Chief of Defence Staff, where it was then rejected when appropriate by the
CDS who then briefed the Defence Minister. 56 In judging the extent to which this effort
was successful, it is interesting to note that Girouard was heavily critiqued by Stein and
Lang and much of the Canadian media for doing too much for the Americans as the
American Ambassador complained he was doing too little. In fact, the only votes of
support the Canadian Navy received for its efforts in Task Force 151 were from the
Allied navies that very much wanted Canada to lead them in OEF. France was
particularly enthusiastic about the way the Canadian Navy was able to maneuver between
multiple competing political demands. On completion of Task Force 151, the head of the
French Navy sent a letter to Canada praising its theater commanders for their successful
management of the rules of engagement in a “complex environment.”57
The Canadians within Task Force 151 were also entirely successful in following
the government policy of remaining "exclusively within Operation Enduring Freedom."
This is not to say that their efforts, and particularly their efforts in escorting military
shipping, did not support Operation Iraqi Freedom. They certainly did. However the
evidence is clear that the Chrétien government fully understood the escort task was
implicit in the OEF mission while also avoiding any public mention of that task or its
56
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increasingly obvious connection to OIF. In this particular regard, the Stein and Lang
claim that “command of TF 151 … undermined the coherence and integrity of Canada's
policy on the war in Iraq” can only be viewed as astounding as there was no cohesion
within the policy nor was there intended to be.58 The DFAIT view that our performing
this mission would offset the damage to US relations caused by our refusal to join OIF
was the source of that incoherence. The Chrétien government then endorsed that aim,
and via a process Harvey has aptly described as "dishonest denial," attempted to suggest
otherwise to the Canadian public.59 Only in the last paragraph of their chapter on TF 151
do Stein and Lang finally confirm that the policy also lacked integrity: “The story of
Canada's policy on the war in Iraq is also a story of political leadership that spoke with
one “principled” voice to Canadians and another, quite different, “pragmatic” voice in
Washington.”60

Evaluation and Findings
This case study focused first on the claim that the Canadian military “created a
trap for the government by urging that Canada lead the TF 151.”61 If proven this would
satisfy hypothesis 2A’s claim that officials would advance military interoperability and
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integration projects without government support. Allegations that the Canadian-led task
force then went beyond the government’s brief by providing considerable unauthorized
direct support to the American efforts against Iraq then tested hypothesis 2B. That
hypothesis asserted officials would resist government direction in advancing pro-US
programmes.
This analysis was not, however, able to provide a conclusive finding as to whether
the “trap” allegation was justified and a “zero” is shown in Table 8-1 for hypothesis 2A.
This is because the participants are split into two camps who disagree completely over
how the events unfolded and there is a lack of released government material to back up
either claim. Circumstantial evidence supports the Chief of Defence Staff's claim that no
trap was involved and that he never recommended withdrawal from the mission. Rather,
Table 8-1
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the more logical conclusion is that he sought to apprise the Prime Minister of the
developing legal issues brought on by Operation Iraqi Freedom running currently with
Operation Enduring Freedom as it was his duty to do. That this was then done and new
guidance issued buttresses his case. So does the ongoing effort to prepare further ships
for Task Force 151 and attract allies to it. It is hard to see one doing this if the underlying
plan was to scupper the mission.
The sheer complexity of mounting this kind of conspiracy in Canada and with
allies also argues against the “trap” allegations. As the four prior case studies have
shown, bringing any plan for an international operation to execution involves a complex
series of negotiations within DND, other federal departments and, finally, allies. This
makes mounting a conspiracy difficult. Even within a single department like DND there
would be difficulties. Ken Calder, the Assistant Deputy Minister Policy, and a major
participant in these negotiations over many decades, puts this well: “The whole business
of Task Force 151 and the kind of convoluted account of that in the Stein and Lang book
about how, you know, this was done in order to ensnare… Quite frankly, things like that
are too complex for most people in National Defence to manage.” 62 One also has a
particularly difficult time accepting that France, a vigorous opponent of the US effort in
Iraq, would have joined TF 151 and encouraged Canada to lead it if there was any hint
that this was a backdoor way of getting Canada, or any other nation, seduced into the USled anti-Iraq coalition. Nevertheless, the competing evidence forces an inconclusive
result for this hypothesis.
62
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This analysis was able to be more definitive with regard to hypothesis 2B and the
attending suggestions that once the task force mission had been approved, the military
“undermined the coherence and integrity of Canada's policy on the war in Iraq” by
assisting the US.63 While those authors never clearly state what Task Force 151
transgressions contributed to this, the media claimed the ships were involved in
intercepting Iraqi ships and individuals while also escorting US war material.
Meanwhile, the Canadian government tried to avoid any public mention of the escort task
it had actually authorized. It was thus a continuation of the Chrétien policy of ambiguity
seen in the fourth case study. The government was fully aware that the ships were
conducting that task while evading any public acknowledgement of it. Frank Harvey's
classification of the resulting policy as "dishonest multilateralism" is surely correct as the
Stein and Lang account also belatedly admitted. In short, the Canadian military did not
resist or disobey the government direction and there was no resulting sovereignty loss.
Hypothesis 1B argues that the US would coerce us into integrating with their
operations. In fact, the US did precisely the opposite and it did so intentionally. The US
denied its intelligence and communication channels to the Task Force 151 ships and put
them into a distinct organization geographically separate from their own. Their obvious
motivation was a tactical one seeking to limit the amount of Operation Iraqi Freedom
intelligence flowing to non-participants under traditional ‘need to know’ rules.
Hypothesis 1C argues that non-US allies will decline to participate with Canada
as a result of our overly close interoperability ties with the United States. The opposite
63
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occurred here. Thus the Canadian offer to lead those allies who would not join Operation
Iraqi Freedom was quickly taken up. Moreover, the French, Italian, Greek, and New
Zealand governments urged us to continue leading it. One must, however, not put too
fine a point on this as those nations probably joined us more for political reasons than
reasons of military interoperability. That is, those governments that joined us probably
did so to support the broader war on terror, show they did not desire a complete break
with the US, and may have, like Canada, considered contributing to Task Force 151 as a
side payment for not joining the OIF. On the other hand no other nation enjoyed
Canada's high interoperability with the US, none ever challenged the Canadian Navy for
that leadership over the five years that it was in the area, and the US never suggested a
command change while also sending its ships to Canadian-led TF 151. That the US
government did so in spite of its unhappiness over our public refusal to take any part in
Iraqi leadership interdiction efforts may suggest it had few options other than to have
Canada lead. At the tactical level, however, US officers were generous in their praise of
Canadian at-sea command, as were the French.
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CHAPTER NINE: THE RETURN TO KANDAHAR 2005-6
Introduction
This is the most complex of the three case studies as it must assess data from
interviews, government sources and several strongly-argued narratives that each offer
differing rationales for why Canada went in strength to Kandahar in 2005.
The dominant of these has been termed the “Retaliation” narrative and it argues
that as a result of the Chrétien government's decision to not support the United States in
Iraq, the subsequent Martin government sensed a need to offset worsening Canada-US
relations by making a major contribution in Afghanistan.1 Canada's failure to join the
United States’ National Missile Defense program is often included in this calculus. There
are also charges that those Canadian decisions led to a significant deterioration of
Canada-US defence relations with critical American intelligence being cut off. That
suggested a serious commitment to Afghanistan might prevent that problem from getting
worse. There is, as a result, material to test hypothesis 1B which argues Canada will be
drawn to US-led operations as a result of American coercion or, perhaps, to avoid further
American retaliation.
Interwoven with this narrative is the allegation that the Canadian defence and
foreign policy officials exaggerated the extent of potential US sanctions during this
phase.2 Thus, there are grounds to examine hypothesis 2B’s assertion that officials will
support the position of the US by such actions as dramatizing the costs of non1
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cooperation.
Linked to this is a parallel claim that the Canadian security bureaucracy quickly
saw the potential for a major commitment in an area like Kandahar as a way to "appease"
the Americans.3 This claim has been advanced most vigourously by Stein and Lang who
also claim that squabbling within that same bureaucracy then resulted in Canada being so
slow in taking up a Provincial Reconstruction Team (PRT) location that Kandahar, one of
the most dangerous, was the only one left.4 This will be presented as the “Bureaucratic
Delay” interpretation.
A separate narrative argues that Canada's new Chief of Defence Staff, General
Hillier, pushed for Kandahar on a reluctant government as part of a personal desire to
demonstrate that the Canadian Army had moved beyond peacekeeping to full combat
capability and one that would also reinforce his already extensive ties to the US military.5
If proven, this would also satisfy hypothesis 2A which argues officials would advance
unauthorized projects to further integrate our military with the US military.
The final two narratives are potentially less reliant on sovereignty-related factors.
The first, most strongly argued by Bercuson and Granatstein, is termed the “Stature”
narrative and it argues that the Kandahar selection reflected a need to re-establish
Canada’s position as a significant contributor to solving global issues. There was also
increasing recognition throughout government that Canada had the capability and
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responsibility to make a major contribution, and thus the government chose a critical area
like Kandahar for its Provincial Reconstruction Team.6 The Kandahar deployment also
presented an ideal opportunity to demonstrate the ‘3-D,’ or ‘Defence, Diplomacy and
Development’ construct had been embedded into the Martin government's 2005
International Policy Statement.
Next, Matthew Willis of Britain’s Royal United Services Institute and Major
Hazelbag of the Netherland’s Defence Academy have separately argued that Canada
deployed to Kandahar as part of a quietly coordinated British-Canadian-Dutch plan to
move as a group into southern Afghanistan in part because they had very recently
enjoyed a very productive cooperative arrangement in Bosnia.7 Their combined efforts in
Kandahar would have the additional benefit of reinforcing the NATO alliance at a critical
time. The author fully supports the thrust of their argument but will modify it to include
other elements while also stressing that it was part of a larger Canadian strategy.
Nevertheless, this will be called the "NATO" interpretation.
In that the Netherlands, the United Kingdom and Italy were all seeking to join
Canada this narrative will allow a parallel testing of hypothesis 1C which argued
Canada's interoperability ties with the US will make us an unattractive partner. Canada's
selection of Kandahar in part because of its considerable US support facilities, offers
another test of hypothesis 1B which posits that our military will be drawn to US projects
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as a result of the dependency on their systems.
This case study will examine each of these narratives starting with the argument
that the Kandahar selection was a response to US retaliation, and then turn its attention,
briefly, to the suggestion that General Hillier's input was the key factor. This will be
followed by an examination of the “Bureaucratic Delay” argument. The Bercuson and
Granatstein narrative will then be analyzed. The case study will end with an examination
of the “NATO” strategy. That sequence permits the argument to follow a rough
chronological order while also presenting the sovereignty-related arguments first. That
will allow a ready comparison later with those authors that suggest the choice of
Kandahar had little direct connection to Canadian sovereignty.

Retaliation
Up to this point there has been no evidence of US coercion and no other analyst
has suggested otherwise. The fourth case study probed the reasons and found that many
in the United States government had confidently predicted that Canada would join
Operation Iraqi Freedom thus eliminating, for some, the need to consider sanctions.
Simultaneously, other parts of the US administration had examined the possibility of
applying coercive linkages to Canada, as it had with most of its potential allies and found
that Canada-US interdependency made it extremely likely that retaliation, especially if it
was in the trade area, would equally hurt the US.8
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While no coercion occurred, the extent to which retaliation was actually avoided
is in some doubt. Those in government in the United States and Canada at the time
tended to dismiss or downplay the level of American dissatisfaction and the potential for
retaliatory action. After Canada’s decisions to not join Operation Iraqi Freedom, Prime
Minister Chrétien records that President Bush's Chief of Staff, Andrew Card, had
indicated that the White House was "disappointed but not angry" in part because Canada,
unlike one or two other allies, had not “double-crossed” them.9 Eddie Goldenberg
outlines that President Bush did nothing to prevent the application of punishing tariffs on
British steel exports to the United States in the approach to war, while Mexico and
Canada, two of the war's opponents, were granted exemptions.10 Similarly, Stein and
Lang report that Paul Wolfowitz, the US Deputy Defense Secretary, was "charming" in
his response to Canada's announced rejection of any part in their National Missile
Defense program, and with "some generosity" indicated the US would remain open
should Canada wish to rejoin later.11 Ambassador Cellucci echoed this tone stating the
government’s NMD decision "did no damage to Canada-US relations."12 A similarly
calm response apparently followed Canada's decision to reject participation in OIF. In a
series of cables from the US Embassy in Ottawa that followed the Canadian
announcement there was no hint whatsoever of potential retaliatory measures. Rather,
the cables stress the importance of continuing to work with Canada on a number of issues
9
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ranging from advancing operations in Afghanistan, coordinating the North American
counterterrorist effort, and keeping pressure on the North Korean and Iranian nuclear
programs. One cable concluded “we need Canada's help" in all these files.13 Following
his address on 25 March 2003, in Toronto, where Canadian concerns over border delays
were met with his worrying reply of “security trumps trade,” he then cabled that the US
would continue to work on “trade disputes" and ”border initiatives."14 Both cables also
confidently expected a better Canada-US relationship after Paul Martin had replaced
Prime Minster Chrétien, predicting "an improvement in Canada's policy towards the U.S.,
at least in tone and perhaps even substantially.”
The apparent lack of repercussions or retaliation from the United States would
suggest that Canada was able to make its decisions on both Iraq and National Missile
Defense freely and certainly without sovereignty cost. Yet interviews with senior
Canadian officials backed up by the work of Brian Bow suggest a more complex and
frequently more negative tone to the US response. After Prime Minister Chrétien’s
announcement on 17 March 2003 that Canada would not be participating in Operation
Iraqi Freedom, Rear-Admiral Mack, in Washington, reported that "instantly" every
meeting scheduled with every member of Canada's Washington embassy was cancelled
by the US government.15 This extremely rapid negative reaction was partially a result of
the nature of the Canadian response. Canada had forewarned the US administration of
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Prime Minister Chrétien's announcement on Iraq. However, the benefits of so doing were
limited. The embassy later heard that Bush was in the middle of a cabinet meeting when
that warning arrived. The staff apparently stopped the cabinet meeting and invited them
all to look at the television. The cabinet then saw the Prime Minister saying Canada
would not go to Iraq and the whole House erupting in applause. Admiral Mack recalled
after that word of this “went through Washington and in terms of anything to do with
Canada like a knife.”16
There are also unconfirmed reports that Canadian officers in Central Command
Headquarters in Tampa were then told to not be "visible" during President Bush's next
visit there. The senior official in the US State Department coordinating Operation Iraqi
Freedom (OIF) is reported to have insisted that Canadian officials were to “never phone
me again, never come to my office, never write to me for the rest of my life.”17 An
equally high ranking official within the National Security Advisor staff is also said to
have refused to ever see a Canadian again.18 Both Rear-Admiral Mack and Ken Calder
argue these were not part of a coordinated response but, rather, reflected entirely personal
feelings and reactions. Amongst the immediate retaliatory actions, likely the only one
that can be viewed as US government policy was the previously discussed removal of
Task Force 151 from the communication links and intelligence flow that supported
Operation Iraqi Freedom.
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Rear-Admiral Mack argues this initial American bitterness lasted less than one
month with the realization, well expressed in the US Embassy Ottawa cables above, that
there was much important work that had to be progressed and that this required full
cooperation from both sides of the border.19 Yet the author’s interviews backed up by
those conducted by Brian Bow all point to a shift in the emphasis the US administration
placed on that cooperation. So while communications were reopened in Washington and
elsewhere in the United States, the priority the White House and senior US officials
assigned to our concerns appears to have fallen markedly. As an example, Bow asserts
the White House was not inclined to accord much attention or expend the political capital
to advance the softwood lumber negotiations after our Iraqi decision.20 Admiral Mack
agrees and suggests the US executive would reply to a Canadian concern like softwood
lumber with "that's a terrible situation - I will look into that." However, he felt the real
American response was more in line with “'when you get better, I will talk for you to
Senators and Members of the House of Representatives.”21 Major-General Ross reports a
similar view held by a US senior State Department official:
Every morning, I drive to work from Arlington over the Roosevelt Bridge.
Occasionally military vehicles with AD [Air Defence] missiles will be at either
end of the bridge protecting it. It makes you focus on what the day’s priorities
should be. When I get to my office, I have the usual overflowing in-basket of
country files. After seeing those soldiers on the way in, it is somewhat amazing
how the files of those countries that are 'with us' are on the top and those that are
not tend to be on the bottom. Can I tell you that Canadian concerns about BSE
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and softwood lumber are not important - absolutely not. We will get to them,
eventually.22
Brian Bow concludes "The White House, in other words, held a grudge, and it
colored the administration's approach to the lumber issue.”23 Within Bow’s range of
possible negative reactions, grudge linkages are more indirect than retaliation and involve
the American executive "withholding attention and support in other concurrent disputes"
within the bilateral relationship.24 This, in turn, leaves lower level American bureaucratic
actors ill-disposed to Canada the freedom to hinder her, while denying support or
encouragement to those who would help us.25 As seen this was precisely what occurred.
Bow also argues such grudge linkages are also the more likely initial response than direct,
sustained retaliation. This was primarily because direct retaliation became less useful as
a result of the interdependent nature of the two economies, a limited US ability to
coordinate action across powerful departments, the influence of nongovernmental US
groups that would argue against punishment that might affect their industry, and the
limiting effect of formal institutions such as CUSFTA and NAFTA.26 As a result, Bow
argues US policymakers were pushed "by default" towards grudge linkages when faced
with contrary policies or actions by Canada.27
Bow also argues that this particular grudge relied on an American sense that as
"both Chrétien and Martin had been all too happy to put domestic politicking ahead of the
22
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bilateral partnership; why should the United States do things any differently?"28 A quick
review of issues certainly suggests problems in the relationship. Canada continued to
champion the International Criminal Court, and in the UN Canada “led the charge” of
those states opposed to granting the US effort any exemption from the court for its
military in the view of Jones and Kilgour.29 In 2002, Canada supported the extremely
contentious New Agenda Coalition resolution of the Nuclear Non-proliferation Treaty in
the face of direct US opposition to any of its NATO allies so doing. Canada was the first
NATO ally to break ranks, and then succeeded in progressively getting more NATO
allies to join her.30 Finally, Prime Minister Chrétien reported that the presidents of both
Mexico and Chile ultimately thanked him "for helping them to say no" to both the US
resolution on Iraq and the OIF coalition.31
In early December 2004, the list of Canadian refusals of US requests or direct
opposition to US plans continued to grow and resulted in the infamous “seven no’s” brief
described by Stein and Lang.32 These were prepared by Canada's senior attaché in
Washington, Rear-Admiral Mack, and presented in Ottawa to the defence department’s
Chief of Defence Staff and Deputy Minister, and then, later, the Minister. Amongst the
“seven no’s” listed by Stein and Lang was the government’s rejection of American
informal requests to participate in a NATO training mission in Iraq, send CF-18s to
28
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Afghanistan, or provide an infantry company group to Haiti. Within the Stein and Lang
description, also included in the “no’s” is the claim that while Canada had promised to
send a PRT, “it has not yet decided where the PRT was going” nor had it made any
commitment to help NATO expand beyond Kabul.33 A confidential interview has
indicated the government also refused requests to provide protection force for the UN in
Iraq or provide military support for the Afghanistan Presidential elections scheduled for
the fall of 2005.34
The production of the “seven no’s” list likely marked the low point in overall
Canada-US relations and certainly so in their security relations. Here two repercussions
were particularly notable. A month after our OIF decision, Rear-Admiral Mack claimed
that Defense Secretary Rumsfeld informed Canada's newly arrived Ambassador, Frank
McKenna, over lunch that "do you know, we no longer consider Canada a reliable ally."35
Christopher Sands, a well-connected observer of Canada-US trends, suggested in 2003
that: “Canada has been reassessed by many U.S. officials, and it is viewed today as an
ally similar to the Netherlands. That is, wealthy, talented, generally friendly, but a small
contributor to the international order which the United States finds itself responsible to
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maintain.”36 Frank Harvey, surveying the same unrolling of events, joined with Richard
Gwyn in agreeing that Canada was now on the verge of becoming “invisible and
irrelevant” internationally.37 Two years later little had changed with Stein and Lang
acknowledging a report that Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense Ian Brzezinski still
held that Canada was not a reliable ally following its decision on NMD.38
While some of these views might be considered short duration outbursts from
disappointed US officials and of no long-term consequence, within the security sector
those views, and they were widely shared, had weight and began to influence other
issues. Normally avoided, issue linkage was now in play. The pressures of the Iraq War,
for example, had a particularly direct effect on Australia-Canada-UK-US intelligence
exchange arrangements where there appeared to be an increasing US tendency to ensure
the best parts of this exchange only went to the "reliable" allies – the British and
Australians. For Canada, this changed arrangement was problematic as Chapter 2
demonstrated that the US was overwhelmingly the major contributor to the
AUSCANUKUS intelligence exchange that Canada relied on.
It took some time for this US policy of assisting “reliable” allies over others to
become operational. As noted, when Operation Iraqi Freedom began, Canada was
excluded from Iraq-specific intelligence and the specific communications networks
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supporting the campaign.39 The Navy had been warned two years earlier that this would
occur and were not particularly surprised given "need to know" principles.40 These
necessarily removed players who had no direct requirement for the data, and that was
simply good security. But after-the-fact reports indicate that while Australian and British
forces were supposed to be included within the US’s OIF networks they were not
receiving anything like the data needed as the United States military continued to conduct
much of the Iraq war on its internal and "NOFORN" (no foreign eyes) SIPRNET
system.41 The UK felt their soldiers lives were at “mortal risk” as a result of denied
intelligence, and Australia's Prime Ministers approached, some reports say threatened,
President Bush for his forces to be given access to elements of the SIPRNET system.42
This was apparently granted in a 2004 US Presidential Directive.43
Every indication points to the fact that the Presidential Directive was intended
simply to facilitate Britain and Australia's operations in Iraq. Regrettably, many of those
responsible for implementing the directive applied it more broadly and at Canada's
expense. Rear-Admiral Mack strongly supports this view arguing that when many US
authorities looked for ways to implement the spirit of the Presidential Directive at the
39
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local level, the result was “freezing Canadians out of everything.”44 Lieutenant-Colonel
Rémillard, citing an interview with a Canadian military intelligence specialist, confirmed
that the overall intelligence flow from the United States was much reduced in both
quality and quantity as a result of our Iraq decision.45 Similarly, Admiral Mack began
receiving reports of Canadian instructors and students in US military schools being asked
to leave during sensitive lectures they would normally have attended.46 His personal
access to senior US military officials, the entire point of his job, also suffered
significantly for a period. Brigadier-General Gauthier, the Chief of Defence Intelligence,
concluded that “a three-eyes sharing arrangement” that included only the US, Britain and
Australia was evolving within the traditional four-eyes AUSCANUKUS system.47 As
was pointed out by others, this system was the source of almost all Canadian intelligence
material.
Wikileaks has confirmed the highest levels of the Canadian government were
aware and deeply disturbed by this problem. A US Embassy Ottawa cable designed to
prepare President Bush for his visit to Canada on 30 November 2004 accurately sets out
the issue and Canada's response:
The government [of Canada] is aware that we are creating a separate US-UKAustralia channel for sharing sensitive intelligence, including information that
[traditionally] has been U.S. eyes only. The GOC has expressed concern at
multiple levels that their exclusion from a traditional “four-eyes” construct is
“punishment” for Canada’s non-participation in Iraq and they fear that the Iraq44
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related channel may evolve into a more permanent “three-eyes” only structure.
PM Martin may raise this with you privately.48
If this is an accurate recounting of Canadian views, and there is nothing to suggest
it is not, it is clear our political leadership was assessing the US actions as direct
retaliation. Moreover, a confidential interview confirmed the Prime Minister indeed
raised the issue with the President and that both resolved that their officials would work
towards a solution.49 Two other interviewees also report that the Defence Minister had
discussed the problem with Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld.50 Years later, retired
Defence Minister Graham certainly confirmed the seriousness of the issue. After noting
that the AUSCANUKUSNZ intelligence exchange arrangement had given Canada "a
level of security that even countries like France or Germany don't have" he indicated that
Canada was then removed from the arrangement as a result of its failure to join the Iraq
coalition. He declared "We definitely paid a price. We definitely were shut out for about
a year."51
The Stein and Lang account mentions none of this. Their single sentence
mentioning the developing Canada-US intelligence exchange problem occurs in 2005 and
is focused on NORAD and NMD and is presented solely as an issue of concern to the
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defence bureaucracy.52 This sidesteps the evidence that in 2004 both the Defence
Minister and Prime Minister were directly engaged in attempting to forestall Canada's
exclusion from the critical AUSCANUKUS intelligence relationship.
There were repercussions for the Iraq and, later, the NMD decisions, and Canada,
it seemed, had less freedom to thwart the United States without incurring costs. Stein and
Lang's follow-on argument that it was bureaucracy, and not the political leadership, who
then called for Canada to do "something significant” to offset the negative consequences
of Canadian decisions also demands a closer look.53 This is acutely needed as they also
assert that it was the bureaucracy who argued "Afghanistan seemed a logical place to
start" the process of making amends.
Tim Murphy, Prime Minister Martin's Chief of Staff, was harsher and suggested
that the military and foreign policy bureaucracy were actually calling for efforts to
"appease the Americans."54 Yet were departmental officials alone in this effort? If that
can be proven it would certainly constitute a loss of internal sovereignty as it would
involve military officers and bureaucrats taking pro-US actions in opposition to a
government policy, admittedly undeclared, which claimed no offsetting Canadian actions
were required. In 2007, for example, Paul Martin claimed that he personally felt no need
to make amends for Canada's decision with regard to Iraq or NMD.55 He had different
priorities, and the popular view is that Martin was also much more interested in Africa
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with Eugene Lang volunteering that the new Prime Minister "was never keen on Canada's
presence in Afghanistan."56
Another Martin priority was to improve Canada-US relations and he established a
special committee of cabinet he personally chaired to achieve this. He also signaled
initially that he was favorable towards Canada joining the US National Missile Defense
project.57 He then responded to long standing US concerns over our low levels of
defence spending with an increase in DND's budget from $13 to 19 billion, Canada's
largest postwar budget increase in twenty years. His 2005 International Policy Statement
for defence was splendidly supportive of tighter Canada-US military links with three full
pages devoted to improving interoperability and cooperation in eleven areas.58 NATO
received a partial page with significantly less specific goals.
Perhaps as a result of the increased emphasis he put on that relationship it is
difficult to discern much evidence of this claimed hesitancy or indifference towards
Afghanistan. One also saw a strong recognition of its importance in Canada-US relations
when Defence Minister Graham simultaneously informed Secretary of Defense
Rumsfeld's assistant, Paul Wolfovitz, that Canada would not be participating in National
Missile Defense but that it “might” be sending an infantry battle group to Kandahar in
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2006.59 In addition, that Spring the government, despite having no apparent keenness for
Afghanistan, quickly approved over $278.3 million on Afghanistan-specific military
equipment purchases.60
Equally, the critical March 2005 meeting where Prime Minister Martin is reported
to have "reluctantly approved" the full Kandahar mission preceded his visit with
President Bush at Waco Texas by two days.61 Bill Schiller's detailed account also makes
clear there was no significant opposition raised to the new Chief of Defence Staff's
ambitious plan for going to the known dangers of the Kandahar area.62 Martin's
communication director was also reported to have declared "There was a feeling that this
was the price of being a G-8 country." He goes on to say that the Foreign Affairs
bureaucracy had also argued that Canada had "to evaluate the importance of making a
decision that runs counter to this White House." By the meeting’s end, the Prime
Minister approved the deployment and Schiller identifies no dissenters. After General
Hillier promised, unwisely, that DND would maintain the capability to also intervene in
either Haiti or Darfur, the only debate centered on just how large the force would be.

General Hillier
There were also claims that General Hillier pushed for Kandahar as part of a
larger effort to integrate the Canadian military into the US effort. There were, for
59
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example, very direct concerns over his closeness to the US military. David Pugliese
claims that Hillier was both the “architect” of the Kandahar mission and a strong
advocate of “closer links to the American military establishment.”63 To some, he argued,
Hillier also represented "the growing Americanization of the Canadian military, a world
in which peacekeeping… is dead and combat operations, such as those now occurring in
Afghanistan, become the norm of the future." Michael Valpy of the Globe and Mail
noted General Hillier "is on a first name basis with much of the American high command
[and] has been accused of making the Canadian forces an adjunct of the U.S.
military…"64 Senator Kenny claimed General Hillier's transformation plan
"superimposed an American-style blueprint to the Canadian military,"65 but the most
sustained critique of the General’s pro-US agenda comes from Stephen Staples. He
argues unequivocally that the Kandahar selection rested primarily on his desire to import
US doctrine and impress the Bush Administration, while also undercutting the Canadian
Forces peacekeeping image.66
There is, however, no broad agreement on these motives. Philippe Lagassé and
Joel Sokolsky also argue Hillier was driven by multiple desires including one "to erase
perceptions that the CF was a peacekeeping military." They add, however, that he also
sought to lock-in defence budget increases with high profile missions, increase Canada's
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international stature, "expunge Canada's status as a free rider," and improve Canada-US
relations after the National Missile Defence and Iraq decisions.67 To this list Murray
Brewster would add a Hillier focus on raising the profile of the Canadian military
amongst Canadian citizens.68 Bill Schiller of the Toronto Star argues the General and the
defence department focused on Kandahar for its potential to "transform Canada's
military," improve its international reputation, and help reconstruct Afghanistan.69
General Hillier, however, reiterated that he had only returned to Canada in late 2004,
specifically denied his architect role in the PRT selection, and claimed the government
“had already signalled its intent to go into Kandahar province.”70

Bureaucratic Delay
Another consistently reported reason for Canada choosing to return to Kandahar
was that “bickering” and “dithering” had consumed so much time only the most
dangerous Provincial Reconstruction Team locations in Afghanistan were left when
Canada was ready to commit to one. This view had wide support. Sean Maloney argues
that there was a "scramble" within NATO to find ”safe, soft PRT's.” Despite the fact that
NATO had originally wanted Canada to take Herat, one of the relatively more tranquil
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locations, “the Italians and the Spanish beat us to the punch” for it he claimed.71 In his
view, the delay resulted because of a general Canadian predilection to discuss these
issues “forever.”72 Major-General Ross also identifies no particular culprit for the delays
but did argue “we are in Kandahar by default. We waited way too long to make a
decision."73 Here one must note that he had left the military by the summer of 2003, well
before Canada began to closely examine PRT locations. Jean Chrétien blamed the
Kandahar decision on his successor arguing he "took too long to make up his mind" about
whether Canada should remain in Kabul or go to the "killing fields" around Kandahar.74
The most detailed explanation of the role slow decision-making played in
Kandahar’s selection comes from the Stein and Lang account who put the blame squarely
on the bureaucracy. Their accusations cover a wide range of problems. The first claims
that "squabbling," "bickering," and "dithering" between the Department of Defence and
the Department of Foreign Affairs bureaucracy, with occasionally Canadian International
Development Agency (CIDA) participation, consumed a year of critical time between the
summer of 2003 to summer 2004 although pinning down the precise period of the
claimed delay is not easy.75 In a separate article Eugene Lang claimed over a year and a
half was wasted as DND and DFAIT officials "frequently at odds with one another,
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dithered and bickered."76 The second charge was that the Chief of Defence Staff and
Deputy Chief of Defence Staff had dismissed such safer options as the Herat and
Chaghcharan PRTs in northern-western Afghanistan for their "inadequate international
visibility" and the authors’ assumption that the Canadian military was disinclined to work
with "European counterparts."77 The authors offer the latter explanation without
considering the fact that the Canadian Army generally preferred to work with the UK
while also enjoying their collaboration with the Dutch in north-west Bosnia and Eritrea.
As will be shown, those preferences would remain. The final problem Stein and Lang
outline was that DND was not ready to brief Defence Minister Graham on a PRT location
when he arrived in the department in the summer of 2004 suggesting that officials felt
"this decision didn't really concern the politicians."78 In their account, all of this resulted
in there being "no place left in Afghanistan for Canada to deploy" other than Kandahar in
February 2005 according to what Stein and Lang refer to as "the conventional wisdom."79
The latter qualifier reflects the fact that the military had "ruled out" Herat and
Chaghcharan for what the authors had earlier suggested were doubtful reasons.
Many of these claims are provided with little evidence. This forces a need to start
unraveling the chronology and then check it against the various narratives and accessed
government documents for agreements and contradictions. Here one of the first things
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that starts to become clear is that, claims of delay and bickering notwithstanding, the
defence department began planning for a PRT quite early. Stein and Lang admit
elsewhere that in the summer of 2003 the military, civilian and political leadership within
DND had agreed to create a Provincial Reconstruction Team somewhere in Afghanistan
as a follow-on to the Kabul mission.80 The Department of Foreign Affairs was also
onboard, and the two departments were sufficiently confident of this broad PRT plan to
brief the US Embassy in late Spring 2003. That Embassy in turn reported in a 6 Jun 2003
cable that both departments were indicating Canada intended to follow the August 2004
end of the ISAF Kabul mission with a PRT.81 While the plan was undoubtedly
influenced by the need for an exit strategy from that mission, the effort must still be
considered farsighted given the Canadian military were in the midst of preparing units for
the first ISAF Kabul formation at that moment. Moreover, the UN only authorized the
expansion of NATO beyond Kabul in October 2003 in what became known as Stage 1 of
the ISAF expansion.82 This also began a process where NATO progressively took over
those teams who initially were reporting to the US-led Operation Enduring Freedom.
Through the fall of 2003, this initial work was followed up with more detailed
planning and reconnaissance. This included an October PRT “fact finding team” with
DND, DFAIT and CIDA representatives.83 That team submitted its report on 26 October
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and it found the PRT concept viable but underlined a strong requirement for force
protection, medical evacuation, close air support, and “extraction arrangements.”84 The
report also concluded this offered “Canada a large selection of choices” in part because
each of the planned PRT locations could be expanded by developing additional satellite
or “spoke” locations from the original PRT. Finally, the team stressed the need for any
potential future PRT to be preceded by an intradepartmental strategic reconnaissance that
would assess its viability indicating some significant effort to ensure all government
departments were in agreement. PRT concepts were also fleshed out with an exercise at
the Pearson Peacekeeping Center and, later, at a UK government ‘roadshow’ on PRTs.85
A cautionary note did emerge from these efforts with a recognition of the need for
advanced planning to recognize such factors as CIDA’s requirement to provide six
months notice for deploying staff.
This reconnaissance led to a follow-on options analysis effort in November 2003.
While many of the accessed government documents on this phase were heavily redacted,
by piecing together various elements one senses the options included a PRT in Kabul
backed up by a surveillance squadron, with this being reinforced in another option with a
full battle group when more Canadian troops became available in February 2006. Yet
another option involved an independent Provincial Reconstruction Team somewhere else
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in Afghanistan, likely also supported by a battle group in a final fourth option.86 A full
option analysis then rated each of these PRT options as to the extent each supported nine
criteria.87 These included “Political impact,” “Canadian popular support,”
“NATO/Alliance commitment,” “CA/US relations,” “budget,” “other government
departments,” “Threat assessment,” “Likelihood of mission success,” and Afghan
government “perception.” Regrettably, the results, including the identification of the
highest-rated option, were redacted from the accessed documents the author received.
However, the final result of this analysis was signed off by Defence Minister McCallum
on 8 November 2003 as the “Outline Strategies for ISAF Post August 2004.”88 A month
later, Minister McCallum confirmed at a NATO meeting of defence ministers in Brussels
that Canada would indeed be providing a PRT on completion of its Kabul mission
without mentioning a location.89 While Stein and Lang may have argued that “bickering
and delay” marked the Summer 2003 to Summer 2004 period, the evidence from
accessed documents shows quite a high degree of progress and interdepartmental
cooperation with an obvious effort to keep the Defence Minister apprised of
developments.

Stature
Canada's stature in the world, or lack of it, also guided Canadian government
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players in their search for a post-Kabul mission yet few analysts have accorded it any
importance. Exceptions are David Bercuson and Jack Granatstein who argue Kandahar
was selected in a large measure because the government “wanted the world to know that
Canada had arrived back on the international scene.” 90
As seen, Prime Minister Martin came into power with the intent of distinguishing
his administration from that of the Chrétien regime in as many ways as possible.91 This
was quickly demonstrated with just-noted increases in defence spending, a new cabinet
committee, and initial support for NMD. As shown, there were grounds for improving
the Canada-US relationship if only to reverse a sharply diminished intelligence flow and
to overcome the US view that Canada was not just unreliable, but a “small contributor” in
global security matters. At the same time an increasingly unified political opposition had
a consistent record of having outlined Canada's fall in place in the world as a result of a
Liberal “Decade of Darkness” of budget cuts to the Canadian military. These views were
reinforced with several popular books including Jack Granatstein’s Who Killed the
Canadian Military? and Andrew Cohen's While Canada Slept: How We Lost our Place
in the World .92 That Martin may have been sensitive to this widespread criticism of
90
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Canada’s fall in capability and influence may be seen in his early personal call for
projects that would demonstrate to all that under his leadership "Canada would be a major
contributor to global affairs."93 One then started to see in the tone of government
documents and public statements an emphasis on this goal. An August 2004 cable from
the Canadian Embassy Kabul argues that a Canadian PRT should, in addition to
contributing to the NATO effort, "have political weight and high profile."94 Reporting
for the CBC, Brian Stewart chronicles a meeting with a senior NATO commander in
Kabul where again Foreign Affairs officials argued for a "significant" and "dramatic"
PRT location.95 After the Kandahar PRT was announced, a DND briefing note prepared
for a NATO meeting gushed that: “This is a significant and strong new commitment to
Afghanistan and to the international campaign against terrorism. It demonstrates, in a
real and meaningful way, Canada's willingness to play a leadership role in the world...”96
By this time, Bill Graham had replaced Pratt as Defence Minister and the new minister
reinforced the fact that the Kandahar PRT location, while being more dangerous, allowed
"Canada to make an important contribution” to the Afghanistan effort.97
Making a “significant” and “dramatic” contribution in Afghanistan served
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multiple constituencies. For the Martin government this could be a step towards an
improved Canada-US relationship while also sharply differentiating his government from
the policies of his predecessor. All parties also sought high impact projects relatively
quickly in view of the rapidly declining Canada-US relationship and its likely links to the
AUSCANUKUS intelligence exchange problem. Foreign Affairs, it is alleged, was
particularly concerned with offsetting the ill-feeling generated by our refusal to join the
Iraq coalition or National Missile Defense and Brian Stewart was convinced that civilian
officials were “more pro-Kandahar than the professional soldiers.”98 Finally, in early
2004 Canada was the largest contributor to ISAF providing one thousand nine hundred
and fifty of the five thousand five hundred total forces.99 It had also supplied the force’s
Deputy Commander, then its Commander, as well as a highly effective Strategic Analysis
Team providing advice to the very center of the Afghan government. Canada was
becoming a significant player in Afghanistan, and there was an unwillingness to consider
a post-ISAF contribution that would not protect that significant Canadian investment or
provide the same status.
David Bercuson and Jack Granatstein also outline in convincing detail the extent
of Canada’s 2003-4 investment in the Kabul mission and its success. Canada was
considered “the major player” in Kabul second only to the US. Here Canadians “were a
force to be reckoned with.”100 The government had made a large and successful
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investment, and there was a resulting sense Canada was capable of more. The Kabul
mission had changed Canada’s outlook. Rear-Admiral Gauvin, who had just replaced
Rear-Admiral McNeil as the defence advisor at the Privy Council Office, sensed that: “It
was a case of coming out of Kabul and moving into the regions ISAF was standing up.
And Canada was actually determined in this case to take the region where we were going
to be able to make a difference, a significant difference.”101
However, when examining issues of stature one must also recognize that Canada
had just been characterized by senior US officials as "unreliable" and publicly derided by
others as an inconsequential contributor to global stability. The extent to which such a
reputation could be allowed to continue without cost was underscored by the four-eyes
intelligence exchange problem. Accessed documents suggest wider concerns and some
of these center on Canada’s position within the G-8.
Beginning in 2002, each G-8 member save Canada and Russia volunteered or was
assigned "lead nation” responsibility for some major part of Afghan reform. The US led
the rebuilding of the Afghanistan National Army; the United Kingdom was responsible
for the counter-narcotics effort; Italy, justice reform; Germany, the national police force;
and Japan was G-8 lead nation for the demobilization, disarmament and reintegration of
illegally armed groups.102 Canada's large contribution to ISAF in early 2004 may have
saved her from having to volunteer for or be assigned a similar themed responsibility.
The Privy Council Office analysts did not, it seems, think Canada could follow its Kabul
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commitment in August 2004 with some minor effort. In reviewing a list of the upcoming
international meetings in late Spring 2004 where Canada was likely to be probed on its
future Afghanistan contributions, they predicted problems at the “G8 Sea Island summit
in June 2004, which is expected to include a discussion of Afghanistan on the agenda
(where Canada would likely be asked to do more to maintain a profile in keeping with the
other G-8 nations' contributions).”103 In that sense, it was not surprising that Scott Reid,
Prime Minister Martin's communication director, declared Canada’s selection of a
location for its PRT involved a recognition that: “There was a feeling that this was the
price of being a G-8 country. It was a question of, you know, after having shown up all
these years with a six-pack, whether we were finally going to tend bar.” 104
Therefore in early 2004 it was clear that Canada could not follow its nineteen
hundred and fifty-person force in Kabul with a two to three hundred-person PRT as some
have alleged was the Canadian military’s desire.105 DND had indeed been “looking at the
league tables for ISAF” and recognized that any plan for Canada following up its 20042005 Kabul force with only a PRT was a non-starter from an alliance burden-sharing
point of view given the looming demands of ISAF expansion.106 A minor contribution
also went against the view in Canada that it had a responsibility to do more. As has been
shown, DND, with CIDA and DFAIT, had also significantly progressed a full analysis of
the PRT requirement and concluded that a credible force protection element was
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necessary.107 Canada's total potential PRT commitment was, therefore, likely to be
substantial if only to provide the needed security.

NATO
The "NATO" narrative presented here combines the views of Matthew Willis and
Major Hazelbag while adding other important factors, such as operational support, to
suggest one coherent Canadian strategy was at work in selecting Kandahar. This
interpretation also fully recognizes the role played by the previously discussed "stature"
and "retaliation" arguments.
A strategy was certainly needed as a host of issues were complicating a Canadian
attempt to seek a "significant" role for itself. The Canadian military faced a mounting
problem of operational tempo given the large size of Canada's ISAF Kabul year-long
commitment. At the same time Canada was completing its command of Multi-National
Division South-West in Bosnia and would only be able to begin downsizing its six
hundred and fifty person force there in October 2004.108 Meanwhile, the accelerated
departure of Jean-Bertrand Aristide from Haiti and the resulting turmoil resulted in a US
request for Canada to commit forces there. As a result over five hundred and thirty
Canadian soldiers and airmen were dispatched to Haiti under the UN’s MINUSTAH
mission from February to August 2004.109 Finally, Canada's plan for a complete
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departure from Kabul that summer was overturned with the need to provide substantial
NATO defence support to Afghanistan's September 2004 national elections. That led to
the additional commitment of some six to nine hundred Canadians to the ISAF Kabul
force for September 2004 to August 2005.
Unsurprisingly, accessed Canadian government documents soon started admitting
that there was a major operational tempo problem. A May 2004 memorandum from the
Deputy Ministers of both DND and DFAIT to the Prime Minister's Foreign Policy
Advisor argued that while Canada would probably be probed by its allies with regard to
its PRT intentions, the military now had "a severe shortage of military personnel and
equipment" as a result of the Haiti mission and the extension of the Kabul
commitment.110 As a result, through the remainder of 2004 a series of DND documents
insisted on the need for an operational pause with no PRT being committed before
August 2005 and no battalion-sized elements until February 2006. At least one of these
documents was prepared for the Minister of National Defence.111
While Canada considered its op tempo problems in the summer of 2004, NATO's
ISAF expansion plan had its own problems. As Figure 9-1 shows, the expansion was
intended to proceed in a counter-clockwise direction around Afghanistan in four stages
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that began in the relatively quiet north and moved progressively to the more problematic
southern and eastern provinces. In the north-east, Stage 1 was completed quickly, but in
2004 NATO was having considerable difficulty getting nations to sign up for Stage 2 in
the west. A Privy Council analysis assessed this was becoming “a test for the Alliance,
as it struggles to secure the necessary commitments to complete the second stage of ISAF

Figure 9-1

NATO ISAF Expansion Plan for Afghanistan112

expansion.”113 As a result, NATO's Supreme Allied Commander Europe, US General
Jones, requested Canada consider establishing its PRT at Herat and then Chaghcharan in
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the West.114 Unsurprisingly, both Herat and Chaghcharan were on the shortlist for PRT's
being examined by Canada in September 2004, along with Kandahar, Farah and Kabul.115
However, the DND evaluation found Chaghcharan particularly ill-suited to
Canadian needs being isolated, considered of low regional importance, difficult to get to,
and far from the support of allies. The response of Rear-Admiral Robertson, the Director
General International Security Policy in DND, to the Chaghcharan suggestion was: “I
exclaimed 'what? where?’ just based on a Canadian appreciation of what a G-8 country
would be accomplishing in a place like Chaghcharan. That's like putting a PRT in the
middle of Rogers Pass although Rogers Pass actually has Highway Number 1 going
through it.”116 As a result, by late September 2004, Canada “short-listed” the available
PRT to Herat, Shindand (replacing Chaghchuran), Farah and Kandahar.117 Farah and
Shindand appear to have been dropped soon after although accessed documents do not
reveal why, and Shindand never received a PRT despite it having a major Soviet-built
airbase. As Farah was ultimately retained by the US, it may well have been rejected by
Canada as part of a developing US-UK-Netherlands-Canada agreement that will be
described shortly.
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Figure 9-2

NATO ISAF PRT Locations Afghanistan118

Despite the claims by Stein and Lang that Herat was quickly dismissed by the
Canadian military due to its unwillingness to work with Europeans, accessed documents
backed up by interviews showed Herat enjoyed considerable support within DND,
DFAIT, and CIDA as well as the RCMP. The latter had joined the 3-D team as part of a
multinational effort to improve the Afghanistan police services and its members had
joined teams from the other three departments in the November 2004 reconnaissance of
Kandahar and Herat. By November 2004, these were the only two PRT still under their
consideration. A DFAIT report of that interdepartmental reconnaissance effort found
both locations had the same "political value" as Herat was Afghanistan’s second-largest
city while Kandahar was the center of Pashtun influence.119 Both locations were rated
equally from a development point of view while Herat was considered to offer more
scope for police training largely because freedom of movement was better there. Herat
118
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also enjoyed the specific support of General Henault, the Chief of Defence Staff, who,
rather than rejecting participation with the Italians actually sought them out and claims to
have first introduced the idea of them going to Herat as part of a cooperative effort with
Canada.120
However, Herat was without a forward support base forcing the nation that went
there with a PRT to establish one itself or trust NATO to do so.121 This was a serious
concern for resource-constrained DND, and their experience with NATO providing
support in ISAF Kabul was problematic. This concern was heightened in late 2003 after
NATO’s Secretary General, despite his personal exhortations, failed to get any nation to
provide the six helicopters needed to support the Kabul force.122 The final problem with
Herat, as well as any other Stage 2 PRT, involved the conflict between the NATO
schedule and Canada's need for an operational tempo pause from August 2005 to
February 2006. NATO, on the other hand, wanted Stage 2 completed in 2005 and Italy
signaled it was ready to deploy a PRT there in March.123 Nevertheless, Canada's Foreign
Affairs team in NATO Brussels sent a classified message on 5 November 2004 strongly
urging Canada to not only establish a PRT in Herat but to also "take command of the
ISAF Western region" that comprised all the Stage 2 PRTs, as well as provide the
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forward support base.124
At the same time as all of this was happening, intelligence indicators were starting
to point towards a Taliban resurgence.125 Faced with major Canadian army operational
tempo issues, a rising threat, a continuing critical reliance on the US military support,
regular NATO calls for Canadian troops for election support and various dispersed PRTs,
and a strong political desire to be seen to be contributing something "significant," the
Canadian government appeared to settle on a three-part strategy in late 2004. This would
involve concentrating in one location, tying the Canadian effort to reliable US support,
and forming an informal internal alliance with the UK and the Netherlands.
Concentration had the practical benefits of eliminating the need to provide
duplicate logistics and communication support to the multiple locations NATO had
suggested for Canada. In that sense, concentration offered the possibility of keeping
numbers and operational tempo down.126 More importantly, however, concentration
offered higher visibility and this was directly linked to command appointments. Both
General Hillier and Rear-Admiral Robertson argued strongly for this and used Canada's
unhappy early experience in the Balkans for support.127 There, Canada frequently found
its military units and aid efforts scattered about the former Republic of Yugoslavia taxing
her logistic support, force protection, and coordinating abilities. More importantly, that
124
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dispersion ensured there was no readily identifiable location one could point to on a map
as a distinctly Canadian effort. General Hillier then argued with considerable
justification that Canada, despite being frequently the largest contributor to the Yugoslav
coalition effort, was denied access to the five-nation Contact Group that provided
strategic direction because it had “frittered away” its contribution and influence as a
result of not concentrating.128 When Canada finally chose to concentrate its units in
Bosnia with the UK and the Netherlands as part of Multi-National Division South-West,
it achieved the critical 'Canadian flag on the map' and command appointments in rotation
with her two close allies. Again, Admiral Robertson outlines this view dominated as the
department considered PRT locations in Afghanistan:
We didn't want the same problem of having multiple locations. We didn't want to
be penny-packeted in multiple locations and not get credit. We’d been through
this in the Balkans. It was very clear that we needed to be putting a PRT
someplace that had room for growth. To make a contribution with a Canadian
flag and potentially a contribution with Canadian leadership in that region,
through shared rotational leadership in all likelihood.129
Canada's military leadership was, therefore, strongly inclined to repeat the MultiNational South-West Division model in south Afghanistan, the area denoted for ISAF
Stage 3 expansion. A DND briefing note claimed grouping Canadian elements in
Kandahar instead of dispersing them would “concentrate effort, improve efficiency, and
multiply Canada's impact.”130 Another DND document titled "Benefits of Concentration
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in Afghanistan" argued the result would be "a very positive reception from key
international organizations and Allies” such as the UN, NATO, the US and UK.131 That
document also noted a combined PRT in one area "would be the first tangible
confirmation of the integrated approach to force deployment that is a major theme of the
new Defence Policy Statement." Initial strong resistance to working too closely with the
military from the aid and development community had, after significant effort, been
overcome to the point that the PRT concept, according to the Canadian Embassy in
Kabul, had "evolved sufficiently to mitigate the initial negative reaction from NGOs."132
Up until the final government decision in December 2004, interdepartmental
concern focused frequently on the fact that a Herat selection would then require that
Canada establish a forward support base for all the PRT's in the north near Herat or await
the doubtful prospect of NATO establishing one.133 Kandahar, on the other hand, was
anchored by an already established large American base with its own airport capable of
handling the largest military transports. This was critical, and a DND option analysis
concluded its own PRT “can only function if it receives combat and service support from
the coalition.”134 The earlier 2003 multi-departmental Canadian planning effort had
specifically underlined that any PRT had to be able to rely on a neighbouring quick
should the Canadian battle group to remain in Kabul with a PRT elsewhere. This briefing note also
underlined that a battle group-sized commitment "would represent our expected share."
131
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reaction force, helicopter medical evacuation and close air support.135 As was the case in
2002, Canada still had no appropriate helicopters and by 2005 there was nothing to
indicate NATO had improved on its ability to muster them either after its 2003 burdensharing failure, and so this meant relying on US support again.136 Thankfully, the US
continued to provide unstinting combat aviation support and here the most critical was in
their provision of medical evacuation helicopters.137 Finally, working with the
Americans in Kandahar allowed a ready access to the electronic intelligence effort that
was quickly proving crucial in Afghanistan.
This is not referred to in any Canadian documents, but two historians, Richard
Aldrich and Matthew Aid have chronicled the increasing reliance of coalition soldiers on
the electronic intelligence teams and centers deployed in Kandahar, Helmand and Kabul
in 2004.138 While the collection and analysis effort was almost entirely conducted by
AUSCANUKUS elements, the Dutch military had also enjoyed significant success in
2004 in Kabul by combining off-the-shelf radio intercept and equipment with skilled
Afghan interpreters.139 The immediate intelligence those teams produced regularly
provided advanced warning of Taliban attacks or accurate positioning data for subsequent
airstrikes on Taliban leaders.140 The British considered their own electronic intelligence
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effort “battle-winners.”141 The combined allied efforts in Helmand and Kandahar were
the most impressive relying on data from AUSCANUKUS sea-based platforms, aircraft,
satellites, and ground teams fed into the Electronic Warfare and Signals Intelligence
Operations Center in Kandahar.142 The immense advantage in this and other elements of
largely US-provided support available in Kandahar over Herat was, however, offset by a
greater Taliban presence.
The Taliban threat became a major factor in Canada's decision to join an informal
alliance with the Netherlands and UK in Afghanistan. This would reunite three allies
with close interoperability ties, advanced military technology, and a considerable history
of effectively working together. This went beyond their experience in Bosnia. In late
2000, Canada provided five hundred and thirty soldiers for the Dutch-led UN mission in
Eritrea as part of the Netherlands-Canada Battalion or NECBAT.143 The shared Bosnian
experience was certainly important with ADM Policy, Ken Calder, arguing that “on that
basis we had strong relations with the Dutch and the Brits - we trusted each other and
worked well together."144 The British Defence Minister, John Reid, later reported to the
UK Parliament's Chilcot Inquiry that he would not approve the British deployment until
141
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the Canadians and Dutch had made clear they were going.145 Similarly, General Henault
has stated “the Netherlands would not go into Afghanistan in the southern region unless
its flanks were covered. It wanted its flanks covered by reliable allies and we were one of
the key ones.”146 Equally, Canada was deeply disturbed when it appeared in late 2005
that the Dutch Parliament would not approve their own forces deployment to the South
with one DND briefing note underlining that their participation was “of key importance”
to the success of our own.147
All three were also part of a select group of NATO allies that Robert Kaplan has
recently argued were more committed to the alliance than some of their southern
European neighbors.148 There was also very much a sense that Afghanistan was severely
testing the alliance and the initial difficulty in getting participants for Stage 2 of ISAF
expansion confirmed that.149 In view of that, the three appear to have concluded that the
necessary Stage 3 expansion into the more troublesome south would be infinitely more
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difficult unless a group like their own lead the effort. There were regular claims that
Canada going to Kandahar would “pave the way” or serve as the “anchor tenant” for the
southern ISAF expansion during this period.150 Rear-Admiral Robertson was steadfast in
this view:
But the fundamental reasons for our efforts post-Kabul flowed from the
government of Canada's strategic objectives for Afghanistan, and the need to
make the ISAF expansion strategy successful. We made a truly meaningful
contribution enabling stage 3 and furthering the Alliance’s expansion into the
South and then the East that was entirely in line with our capabilities as a G-8
nation and in keeping with an appropriate proportional contribution to the overall
effort.151
The plan then evolved slowly via discussions in the margins of NATO meetings
or via military-to-military discussions begun in 2003. By early 2004, a high-ranking
Dutch officer came to Ottawa to discuss broad PRT options for the south Afghanistan
region with the Director General International Security Policy, Rear-Admiral Robertson
in March 2004.152 Much later the British confirmed during bilateral staff discussions in
mid-2004 that they also intended to proceed to the south of Afghanistan. 153 By October
2004 their High Commissioner in Ottawa reportedly informed Minister Graham of the
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United Kingdom's interest in partnering with Canada in Kandahar.154 At the same time,
however, others within DND were not yet ready to abandon the Herat option until it too
had been thoroughly evaluated. One of its lead proponents was the CDS, General
Henault.155
A confidential interview confirmed that in early December 2004 the
interdepartmental evaluation was complete and that the ministers of DND, DFAIT, and
CIDA submitted a joint letter to the Prime Minister recommending Kandahar for its
PRT.156 That letter acknowledged that other states had taken the more peaceful PRT,
confirmed the need for US support, while also outlining the developing NetherlandsCanada-UK plan for the southern provinces. That same confidential interview, partially
supported by several accessed DND briefing notes, has also revealed that Foreign
Minister Pettigrew very likely announced Canada's intention to establish a PRT in
Kandahar at the 9 December 2004 NATO foreign ministerial meeting.157 At the end of
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December 2004, a DFAIT officer had confirmed to the US Embassy in Ottawa that
Canada’s “main priority” now was the “introduction of a Canadian PRT in Kandahar.”158
At approximately the same time, Defence Minister Graham, in responding to NATO
Secretary General Jaap De Hoop Scheffer’s request that Canada send its PRT to
Chaghcharan, "made it clear that Kandahar was emerging as a preferred option for
Canada."159 Later government documents suggested, however, that the government had
only extended "approval in principle" for the Kandahar mission at this point.160
These Canadian signals, however, may well have spurred the Netherlands with an
article by Major Hazelbag of the Netherlands Defence Academy reporting that their
government’s interdepartmental committee for military operations began examining “this
Canadian idea” of moving to southern Afghanistan in early January 2005.161 Certainly
DND documents continued to suggest a large part of the Canada-UK-Netherlands-US
plan for the southern region was discussed by ministers, heads of government, and their
staffs at the NATO multiple ministerial meetings in the spring, summer and fall of 2005.
Rather more detailed military-to-military staff links on the Stage 3 expansion were also
opened between the Netherlands and Canada on 20 January 2005 and with the British
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immediately after.162 Accessed Canadian documents confirm this trend and also show
that on 25 January 2005 Canada held staff talks with the UK Ministry of Defense where
the Netherlands-Canada-UK plan for southern Afghanistan was discussed, with the latter
apparently suggesting its intention to "assume control of the Stage 3 area, centered on
Kandahar, in mid 2006."163 A 20 February 2005 report to that same Dutch
interdepartmental committee then confirmed that all three nations’ military staff were
“investigating the possibility to deploy a combined mission” to south Afghanistan.164
At the January 2005 Canada-UK staff talks Canada also indicated that she needed
to "begin negotiations with the US" over this broad plan.165 When Canada first broached
the idea with the US of taking over the US PRT in Kandahar, the Pentagon informed
Canada that she would have to "negotiate with CENTCOM headquarters in Tampa” the
proposal.166 The DND document covering this also warned "there is no guarantee that
CENTCOM Headquarters staff will agree to the turn over of their PRT and support of a
new Canadian PRT” but did suggest that those US forces on the ground in Afghanistan
were supportive. There was no reason given why the Pentagon would take that less than
welcoming stance given their urgent desire for reinforcements for an increasingly
problematic Iraq war. It does, however, cast additional doubt on any suggestion that the
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US was pressuring Canada to take Kandahar.167
Interestingly, those same pressures from the Iraq insurrection then began to delay
the UK's planned withdrawal from the same campaign. As a result, in March 2005 they
urged Canada to take initial command of the future Regional Command (RC) South.168
Earlier The Times had reported that problems had disrupted the overall British plan to
withdraw early from Iraq and then transfer its forces so as to dominate and command the
entire RC South region.169 Unsurprisingly, they also desired Kandahar as their base as
did the Dutch.170 Canada was reportedly able to keep Kandahar in part because it was the
first to claim it from the US, although one British account suggests their government
ceded to Canadian demands for it as part of the costs of keeping Canada engaged in the
south.171 This suggests the possibility that Kandahar, rather than being the booby prize
for Canada's alleged dithering and delay in selecting a PRT location, was actually a much
sought location at the start.
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While much would continue to be developed in the margins of the remaining
cycle of NATO ministerial and one Prime Ministerial summit, the basic direction was set
and the military staffs proceeded to complete the plan. The spring of 2005 also starts to
point to a more likely source of Canadian dithering. While the ministers of DND, DFAIT
and CIDA had recommended to Prime Minister Martin in early December 2004 that
Canada go to Kandahar and Foreign Minister Pettigrew had indicated to NATO that
intent that month, actual governmental approval was a long time coming. In the interval,
Defence Minister Graham, in an interview with the Associated Press in Munich,
Germany on 13 February 2005, confirmed that Canada would indeed be going to
Kandahar in “a leading role” with a PRT in 2005 and then adding a further seven hundred
to one thousand troops for “combat operations” in Spring 2006.172 Canada’s willingness
to also take such a lead in Kandahar had been privately disclosed to other allies by
Graham at a NATO meeting in Nice on 10 February although the Associated Press article
admitted a final decision on the combat force “has not yet been made.” While there are
very few details, government documents show that the Prime Minister announced at the
22 February 2005 NATO summit in Brussels that Canada would indeed be establishing a
PRT in Kandahar that August.173
This was followed on 21 March by Prime Minister Martin’s meeting with his
closest advisers in Ottawa described in the previously discussed Schiller article. Here,
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apparently, the decision on proceeding to Kandahar was made after the Prime Minister
had extracted from General Hillier a promise to retain a reserve capability to proceed to
either Haiti or Darfur.174 However, a DND briefing note prepared on 14 April 2005
indicated that Canada still had not received political approval175 and the situation had not
changed by 11 May 2005 with another DND document making clear that DND was still
seeking it.176 The full Canadian commitment including the PRT, the battle group and a
brigade headquarters required for the command of RC South was finally agreed upon by
Cabinet and then confirmed by the Canadian government on 16 May.177 At the NATO
Defence ministerial of 9 and 10 June in Brussels, Canada, the United Kingdom and the
Netherlands brought forward their combined plans for southern Afghanistan.178
As plodding as the Canadian progress was towards decision, the Dutch route was
worse. Their process also underlined the difficulty of escaping one’s initial promises to
NATO allies. Perhaps provoked by a very pessimistic Netherland’s Military Intelligence
and Security Service report on the increasing power of the Taliban in southern
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Afghanistan that October, the Netherlands coalition government then repeatedly failed to
muster sufficient support in their combined Cabinet for their move to southern
Afghanistan until February 2006.179 Not surprisingly, this deeply concerned the
Canadian government as it had successfully taken over the US PRT in Kandahar in
September 2005. The British withheld approval for their deployment pending a positive
Dutch decision. The United States appears to have been particularly upset with Paul
Bremner, a former US ambassador to the Netherlands, allegedly warning the Dutch that
their decision "would not be without consequences."180 Serving US diplomats denied
Bremner's claim and argued the US did “not exert any pressure” and that they had no
intention of punishing the Netherlands.181 On the other hand, Stein and Lang argue that
Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld had "bullied" the Dutch Defence Minister, further
complicating the issue.182 Much of the international media then began criticizing the
Netherlands’ indecision while also holding it responsible for the potential failure of
NATO in this critical mission with the Financial Times claiming “NATO’s future
credibility is now in Dutch hands.”183

Evaluation and Findings
This case study probed the sovereignty costs of Canada's decision to proceed to
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Kandahar in 2005 primarily by examining the strengths of the five narratives that claimed
to explain that decision. As the introduction has noted, however, not all of these factors
had a strong sovereignty component and this will now be further probed.

NATO
Not surprisingly, this analysis considered the NATO-dominated narrative the one
most capable of explaining why Canada selected Kandahar. It is not, however, ready to
say the availability of US support in Kandahar was decisive in setting Canada's PRT
location, but it was certainly as significant a contributor as Canada's desire for a
significant role if government documents are any indicator. The Canadian military’s total
reliance on US helicopters for medical evacuation and its considerable need for access to
US intelligence and logistics support set against its inability to mount its own forward
support base in Herat - or trust NATO to do so - were major factors behind the selection
of Kandahar. This largely satisfies the criteria underlying hypothesis 1B which argues
Canada will commit to US-led operations as a result of US coercion or as a result of our
own reliance on US systems. While one would have liked a closer link here to
interoperability that might, for example, suggest Canadian military systems could only
work well if they were tied to US ones, the level of Canadian dependency here is
sufficiently great that this dependency cannot be downplayed.
The other major factors within the NATO narrative were the perception of
individual allies and, obviously, the NATO institution and its processes. This goes
beyond Canada simply following NATO's ISAF expansion plan. As Willis has outlined
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and this analysis has confirmed, Canada participated in devising that strategy and felt,
with other allies, the resulting need to support it. Thus one sees Defence Minister
McCallum announcing in December 2003 that Canada would be sending a PRT with
Foreign Minister Pettigrew confirming in December 2004 that it would be going to
Kandahar. After this, Canada then certainly monitored the alliance “league tables” and,
based on the levels of support promised by others, knew a token post-Kabul Canadian
commitment was a non-starter. Moreover, Canada, with the United Kingdom and the
Netherlands, sensed a need to ensure the overall ISAF expansion plan succeeded in the
most difficult third stage covering South Afghanistan. Canada in particular, argued her
going to Kandahar would "pave the way" for the remainder of the Alliance.
The alliance’s effect did not end there. When intelligence indicators pointed to a
rising Taliban threat in the South this necessarily provoked some highly visible second
guessing in the Netherlands government. However, in terms of alliance processes, the
Dutch had probably gone too far with Major Hazelbag asking “whether the Netherlands,
in spite of its own promises and those of other parties, could still say ‘no’.”184 By
December 2005, any chance of a pullout had become immensely difficult in that the
British and Canadian contributions to Stage 3 utterly relied on the Netherlands doing its
part. This was the not the only pressure on the Dutch. The US put significant pressure
184
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on them to keep their commitments and the international media was ready to place the
responsibility for NATO’s potential failure in Afghanistan on the Dutch government.
Accessed PCO documents and those people interviewed underline that Canada’s
leaders knew that Canada, too, would have to carry its share of the alliance burden but
there was little mention of the fact that promises of support could only be withdrawn later
at great reputational cost. Willis makes the point well in arguing:
Frequently overlooked, NATO’s plan for ISAF’s phased expansion beyond Kabul
was an extremely powerful conditioner of national policy processes. Not only did
it entail advance commitment from Ottawa, virtually locking it into future
contributions, but membership in the Alliance brought with it obligations that
could not be ignored.185
However limiting alliance commitments may be, nowhere are they considered a
sovereignty cost. While Stephen Krasner acknowledges that the joining of international
organizations imposes the loss of some sectored decision-making sovereignty, this is
completely overshadowed by the fact that a state is exercising its full external sovereignty
in electing to join and then remain with that organization.186 Writers such as Michael
Altfield also argue states join alliances after calculating the benefits of greater security
against the cost of lost independence.187 The argument here is not that a state is forcibly
bound to comply with allied decisions, but that lost independence must be accepted as a
cost to be set against the benefits gained. Moreover and as the Netherlands found, any
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attempt to defect from a group’s decision can bring additional costs. Sarah Kreps, also
focusing on Alliance conduct in Afghanistan, makes this crystal clear: “Undertaking the
operation through an established formal institution such as NATO brings the credible
promise of future benefits for states who cooperate and audience and reputational costs
for those who defect.”188

Retaliation
While this research found no direct evidence that Kandahar was selected to offset
earlier Canadian decisions on Iraq and National Missile Defense, all indications suggest
that the very real possibility of being shut out of the AUSCANUKUS intelligence
exchange was a contributory factor. Tying this, however, to an actual sovereignty loss is
difficult.
This is in spite of the fact that the US actions were significant enough to suggest
to the Canadian government that a continued policy of saying 'no' to US requests would
leave Canada permanently without access to a large part of US intelligence flow it had
become completely dependent upon. One must accept, however, that Canadian officials
have a long history of sensing US retaliation and responding to it even when the evidence
is not at all clear retaliation was underway.189 In essence, Canada’s dependency is often
so high officials do not take chances on testing the full extent of a potential or developing
retaliatory response.
188
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Complicating the question is the fact that the US response was both intense and
confined within a narrow sector. Bow has argued grudge retaliation best described the
overall Canada-US relationship post our Iraq decision, and this was marked by the Bush
administration's disinclination to get involved in many aspects of Canada-US trade
policy. The situation within the security relationship was decidedly worse. Here the US
made a conscious policy decision to significantly assist the UK and Australia and exclude
Canada. It was soon clear that the US decision to open the SIPRNET to just these two
states would significantly weaken the broader AUSCANUKUS relationship and that
Canada would be the sole loser. Further, Canadian officials and government leaders were
quick to point out its ill-effects, and one senses the US also took its time in resolving the
issue. When the US decided to allow Canada access to SIPRNET in 2006, our military
had been in Kandahar for over ten months and was starting to pay heavily.190
Even with this high level of issue linkage, retaliatory action has great difficulty
meeting the Krasner criteria for a sovereignty loss – he insists only coercive sanctions
meet the test. That is, a loss occurs only when the victim state is threatened beforehand
so as to produce the desired change in its policies or action. This did not happen here.
The US policy was ostensibly to assist the armed forces of Australia and the United
Kingdom in combat in Iraq and not to punish Canada. That policy thus lacks the
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"unmistakable and direct" punishment Brian Bow insists underlies direct retaliation. The
action of allowing them access to the SIPRNET while denying it to Canada also more
precisely fits within what David Baldwin has termed “a positive sanction” and, again, this
lacks the coercive element needed for a sovereignty violation.191 The pervasive manner
in which all variety of US officials interpreted the Presidential Directive on SIPRNET
access in the least advantageous way for Canada and the disinclination of the American
leadership to do anything about it despite high level Canadian government interventions,
certainly suggest a fulsome application of grudge retaliation. That, however, does not
qualify as a sovereignty loss as, again, there is no observable coercive intent.192
What is also clear at this point is that the lower order sovereignty challenge
implied in hypothesis 2B that suggested Canadian defence and foreign policy officials
exaggerated the extent of American retaliation to force the choice of Kandahar is doubtful
in the extreme. In this instance, whether that retaliation reflected a "grudge" nature or not
is less relevant than the fact that the highest levels of the Martin government very much
thought it was direct retaliation as the Wikileaked cable and several interviews made
clear. The parallel suggestion that the defence and foreign policy bureaucracy were the
only ones concerned over broader US repercussions seems equally dubious in light of the
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evidence that both the Defence Minister and Prime Minister were directly engaged in
attempting to forestall Canada's exclusion from the AUSCANUKUS intelligence
relationship.193 Further, while the security bureaucracy, and particularly the uniformed
military, strongly advocated Kandahar and surely had mollifying the US as an objective
in so doing, the historical record has established that the final Kandahar decision was
debated and decided by the political elite. Schiller’s own brief account and the more
exhaustive analysis of this issue by Middlemiss and Stairs in 2007 fully reinforce that
view.194 There is thus no sovereignty loss registered for hypothesis 2B as a result of
bureaucratic exaggeration or of officials tying the government’s hands.

Stature
The Canadian decisions that provoked grudge retaliation also resulted in a decline
in Canada's standing. While a less concrete threat than the intelligence cut off, the view
that Canada was now seen by the US as minor player in global issues was potentially the
most problematic. As has been shown, several prominent Canadian authors agreed and
the official opposition had no difficulty tying Canada's diminished international standing
to ten years of Liberal government. Other nations were also concerned over Canada’s
capabilities and certainly government documents recognized this. As a result, Cabinet
193
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was told to expect problems at the upcoming 2004 G-8 where the level of its Afghanistan
contribution was sure to be challenged. Government documents then went out of their
way to stress the “substantial” and “leadership” elements of its Kandahar commitment.
Bercuson and Granatstein’s analysis strongly supports this view. However, even if this
was done in part to overcome a low American opinion of Canada, there is nothing that
would allow Canada’s subsequent search for a “significant” international role to be
considered a sovereignty loss.

Bureaucratic Delay
The additional argument by Stein and Lang, with several others, that bureaucratic
bickering in DFAIT and, DND between summer 2003 and summer 2004 resulted in
Canada going to Kandahar because “there was no place left in Afghanistan for Canada to
deploy”195 has been questioned by Bercuson and Granatstein196 and strongly disputed by
Willis: “The allegation that it was bureaucratic bickering and indecisiveness that
determined the timing and location of Canada’s eventual deployment, as opposed to the
Canadian Forces force-generation timeline, is spurious.”197
Again, this analysis fully supports that conclusion. During the twelve-month
period of reported interdepartmental "squabbling" between the summer of 2003 and the
summer of 2004 there was, admittedly, no final PRT recommendation made to
government. This was also the optimum period in which Canada could have claimed one
195
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of the more peaceful Stage 2 PRTs in northern Afghanistan. However, as Willis makes
clear (and many released government documents fully reinforce him), this would require
Canada to stage troops it did not have if NATO's Stage 2 schedule was to be met.198
Extending the Canadian Forces commitment to Kabul a further twelve months past its
original August 2004 deadline, sending five hundred and thirty personnel suddenly to
Haiti, and the slow pace of the drawdown from Bosnia significantly complicated that
option. Moreover, accessed documents show that both the Minister and the PCO were
fully aware of this operational tempo impact.199
There was some interdepartmental squabbling, but again a careful review of
government documents shows this had little to do with delaying PRT selection. The first
arguments concerned the unwillingness of CIDA’s NGO partners to work closely with
the military, but, as has been noted, this was reported as solved in October 2003, when
PRT selection was not an issue for Canada – it was just starting its Kabul mission. When
the PRT selection process was at its height CIDA had fully joined in the crossdepartmental effort that found both Herat and Kandahar of equal merit from a
development point of view. The next actual controversy erupted in April 2005 and
centered on who should lead the PRT – the military or a DFAIT officer, but by this time
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Kandahar had already been selected.200
Herat represents a particularly strong case against the Stein and Lang claim that
“there was no place left in Afghanistan for Canada to deploy.”201 As has been made
clear, Herat and the surrounding province were always available for a Canadian PRT
especially as Canada could well have been given an exemption to the NATO schedule.
Additionally, Italy is reported as being consistently ready to cooperate with us in what
would have likely been a co-lead PRT endeavor. Further, NATO’s strategy welcomed
secondary PRTs being set up as “spokes” from the main PRTs and forward support base
centered in each province. All Canada had to do was identify a major town for such a
“spoke” PRT. Finally, Shindand, a major center in the Herat province with a satisfactory
airport, was a designated potential PRT site, but never attracted a sponsor, and the fall
2004 cross-departmental analysis shows it remained available to Canada. That same
material also shows that Herat was by no means rejected as a result of a Canadian
military aversion to working with Europeans as Stein and Lang claim. Those documents,
backed up by interviews, showed Herat enjoyed considerable support within DND,
DFAIT, CIDA and the RCMP as well as from Canada’s Ambassador to NATO.
In summary, a detailed examination of the actual chronology backed up by
government documents shows ministerial and above involvement in responding to the
200
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retaliation and no evidence that bureaucracy-induced delays were factors in Canadian
PRT selection. There is, as result, nothing that meets the sovereignty criteria for
hypothesis 2B.

General Hillier
The attending suggestion that General Hillier pushed or ‘nudged’ the government
towards Kandahar as part of an effort to further integrate the Canadian military with the
American forces was never supported with any evidence. Thus there is no loss under
hypothesis 2A which argued military officials will seek to push integration towards US
projects and operations. The fact that Canada preferred an association with the United
Kingdom and the Netherlands during ISAF Stage 3 and that a curiously standoffish
Pentagon directed Canada "negotiate" the takeover of the US PRT in Kandahar from
Central Command further weakens that argument.
However this analysis is not as ready as either Willis or Bercuson and Granatstein
are to support General Hillier’s claim that as he had arrived in Canada well after the
Kandahar decision was made he could not have had a hand in it.202 The chronology
developed here suggests his November 2004 arrival was precisely at the height of the
debate over Kandahar and Herat. The two locations were in close competition, and
General Hillier was in a very good position to influence the final decision, as his
autobiography hints.203
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Finally, a testing of hypothesis 1C, which predicts nations will shun Canada
because of its overly close US interoperability ties, actually produced a sovereignty gain.
As with the fifth case study, a series of nations sought to partner with us beginning with
Italy in Herat, and ending with the United Kingdom and the Netherlands in Kandahar.
Canada, while preferring the US for support, also sought the British and the Dutch as
operational partners.
The sovereignty results of these arguments are arrayed in table 9-1. They show
the only significant sovereignty loss was as a result of Canada’s heavy dependency on US
support facilities in Kandahar. A slight gain is registered for hypothesis 2A as a result of
the fact that the government, DND and the military all actively supported working with
the Dutch and the British instead of with the United States. Hypothesis 1C which argued
Canada would be rejected by other allies as result of its too-close interoperability ties
with the United States, was again disproven as the Dutch and British actively sought
Canada and made their deployments to southern Afghanistan contingent on our going.
There were, of course, no sovereignty losses associated with either the
"Bureaucratic Delay" or the "General Hillier" arguments because both were

the selection of Kandahar. Bercuson and Granatstein, after carefully noting the difficulty of tracing
responsibility, do point out Canada’s Ambassador in Kabul, Chris Alexander, was one of the foremost
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Learn from Afghanistan," 22. The Ambassador’s views were also supported by many other foreign affairs
officers leading Brian Stewart to opine that they were some of the “most vocal advocates for a more highrisk mission like Kandahar.” He then correctly questions the extent to which General Hillier was assigned
responsibility for Kandahar’s selection while DFAIT’s role “largely escaped scrutiny.” See Stewart,
"Canada in Kandahar, Wrong Place, Wrong Time." For reasons that will soon be made clear, this analysis
does not favour approaches that attempt to attach responsibilities for complex undertakings to single factors
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Table 9-1

Case

Hypothesis

Case Study Six: Kandahar 2005

Effect on Sovereignty (Exterior/Interior )

Loss
Signif
-icant
6
(Kandahar
2005)

1B - Commit
to US Ops
2B - Support
US over
Canada

Gain

Extent to which
Remarks
Interoperability was
a factor
Negli Med
Signif
gible
-icant

Med Negli- Zero Negli- Med Signifgible
gible
icant

E

X

I

X

2A -Advance
Interop with
US

I

X

1C - Rejected
by Others

E

X

-Availability of US
support in
Kandahar key
factor
-No evidence of
tainted advice
favouring
Kandahar
-DND worked to
cooperate with UK
and Neth not US.
No evidence of
Gen. Hillier’s proUS agenda
affecting PRT
choice
-Italy, Neth and
UK seek out
Canada

unsubstantiated. Finally, it should also be clear that neither the "Retaliation," "Stature,"
nor the heavily favored "NATO" arguments can claim dominance in explaining why
Canada selected Kandahar in 2005. All were powerful factors in that decision.
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CHAPTER TEN: REVIEW AND EVALUATION
Introduction
The aim of this chapter is to evaluate the sum of findings that attended each of the
six case studies. This will begin with a brief review of the results to identify trends and
isolate aberrations. This will identify where repeated sovereignty losses occurred and the
role Canada's military interoperability policy played in causing them. When
interoperability had no part in those losses an attempt will be made to isolate what other
factors were in play. Next, when a hypothesis generated few or confusing results
consideration will be given to whether they should be reworked or discarded. A final
section will provide context for these results.

Review
The results of case studies one through six are presented in the following table 101. As Stephen Krasner argued and the history of Canadian interoperability repeatedly
demonstrated, any military cooperative activity is likely to have one or more sovereignty
components in play. For example, the first case study involving Canada's initial response
to the 11 September 2001 attacks tested hypotheses 1B, a component of external
sovereignty and 2A, internal sovereignty. The first, 1B, argued that Canada would be
tied involuntarily into a US military response as a result of their coercion or the fact that
Canada's military equipment, doctrine or plans had inextricably linked our forces to the
US military and its operations. The second hypothesis, 2A, argued that Canadian
officials would abet this effort by unauthorized efforts to force that integration.
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Table 10-1
Case

Summary of findings from all case studies.1

Hypothesis

Loss
Signif- Med
icant
1
(9/11)

Extent to which
Interoperability was
a factor
Negli- Med Signifgible
icant

Effect on Sovereignty
E = External Sovereignty
I = Internal Sovereignty
Zero
Gain
Negligible

Negli- Med
ble

Significant

1B - Commit to US
Ops
2A - Advance
Interop with US

E

X

I

X

2
IC - Rejected by
(ISAF) Others
2A - Adv Interop
with US
1B - Commit to US
Ops
3
1A - Drop
(Detain Agreements
-ees)
1B - Commit to US
4
Ops
(Iraq) 2A - Advance
Interop with US
2B - Support US
over Canada
1C - Rejected by
others

E

X

2A - Advance
Interop with US
2B - Support US
over Canada
1B - Commit to US
Ops
1C - Rejected by
Others
1B - Commit to US
6
Ops
(Kand- 2B - Support US
ahar
over Canada
2005) 2A - Advance
Interop with US
1C - Rejected by
Others

I
E

X

E

X
E

E

5
(TF151)

X
E

X

I

X

I

X

E

X

O

X

I

X

E

X
E

X

E

X
I

X
I

X

E

X

The evidence found in the first case study did not support these hypotheses.
Although NORAD procedures were briefly used in the first hours of the attacks, all
subsequent responses were developed on the spot with full Canadian input. Later offers

1 This table is also available at appendix B should you wish to remove it for easier reference.
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to assist the US were then rebuffed in part because of the reticence of some in the US
leadership to fully engage with her allies. In particular, the US initially took pains to
avoid any NATO involvement for fear of being encumbered by its processes, yet that
institution was the only one that would allow the smooth integration of allies. Again, this
will be the first of several counter-examples that undermine hypothesis 1B’s assertion
that the US will invariably push for allies like Canada to integrate militarily with them.
Equally, there was no effort by the military bureaucracy to evade political control,
and the evidence points, instead, to the full engagement of Canadian political leaders in
post-9/11 planning and decision making. There was therefore no loss registered for
hypothesis 2A. As will be shown, this is a recurring trend that consistently refutes the
efforts by critics to suggest Canadian politicians were being led by the military and
foreign policy bureaucracy.
The second case study also involved hypotheses 2A and 1B but its primary focus
was on hypothesis 1C which argued Canada's close interoperability with the US would
make us an unattractive partner for others. While several have argued that our too-close
ties to the US military were the cause of our sudden rejection from the British-led
International Stabilization Assistance Force for Kabul, at least four more credible factors
were likely involved. Significantly, none involved interoperability with the most
compelling suggesting that the UK, or more likely its continental partners, wished to
reinforce a developing European defence identity. There is, as a result, no
interoperability induced loss shown for hypotheses 1C.
As noted, there is a slightly stronger case for arguing Canada may well have been
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pulled towards the US after its first choice, ISAF, was foreclosed. In 2002, Kandahar
was assessed as particularly attractive because of extensive aviation, in-theatre logistics,
and detainee facilities at the US base there. These were all capabilities Canada lacked.
However, the evidence is very strong that the political pressure "to be seen to be doing
something" was the overriding factor in going to Kandahar in 2002. Nevertheless, our
reliance on US support in Kandahar was a secondary factor, and, as a result, hypothesis
1B registers a small loss.
Intriguingly, the Canadian Army was strongly in favor of working with the British
in this endeavor further undermining hypothesis 2A's claim that it would be naturally
drawn to projects that would further integrate it with the US. As a result a modest
sovereignty gain is registered. After our rejection by the European-dominated ISAF
force, Canada did turn to the United States Army as a potential partner only to find that it
was not welcoming of our attentions. Again, this disappoints hypothesis 1B which
argues they should be pressuring Canada to join them. As a result, hypothesis 1B also
shows a slight sovereignty gain but this is offset by a loss resulting from Canada’s justnoted dependencies for the support it required at Kandahar. Again, Krasner and Canada’s
earlier military history warned that simultaneous gains and losses were to be expected.
The modest external sovereignty gain shown for the third case on detainee policy
reflects the active and successful Canadian opposition to US detainee policy at the
political, departmental, and military levels. As was also pointed out, the level of actual
legal interoperability between Canada and the United States is quite weak as a result of
differing approaches to the laws covering prisoners of war, the defining of terrorism,
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targeting rules, and anti-personnel land mines.
As just seen, a single hypothesis within a single case study can produce multiple
results, and Canada’s decision not to join the Operation Iraqi Freedom coalition
demonstrated this clearly. While there was no American coercion involved, our
participation was very much sought, yet Canada ultimately rejected this US desire
completely and publicly. This was celebrated justifiably, if perhaps overzealously, by
Prime Minister Chrétien as a demonstration of Canadian independence and hypotheses IB
shows a significant sovereignty gain. However, this gain is offset by a slight sovereignty
loss, as Canada’s military were drawn to the Iraq mission because of their fully justified
concerns over the quality of European support in Kabul.
Canada's decision in February 2003 to seek the leadership of the ISAF was also a
side payment for not going to Iraq. It was also widely asserted that the Canadian military
preferred the Iraq mission over the Kabul commitment and, by offering tainted advice
and exaggerated claims of US retaliation, fought government direction. These claims
were not proven. Parallel suggestions that the military was conducting unauthorized
preparations to join the war in Iraq came to naught because the government had
specifically authorized that planning. As a result there was no sovereignty loss as a
record for hypothesis 2A or 2B.
Those same hypotheses dominated the case study dealing with Task Force 151
primarily because of the Stein and Lang argument that the Canadian military had laid a
"trap" for the government in proposing it. The trap, if successful, would have
theoretically made it impossible for the Chrétien government to then turn down Operation
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Iraqi Freedom. This was a near-perfect test of hypothesis 2A which argued that our
military would push integrative projects with the US without political authority. Those
asserting this were opposed by an equally resolute group that claimed the opposite and,
regrettably, a "zero" is shown for hypothesis 2A to show the inconclusive result.
After the government had approved the TF 151 mission, critics also indicated that
the Canadian Navy went beyond government instructions in escorting US military
shipping bound for the war in Iraq. A close examination of government documents
backed up by Wikileaked US cables shows the Chrétien government had approved that
escort mission. As a result hypothesis 2B registers no sovereignty loss. Again, the
escorting task in support of the US appears to have been another side payment for not
joining Operation Iraqi Freedom.
This case study also provided a full test of hypothesis 1C which saw a series of
nations join the task force Canada led in spite of our close interoperability links with the
US. Here it is also intriguing that the French, who actively opposed the United States
over most of this period, joined Canada in protecting that US shipping, pushed for us to
lead TF 151, and later commended us for our command and control abilities. At the same
time, the US area headquarters cut off intelligence and denied communications links to
the Canadian ships and physically separated them from the OIF forces where hypothesis
1B would suggest they would make every effort to try to integrate us. Interoperability
was a strong factor here but it worked in the opposite direction, therefore no loss is
shown.
The sixth and final case study dealt with our decision to deploy to Kandahar in
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2005. One of the dominant factors impacting that decision was the ongoing need to
continue repairs to Canada-US relations and to forestall any further problems within the
AUSCANUKUS intelligence relationship. This was very nearly a sovereignty loss, in
part because of the efforts of US officials to link our OIF and NMD decisions to our
access to US intelligence. However, there was no direct coercion, only a continuation of
grudge retaliation first evident in the fourth case study. On the other hand, our parallel
dependence on US tactical intelligence and our reliance on their aviation and logistics
support was a major factor in our decision to proceed to Kandahar. As a result, this case
study registers a significant external sovereignty loss for hypothesis 1B to reflect that
dependence on US support.
Hypothesis 2A which argued that Canada would consistently seek US operations
and projects was again undermined. The Canadian Army's readiness to partner with the
Dutch and the UK in the southwest region of Afghanistan was based on their successful
interoperability experience in Bosnia. At the same time, the US, rather than attempting to
coerce us into joining their operations, did the opposite. Their military did not instantly
take up Canada's offer to relieve them in Kandahar, and insisted that the Canadian Forces
“negotiate” this with Central Command HQ. As a result hypothesis 2A shows a gain.
Similarly, there was no evidence of Canadian officials ever working to assist the US
position and so hypothesis 2B shows no loss.
Rather than the US exerting any pressure on Canada, NATO was increasingly the
source of both direction and pressure. Moreover, Canadian ministers and foreign affairs
officials were actively helping set that direction. Their participation in the multiple
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NATO ministerials that set the parameters for our own and others’ PRTs continued the
trend seen in the first three case studies where, contrary to some accounts, Canadian
political leaders were actively involved and were not pawns of the bureaucracy.
The sixth case study also provides the fourth failed attempt to satisfy hypothesis
1C’s assertion that Canada will be an unattractive partner as a result of its pro-US
interoperability policies. The British and Dutch not only sought Canada out, they made
their own participation in southern Afghanistan conditional on our going. The idea that
close ties to the US would somehow complicate Canada’s ability to attract partners has
also been challenged by others. Dan Fitzsimmons’ detailed examination of the key
factors driving the Canadian decision to commit forces to Operation Assurance, the
abortive mission to deliver aid to the Hutu camps in Zaire in 1996, found that American
participation in that mission was crucial for both Canada and those European nations
considering joining the force.2 Promised American involvement in Operation Assurance
encouraged Prime Minister Chrétien to offer Canadian leadership of the mission, and the
presence of American transport, communications and intelligence support did much to
overcome strong DND opposition to it. Moreover, the United Kingdom, Belgium,
Senegal, and the Ivory Coast all made it clear that their participation was conditional "on
a major American commitment to the mission."3 In the words of the Deputy Minister of
Foreign Affairs, Gordon Smith, “the Europeans did not want to go out there. Even the
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French, and that's because if things start to go bad... they want muscle."4 Similarly, when
the US withdrew the Canadian government concluded that “the mission could not
continue without US support.”5 Unsurprisingly, European support also seemed to decline
with the US wavering of its support.
US support, both diplomatic and military, was absolutely key to establishing
IFOR and then SFOR in Yugoslavia in 1995 and 1996. In 2011, American efforts to pass
broad responsibility and most of the war-fighting load to Europe for liberating Libya
were met with protests from those governments. In the end America had to provide up to
seventy-five percent of the air-to-air refuelling, intelligence, surveillance and targeting
capability needed to accomplish the mission, and US support remains indispensable for
any large scale intervention.6 Given the repeated and long-standing need on the part of
the European governments for American military support, it would seem rather more
likely that Canada's highly developed interoperability links with the US military would
make it a more attractive partner in most coalition scenarios. What is clear is that
hypothesis 1C’s assertion that Canada’s US links will make us less attractive has no
support in actual operations and, as a result, hypothesis 1C should be completed retired.

Evaluation
While noting the sustained failure of hypothesis 1C, there are significantly more
critical trends and they dominate table 10-1. First, there are relatively few recorded
4

Ibid., 24-25.
Ibid., 34.
6
Ivo H. Daalder and Admiral James Stavridis, "NATO's Victory in Libya." Foreign Affairs, 91, no. 2
(2012): 6.
5
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sovereignty losses. Second, the few losses all involve external sovereignty, and this
uniformly stems from a developed Canadian reliance on US intelligence, aviation and
logistics support. While there were many investigations of lost internal sovereignty,
usually as a result of alleged efforts by the defence and foreign policy bureaucracy to
serve US interests, none of those were supported by the evidence. Third, the table shows
Canada-US military interoperability was frequently not a significant factor in the
sovereignty losses.
Surprisingly, these three trends are related and it is probably easiest to begin by
determining why this analysis found no evidence of successful challenges to Canada's
internal sovereignty. In part this resulted from the direct application of Stephen Krasner's
and Danford Middlemiss’ definitions and criteria to the claims. Here Krasner argues that
internal sovereignty is only violated “when external actors influence or determine
domestic authority structures" in a state.7 While this may appear extremely restrictive it
flows precisely from the Westphalian model that guarantees each state complete authority
within its borders and the total exclusion of external state interference therein. This
analysis did allow for the possibility that a state’s officials may have divided or co-opted
loyalties and might, as a result, be inclined at times to support the interest of an exterior
power over its own government. If this should happen this would have constituted a
violation of Canadian internal sovereignty. In an effort to apply yet further precision,
criteria developed earlier by Danford Middlemiss to examine the same problem of
potentially co-opted officials within the Canada-US Defence Production Sharing
7
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Arrangements were then re-applied here. A sovereignty violation by a Canadian official
would necessarily involve actions that were not authorized by the Canadian government,
or were contrary to its declared policies, executed in areas beyond the official’s assigned
mandate, and marked by efforts to evade political control.8
Precision in both the definition and criteria was needed as Canadians authors
continue to be all too ready to suggest that US coercion or the ill-intent of some Canadian
individuals or groups is behind any unfavourable turn in Canada-US relations. This
practice is long-standing and frequently overdone with Denis Stairs arguing in 1968 that
more prosaic solutions are often overlooked in the process:
[I]t is in turn possible that the frequent appearance of identical [italic his]
Canadian and American policies in foreign affairs need not necessarily be due to
the success of irresistible American pressures on Ottawa. It may result instead
from the fact that Canadian decision-makers tend to reach similar policy
conclusions by independent means.9
The Canadian military’s loyalty to Canada is often offered as another problematic
element. Thus Lloyd Axworthy asserts “there is a strong predilection by many senior
officers, supported by their civilian mouthpieces, to become too absorbed into the
American military orbit, mesmerized as they are by the glories of interoperability” as he
laments the rapid approach to the war in Iraq.10 As is the case with many media-focused
efforts, there was no effort to back up this assertion with evidence or to probe the other
factors that may have been in play. Similarly, Stephen Staples has suggested that General
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Hillier's pro-US agenda was at the root of Canada’s decision to go to Kandahar. With
regard to the claims against Hillier, Middlemiss and Stairs warn of the “superficial
persuasiveness” of this and similar arguments in that they “attribute complex
developments to the influence of individual personalities (arguments that are easily
understood) rather than to more complicated and abstract forces.”11 Similarly,
conspiracies such as Task Force 151 being created by the Canadian military to "trap" the
Martin government are far more easily constructed than a detailed analysis of the
complex legal, coalition, and operational tempo issues actually at work. Certainly this
examination has reinforced the fact that mounting any international operation is
exceedingly complex with Assistant Deputy Minister Ken Calder making clear that
conspiracies like this, while easy to claim, are extraordinarily difficult to execute.
There were likely other motivations at work and this would include both a mix of
the normative and political. Again there is a long history of Canadian nationalists being
concerned over the dangers of Canada-US integration. In this regard, the New
Democratic Party and particularly its researchers and supporters have been especially
vocal over the integration danger, and especially its military interoperability
component.12 Potential Canada-US cooperation, be it in National Missile Defense, Iraq,
or Afghanistan, is vigourously opposed and frequently the Canadian military is alleged to
11

Middlemiss and Stairs, "Is the Defence Establishment Driving Canada's Foreign Policy?," 72.
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be advancing these by “stealth” and without, it is claimed, government support.13 When,
however, the elected government’s support for these activities is obvious the opponents
then claim the decision involved a lack of public consultation and a failure of the highly
dubious concept of "democratic sovereignty."14 Again, Middlemiss and Stairs debunk
these notions arguing: “If critics dislike what the government is doing in the politicosecurity field abroad, they should hold the prime minister and cabinet to account, rather
than assuming that policy is somehow under the nefarious control of the DND or the
armed forces.”15
Another politically-related motivation for identifying the military as a source of
some problematic policy is to deflect attention away from serious divisions the issue may
be generating within the government caucus. As was shown earlier, this was certainly the
case with a seriously divided Liberal government in England in 1911 allowing the British
Army to take the sole blame for the France-UK military staff talks that some in the
governing party feared were leading the country to war. Precisely the same dynamics
were in play in 2002-2003 with the Liberal party in Canada being equally divided over
the question of joining the Iraq war. This had Foreign Minister Graham claim that
13
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"hawks” in the Canadian military were encouraging the US to think Canada would join
them in Iraq when the evidence shows conclusively that it was the Chrétien government
itself which was simultaneous misleading both the US and its own increasingly
suspicious backbenchers.
Instead, Canada went to Afghanistan in 2003, and here the Canadian military had
very little to do with the decision to take up the ISAF duty in Kabul. This decision was
made entirely by Prime Minister Chrétien assisted by three civilian officials. While less
immediately problematic than going to Iraq, it did lock Canada into NATO's long-term
strategy for the region. Moreover, our role in developing that strategy was hardly passive
- Canada, Germany and the United States were the three states most responsible for
getting NATO to take over the Afghanistan task largely to ensure the ISAF mission
would be fully supported. Canada's post-Kabul move to Kandahar was then entirely
consistent with the NATO expansion plan for Afghanistan. By that time, however, rising
casualties and falling public opinion had become a serious problem. This began a process
Murray Brewster has described as “deny and deflect” where attempts were then made to
pass the responsibility for going to Kandahar elsewhere.16 Again, rarely does the process
involve a detailed examination of the multiple factors in play. Rather blame is passed to
select individuals and groups with Chrétien blaming our location in the "killing fields" of
Kandahar entirely on the "dithering" of Paul Martin. Stein and Lang, in turn, agree that
delay was why Canada ended up in Kandahar, but argue that "dithering" was solely
within the defence and foreign policy bureaucracy.
16
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As this analysis has made clear, bureaucratic dithering was the least compelling
argument of those offered for Canada going to Kandahar in 2005. That then introduces
the final motivation behind such simple, blame-one-group thinking. Scapegoating the
bureaucracy or even the head of the military is significantly more palatable than
admitting that the government’s security policies were heavily constrained by a lack of
Canadian military means, dependent on US support, and, as a result, not particularly
independent or sovereign.
Yet Canada had always sought to be considered a significant player on the
international scene. They are many reasons behind that desire, and one of the most
critical has strong links to Canadian sovereignty. Thus Roger Swanson argued that "if
Canada's international function cannot be justified, the very rationale for Canada's
existence as a sovereign, independent nation comes into question."17 Canada then relied
on a range of diplomatic, foreign aid, and military mechanisms to buttress that
international function. However, and as was outlined earlier, by the late 1990s the
military component of this was much reduced in the eyes of our allies, most Canadian
foreign policy analysts, and the defence bureaucracy with the latter settling on enhanced
interoperability as a method of offsetting reduced defence spending. As Grant Dawson
argued “It was also clear that close military co-operation was unavoidable because
Canadians wanted the CF engaged globally but were unwilling to pay for a large
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military.”18 Middlemiss and Stairs were in total agreement and concluded that absent a
“sudden and uncharacteristic impulse on the part of Ottawa to increase Canadian defence
spending dramatically, interoperability with the Americans is the only game in town.”19
For obvious reasons, no Canadian government minister will offer this as a basis
for its military interoperability policies. Moreover, a government will have a natural
sovereignty-engendered tendency to claim its international security policies were
independently derived and free from pressure and dependency. This became an
increasingly difficult sell for the Canadian government in the post-9/11 period as first the
United States and then Canada’s NATO allies called for concrete military contributions.
In responding, Canada certainly enjoyed the independence of being able to
refuse the United States over participation in the anti-Iraq coalition and National Missile
Defense. However, its dependencies soon demonstrated how limited that independence
was. The significantly reduced flow of US intelligence and Canada's broader
vulnerability to a deteriorating Canada-US relationship - where Canada was now viewed
as an unreliable ally and a minor contributor to international security matters - forced a
response. The defence budget was dramatically increased and many naturally assumed
Canada’s Task Force 151 and Kandahar PRT were compensation for its OIF and NMD
decisions.
18
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Stein and Lang, however, claimed TF 151 was a Canadian military “trap” and
Kandahar the result of DND and DFAIT “bickering.” Their analysis then spent
considerable effort denying that there was any sustained US negative reaction to
Canada’s decisions on Iraq and National Missile Defense, suggesting that later problems
in intelligence flows were only the exaggerated concerns of the bureaucracy while also
failing to acknowledge the Canadian military's significant reliance on US aviation and
support facilities.20 These latter factors all strongly influenced our decision to go to
Kandahar, and they all signaled that Canada was indeed critically dependent on good US
relations, US intelligence, and US military support. Bureaucratic inaction would appear,
however, a far more palatable explanation for members of the Liberal government and it
was likely selected to mask these sovereignty-related dependencies.21
It should also be clear that our military interoperability with the US did not
contribute at all to our dependency. Rather, Canada was unique as a G-8 member in not
providing itself with such basic elements as a national intelligence service or helicopters
for its Army. At the same time Canada exercised an unrestrained external sovereignty in
refusing to join the US in Iraq or in National Missile Defense. The government was not
coerced in either case. Moreover, such retaliation as Canada did receive was restricted to
the defence and security sectors and had the harshest effect in those areas where it was
most militarily dependent.
20
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That leads one to conclude that if Canada had decided in 2005 to remain at home
and unengaged in the world this form of US retaliation and its dependencies would not
have mattered. For a host of reasons, including Canada's continuing need to be seen as
something other than a minor contributor to world affairs, her sense that NATO needed
her full support, and her realization after Kabul that she was skilled in some of this, she
became more fully engaged in world affairs and chose Kandahar to demonstrate this.
Other explanations really do Canada little justice. Given Canada continues to insist on
playing a major role in the world these more facile explanations also mask a necessary
debate on the capabilities we need and the conditions of partnership we will accept.
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CHAPTER 11: CONCLUSION
This study’s findings demonstrated that Canada's military interoperability with
the United States has little direct impact on Canadian sovereignty. By using Krasner's
sovereignty typology to derive these findings, this analysis has thus inserted a level of
precision into a long-standing Canadian debate that had largely been marked by shifting
definitions, loose or nonexistent criteria, and a reliance on anecdote over evidence. Not
surprisingly, the results of the earlier debate were often contradictory and usually
inconclusive. This analysis, on the other hand, was able to argue with some authority.
Within the six case studies covering Canada's recent military engagements in South West
Asia it found Canada had experienced modest external sovereignty costs. None,
however, were due to military interoperability; rather, they were the inevitable results of
being dependent on US support. Internal sovereignty costs, be they due either to
excessive US influence or disloyal Canadian officials, as some had claimed, were
nonexistent.
It is also likely that the hypotheses and methodologies used here could be applied
successfully to any area of Canada-US interaction. While it would be overly hopeful to
also think it might force public figures to be more restrained in their claiming of great
sovereignty gains or perilous losses, it should provide researchers with the tools needed
to verify such claims especially when they involve multibillion-dollar defence programs.
That is probably one of the most significant values of this research although there are
potentially others.
The testing of these hypotheses also relied on a particularly extensive data set.
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With few exceptions, many earlier studies of this topic relied on other analyses, media
reporting, and unnamed sources, and only made limited use of government documents.
This work, on the other hand, used the actual words and full identities of the major
participants in these events. In the end, only twelve citations relied on confidential
sources against over nine hundred with full attribution.
Even then, the contribution of confidential sources was frequently corroborated
with the material provided by named interviewees, actual government documents or
Wikileaked US embassy cables. While the process to acquire Canadian documents was
complex, time-consuming, and random in its results, accessed government documents
proved the most convincing of the corroborating sources employed. Wikileaked US
embassy cables were also used to a fuller extent than any other Canadian analysis. This
had multiple benefits and one of the most central was its forcing function. For example,
Wikileaks was critically important in unraveling the extent to which Canada had been
progressively removed from important sectors of the AUSCANUKUS intelligence
exchange. Until Wikileaks had demonstrated that the Prime Minister needed to be
engaged in attempting to correct these serious losses, many had downplayed the
seriousness of the problem, and mention of it in accessed government documents appears
to have been redacted. Wikileaks allowed my interviewees and, later, Defence Minister
Graham to acknowledge the extent of the problem.
More significantly, Wikileaks, in combination with the massive amounts of
accessed material available to this research and repeat interviews, were able to solidify
the findings on sovereignty and force a very necessary re-evaluation of a series of
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extremely widely held myths. These would include the now very doubtful assertion that
Canada deployed to Kandahar in 2005 because it was "the only PRT left," and that
Canada escaped its decisions on not participating in the Iraq War and National Missile at
little cost.
However, the future utility of some of these tools is in doubt. Further Wikileaks
of US diplomatic cables are unlikely. Meanwhile, the federal government's access to
information program may also be facing serious problems. While conscientious,
dedicated ATI staffs have given me every assistance, the system appears to suffer from
erratic redactions that at times remove material that was previously released to others.
The process is also slow and as this dissertation is being completed material requested a
year ago was still coming in. More seriously, there are indications that federal
departments will no longer store data within the access program that is over five years
old. To assist other researchers getting around this I have provided quite detailed ATI
filing data to guide their requests. One is also forced to question the wisdom of these
changes. While restricting access to this data may temporarily reduce the sources for
'gotcha' journalism, the opposite effect is likely within more detailed analytical efforts.
Here, accessed material demonstrated that, more often than not, defence and foreign
policy officials were doing their jobs competently and in full recognition of their
responsibility to protect Canadian sovereignty.
There are positive trends in this sector. The Department of National Defence’s
Directorate of History and Heritage has begun their official history of Canadian military
operations in South West Asia using extensive interviews, complete accessed documents,
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and scrupulous research. They were extremely generous in their assistance, advice, and
readiness to allow access to some of their materials. Other scholars studying this area
would be wise to check in with them.
The next benefit of this research has been to reinforce the work of those
academics who have gone before. At other times, it may force a mild rethink of some
theories. Frank Harvey's assertion that the 2001-2005 period was marked by a sustained
application of "dishonest multilateralism” has been fully validated. The extent to which
both Liberal governments publicly claimed disengagement from the US effort in Iraq
while privately assisting it now has further evidence. Concerned scholars can now
proceed directly to the evidence via the Wikileaked cables and accessed government
documents cited here.
David McDonough's "Goldilocks" Grand Strategy was certainly reinforced
although this research might suggest an extension of his work. His central claim is that
Canadian governments have successfully traced a sinuous path in their relations with the
United States that alternated between full cooperation and a more arm's-length posture
that would demonstrate Canadian independence. Up until 2001, where his work ends, he
demonstrated that successive Canadian governments executed that strategy competently
and, as a result, occupying that safe middle ground usually eliminated the need for
expensive trade-offs or side payments.
One would necessarily want to return to this strategy in considering the Chrétien
response to Operation Iraqi Freedom and Martin’s rejection of National Missile Defense.
Certainly the managing of the latter period involves none of the consistency and nuance
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this strategy required. Rather, the Martin government appeared to lurch from decision to
decision with ambiguity and denial serving as substitute for strategy. McDonough's
theory is robust enough to withstand this temporary incongruity as he implies that such an
ill-executed application of the strategy will result in more costly side payments. In that
regard, the evidence here suggests a desire to compensate an increasingly disappointed
and occasionally retributive US government was one of the strong motivations for
selecting Kandahar in 2005, a side payment that would ultimately cost Canada
significantly.
The research here also directly reinforces Brian Bow’s work. In addition to the
above, there are multiple, detailed examples of 'grudge' retaliation at work as the United
States responded to Canadian decisions. It particularly reinforces his assertion that this
kind of retaliation is not the result of individual Canadian decisions, but the outcome of a
US administration assessing that Canada was ignoring the relationship. Rear-Admiral
Mack’s 2005 “seven no’s” brief nicely underlined the failure of the Canadian
government to treat a succession of US views and requests seriously, and as a result the
Bush administration also ceased to care for the relationship. When that shift occurred,
this study has shown the quite surprising latitude mid-level American officials enjoyed as
they cut off Canadian access and benefits. Their actions also underline the now very
limited ability of the once powerful Canada-US military bureaucratic links to manage
crises. Those links remain important today for managing the day-to-day military
relationship, but their ability to play a larger role, such as crisis containment, is doubtful
indeed. This is probably not a bad thing as one would expect the political elite to be
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doing that.
In addition, there may be a need for some slight modification of the concept of
grudge retaliation. For example, while grudge retaliation was performed by US
bureaucrats, this was by no means apparent to the Canadian government who sensed a
policy of direct retaliation seeming to issue directly from the Bush administration.
Further, issue linkage was definitely operative as US officials almost surely cut
intelligence in response to our decision to not join OIF. While this analysis has argued
this action fell just short of coercion it was perilously close. Thus, issue linkage, while
absent across most sectors, has been shown to be entirely feasible in a single area like
defence. One may also be able to argue that if Canada continues with unique and highly
visible dependencies on US support, such linkage, while not inevitable, will always be a
risk and likely to continue to condition Canadian plans.
In that regard, this study also demonstrates that Canada can say "no" to US
requests. For decades Canada has rebuffed direct high-level US pressure to increase its
defence budgets, again without obvious US retribution. More recently, at-sea Canadian
officers repeatedly denied US requests to detain al-Qaeda suspects, to escort commercial
shipping carrying US military supplies to Kuwait, and to assist in intercepting fleeing
Iraqis. This was all done without serious repercussions, save for the possible symbolic
cancellation of the Bush visit to Canada for the latter outrage. Rather, the US gave
Canada increased command responsibilities because it had strong capabilities not easily
replaced. On the other hand, Canada was astoundingly vulnerable as a result of her lack
of an overseas intelligence service or medical evacuation helicopters. These limited our
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options and made grudge retaliation more effective.
The last potential benefit of this study is perhaps its most important. In
demonstrating that both interoperability and almost all aspects of military cooperation
have very limited sovereignty impact, it very much supports Brian Bow and Patrick
Lennox’s call that Canadian research move beyond the tired debates over the independent
character of Canadian foreign policy. Instead, they argue for focusing on more concrete
issues such as the scope of Canada’s international interests and its required capabilities.
Some of the capabilities required have been well outlined here, but this analysis
also suggests the need to go beyond a discussion of requirements. What is probably
needed is a return to Middlemiss and Stairs’ earlier findings on Canadian interoperability
policy. This involved three interlinked thoughts, the first of which suggested that Canada
would retain a desire to be engaged internationally. The second argued that Canadian
governments are disinclined to pay for a defence capability that would allow this. Given
the first two, their conclusion was that interoperability with the US military was "the only
game in town." As a result, any debate on the future of Canadian foreign policy could
well begin by rigorously examining each of those three assertions for their future
applicability. What is clear, however, is that such work can go forward without any
elaborate examination of its potential impact on Canadian sovereignty.

Areas for Future Research
This study necessarily focused on Canada-US relations and only occasionally
considered comparative analysis and issues of civil-military relations. The former got
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some attention initially as Canada was not alone in responding to American requests and
occasional pressure, as this study was able to briefly highlight. Thankfully, it was able to
rely on the work of others and in particular Daniel Baltrusaitis’ Coalition Politics and the
Iraq War.1 This work traces the South Korean, German and Turkish government
responses to American requests, inducements and threats to join the anti-Iraq coalition
and their frequent side payments to evade going. There is just enough within this
excellent study to suggest further evidence for the view that the more dependent the ally
is on US support, the more direct and coercive will be the pressure it ultimately receives
from America. As a result a direct comparison with Canada's response would probably
prove useful. Such an effort might also examine O'Connor and Vucetic’s analysis of the
Canadian and Australian responses and further probe the extent to which strategic
dependency drove coalition decisions.2
A like effort would also examine the surprising similarities between the Canadian
and Dutch decision-making processes that led them to Southwest Afghanistan in 20052006. Like Canada, the Netherland’s government sought to re-establish that she was a
contributor to global security, tended to overstress the reconstruction over the combat
role, was initially strongly motivated to ensure NATO's success in the region, and was
hampered by the enlarging detainee scandals. Efforts here would be greatly assisted by
examining the efforts of the Dutch military analyst Major Hazelbag along with Matthew
Willis’ work on the combined British-Canadian efforts to move to Southwest

1

Baltrusaitis, Coalition Politics and the Iraq War: Determinants of Choice.
O'Connor and Vucetic, "Another Mars-Venus Divide? Why Australia Said 'Yes' and Canada Said 'Non' to
Involvement in the 2003 Iraq War."
2
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Afghanistan.3
Another comparative effort would return to Canada-US relations and examine the
entire 2001-2010 period in an attempt to trace changes in the relationship as a result of
the arrival of the Obama administration and the Harper government. This might isolate
whether the famously bellicose Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld was unique in his
readiness to employ coercion, as he himself occasionally admits, and whether Canadian
responses were, in turn, conditioned by an apparent Canadian antipathy towards the Bush
presidency.
The final area suggested for further research is the extent to which this period
accurately reflects traditional or sound civil-military relations in Canada. There are
already a number of detailed analyses on this topic including those by Roy and Smolynec,
Lagassé and Sokolsky, and Middlemiss and Stairs.4 These have all closely examined the
potentially outsized role played by General Hillier in setting defence and foreign policy
and in guiding operations. There are still, however, some very disturbing unanswered
questions.
The first of these would examine the factors that led the Stein and Lang account to
repeatedly suggest a divided loyalty on the part of both Canada’s military and its senior
defence and foreign policy advisers. What is especially intriguing here is that Eugene

3

Hazelbag, "Political Decision Making of the Mission in Uruzgan, a Reconstruction." Willis, "Canada in
Regional Command South: Alliance Dynamics and National Imperatives."
4
M.L. Roi and Gregory Smolynec, "Canadian Civil Military Relations - International Leadership, Military
Capacity, and Overreach," International Journal, LXV, no. 3 (2010); Lagassé and Sokolsky, "A Larger
"Footprint" in Ottawa: General Hillier and Canada's Shifting Civil - Military Relationship, 2005-2008.";
Middlemiss and Stairs, "Is the Defence Establishment Driving Canada's Foreign Policy?."
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Lang was at the center of the political-bureaucratic-military interface in a senior position
for four years. While there was undoubtedly no small amount of political motivation and
blame shifting at work, the fact remains he repeatedly suggested senior officials in DND
and DFAIT tended to listen more to the US than to their Canadian political masters,
exaggerated consequences, distorted advice, and ignored political direction. While this
study examined and countered many of these claims, there has been surprisingly little
questioning of them by others. Equally intriguingly, few have offered Stein and Lang
much support for these allegations. While data will be hard to extract, fairness to both
sides of this argument demands a detailed examination of the civil-military environment
that provoked Lang’s accusations.
Another potential area of civil-military investigation has potentially more serious
consequences but better material is likely available. Here research might examine more
closely the conditions and processes involved in the final decisions to deploy the
Canadian military. Dan Fitzsimmons’ work on Chrétien’s selection of the Zaire mission
in 1996 and this study’s examination of the 2002 decision to commit to ISAF, while
contributing much, still lack detail on the higher level decision-making processes. This
is, in part, a result of the understandable reticence on the part of interviewees to not
disclose their actual advice to ministers and the access to information process which
normally tries to redact it. This effort also suffered from this but there were ways a
researcher can still get the data, in part because more and more interviewees are ready to
provide background, and works like Stein and Lang's Unexpected War freely reveal that
advice anyway. That data is much-needed because the secondary indicators point to
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problematic processes.
Fitzsimmons makes clear the Chrétien government disregarded military advice in
the lead up to Op Assurance in 1996. This situation had not improved in early 2003
when the Chief of Defence Staff was likely given less than fourteen days to research the
ISAF mission, and Cabinet appeared to approve it halfway through his efforts anyway.
Moreover, there is the strongest suggestion that Prime Minster Chrétien had approved it
well before, based on his consultation with three close civilian advisers. Research here
might well focus on the extent to which these methods are still viable. While one might
have been able to avoid, dismiss or truncate military advice when assigning forces to the
low risk peacekeeping operations of before, there is a suggestion that today's more violent
operations demand something a bit more rigourous in terms of evaluation.
Another aspect of this question might also tie this to Lagassé and Sokoksky’s and
Stein and Lang’s examinations of the outsized role played by General Hiller. Here the
point would be to trace the progression from Chrétien’s apparent ability to make major
military decisions with only after-the-fact and arguably rushed military advice, to the
Martin government assigning General Hillier personal control over the writing of its
foreign and defence policy. At this point, the Prime Minister’s chief of staff, Tim
Murphy, reportedly stated “We didn’t have any civilian control anxiety” over General
Hillier’s unusually large role.5 This, however, necessarily forces a questioning of
whether there was any recognizable civil-military model in play then and under Chrétien.

5

Stein and Lang, The Unexpected War: Canada in Kandahar, 158.
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To those undertaking these studies, the author is now confident in suggesting that
very little, if any, attention needs to be paid to suggestions that the Canadian military is
somehow in the American 'orbit.' In fact, the evidence shows the entire foreign and
defence policy establishment took their instructions from their political leaders in Ottawa
and not from the American military. Here and elsewhere there are strong indications that
the civil-military process was far from perfect, but the issue was never one of loyalty to
Canada or of surrendered sovereignty.
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APPENDIX A

Hypotheses and sub-hypotheses

Hypothesis
1

Increased military interoperability with the US diminishes Canada’s external
sovereignty.

Sub-hypotheses
1A We should see the Canadian government enter into agreements the US supports
despite the presence of disincentives.
Alternatively:
We should see the government abandon or not support agreements it initially
endorsed as it later sensed US opposition to them.
1B We should see the Canadian government commit to US-led or US-supported
military coalitions despite the presence of disincentives.
1C We should see instances where Canada is prevented from joining non-US led
coalitions.
Hypothesis
2

Our military interoperability with the US diminishes Canada’s domestic
sovereignty.

Sub-hypotheses
2A We should see evidence of officials advancing military interoperability and
integration projects without government support.
2B We should see evidence of domestic officials supporting the position of the US
government or military over that of the Canadian government.
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APPENDIX B Table 10-1 Summary of findings from all case studies

Case

Hypothesis

Loss
Signif- Med
icant
1
(9/11)

Effect on Sovereignty
E = External Sovereignty
I = Internal Sovereignty
Zero
Gain
Negligible

Negli- Med
ble

Extent to which
Interoperability was
a factor
Negli- Med Signifgible
icant
Significant

1B - Commit to US
Ops
2A - Advance
Interop with US

E

X

I

X

2
IC - Rejected by
(ISAF) Others
2A - Adv Interop
with US
1B - Commit to US
Ops
3
1A - Drop
(Detain Agreements
-ees)
1B - Commit to US
4
Ops
(Iraq) 2A - Advance
Interop with US
2B - Support US
over Canada
1C - Rejected by
others

E

X

2A - Advance
Interop with US
2B - Support US
over Canada
1B - Commit to US
Ops
1C - Rejected by
Others
1B - Commit to US
6
Ops
(Kand- 2B - Support US
ahar
over Canada
2005) 2A - Advance
Interop with US
1C - Rejected by
Others

I
E

X

E

X
E

E

5
(TF151)

X
E

X

I

X

I

X

E

X

O

X

I

X

E

X
E

X

E

X
I

X
I

X

E

X
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